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As the requirement for more realistic 3D environments is pushed forward by the
computer {graphics | movie | simulation | games} industry, attention turns away from
the creation of purely synthetic, artist derived environments towards the use of real-
world captures from the 3D world in which we live.
However, common 3D acquisition techniques, such as laser scanning and stereo
capture, are realistically only 2 12D in nature - such that the backs and occluded por-
tions of objects cannot be realised from a single uni-directional viewpoint. Although
multi-directional capture has existed for sometime, this incurs additional temporal and
computational cost with no existing guarantee that the resulting acquisition will be free
of minor holes, missing surfaces and alike.
Drawing inspiration from the study of human abilities in 3D visual completion, we
consider the automated completion of these hidden or missing portions in 3D scenes
originally acquired from 2 12D (or 3D) capture. We propose an approach based on the
visual propagation of available scene knowledge from the known (visible) scene areas
to these unknown (invisible) 3D regions (i.e. the completion of unknown volumes via
visual propagation - the concept of volume completion).
Our proposed approach uses a combination of global surface fitting, to derive an
initial underlying geometric surface completion, together with a 3D extension of non-
parametric texture synthesis in order to provide the propagation of localised structural
3D surface detail (i.e. surface relief). We further extend our technique both to the
combined completion of 3D surface relief and colour and additionally to hierarchi-
cal surface completion that offers both improved structural results and computational
efficiency gains over our initial non-hierarchical technique.
To validate the success of these approaches we present the completion and ex-
tension of numerous 2 12D (and 3D) surface examples with relief ranging in natural,
man-made, stochastic, regular and irregular forms. These results are evaluated both
subjectively within our definition of plausible completion and quantitatively by statis-
tical analysis in the geometric and colour domains.
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volume (n): the magnitude of the three-dimensional space enclosed
within or occupied by an object, geometric solid, etc. [col05]
This work considers the common problem of completing partially visible artifacts
within a 3D scene.
Limitations in current real-world capture capabilities for 3D computer vision, graph-
ics and modelling mean that the capture of entire three-dimensional scenes can be dif-
ficult and time-consuming. As a result we frequently encounter incomplete or partial
3D scene/objects representations that pose severe limitations for use in realistic 3D vi-
sualisations. However, as the computer {graphics, movie, simulation, games} industry
pushes for ever more realistic 3D environments attention turns away from the creation
of purely synthetic, artist derived, environments towards the use of real world captures
from the 3D world in which we live.
With this increased demand for 3D content, and existing limitations in 3D cap-
ture, a requirement arises for the realisation of unknown 3D content from available 3D
scene data. We require an ability to the complete an entire unknown 3D space within
the scene, itself enclosed within the surrounding (available) 3D scene data - what we
require is the completion of unknown 3D regions (i.e. volumes), hence the general
term volume completion coined for work in this area [Tse99b].
This requirement, in computational visual capture and visualisation, has an inter-
esting parallel in the human vision system. The human visual system has the inherent
ability to perform completion for a given object based on limited 3D scene data (e.g.
reasoning how the back of an object will look based on solely a frontal view). Here
we investigate prior psychological explanations of this phenomenon in human vision
and extend this reasoning to tackle un-solved parts of the general visual completion
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Figure 1.1: Candidates for volume completion
problem in computational vision.
1.1 Motivation
Common 3D acquisition techniques in computer vision are realistically only 2 12 D in
nature - such that the backs and occluded portions of objects cannot be realised from a
single view point1 (e.g. Figures 1.1 & 1.3). However, the same physical limitation is
also true of human stereopsis where visual completion, as an aspect of our extending
visual reasoning system, allows us to perceive the completion of occluded objects and
reason how an object may appear from an alternative viewpoint (e.g. an opposing
backward view).
Here we consider this problem with relation to laser range scanning and stereo
capture - both in common use for 3D capture in relation to environment or object mod-
elling. Using such capture technology it is impossible to capture all faces of a 3D scene
with a single laser range scan or stereo image (i.e. from a uni-directional viewpoint).
This results in models which are inherently 2 12D in nature (Figure 1.1) or 3D models
which are constructed from a combination of multi-directional scans or images (Figure
1.2). In the latter case, the additional capture and subsequent viewpoint combination
(3D registration [BM92]) incurs additional cost in terms of time, computation and ul-
timately monetary cost (e.g. [LPC
 
00, DMGL02]). Additionally, ensuring all faces
and crevices of a target have been captured at least once is a non-trivial for complex
and large scale structures (e.g. architecture, Figure 1.2) and missing portions are often
un-apparent until final viewpoint registration (i.e. combination).
1Here we are considering common surface based capture techniques such as stereo vision and laser
range scanning rather than the volumetric approaches, such as MRI, common to medical vision appli-
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Figure 1.2: Missing 3D information in large scale multi-directional capture
Figure 1.3: Limited 212D scene knowledge
Ideally a method of visual completion is required to facilitate the completion of
a 3D model, from a single 2 12D or limited 3D capture, akin to that present in human
visual reasoning.
Considering the examples of Figures 1.1 and 1.3 several cases with a volume com-
pletion requirement become apparent - i.e. requiring the completion of an otherwise
unknown enclosed 3D area. Figure 1.1A shows a 3D capture where the 2 12D nature
of range sensing from a single view limits full 3D capture. Additionally limitations
in sensor range (Figure 1.1B) and object self-occlusion (Figure 1.1C) further prevent
complete 3D capture. In addition Figure 1.3 goes on to show a range of cases where
we have a limited uni-directional 2 12D capture of a given object/scene whilst Figure
cations.
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Figure 1.4: Archaeological artifacts for volume completion
1.2 show the limitations that remain, even with expensive multi-directional capture,
for complex and large-scale scenarios.
Another related aspect of volume completion is where, despite our own sensing
capabilities, only partial knowledge of the original object exists - for instance an ar-
chaeological artifact such as a fossil or portions of a broken pottery or bones (Figure
1.4). Here 3D completion poses an equal challenge both to the human visual system
and its computational counterpart. Whilst we, as humans, may be able to mentally (or
artistically) complete the remainder of the object, this is somewhat more challenging
for a computer vision system.
It is this challenge that we will be investigating in this thesis with reference both to
related work in perceptual psychology, on human visual completion abilities, and to
prior completion work in computer vision. Specifically we aim to investigate the com-
pletion of fine surface detail (i.e. 3D surface texture or relief) from limited 2 12 D (or
3D) data. In doing so we utilise two concepts that represent respectfully our conduit
and intended goal - visual propagation and plausible completion.
Ultimately we strive to provide plausible 2 12D (or 3D) completion utilising a process
that fits within the paradigm of visual propagation.
1.1.1 Visual Propagation
In all of the examples we have shown (Figures 1.1 - 1.4) it is often perceivable to a
human viewer how these missing portions should appear (i.e. what we expect to see
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there) based on the ability of our visual system to compose these areas using supposed
surface, contour and pattern completion within the scene. The salient point, however,
is that we do not perceive exactly what exists there but what we could reasonable
expect to see. In this aspect, working with our limited knowledge of the scene, we
trade off accuracy for plausibility - what actually exists against what we expect exists.
Our expectation for these invisible scene portions can be thought of as being governed
by two classes of knowledge: Scene Evidence: visible evidence within the scene that acts as visual cues to
trigger a certain expectations for completion (e.g. contours, surfaces, patterns,
artifacts). This is specific to a given scene context. World Knowledge: general rules for completion based on our experience and
knowledge of the type of object, surface or scene we are completing. For exam-
ple the back of a cylinder type shape is likely to share the same surface curvature
as the front; building walls are generally flat and perpendicular to the ground
plane, etc. General plausibility rules are used for all scenes although some may
be specific to certain scene contexts (e.g. architecture, Figure 1.2) or classes of
object (e.g. pipe-work, Figure 1.1B).
From this analysis of human visual completion abilities we can define the following
principle:
As humans, we perpetually complete the portions of a scene we cannot
physically visualise based on those portions which we can. This reasoning
process is itself governed by our generic and specific knowledge of the
world which we are perceiving.
This concept can be thought of as visual propagation - we perform completion by
propagating visual knowledge from the known to unknown scene portions. A process
that is itself constrained by our prior visual experience (i.e. world knowledge).
Our analysis of visual completion is supported by numerous psychological accounts
of the completion phenomenon in the human visual system - notably Volume Com-
pletion [Tse99b]. Whilst work in perceptual psychology on human 3D completion is
extensive, its application to computer vision, a science ultimately trying to mimic its
biological counterpart, is limited (Chapter 2).
Although the work in this thesis does not attempt to solve the all the questions
posed by these psychological accounts, the aim is to at least ensure that the proposed
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completion approach fits within a paradigm derived from work in this related discipline
- i.e. completion via visual propagation.
1.1.2 Plausible Completion
Our prior description of visual propagation (Section 1.1.1) relies heavily on the concept
of visual plausibility - i.e. the fundamental question of “Do we believe what we are
seeing?” Similarly, this is a fundamental question in our work - can we produce a 3D
completion that is believable?
There are two related concepts in the production of artificial visual content that we
wish to be believable as the real thing - realism and plausibility. The two are closely
related but, in general, we find that something can easily look visually realistic and fail
in terms of plausibility.
For instance the film industry prides itself on the production of visual realistic
screen monsters that appear practically life-like. Whilst they may be “believable”
to the viewer within the context of a {horror | sci-fi | adventure} genre movie, this
believable nature would soon diminish if encountered out of context. For example,
how plausible is it to encounter such a monster in a your garden? Although in the
event of such an unlikely occurrence the monster may look very realistic, it is most
likely that contextual factors such as location (e.g. the rose bed) and lack of prior
experience of monsters in such domestic scenarios may limit our immediate ability to
believe what we are in fact seeing2.
It is concept of plausibility that is key to any attempt to complete unknown 3D
visual information. The artificially completed portion of a given object or scene must
be both realistic, in that it appears to have characteristics that are inherent of the real
thing, and plausible, in that it is believable or passable as if it were the real thing itself.
For true plausible completion, in the consideration of visually completing the unknown
portion of a 3D scene, the artificially created portion must be indistinguishable from
the original in terms of visual perception. It is upon this benchmark that we will eval-
uate both prior work in 3D visual completion in computer vision/graphics (Chapter 2)
and our own efforts in the plausible completion of 3D surface relief (Chapters 3, 4, 5).
2The world knowledge rule of “monsters do not exist” could be seen to override current visual
perception in this hypothetical scenario.
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1.2 Research Area & Contribution
In terms of the overall completion of unknown 3D scene content, Volume Completion
[Tse99b], this thesis specifically concentrates on the plausible completion of 3D sur-
face detail. We define such detail as 3D surface relief by which we refer to the unique
tactile nature of a 3D surface defined by localised displacement over its area. It is often
referred to purely as 3D or geometric texture in the literature. A suitable example of
such texture would be the tactile nature of tree bark, brickwork or sandpaper if one ran
a finger over its surface.
In general, prior work in the completion of 2 12D scenes is limited to a subset of
the psychological aspects of human visual completion ([Tse99b], Section 2.1.2) from
which we have derived our own completion via visual propagation paradigm (Section
1.1). Although there is a body of computer vision work in this area (Chapter 2), work
specifically on the plausible completion of surface relief has received limited attention
as part of the larger 2 12 D to 3D completion problem .
Here we examine prior work in computer vision in relation to the volume completion
paradigm and go on to propose our own novel approach to surface relief completion
within the paradigm of visual propagation based on the concept of non-parametric
sampling. This proposal is subsequently extended to the dual completion of surface
relief and colour and the hierarchical completion of surface relief structure and detail.
Overall we propose a novel method for the “completion by example” (i.e. extension
by visual propagation) of 3D surface relief from a limited 2 12D surface sample to a
completed fully completed 3D surface (e.g. Figure 3.19). In the computer graphics
literature this may additionally be considered as geometric texture synthesis or “bump-
mapping by example” (e.g. Figure 3.26).
In summary, the main contributions of this thesis can be considered as follows: The proposal of a novel technique for the completion of plausible 3D surface
relief based on the adaptation of non-parametric sampling from 2D image syn-
thesis. A technique that both extends prior work in the field [SFF01, DMGL02,
CLF02, DF02, Lie03] and has notable advantages over contemporary approaches
[SACO04, PMG
 
05] (Chapter 3, published as [BF05b]). The adaptation of the proposed technique to the combined completion of colour
3D surface data in terms of both surface relief and colour. This extends prior
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work by its unique consideration of the parallel, as opposed prior serial [WO03],
completion of localised surface shape (i.e. relief) and colour. The role of colour
as an additional constraint on the visual completion process is also investigated
(Chapter 4, published as [BF05c]). The extension of proposed technique to a multi-scale hierarchical completion
process that overcomes the undesired interaction of fine surface detail that can
be encountered in the completion of global surface structure. Hierarchical al-
gorithms that offer improved results and computational performance over the
earlier mono-scale proposal (Chapter 3) are detailed and similarly extend earlier
work in the field [SFF01, DMGL02, CLF02, DF02, Lie03] (Chapter 5). The identification and practical solution of the classical signal processing prob-
lems of aliasing and phase alignment as they ascertain to the reconstruction (i.e.
completion) of a 3D surface signal (Section 3.4, published as [BF05b]). The investigation and contrast of prior work on 2 12D to 3D in computer vision in
relation to recent work in perceptual psychology on the phenomenon of visual
completion in the human visual system (Chapter 2, published as [BF05a]).
Portions of the work presented in this thesis have previously been published in the
following academic papers: Amodal Volume Completion : 3D visual completion - Breckon, T.P., Fisher, R.B.
International Journal of Computer Vision and Image Understanding (CVIU)
Volume (99), Number (3), Academic Press, 2005. pp 499-526
Bibliography reference [BF05a] Non-parametric Surface Completion - Breckon, T.P., Fisher, R.B.
Proceedings of the 5th International Conference on 3D Digital Imaging and
Modelling (3DIM), June 13th - 16th, 2005. Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. pp 573-
580.
Bibliography reference [BF05b] Plausible 3D Colour Surface Completion using Non-parametric Techniques -
Breckon, T.P., Fisher, R.B.
Mathematics of Surface XI (MoS), September 5th - 7th, 2005. Loughborough,
England., pp 102-120.
Bibliography reference: [BF05c]
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Additional parts of this thesis may be published subsequent to submission.
1.3 Thesis Structure
From our initial outline of our visual propagation paradigm and plausible completion
requirements (Sections 1.1.1 / 1.1.2) we move on to examine work in perceptual psy-
chology that both supports the idea of completion through propagation and formalises
the concept of volume completion as a human visual ability (Chapter 2, Section 2.1).
We use these definitions as our criteria for the critique of prior work in the computer
vision and graphics field that tackle the specific issue of 3D completion and identify
limitations in the completion of localised surface shape and relief (Chapter 2, Section
2.2).
Based on a subsequent investigation into related work on 2D texture synthesis
(Chapter 2, Section 2.3) and propose our own mono-scale approach to the comple-
tion of 3D surface relief and shape based on nonparametric sampling (Chapter 3). This
is further extended to provide the combined completion of surface relief and colour for
increasingly available colour 3D data (Chapter 4).
Although successful, the mono-scale completion approach is limited in its ability
to complete higher order surface structure (i.e. shape) in addition to localised surface
relief. To overcome this limitation we propose a hierarchical extension to our earlier
non-parametric approach that offers improvement both in terms of plausibly completed
results and computational cost over the earlier technique (Chapter 5).
Finally we offer a complete overview of our work together with a discussion of
directions for future research (Chapter 6).
Chapter 2
Related Research
“A scene is not just a scene but a vision of the possibilities inherent in the
in the subject” - Robert Wade (artist).
Here we present an overview of work in the literature that supports and relates to the
research presented here. From an initial overview of related visual completion work
in perceptual psychology (Section 2.1) we examine prior completion specific work in
computer vision (Section 2.2) and contrast this to the completion attributes identified
in the psychological account of human completion abilities.
This is followed by an overview of more general computer vision and graphics
work in texture synthesis (both 2D and 3D) that relate to the research undertaken (Sec-
tion 2.3).
Portions of this chapter have previously been published as [BF05a].
2.1 Visual Completion in Perceptual Psychology
Perceptual psychology offers a useful insight into human visual completion abilities.
By examining theory in this area we are able to draw useful comparators for the eval-
uation of later work in computer vision.
2.1.1 Visual Completion Theory - a brief overview
The phenomenon of human visual completion has been of interest to psychologists
for a considerable period, ranging from the early Gestalt principles [Kof35] to more
modern interpretations [KS91, Tse99b].
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Figure 2.1: Famous illusory figures
Much of the early work centres around the study of various, now famous illusory
examples (Figure 2.1) and the cues and process that cause certain perceptions for these
cases [Kan76, Kan79, Kan82]. This work concentrates on the visual perception of
2D structures - to date an on-going aspect of psychological research related both to
computer vision (e.g.[WH96, ZIS98, GPR98, Rub01, ZIM02]) and as an aspect of
wider visual completion [Den92, NPT98].
At the top level work in this area concerns itself with the two primary phenomenon
of visual completion: Modal Completion: the illusory perception of a foreground object/shape even
though it is not explicitly present due to the perceived occlusion of background
objects/shapes (e.g. the perception of a triangle or rectangle in Figure 2.1). Amodal Completion: the perception of a background object/shape continuing
behind a foreground occluder despite the fact that one cannot see it directly. The
occluded portion is invisible yet perceived by the viewer. (e.g. the perception
of the small disk being occluded and thus continuing behind the illusory trian-
gle/rectangle in Figure 2.1).
In reality, amodal completion can be thought of as occlusion among opaque surfaces
(either partial or complete - i.e. hidden) whilst modal completion can be thought of
as perfect camouflage [Tse99b]. Clearly amodal completion is the more commonly
occurring instance with relation to the problems encountered in 3D computer vision
and hence one we are interesting in investigating further1.
We are specifically interested in the aspects of amodal completion as they pertain
to 3D completion. Theory in this area is still a source of debate but, following the
review by Tse in [Tse99a], there are generally three types of theory in this area:
1Although, admittedly, modal completion itself poses a similarly interesting future problem for com-
puter vision research [ZIS98, ZIM02].
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Completion No Completion
?
c) The volume completion viewa) The local view b) The global view
Figure 2.2: Amodal completion examples: a clash of theories [Tse99b].
1. Completion occurs when certain conditions are satisfied among local scene cues
(e.g. contours and junctions) - the local view. (Figure 2.2a).
2. Completion occurs when certain conditions are satisfied among global scene
cues (e.g. symmetry, regularity, simplicity of form or pattern) - the global view.
(Figure 2.2b).
3. Completion occurs when certain conditions are satisfied among representations
internal to the scene (e.g. contour, surfaces and volumes) - the volume based
view. (Figure 2.2c).
Theories following the local view (type 1) generally support completion through ‘good
continuation’ (Kellman & Shipley [KS91]) and intersection of scene contours (and as-
sociated surfaces) without consideration for the wider structure within the scene (e.g.
[KS91, WB92, TNMS95], Figure 2.2a). In contrast the global view (type 2) chal-
lenges this assumption of locally dependant completion to suggest the importance of
global regularities, for instance symmetry, in completion patterns (e.g. [VLVDHL94,
VLVDHL95]). For example, it is clear that Figure 2.2b could not be completed based
on a purely localised view of completion.
The more recent type 3 theories have evolved from the traditional views in this
area, namely that completion is dependant on surface completion on a common depth
plane (e.g. [NSH95]), toward the concept of a volume completion based approach
[Tse99b, VL99]. Figure 2.2c shows an example where amodal completion would not
occur through a simple local or global view as shown in Figures 2.2a/b - yet the viewer
amodally completes the occluded “wine bottle” volume to form a cohesive object. Here
(i.e. Figure 2.2c) completion occurs at a higher level based on perceived volumetric
relationships within the scene - volume based completion.
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c) World
      Knowledge    
b) Volume
     Mergability
a) Surface / Contour
     Relatability 
In each case the teapot is completed by different aspects of visual completion.
= Occluded Area
d) Pattern
     Completion
Figure 2.3: Examples of visual completion aspects
2.1.2 Volume Completion Concept
Volume completion, suggested by Tse [Tse99b], argues that contour and surface based
amodal completion theories are not alone sufficient to account for all completion phe-
nomenon (see Figures 2.2c & 2.5). In an extension to previous consideration of visual
completion (types 1 and 2 of Section 2.1.1), volume completion considers the way the
human visual system is able to complete entire 3D enclosures which are not explicitly
visible within a scene.
It is argued that volume completion can be achieved through a combined approach
utilising:
1. contour / surface relatability - the inter-relationships in the completion surfaces
and contours within the scene (Kellman & Shipley [KS91]). (see Figure 2.3a).
For formal definition see [Tse99b].
2. volume mergability - the relationship between unbounded volumes within the
scene. “Mergabilty” refers to how the inside of one volume, unbounded due to
occlusion, can join with a similarly unbounded volume to create a larger volume
within the scene [Tse99b]. (see Figure 2.3b).
3. world knowledge - generic and specific knowledge relating to the world and to
instances within the scene that is being perceived [Tse98]. (see Figure 2.3c).
4. pattern completion - the presence of regularity or semi-regularity within the
scene that could be extrapolated as being present in unknown scene areas [Tse99a].
(see Figure 2.3d)
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Figure 2.4: Essence of volume completion
2.1.3 Volume Vs. Surface Completion
Q: So how does volume completion differ from earlier surface or contour based
completion?
When performing any visual completion in 3D we are essentially performing the
completion of a volume. Consider a 2 12D representation of a mug (i.e. front faces only).
Firstly assume we can identify the contours of the mug within our representation. From
this we can identify the surfaces of the mug as the regions bounded by these contours2.
In turn, the 3D volume of the mug is itself bound by the concurrent 3D completion
of these surfaces. This is a realistic assertion as we do not expect the mug to extend
beyond the bounds of the visible surfaces we perceive. Hence realistically we are
completing a 3D structure enclosed by a set of visible and invisible surfaces - we
are essentially completing a volume through the combined completion of bounding
surfaces (Figure 2.4).
Alternatively volume completion can be thought of as concurrently completing a
set of surfaces to form a complete 3D representation over the 3D space the surfaces
potentially enclose (i.e. the volume). In the case where we only have a single surface
(e.g. a sphere) then we are completing the volume bounded solely by that singular
surface. When dealing with the degenerate case of completing a single planar surface,
a volume-less surface, we are essentially completing an undefined volume as the as-
sociated volume is essentially unbounded. This occurrence is unrealistic as every real
world surface has an associated volume [Tse99b] - even the surface of a sheet of paper
has an associated volume, albeit very small.
2Support for this assertion that the contours and surfaces of a 2 12 D object can be identified [Fau93].
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Formalising this view, the 2 12D scene completion problem can be stated as follows: Let there be a set of natural contours C visible in the scene:
– C   f old  bladeedgeso f scene  . Let the set of visible surfaces S be defined such that:
–  Si  S, Si is bounded by {C’}  C There exists a completion of the scene, V, such that:
– V = ∑i0{SCi } where S
C
i is the completed surface of Si.
The solution to the volume completion problem is to find the V that minimises
the completion error with respect to constraints on completion, namely the need
for the aspects of good surface/contour relatability, volume mergability, pattern
completion and plausibility (i.e. world knowledge constraints) as defined in Sec-
tion 2.1.2.
Based on this premise that volumes are bounded by surfaces, which are themselves
bounded by contours, the volume completion view subsumes surface completion as
a special case by asserting that in fact every scene surface has an associated volume
[Tse99b]. Through this paradigm volume completion operates by merging volumes,
those enclosures bound by surfaces and contours in the scene, to achieve visual com-
pletion. This completion process is in turn governed by the constraints of world knowl-
edge to assess plausibility and pattern completion to enforce regularity. Thus we see
our visual propagation principle underpinning the theory in this area.
Additionally, it has to be noted that the volume completion view is not in itself sep-
arate from the local and global views of completion (types 1 and 2 of Section 2.1.1).
Volume completion supports the view that whilst contour relationships (type 1) and
global regularities (type 2) are not solely responsible for completion they, together
with other visual cues, can be used to infer edge, surface and volume relationships.
Completion then occurs at a higher level through the analysis of these relationships
[Tse99a]. In fact, Tse [Tse99b] goes on to suggest that the process of volume comple-
tion may in fact “involve a relaxation into a best-fit given these local constraints”.
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a) Amodal completion of visually
     disjoint volumes.
b) Amodal completion occurs on the left (despite 
     lack of contour relatability) but fails on the right.
Figure 2.5: Amodal “volume based” completion examples where other theories fail
[Tse99b].
Examples of the concept of volume completion as a combined theory of comple-
tion can be seen by considering Figures 2.2, 2.3 & 2.5 together. Each of the completion
theories of Figure 2.2 (local, global and volume) can be attributed to the completion
cases of Figure 2.3. For instance the localised completion of Figure 2.2a can be at-
tributed to the contour/surface relatability of Figure 2.3a and the global completion of
Figure 2.2b to the world knowledge and pattern completion depicted through Figure
2.3c/d. The more complex completion case of the “wine bottle” object in Figure 2.2c
shows a good example of volume based completion - here completion succeeds de-
spite the lack of directly relatable contours or surfaces and in the absence of a global
pattern (e.g. symmetry, regularity) to allow us to deduce the occluded portion. In this
case we see the completion occur primarily through volume mergability, as depicted in
Figure 2.3b, although the influence of world knowledge has also to be acknowledged3.
These examples support the case made by Tse [Tse99b] that amodal completion oc-
curs through a combination of factors that all influence 3D completion and not simply
through contour and surface relatability as suggested earlier by Kellman & Shipley
[KS91]. The examples in Figure 2.2b/c could not be completed based on the con-
tours/surfaces “good continuation” theory of [KS91] whilst in Figure 2.2a the “good
continuation” of contours and surfaces act as a rough guide through which comple-
tion is achieved. It has to be noted, however, that volume mergability and/or world
knowledge could also provide completion in this case using the contour relatability as
completion constraints. Further examples that rely on volume mergability for amodal
3I.e. from the abundance of bottle shaped objects we may see in a lifetime!
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a) No amodal completion
    despite contour relatability
b) No amodal completion
     despite surface relatability
Figure 2.6: Contour relatability - a counter example [Tse99b].
completion, from [Tse99b], are given in Figure 2.5 and develop an argument [TA98]
that amodal volume completion occurs in the absence of specific contour based cues.
Support for a volume based completion account is further provided through Figure
2.6 which shows amodal completion in the human visual system can still fail despite
the presence of surface and contour relatability. In this example the viewer fails to
complete the two cubic objects, despite the presence of relatability, because of the
overriding perception of disjoint 3D enclosures within the scene (albeit through any
combination of the volume completion aspects previously mentioned). Here we see
volume based completion overriding the ideas of completion by contour and surface
relatability supporting Tse’s view [Tse99b] that amodal completion cannot be simply
attributed to the “good continuation” of contours and surfaces of Kellman & Shipley
[KS91].
This idea of volume completion overriding contour/surface relatable completion is
also evident in the famous examples of Figure 2.7 and commonly in the artistic works
of E.C. Escher [Loc92] (e.g. “Relativity”: E.C. Escher, Figure 2.7b). Here we perceive
“impossible” objects despite the relatability of their contours and surfaces. It is our
realisation of the object in 3D, considering the set of contours and surfaces together
as a 3D volumetric shape, that allows us to identify the spatial contradictions in the
scene. This issue was explored by Huffman [Huf71] by likening scene interpretation
to understanding sentences and hence impossible objects to nonsensical sentences.
2.1.4 Further work in Volume Completion
The volume completion theory is backed up by experimental evidence in Tse’s later
work [Tse99a] which also further supported the idea of considering a global view of
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a) Unoccluded / Occluded
    Devil’s Pitchfork b) "Relativity" − E.C. Escher
Figure 2.7: Famous impossible works
completion rather than completion based on an isolated ‘per surface’ approach. This
work also gives a fuller discussion of the concept of ‘mergability’ underlying volume
completion in terms of the concept “good volume continuation” similar to that of Kell-
man & Shipley [KS91] in relation to surfaces. Overall it concludes that completion
processes are “inherently probabilistic in nature” with multiple influences including
proximity (‘localness’), global context, pattern, similarity of material and form, orien-
tation and volume mergability. With relation to computer vision this can be likened to
a co-operative algorithm such as Marr’s seminal work on stereo matching [Mar82].
The issue of global completion, raised in [Tse99b], has been considered by recent
work looking both experimentally and theoretically at global completion in non-regular
shapes (Van Lier et al. [VL99, DWvL02]). Both conclude that evidence for globally
influenced completion methods is strong with [VL99] going on to discuss further the
concept of ‘fuzzy completion’ - the concept of being able to derive a plausible comple-
tion to an irregular object based on analysis of the visible portion. It is suggested that
this allows us to plausibly complete irregular shapes by analysis of the general fuzzy
regularities we perceive in the visible portion (see Figure 2.8). This suggestion is
backed up by experimental evidence through which the author concludes global com-
pletion offers the best account for the fuzzy and 3D completion phenomenon observed.
Further support is given by [VLW99] that more generally asserts, via experimentation,
that well-established local and global completion tendencies for 2D surfaces appear




Figure 2.8: Fuzzy completion: an experimental example [VL99].
valid for extension into 3D. Related work in extending 2D modal completion to 3D
similarly supports the concept of volumetric completion from a combination of local
and global occlusion cues [ZIS98, ZIM02].
Additionally orientation in 3D completion has been considered by [AT00] which
showed experimentally that orientation and surface adjacency can affect the perception
of a 3D volume. This shows that completion is affected by scene context and further
supports the view of global constraints within 3D completion.
Contour propagation (and by extension surface propagation) is also considered by Tse
[Tse02], with regard to the visual interpretation of 2D silhouettes as 3D volume enclos-
ing surfaces. This work strongly supports the concept of visual propagation through
the propagation of single and multiple contours for the reconstruction of 3D volumes.
It considers the identification of “propagatable segments” from occluding contours to
propagate information about the underlying 3D form from the occluding contours to
areas where 3D form is ambiguous.
Contour propagation [Tse02] can be considered a specific subset of our earlier
visual propagation proposal. Generalised visual propagation encompasses completion
though the propagation of all visual stimuli - contours, surfaces, shape, texture, colour,
reflectance etc. Here we see a specific case of visual propagation based on existing
psychological evidence for human completion abilities.
The work [Tse02] proposes a theoretical algorithm for generating 3D shape from
2D object silhouettes :- given an identified propagatable segment (e.g. occluding edge),
propagate it into the interior of the silhouette (in a given direction of propagation) and
then scale (expand/contact) it until it touches the bounds of the silhouette at this point.
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Figure 2.9: Tse’s “seamonster” amodal volume completion case [Tse99b].
Repeated propagation at different distances into the interior thus builds a 2 12D contour
map of the original silhouette.
Although several practical issues remain in addressing the under-pinning assump-
tions a future extension into computer vision work is suggested [Tse02] and future
extension to 212D to 3D propagation, to facilitate true volume completion, appears vi-
able.
2.1.5 Volume Completion Summary
Ultimately the traditional theories of completion (types 1 & 2 of Section 2.1.1) can be
challenged by considering Tse’s “seamonster” example from [Tse99b] (see Figure 2.9).
Here despite the lack of local cues to suggest occlusion, the lack of “good continuation”
in terms of contours and surfaces and even the lack of any explicit occluding surface
the viewer sees a coherent, complete “seamonster”.
Tse suggests that the unbounded black portions are processed, as potential volumes,
through volume completion to derive the completed “seamonster” concept that we
perceive. However, the bearing of “world knowledge” within this volume completion
instance, from the countless similar {sea|worm|snake|Loch Ness} monster images to
which we are exposed, has also to be considered.
Overall it is clear that there is no simplistic explanation for our visual comple-
tion abilities. A number of suggested theories fail to explain all of the completion
capabilities of the human visual system. The most recent and advanced such theory,
Volume Completion [Tse99b], offers a combined and somewhat open-ended approach
that considers various visual influences in a “best-fit” optimisation based approach that
subsumes the abilities of earlier theories. It would seem apparent that volume comple-
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tion offers both a theoretical explanation of human visual completion abilities and a
useful frame-work for implementing artificial visual completion with heavy support
for our desired principle of completion through visual propagation. Notably, some re-
cent theoretical work [Tse02] supports the realisation of volume completion through a
subset of the visual propagation paradigm.
2.2 Visual Completion in Computer Vision & Graphics
Having examined a number of key visual completion theories in perceptual psychol-
ogy, we now examine prior work on completion in 3D computer vision and contrast
this against the psychological theory (Section 2.1) in this area.
2.2.1 Overview
Work in visual completion in computer vision can be thought of in two distinct but
related camps. Firstly there are those inspired by the 2D contour and surface com-
pletion theories of [Kof35] interested in completion of 2D synthetic or photographic
images (e.g. Figure 2.1). The majority of this work concerns itself with contour or
pattern identification realised through a variety of techniques (e.g. [BvPZ93, GM93,
WJ97, GPR98, LW99a, LW99b, Rub01, SMS02, BCV04]) to explore both the possi-
bilities for automated 2D completion and to some extent to test psychological visual
completion theories. Although some related work, in 2D texture synthesis (Section
2.3.2) is of interest to our proposed technique, here we are primarily concerned with
the other camp in visual completion - 3D visual completion - and thus our analysis of
completion work in computer vision concentrates itself here.
Work in 3D visual completion is reasonably limited within the computer vision
literature. However, a number of existing techniques support the concept of visual
propagation and to a limited extent some of the previous psychologically-based com-
pletion theories put forward in Section 2.1.
In the interests of space we omit the related topic of surface completion from contours
from our discussion and direct the reader to that of [BF05a].
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a) b) c)
     is entirely surrounded by the occluded region.
a) Surface Preserving Occlusions: occluding region
b)  Occlusions Breaking Surfaces: the occluding region 
      breaks the occluded region into 2 or more parts that
      correspond to a single surface.
c)  Occlusions Breaking Boundaries: the occluding 
      region partially obscures the boundaries of the
      occluded region.
A, A" = occluded region 
B = occluding region
Figure 2.10: Types of occlusion identified and resolved in [CLF02].
2.2.2 Occlusion Resolution
In terms of tackling the limitations of 2 12D, there has been some initial work in the res-
olution of partial occlusions in range images by Fisher et al. [Fis86, SFF01, CLF02,
DF02]. Overall three types of occlusion are identified and considered:- occlusion pre-
serving surfaces, occlusion breaking surfaces and occlusion breaking boundaries (see
Figure 2.10). This work completed occluded surfaces through the use of contour and
surface relatability together with a limited aspect of “world knowledge” to constrain
the overall completion (i.e. definition of ground and wall planes at scene limits). The
technique operates by extracting contours and surfaces using range data segmentation
and surface fitting techniques (e.g. [Tau91, FF93, FFE97, FF01a, FF01b]), extend-
ing the contours into the occluded area and then interpolating the smooth geometric
continuation of the surface fit between these now extended contours (see completion
examples in Figure 2.11). Similar work has also been considered by [CJ03] based on
algebraic surface fitting [Jüt00].
In terms of visual completion theory this approach fits best with the completion
paradigm put forward by [KS91], itself forming a subset of the later theories on volume
completion [Tse99b]. The more advanced of this occlusion resolution work [CLF02],
considering surface completion through the use of contour relatability, falls short of
considering true surface relatability in terms of multiple surface interactions and con-
centrates on the completion, through smooth continuation, of geometrically conform-
ing surface types. The limitations of [CLF02] in completing certain surfaces (due to
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Figure 2.11: Occlusion resolution using geometric surface continuation A:[SFF01] B:
[DF02]
lack of constraining information) and in fully completing scenes (i.e. from 2 12D to
complete 3D) is acknowledged by the authors. Additionally this work considers the
completion of individual surfaces in isolation rather than completing a set of multiple
(possibility interacting) scene surfaces in combination. Possible constraints introduced
by surface interaction are thus not available to aid completion.
In contrast to this data driven approach, related work has also been carried out
using parametric shape fitting to facilitate the 3D completion of partially visible 2 12D
cylinders and cuboids. This model based approach is utilised in [Mil03, Fis03] with
specific reference to building column completion in architectural reconstruction. The
limitations in this work are that it considers the columns abstractly from the scene
for the purposes of completion and completion is itself based purely on parametric
completion of regular 3D shapes - a good example of generic “world knowledge” in
terms of the volume completion paradigm.
Overall, another important constraint on all the work discussed in this area is the
reliance on smooth original surfaces in order to facilitate realistic, plausible surface
completion. Despite improvements in noise-tolerant fitting [FF01a, FF01b], the sur-
face models used are incapable of capturing localised surface structure (relief) and
detail beyond the underlying smooth surface shape. Although minor attempts have
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Figure 2.12: Geometric based completion of an Egyptian beaker [CS05]
been made to address this issue, by propagating surface noise models [DF02] (see Fig-
ure 2.11) and 2D surface colour [Stu01, Mil03], in addition to global surface shape,
the inability to complete surface relief patterns remains a limitation in the plausibility
of the pattern completion aspect of completion using solely this technique. This is eas-
ily shown by the limitations of purely geometric completion applied to an incomplete
archaeological artifact (Figure 2.12) from [CS05].
2.2.3 212D to 3D Reconstruction
Completion work in architectural reconstruction has also been carried out using struc-
ture and motion as a source for the initial 2 12D representation [DTRC01, DTC02,
DTC04]. This work uses a model fitting based approach together with a high level of
“world knowledge”, specific both to architecture in general and to the classical/Gothic
architectural styles considered. Both synthetic buildings and building completions are
constructed through the utilisation of Bayesian priors for architectural scenes and a
model fit of the structure from the motion image sequence.
The probability priors for model fitting to the video sequence fall into 4 categories:
- primitive usage (e.g. window, door frequency), shape (e.g. specific architectural
styles such as narrow Gothic windows), texture parameters (e.g. windows are often
dark with intersecting vertical/horizontal bars) and image likelihood (i.e. the likelihood
of the images given a complete specification of the model) [DTRC01]. The primitive
and shape priors are based upon both architectural rules, observations and practical
considerations whilst the texture priors are learnt from a set of example images. Model
fitting is achieved by obtaining a maximum a posteriori (MAP) set of model parame-
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Figure 2.13: 212D to 3D reconstruction using MCMC
ters. In the latter work [DTC02, DTC04] this is augmented with spatial organisation
priors to allow the generation of building completions and synthetic buildings using
a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm with the initial building model as
a seed. An example of this approach applied to the Downing Library, Cambridge is
shown in Figure 2.13.
The overall result is a textured geometric model based representation of a given
building at the level of defined geometric and architectural primitives (e.g. walls,
doors, windows, columns etc.). In terms of perceptual completion this work relies
heavily on the concept of “world knowledge” for success, both general (i.e. geometric
models) and specific (i.e. architectural), but does follow the arguments put forward for
visual propagation and plausible completion - in this case both embodied in a proba-
bility distribution.
Overall this work offers a successful model-based, heavily knowledge-dependant
approach to completion specific to the domain of architecture with structure from mo-
tion as its primary source of 3D information. It does, however, also support the idea
of probability based plausible completion where a number of different completions are
possible (cf. fuzzy completion -[VL99], Section 2.1.4).
In terms of plausibility, it offers the plausible completion of textured 3D architec-
tural models from an initial 2 12D representation that compare well to the ground truth
structural detail present in the original [DTC04]. However, as noted by the authors,
the use of generic texture priors limited the visible detail on the reconstructed surfaces
[DTC04] (e.g. Figure 2.13) - increasing the presence of repetitive and un-natural sur-
face texture similarity. Investigating the use of texture synthesis techniques ([EL99],
Section 2.3.2) to improve surface texture realism is cited as an area for future work
[DTC04].
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Figure 2.14: 212 D Completion of sparse depth maps [TMD02].
2.2.4 212D Completion
2.2.4.1 From Partial Knowledge
In a variant on other work in this field [TMD02, TMD04] considers the completion
of 212D depth maps from sparse range data based on corresponding intensity image
similarity. This relatively successful technique relies on having valid intensity data for
the scene regions where depth is not explicitly known and thus uses a method akin to
the texture synthesis of Efros [EL99] to infer depth based on the intensity similarity of
localised regions to those where both intensity and depth are known. Markov random
fields are used to capture the relationship between intensity and depth over localised
regions neighbouring an unknown depth value and the unknown depth value then is
inferred from this model in a deterministic fashion. Depth values are synthesised one
value at a time (following the texture based method of Efros [EL99], Section 2.3.2)
and are constrained, by neighbourhood localisation, to be similar to some region close
to their location.
An example of this technique from [TMD02] is shown in Figure 2.14 where from
left to right we see complete intensity knowledge of the scene, partial depth knowl-
edge and the resulting completion of the depth map compared against the ground truth.
Apart from a few minor errors around the top of the main foreground object we see a
successfully completed depth map based on intensity similarity. Later work, constrain-
ing the completion of specific depth discontinuity regions, aims to improve upon these
results [TMD04].
In relation to volume completion, this work follows the concept of visual propa-
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Figure 2.15: 212D sketch completion [VMS04a]
gation but relies on at least partial knowledge of the entire scene (i.e. intensity) from
which only 212D rather than 3D scene knowledge is derived. By contrast the problem
posed by volume completion contains no explicit knowledge of the areas of the scene
to be completed (or synthesised) but instead relies on knowledge that can be inferred
from the visible scene portions (i.e. implicit knowledge).
2.2.4.2 From Line Drawings
Additional work in 2 12D completion has also been considered in the construction of
solid models from 2D sketches - notably Varley et al. [Var03, VSM04, VTMS04,
VMS04b, VMS04a]). In this work [VMS04a] the ‘frontal geometry of the 2D sketch’
(i.e. 212D contour sketch) is initially derived from the 2D planar sketch. Completion is
then performed using geometric face and vertex addition through a method of greedy
hypothesis construction and selection followed by a later stage of model correction by
geometric constraint. In addition special-case symmetry based completion based on is
also considered [VMS04a].
This work is, however, limited in its purely geometric view of completion and cur-
rently only offers completion of simple 2D geometric sketches consisting of straight
lines with right-angled intersections (i.e. block-type objects) or regularly-angled inter-
actions [VSM04, VMS04a] (e.g. Figure 2.15). Additionally it assumes that the object
has been sketched from the “most informative viewpoint” (i.e. no hidden portions ex-
ist that cannot be geometrically inferred from the visible portion) and that the sketch
represents a singularly connected object (i.e. no frontal occlusion or multiple object
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consideration).
Similar work has also been pursued by others [Jen92, Gri97, MSK02, SC04] with
further work extending to the semi-automatic interpretation of surfaces with curved
components [VTMS04]. A general overview of work in this area is given in [VMS04a].
In terms of volume completion this field most closely follows the surface and con-
tour based completion paradigm of [KS91] although also exhibits the use of “world
knowledge” through its use of geometric constraint. To some limited extent an aware-
ness of “geometric volume” is also shown in terms of inferring hidden vertex junctions
and faces to create a fully constrained solid object. However, in summary this work
only offers very limited aspects of generalised volume completion due its reliance on
the geometric properties, and hence the possible geometric ‘good continuation’, of the
objects it considers.
2.2.5 Smooth 3D Surface Filling
The topic of 3D surface filling from within the 3D modelling domain is another area
related to visual completion. Here the problem of hole filling in automated model
acquisition relates directly to the idea of plausible completion.
Work in this area is fairly advanced and was notably used on the Michelangelo
project - a complete 3D reconstruction of Michelangelo’s David by Davis et al. [DMGL02].
This seminal work concentrates on the merging of surfaces through diffusion between
opposing edges of a surface hole or missing volume. The zero set, with respect to a
pre-determined volumetric distance field, then forms a surface approximation over the
diffused region. This work follows on from earlier mesh-based reconstruction tech-
niques [CL96] that used a similar method of blending distance functions together with
space-carving based on a priori knowledge for the line of sight between the laser scan-
ner and visible surfaces.
Similar contemporary work to [DMGL02], uses a zero-set surface approximation
together with a system of geometric partial differential equations, derived from work
in 2D image in-painting [BSCB00], to achieve similar results [VCBS03]. This work
essentially presents a variation on [DMGL02] at the functional-component level and
does not offer any improvement in surface completion results.
More recent work in this area [SI03] extends [DMGL02] by using a pre-processing
technique to correct inconsistencies in the signed distance field used for surface recon-
struction - resulting in hole filling success in previously difficult cases. This method
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performs correction by propagating a localised consensus from neighbouring voxels
into inconsistent regions giving support to our concept of visual propagation from work
in this area.
Additionally there is a considerable body of work using regular surface construc-
tion or point cloud interpolation for surface filling (e.g. [CBC
 
01, ACK01, DG03]).
These techniques primarily concentrate on the surface reconstruction from point clouds
and perform surface filling almost as an implicit by-product of this process - “Recon-
struct this surface - if a section is missing then just ‘fill’ over it”. This set of techniques
are only suited to small isolated holes where filling-over with a fan-like surface topol-
ogy, i.e. polygons spanning the gap between available surface points, is acceptable.
By contrast [DMGL02, SI03] treat surface filling as an explicit post-process to initial
surface reconstruction - “This section can be reconstructed but that section cannot
therefore re-process it separately”. This distinction is important in terms of consider-
ing scene evidence or world knowledge for surface completion although whether visual
completion naturally occurs as part of a general scene interpretation or as a separate
visual process remains an open question in the study of human visual completion. In
general a good overview of earlier work in this area is given in the review by Davis et
al. [DMGL02].
Whilst this set of techniques is well suited to the continuous completion of holes
within existing surfaces, it is less suited to the completion of large 3D enclosures be-
cause it inherently pursues a smooth surface completion over the void within the sur-
face regardless of localised surface texture or surrounding contour completion con-
straints. As such it is not suited to instances where plausible completion may be
bounded by existing contour or similarity constraints and surface data may be very
sparse as shown in Figure 2.16a)/b). In fact the authors of [DMGL02] cite greater
control over surface shape with respect to constraining factors (user specified or other-
wise) as an area for future work.
In a similar vein, [Mas04] follows a similar volumetric distance field approach to
[DMGL02] but utilises local quadric fitting to approximate the distance field in miss-
ing surface regions. Iterative local fitting to the advancing surface boundary allows
the extension of distance field, and hence the surface itself into the previously unfilled
region. Here the smooth approximative nature of the fitting utilised similarly leads to
the plausible completion issues identified with [DMGL02].
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b) A surface section from
Michelangelo’s Night
The texture of reconstructed
surface portion B appears
noticably smoother than that 
apparent in the original (A & A’)







Figure 2.16: Examples of 3D surface filling from [DMGL02]
Figure 2.17: Mesh hole filling from [Lie03].
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Subsequent work on this area, specifically on polygon models, [Lie03, TC04, Ju04]
facilitates smooth surface completion via similar propagation based techniques. Fol-
lowing on from limited early work in polygon mesh completion work [BS95, PS96,
BK97], Liepa [Lie03] proposed a geometric method for filling holes in triangular
meshes. This method relies on initial mesh patching using triangulation across the
hole, mesh refinement to achieve similar original and patch point density and then fair-
ing (i.e. smoothing, [Tau95]) to achieve good surface continuation, original 	 patch,
in terms of surface curvature (see example in Figure 2.17). Additionally, the process
is not perfect as a remaining artifact is present in the example of Figure 2.17 but as the
figure shows plausible completion of the smooth surface is achieved.
Later work [TC04], involves stepping the surface over an identified surface hole
one triangle at a time - creating additional data points as required based on a local
Moving Least Squares (MLS) projection [Lev03] somewhat akin to a localised version
of the fitting methods discussed in Section 2.2.2. A synonymous MLS technique is
similarly used in [WO03] and extended to achieve both smooth surface and colour
completion. The authors, however, note the limitations of their smooth colour approach
in the completion of detailed surface textures and cite techniques using [EL99] as an
area for future work (see Section 2.3.2 & 4).
Additionally, [Ju04] has utilised an spatial octree volumetric approach from which
a signed interior/exterior grid can be generated for surface filling via dual contouring




Other techniques, [BNK02, NT03] pursue similar results based on surface simpli-
fication. [BNK02] pursues mesh repair using traditional surface simplification tech-
niques [Hop96] to alter mesh topology whilst [NT03] utilises a combination of vox-
elization, i.e. volumetric surface representation akin to [DMGL02], and simplification
to produce watertight surfaces (c.f. [DG03]) via volumetric isosurfacing [HDD
 
92].
An additional volume based technique using atomic volumes to compute a completion,
based on a smoothed minimal cut between interior and exterior object portions, is also
proposed in [PR05].
However, as with Liepa [Lie03] and Davis et al. [DMGL02], these techniques
[BNK02, NT03, WO03, CDD
 
04, TC04, Ju04, PR05] all rely on completion via good
continuation of smooth surface geometry - still limiting them to a small subset of all
occurring real-world surfaces. Little consideration is given to the plausible completion
of surface detail.
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In general work to date in this area supports generalised visual propagation in terms
of “smooth” surface shape completion through a propagation process akin to surface
relatability of Kellman and Shipley [KS91] as a subset of wider Tse’s volume comple-
tion [Tse99b]. However, as shown in Figure 2.16 it falls short of the desired plausible
completion criteria previously identified.
2.2.6 Context-based 3D Surface Completion
Other related work has tackled the specifics of contextual surface completion - the
completion of surface holes taking into account localised surface geometry, i.e. surface
relief and the pattern completion aspect thereof, as well as underlying global surface
shape, i.e. smooth surface completion or “good continuation”. Contextual information
is either provided from known patches (Section 2.2.6.1), a priori surface examples
(Section 2.2.6.2) or from an example set of surface “fills” matured using a genetic
algorithm based technique (Section 2.2.6.3).
Here, due to the close relation of prior work in this field to our own, we go into
slightly more detail than in previous examples to facilitate sufficient comparison in
later chapters.
2.2.6.1 Completion using Surface Patches
Sharf et al. [SACO04] proposed a multi-resolution patch based method where surface
holes are iteratively filled by copying surface patches from similar regions of the exist-
ing surface. This approach, like [Ju04], uses a spatial octree representation to represent
the surface using a multi-resolution volumetric-style approach. Each cell within the 3D
octree is then represented as an algebraic surface fit (c.f. [CJ03], Section 2.2.2) used
to form a spatial surface signature for later cell comparisons.
At the top level the algorithm works by importing and pasting the contents of a
matching complete surface cell (sample) into that containing a surface hole (target).
Matching is based on surface signature similarity, i.e. Euclidean distance between sig-
nature vectors, of the surface present in and around the target cell. This is performed
against all available sample cells and corresponding sample cell rotations/reflexions to
find the best matching sample cell for a given target. The selected cell is then pasted
into the target cell position using an initial rigid transformation based on the relative
cell centroid position (translation) and cell surface orientations (rotation). Final align-
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Figure 2.18: Examples of context-based surface completion using a multi-resolution
approach [SACO04].
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Figure 2.19: Problems with context-based surface completion based on patches
[SACO04].
ment of the pasted surface portion, to achieve good original 	 completed surface
continuation, is then performed using successive rigid transforms, based on iterative
closest point (ICP) alignment [BM92], and non-rigid localised surface warping.
This process is then repeated at successive levels of detail (LoD), from coarse to
fine, in the octree representation - each stage using the completion from the lower level
of detail as the prior, i.e. target cell surface contents, for completion matching at the
current level. This is shown in Figure 2.18.
Overall, this technique offers a dual approach to completing both underlying sur-
face shape (c.f. Section 2.11, [DMGL02]) and localised surface geometry (relief) to
achieve visibly plausible completion. As such, it fits well with the proposed visual
propagation paradigm and exhibits aspects of both surface/contour relatability as well
as pattern completion. Arguably, its volumetric octree approach also exhibits aspects
of step-wise volume mergability (Figure 2.20). However, as the surface data is it-
self processed through a surface-based context (i.e. fitting, rigid transformation, ICP,
warping) and that volume is used more as a convenient spatial occupancy representa-
tion [Wat00] direct relation to this aspect of volume completion (Section 2.1.2) can be
considered to be coincidental at most.
Despite its success (Figure 2.18) some limitations to this technique also exist. The
patch based approach that it utilises suffers from the limitation that it can only copy,
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Figure 2.20: Context-based volume mergability? [SACO04].
rather than derive, completed portions from the original surface present. If no suitable
patch exists within the sample surface, then matching and subsequent surface comple-
tion may be poor. This is acknowledged by the authors [SACO04] and is shown in
Figure 2.19 where we see the failure to plausibility complete a given surface portion
due to a lack of suitable sample cells as completion candidates. Also, briefly acknowl-
edged is the reconstruction issue related to initial surface sample point density - an
aspect discussed fully here in Section 3.4 and shown in Figure 3.16.
Additionally, the nature of a patch based technique may lead to tiling artifacts,
common to early computer graphics texturing techniques [FvDFH96, Wat00], when
utilised to complete large, specifically natural, surface portions based on a limited
available sample (e.g. surface relief of Figure 3.23). Also of concern is the effect non-
rigid warping involved in final cell alignment may have on the completion of higher
regular textures such as architectural features (e.g. Figure 3.19). Neither of these
issues were explored in the results presented in [SACO04] in which the examples given
concentrated on smooth natural surfaces, generally considered to be visually robust
to mild warping, and surface relief of a stochastic nature. Indeed, the evaluation of
[SACO04] failed to give any statistical or visually enhanced comparators as to the
quality of the surface completion achieved (c.f. Sections 3.5.1).
Highly similar concurrent work, differing mainly in the use of a point-based rather
than a volumetric representational approach, has also recently been presented in [BSK05].
This work utilises point neighbourhoods as “fragments” rather than volumetric cells to
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Figure 2.21: Example-based 3D scan completion [PMG
 
05].
fill unknown surface areas based on the similarity of neighbourhood signatures cal-
culated from localised planar fitting. A similar rigid transform, ICP and blending
(i.e. non-rigid transform) pipeline to that of [SACO04] is followed to perform “copy
and paste” patch propagation which is then extended over a hierarchical framework
using surface smoothing. In summary it offers a point-based version of Sharf et al.
[SACO04] with the lack of octree-aligned volumetric representation stated as its pri-
mary advantage [BSK05]. Here we consider it derivative work of [SACO04] that ul-
timately suffers from the same limitations associated with a patch-based completion
approach.
This work [SACO04, BSK05] was carried out concurrently to the research detailed
in this thesis. Notably, the authors similarly cite 2D texture and image synthesis tech-
niques (c.f. [EL99], Section 2.3.2) as the primary motivation for their proposed tech-
nique. As such, a detailed comparison of [SACO04] against those presented here is
given in Section 3.6 with regard to the core technique, Section 4.3 with regard to colour
completion, Section 5.5 with regard to hierarchical surface completion and summarily
in Section 6.1.
2.2.6.2 Completion from Example Surfaces
Conceptually similar work to [SACO04] has also been carried out by Pauly et al.
[PMG
 
05]. This work [PMG
 
05] uses contextual information from a set of simi-
lar example 3D surfaces/objects as priors from which a surface completion of a given
object can be derived.
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A context-based shape completion pipeline is proposed whereby an initial incom-
plete 3D surface is completed by selecting a similar set of completed 3D context mod-
els (i.e. complete surfaces) from an annotated 3D database. Selection is based on the
shape-based signatures of [FKS
 
04] together with textual keywords in order to limit
the object search space. PCA is used to solve for initial model pose and scale relative
to the incomplete surface from which a later registration stage, minimising the sum
of squared distances (SSD) between closest surface point matches, achieves refined
model alignment. These aligned models are then non-rigidly transformed (warped) to
the shape outline of the incomplete surface through a constrained feature-preserving
distortion process. A patch based segmentation process is then used to constitute a set
of deformed model patches indicating which context model best matches the available
data at each point on the surface. These patches are then extended into model regions
with no available data for blending into a final completion of the original surface.
Final blending is performed by propagating these segmented surface patches, from
the context models, to fill holes where the original surface data is missing. In the
case where only one context model surface is present at a given surface hole a simple
copy and paste of the segmented model patch is used to derive the completed surface.
However, when more than one context model is available to fill the hole an iterative
process of hole edge filling from all available patches, model re-warping and patch
adjustment is repeated until all holes are filled. The final completed surface comprising
of the original data and the patches from the context models is then constructed by
iteratively applying warping functions to perform non-rigid alignment between patches
originating from different models. A single manifold surface is then constructed from
these overlapping surface regions using the technique of [TL94]. An overview of all
various stages of the process shown in Figure 2.21.
Overall this technique is very similar in nature to that proposed by Sharf et al.
[SACO04] discussed previously and further demonstrates both those volume comple-
tion properties and limitations. Here Pauly et al. [PMG
 
05] utilise a set of surface
patches from a database of similar objects as the source of propagatable knowledge
whereas [SACO04] uses patches copied from the available surface data itself. As
shown in [SACO04] this produces a dependence on the availability of suitable surface
patches (or more generally propagatable knowledge) in the source. Here the technique
of [PMG
 
05] relies on the availability of a suitable set of context models which as
shown in the given examples (Figure 2.21, further in [PMG
 
05]) are required to be
highly similar to the surface being completed. In further examples from [PMG
 
05]
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Figure 2.22: Problems with example-based 3D scan completion [PMG
 
05].
where an area of a large, somewhat unique architectural scene is completed it again
relies on suitable propagatable surface patches in the available scene data, which are
then interactively selected, in order to facilitate successful completion. The work fails
to show examples of completion when the available context models vary widely from
the article being completed although with reference to the giraffe example of Figure
2.21 it can been seen that the lack of horns in the context models (of animals) has
caused their loss in the final completed model (see close up Figure 2.22).
Additionally, as per the work of [SACO04], no examples of the completion of
highly textured surfaces, (i.e. 3D surface relief, see Section 2.3.3.2) either regular or
irregular, are shown. The work instead concentrates on the completion of relatively
smooth surfaces that are both robust to the non-rigid transformation and segmentation
techniques used. It is clear from the example of Figure 2.22 that the completion of
any surface relief using this technique may result in loss of detail in the final surface
unless similarly detailed contextual surface models are available. This potential loss of
detail limits this approach as a general method of 3D completion in terms of plausible
completion and limits its application toward smooth surfaces for which suitable context
models exist4.
Pauly et al. [PMG
 
05] also fail to address the issue of sample density with regard
to their technique although it has been shown to be of significant relevance in plausible
surface completion (see discussion Section 3.4, [BF05b]) or to offer any statistical
comparison between the completed and original surface portions.
In terms of volume completion this work, somewhat uniquely, triumphs the role
4In many globally unique objects this may not always be possible.
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of the aspect of world knowledge in the visual propagation paradigm through its use
of a database of objects acquired from prior visual experience from which a com-
pletion to the current object is then generalised. However, the requirement of suit-
able context models for that database relates to the “completion through recogni-
tion/generalisation” argument and highlights the generalisation and scalability issue
presented for real world systems by the world knowledge aspect of 3D completion
(see Section 2.1.2).
In the extreme case, completion using highly specific knowledge constraints, or
a priori knowledge related to the subject, can be considered as “completion though
recognition”. Here we see a completion problem synonymous with the classical recog-
nition problem of computer vision - “If I have a limited view of an 3D object and I can
recognise it as X then from my a priori knowledge of X I know what the rest of it looks
like.” [BB82, Fis86, VF92, JKS95, FP02]. This aspect of classical 3D computer vision
remains from early practical work [BB82, Fis86] and more theoretical interpretations
[Mar82] through to real-world vision problems encountered in contemporary work
[BF04]. On the other hand, we are interested in examining the more general use of
constraint in “completion though generalisation” and to what level general constraints
can be considered as an aspect of world knowledge in the completion problem.
Overall, both visual propagation and plausible completion are present in the ap-
proach of Pauly et al. [PMG
 
05] but as discussed the limitations posed by a purely
world knowledge derived solution limit its abilities to a subset of all possible scenarios
- namely the completion of relatively smooth surfaces for which a well-defined set of
context models (i.e. visual priors) exist.
As with [SACO04], this work [PMG
 
05] was carried out concurrently to the re-
search detailed in this thesis. Although less similar in approach to our work than that
of [SACO04], subsequent Sections 3.6 , 4.3, 5.5 6.1 will offer a more detailed compar-
ison between this work and that presented here. Conceptually identical work, utilising
a template mesh that is topologically similar to that being completed, has also been
concurrently proposed by [KS05]. Notably, this work additionally relies on the man-
ual specification of markers for the rigid alignment of the template mesh to completion
target and similarly suffers the same limitations as [PMG
 
05].
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2.2.6.3 Completion using Genetic Algorithms
In addition to [SACO04, PMG
 
05], context-based surface completion has also been
considered by [SS01] with regard to dental engineering. The aim is to produce a sur-
face filling for a piece of missing tooth that “not only fits the existing articulation, but
also preserves the main topological features of the occlusal [i.e. the original] surface”
[SS01] both for aesthetic appearance and patient comfort.
Here potential surfaces fills are represented by a set of surface spline control points
[FvDFH96] from which we wish to produce a suitably constrained surface fill through
the minimisation of residuals to the surrounding original surface portion (i.e. surface
context). A classic genetic algorithm (GA) technique is used [Gol89] to perform this
constraint search by deforming an initial population of generic surface fills towards
similar articulation and topology to that of the surrounding region. The GA fitness
function, based on this residual minimisation (i.e. “good surface continuity” with
surface context), guides the search/selection process toward convergence at a globally
optimal surface fill.
Later work applied this GA technique to the more general task of surface blending
[SK02] - a more general aspect of the surface completion problem. For an overview
of GA techniques, which are beyond the scope of the discussion here, the reader is
directed to [Gol89].
In terms of plausible completion here we see a technique conceptually similar to
[SACO04] in that it supports both the completion of a given surface with respect to con-
textual constraints - i.e. localised surface relief, in terms of articulation and topology.
It exhibits similar traits in terms of surface/contour relatability and pattern completion
to [SACO04] in terms of visual propagation and volume completion (Section 2.1.2)
but has clear limitations. Notably, the use of a spline surface representation limit it to
a subset of all occurring surface topologies consistent with the representational power
of the given representation [FvDFH96, Blo97]. Similarly any initial constraints on
surface distortion, or more commonly the constraint on GA population size, limit the
completion power of the GA toward combinatorial/mutational variants of this initial
set.
However, in contrast to [SACO04], the GA technique explicitly allows the forma-
tion of surface completions derived, rather than copied, from the contextual surface.
Thus, despite other limitations, [SS01] facilitates completion via derivation and does
not suffer the patch related issues raised earlier with regard to [SACO04].
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This technique is highly suited toward the smooth and somewhat stochastic surface
completions common to the initial problem domain [SS01] and considered in [SK02]
but has limited application to the wider completion problem (e.g. completion of Figure
3.19 & Figure 3.18).
2.2.7 Completion using Symmetry
2.2.7.1 Overview - 2D and 2 12 D/3D
Symmetry occurs frequently within both natural and built environments or objects and
is thought to feature heavily in human visual recognition [VPB92]. It thus appears a
natural choice for use in the visual completion of occluded objects [ZPA93].
However, whilst the symmetry properties of isolated 3D objects and 2D shapes
are relatively easy to obtain and reason with (e.g. [ZPA93, Tho96, SS97]), the iden-
tification of consistent sets of localised symmetries in a complex 3D scene remains a
difficult problem [FP02] (e.g. finding the symmetrical components in Figure 1.1). This
problem is made increasingly difficult when dealing in 2 12D to 3D completion where
the goal is to identify potential axes of symmetry based on limited knowledge of the
object (i.e. potentially only one side of the symmetrical axis in some cases).
Work in detecting symmetry in isolated 2D objects is well established [ZPA93] and
has thus been used for visual completion where necessary based on the idea of a con-
tinuous symmetry measure [ZPA92, ZPA95]. This extends the idea of symmetry from
a discrete feature (i.e. Is symmetric? yes/no) to consider symmetry as a continuous
measure of the minimum effort required to turn a shape into a symmetric shape.
Some work in this area has been extended to consider detecting 3D symmetry from
simple 2D geometric sketches [VCM03, VMS04a]. This work also extends to consider
3D completion of these objects [VMS04a] but suffers from a number of limitations
- notably its reliance on the simple geometric nature of the sketches it successfully
completes and possible ambiguity in interpreting the initial 2D representation (Section
2.2.4). Furthermore, this work is also limited by its consideration of objects that are
purely geometrically conforming, noiseless, isolated and frontally un-occluded.
Some work on considering the symmetry of noisy 3D CAD-type polyhedral mod-
els, derived from range image data has also been considered [MLMM01]. However,
again we see purely the consideration of highly constrained geometrically conforming
models with minimal inherent noise or possibly pre-corrected by a constraint based
method (e.g. [VMS04a, LMM04]).
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From the literature, work on symmetry in real 3D data appears limited to identify-
ing symmetry axes and the recognition of objects based on their symmetric properties
[Fly94, Tho96]. This work is again limited to isolated objects rather than the more gen-
eral case of identifying local object symmetries in a larger scene. A body of work is
however present in identifying localised symmetry in isolated objects following from
similar work in 2D [TS98]. Work is also available for detecting symmetries in mul-
tiple 2D object scenes based on edge detection and matching [MZB95]. Again, this
work is limited to simple scenes without consideration of the general effects of noise
or occlusion on the process.
A potential solution to this difficult problem, posed by 2 12D localised symmetry
identification, could involve either the segmentation of individual scene objects prior
to symmetry analysis, or some kind of (possibly exhaustive) search for subsets of data
satisfying local symmetry constraints for a given axis. It would appear this problem
remains largely unsolved for more complex 3D scenes such as those of Figure 1.1.
However, an extension to the approaches of [TS98, MZB95], perhaps utilising the
continuous symmetry measure of [ZPA95] together with common 3D feature extrac-
tion techniques may offer a viable future solution in this area.
Despite these problems the use of symmetry, within the context of volume comple-
tion, can be seen most clearly as an example of completion through world knowledge
(e.g. Figure 2.2b) and as such would probably only form a small part, possibly through
constraint, to a more general solution in this area. After all, few objects or scenes
(especially in the natural world) are perfectly symmetric.
This is additionally shown in the completion work of Pauly et al. [PMG
 
05] where
a user specified 3D plane of symmetry is used as an additional constraint in exam-
ple based completion (full discussion, Section 2.2.6). Here an additional aspect of
(user specified) world knowledge is used to guide the completion process but despite
the success of this work in other completion aspects (Figure 2.21) no automated 2 12D
symmetry detection and/or decision criteria for constraint use is investigated.
2.2.7.2 Constrained 3D Examples
Indeed, from the literature symmetry has been used as a vehicle for 3D completion in
highly constrained scenarios [PPR99, CM02, WO03, KS03, PHOW04] .
In [CM02, PHOW04] we see the symmetrical completion of archaeological pot-
tery fragments acquired with a 3D laser scanner. This is achieved by identifying the
rotational axis of the available fragment, essentially the medial axis of the complete
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Figure 2.23: Symmetric pottery completion [CM02]
Figure 2.24: Bilateral symmetric completion from [WO02]
object, together with the rotational profile of the available shape. Based on this the
completed pottery object can then be reconstructed as a smooth sweep surface based
on a rotation of the profile around the specified axis [PPR99, CM02, PHOW04]. An
example in Figure 2.23 shows the technique of [CM02] applied to a sample 3D pottery
fragment. Similar results are also achieved by [PPR99, KS03, PHOW04].
These results rely on the highly constrained nature of the article being considered,
i.e. closed rotational symmetry, and at most offer 3D visual propagation through the
use of the world knowledge and pattern completion (global constraint) aspects of vol-
ume completion. In terms of plausible completion, we see only smooth rotational
completion of shape without consideration for localised surface structure or relief.
In [WO02] we also see that the symmetric completion of 3D objects, isolated us-
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ing a user guided scene segmentation process, with bilateral and rotational symmetry.
Symmetry detection operates using a basic 
 n2  Hough transform algorithm [FP02]
(for n 3D data points  object) on a isolated, i.e. segmented scene object. It operates
by taking every pairing of points belonging to the object and computing the bisec-
tor plane for each. Following the Hough transform type approach the bisector plane
representing the plane of bi-lateral symmetry is taken as the majority voting result of
this process. In the case where multiple planes have approximately equal votes, in the
Hough transform procedure, the intersection of these planes is computed as the axis
of rotational symmetry [WO02]. From this computed plane/axis of symmetry the data
can be simply mirrored to fill areas of low point density (see Figure 2.24 top). Colour
texture is then mapped onto the reconstructed area using [EF01] and a user specified
sample from the original (see Section 2.3.2).
This technique suffers from a number of limitations - notably related to the use of
the Hough transform whose practical failings are well established in the classical com-
puter vision literature [FP02]. The proposed technique relies on having substantial
knowledge, i.e. 3D data, about the object to be completed. The authors acknowl-
edge that in cases where data is limited on one side of the symmetrical plane that the
technique produces skewed bi-lateral planes requiring user intervention for successful
completion [WO02]. Indeed, in a difficult 2 12D case where only data from one side
of the true bi-lateral symmetry plane is available (e.g. Fig. 3.19) the technique would
completely fail. Additionally where data in small crevasses is missing on both sides
of the symmetrical plane techniques such as [CBC
 
01, WO03, TC04] still need to
be relied on as part of the overall completion pipeline for the object (see Figure 2.24
bottom).
Overall from the results presented in [WO02] this technique concentrates on the
completion of mainly smooth planar surfaces - precise surface detail is largely ignored.
The mechanics of the data mirroring approach may also cause repetition artifacts com-
mon to patch based graphics texturing techniques ([FvDFH96], see Section 2.3.2).
Both of these issues limit the visual plausibility of the completions produced.
In terms of visual completion it offers limited use of the world knowledge, in terms
of global constraint, and pattern completion by symmetrical mirroring. It is clear from
this highly practical work, and our earlier discussion of 2D/3D symmetrical comple-
tion, that 3D completion based on an unconstrained 2 12D scene remains a difficult
problem.
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2.3 Texture Synthesis
In addition to the prior work in computer vision relating specifically to completion
(Section 2.2) we now detail additional related work that supports our proposed tech-
niques - namely texture completion through synthesis.
2.3.1 Overview
Work considering texture analysis in computer vision has a rich background [Pie00]
and has been considered as an aspect both of segmentation, recognition, classification
and shape recovery [JKS95, FP02]. Here we examine texture with regard to its consid-
eration in the computer graphics and modelling research literature for the synthesis of
texture over a given scene area (in 2D or 3D) to create visual realism (i.e. plausibility).
In turn we examine the three key elements of work in this area: the completion of
a 2D image texture over a 2D image plane, the texturing of 3D surfaces with 2D image
textures and finally the use of 3D surface textures (i.e. surface relief).
2.3.2 Texture Synthesis in 2D
Texture completion through synthesis offers us useful inspiration as to the use of prob-
ability based techniques for completion. In 2D texture synthesis the idea is to generate
further plausible areas of texture based on an initial 2D image sample of texture (see
Figure 2.25a). The aim is to reproduce a derived version of the original texture sample
expanded to cover a wider scene area without any noticeable artifacts introduced as a
result of the {expansion|completion|synthesis} process5.
The basic approach is to create a probabilistic model of the texture, a prior, and
then use this to predict any unknown or new portions of the texture. Several techniques
have been successfully employed as the model for synthesise - for example probability
distribution functions [Kok02], level set methods [Gou02] and Markov Random Fields
[ZWM98]. As the literature in this area is very extensive, here we will present an
overview of work in this area before developing this toward 3D synthesis in Section
2.3.3.
5e.g. The “tiling” effects common to early computer graphics approaches in this area and commonly
associated with computer games of the time.
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2.3.2.1 Methodologies
Studies have divided the various recent approaches either by sampling strategy, as
either using local or global sampling [XZGS01, Don03], or by texture “modelling”
technique [Kok02, LHW
 
04], either parametric (“statistical model-based approach”
[LHW
 
04]) or non-parametric (“image-based techniques” [LHW
 
04]).
An approach based on global sampling generates synthesised texture by matching
global statistics/features (i.e. over the whole available texture portion) between the
original (sample) and the synthetically created (target) texture. Conversely, a local
sampling based method uses local matching between the area surrounding the current
pixel on the target and localised regions in the sample. Traditionally, global sampling
techniques are more likely to follow a parametric model of synthesis, thus construct-
ing an internal representation of the texture (statistically, functionally, discretely or
otherwise), whilst local techniques tend to follow a non-parametric approach, using
the sample texture itself as the sole representation for synthesis. However, as we show
this is not universally true of recent developments in the field.
Due to the diversity of possible textures occurring both naturally and factiously (i.e.
man-made), no single approach or methodology appears to be universally suitable for
all textures at all resolutions of detail [XZGS01, Don03, LHW
 
04]. Notably, global
based methods can suffer from issues of representational granularity - how can an over-
all statistical sampling represent the given texture at the finest level of detail? Similarly,
purely local based methods can fail to synthesis a texture within the global context of
the sample (e.g. Figure 2.25b). In addition, parametric methods can also suffer from
representational granularity issues as they are effectively learning the sample texture
in a given representational form and thus suffer from the over-fitting / under-fitting
(generalisation vs. specialisation) trade-off commonplace to work in machine leaning
[Mit97]. As a result many recent advances have been based on non-parametric ap-
proaches (e.g. [EL99, EF01]) and/or using a hierarchical based representation to both
capture the sample and synthesis a target texture at multiple resolutions (e.g. [WL00]).
Both divisions of methodology are closely affiliated and have relations in the do-
main of robotics where we see tasks based on global or purely local environmental
knowledge. In the former, due to common sensing limitations, we see the parametri-
sation of the environment in a model internal to the robot whereas in the latter a non-
parametric approach based on the behaviour-based robotics paradigm of “the world is
its own best model” is available. The fundamental question linking both domains is -
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Figure 2.25: Example of texture synthesis from [EL99]
do we wish pre-model or sample directly from our environment (or sample texture) ?
2.3.2.2 Multi-scale Representation
From the literature, several recent texture synthesis approaches use a multi-resolution
based image representation whereby the image is first transformed into a multi-resolution
image pyramid and then synthesised, using either parametric or non-parametric tech-
niques, based on successive matching at every level [HB95, Bon97, PL98, WL00,
YLC02, CS02]. Although differing in practise, the multi-scale representations used,
based on pixel or spatial filter sub-sampling, are conceptually the same and allow the
synthesis of a given texture on a global to local scale - main texture features are syn-
thesised first and then refined for texture detail (c.f. multi-scale context-based surface
completion, Section 2.2.6). This facilitates a hybrid type approach to the local/global
division of earlier studies [XZGS01, JC02] based on a variety of both parametric and
non-parametric means:- histogram comparison [HB95], spatial frequency sampling
[Bon97], Markov Random Fields [PL98, WL00], circular harmonic functions [CS02],
block sampling [YLC02].
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2.3.2.3 Parametric Approaches
Other global approaches have used statistical models without an explicit multi-resolution
representation. In [Eom98] a 2D moving averages (MA) model was used to estimate
parameters for texture construction in the frequency domain. Whereas, in [JNS98], a
hard-limited Gaussian process was used to develop a coupled two stage synthesis-by-
analysis approach in a single-resolution precursor to the later work of [CS02]. Zhu et
al. proposed an approach using a set of statistically similar images, a Julesz ensemble
following the early texture theory of Julesz [Jul62], from which synthesis is provided
using a MCMC sampling approach.
A range of other parametric techniques have also been proposed. For example, the
wavelet based work of [PS00] uses the joint statistics of complex wavelet coefficients
to synthesis a varied array of texture samples. Alternative wavelet based parametric
approaches have similarly been proposed by [Nev98] and [ZWT98].
Recent work by [Kok02] also extends parametric techniques toward the filling of
holes in scenic/object pictures, in addition to textures, through a Bayesian based ap-
proach that uses 2D Autoregressive models to estimate the probability density function
of the underlying texture/image. Similar work image completion work was also carried
out by [ZFCVG02] using a hierarchical (i.e. multi-scale) model based on considering
textures and sub-textures of a composite muti-texture image.
Both [ZWT98] and [Kok02] also present parametric techniques that use local sam-
pling. Local-based parametric techniques are additionally proposed by a number of
other researchers [CJ83, PP93b, BJC95, ZWM98]. These methods again use a range
of statistical tools for, in this instance localised, texture modelling. In [CJ83] Markov
random field models are used to represent the initial sample texture directly whilst
[PP93b] performs a twin stage method of data clustering followed by texture mod-
elling with a Gaussian controlled probability mass function. Similarly, Gibbs random
fields are utilised in the parallel approach of [BJC95] whilst Zhu et al. use a pre-
filtering approach to construct a Markov random field model, based on a set of feature
images, from which a Gibbs sampler is then used for reconstruction [ZWM98].
2.3.2.4 Non-parametric Approaches
In contrast to this parametric statistical view of text synthesis is the data-driven ap-
proach of non-parameterism. Although local by origin, recent non-parametric tech-
niques, like their parametric counterparts, are also taking on a multi-resolution angle
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Figure 2.26: Efros / Leung non-parametric texture synthesis [EL99].
by considering multi-scale synthesis from the texture data itself.
A number of nonparametric techniques have been proposed in the recent literature
[EL99, WL00, BSCB00, EF01, ZG02, DCOY03]. In particular the influential texture
synthesis work of Efros and Leung [EL99] gave rise to a renewed interest in nonpara-
metric, direct-sampling techniques in many area of computer vision from which many
later works both within texture synthesis directly (e.g. [WL00, EF01, Ash01] and in
related topics (e.g. [SACO04, TMD04]). The proposed technique, based on a Markov
random field model, operates by calculating the conditional distribution of a pixel given
its textured neighbours by matching against neighbourhoods in the sample (see Figures
2.26 & 2.25a, for detailed overview see Chapter 3). Later derivative work consid-
ered a multi-resolution approach with improved computational performance [WL00]
together with the initialisation of the target texture area with random noise texture
[WL00, Ash01] or a prior target image [Ash01] to constrain the texture to follow an
underlying global pattern over the target area.
Non-parametric work prior to the success of [EL99] was less comprehensive with
the notable work of [PP93a] considering a Markov chain synthesis algorithm and
the aforementioned multi-resolution approaches of [HB95, PL98, Bon97, ZWM98].
[PP93a] had clear limitations in synthesising large texture areas due to the sequential
nature of the approach and the use of a single seed pixel. The technique of [HB95] also
performed very poorly on highly structured textures (e.g. bricks, honey-comb lattices).
Paget and Longstaff’s work [PL98] improved upon [PP93a, HB95] in ability but was
computationally very slow. Concurrent work of [Bon97] also offered an improvement
on [HB95] but suffered from parameter sensitivity not exhibited in the contemporary
work of [PL98]. The later pre-filtered Markov Random Field approach of Zhu et al.
[ZWM98] improved efforts further still, offering also a clean mathematical represen-
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tation, but still suffering from speed issues. A faster technique, similar in principle to
[HB95] but using a different update scheme, was proposed in the parametric wavelet
based approach of[SP98] but again proved problematic for synthesising structured tex-
ture.
Work following this, in the non-parametric arena, was heavily influenced by Efros
and Leung [EL99]. Prior work had now investigated the viability and mechanics of
non-parametric synthesis and the assumption of a Markov Random Field model for
arbitrary texture. The Efros/Leung work [EL99] built conceptually on the approach
of [PP93a] but unlike their predecessors used exhaustive neighbourhood matching and
an initial texture patch as a seed rather than a single pixel. This approach was very
successful over both structured and unstructured textures (see Figure 2.25a) although
instability, inherent of [PP93a], caused failure in some cases (see Figure 2.25b). Addi-
tionally the technique was very computationally expensive6.
The later work of [WL00] addressed these problems through the use of multi-scale
techniques (for stability) and tree-structured vector quantisation (for speed) as an ex-
tension to the technique of [EL99]. Despite this, however, these failings led to the
re-consideration of texture patch, rather than pixel, based techniques (e.g. [XGS00,
EF01, YLC02]).
2.3.2.5 Pixels Vs. Patches
In synthesising from the texture data directly, current approaches operate on different
levels with the 2D image space. Some operate at a purely pixel based level, as we have
seen (e.g. [EL99]), whilst others use higher order texture patches from the sample tex-
ture (“texels”, also considered as “texons” in the recognition literature). Pixel based
approaches suffer higher computational costs and risk losing higher order texel infor-
mation in the texture [YLC02]. Alternatively patch based approaches have to deal with
the aspects of merging block boundaries and avoiding visible block repetition artifacts
[EF01].
A good contrast between these two approaches is provided through the recent and
much celebrated works of Efros et al. [EL99, EF01]. Although the original work
[EL99] was used to great effect in preserving localised structure across a synthesised
texture (see Figure 2.25a) limitations caused the loss of higher order texel information
in this purely pixel based approach - resulting in texture implausibility in some cases
6It is now accepted that an almost identical algorithm was proposed by Garber in 1981 [Gar81] but,
given the available computation 18 years earlier, was discarded due to computational intractability.
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Figure 2.27: Texture synthesis using image-quilting [EF01]
(see Figure 2.25b).
In later derivative work to [EL99], patched-based synthesis [XGS00] and later “Im-
age Quilting” [EF01] addressed this issue by using a block based technique (i.e. texels)
to synthesis the texture. Initially, randomly chosen texels were randomly placed over
the region with an overlap between blocks [XGS00] . These overlaps are then blended
together, using alpha-blending, to form a coherent continuous texture [XGS00]. Later,
and now widely accepted, improvements by Efros and Freeman led to “Image Quilt-
ing” [EF01]. Here texel placement is based on finding a texel that best matches overlap
constraints (i.e. is similar in the region of overlap) to those texels already placed (i.e.
left and above if following raster ordering). These constrained overlapping texels can
then be “stitched” together using the lowest cost path (i.e. minimal pixel differences)
through this overlap region. This approach overcomes the higher order texel loss of
[EL99] and significantly reduces the overall computational cost whilst producing al-
most identical results and also extended to the over-texturing of 2D images, in a similar
manner to [Ash01], using the original image as a correspondence map to further con-
strain initial texel placement [EF01].
Similar results, both in terms of synthesis quality and efficiency improvements,
were reported by the concurrent development of a highly similar technique [LLX
 
01].
Further work based on [LLX
 
01, EF01] has offered improvements using adaptive




Overall a wide range of both parametric and non-parametric techniques, using both
local, global and multi-scale sampling, have been proposed in the field of 2D tex-
ture synthesis. However, independent comparative literature studies are notably lack-
ing, as are a set of standardised comparative samples or measures for robust cross-
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Figure 2.28: Near-regular and regular texture examples
technique comparison. Several of the more recent techniques present a customary
visual comparison against earlier methods over a limited number of samples (e.g.
[EL99, WL00, EF01, Ash01, ZG02]) but the lack of even basic statistical compari-
son, both between methods and original/synthetic portions of a given result, together
with the evident bias of a given author toward the technique being proposed give these
comparisons limited overall assertive value.
A limited number of comparative studies are available. The study of Lin et al.
[LHW
 
04] compared algorithms for the synthesis of regular and near-regular struc-
tured texture: Near-regular structured texture has a periodic spatial geometry pattern but
non-periodic variation in colour intensity over the sample (e.g. a photograph of
brickwork, Figure 2.28 left) Regular structured texture is periodic in both spatial geometry and colour in-
tensity (e.g. wallpaper, Figure 2.28 right).
Clearly the former is representative of real-world texture captures while the latter is
more so of synthetic texture examples. This study considered nonparametric patch-
based synthesis [LLX
 
01], image quilting [EF01], the recent graph cut patch-based
technique of [KSE
 
03], a near-regular texture specific approach of [LTL05] and an
interactive variant on patch-based techniques using a user specified deformation of the
underlying regularity lattice [LHW
 
04]. It concluded that, although all the algorithms
performed well on regular textures, near-regular texture performance was varied. No-
tably the patch-based approaches [LLX
 
01, EF01] and graph cuts [KSE
 
03] did not
preserve the global spatial regularity in the majority of test cases. This is attributed
to their lack of knowledge of the texture lattice of which the interactive approach,
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with this as a prior, did not suffer. In the successful cases graph cuts [KSE
 
03] out-
performed the earlier patch-based approaches of [LLX
 
01, EF01]. The near-regular
technique [LTL05] was found to suffer from a sample limitation - if the sample did
not contain at least two complete texture tiles (in terms of regularity) synthesis failed.
Overall, despite the wealth of visual examples provided in [LHW
 
04], no quantitative
evaluation is performed beyond visual comparison.
Another limited study [Bil01] compared the pixel based non-parametric techniques
of [WL00] and [Ash01] over a common set of texture samples. It concluded that
[WL00] performed better over regular textures but [Ash01] performed better over
near-regular, or more precisely natural, textures. Based on of the original works, with
[Ash01] targeting natural texture synthesis specifically, this was to be expected.
A third study [XZGS01], gives a more theoretical discussion of the underlying
issues in texture synthesis, following the work of [Jul62], and compares the authors
own technique [XGS00] against the techniques of [Bon97, WL00, EF01]. It introduces
the robust measures of comparison: Admissibility: the perceived difference between an original and synthesised
texture characteristics.
(i.e. our concept of visual plausibility) Effectiveness: the difference in entropy between the original and synthetic tex-
tures produced.
(i.e. the richness of textures produced by a given technique or more formally
statistical comparison).
However, despite quantitatively presenting the prior work of [HB95, Bon97, ZWM98,
EL99, ZLW00, WL00, PS00] within this theoretical framework, it fails to carry this
forward to use robust numerical statistics for comparing the proposal against [Bon97,
EL99, WL00, EF01] or the earlier work discussed. Instead a visual comparison shows
that the highly similar techniques of [XGS00, EF01] outperform [Bon97, WL00] as
similarly shown by Efros and Leung in [EF01]. A runtime comparison is also given
against [HB95] from which [XGS00] is found to offer significant gains in space and
time complexity.
2.3.2.7 Summary
Throughout our analysis we have seen a range of 2D texture synthesis techniques vary-
ing both in modelling and sampling techniques. The current state of the art appears
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to follow the use of hierarchical, multi-scale sampling techniques following from the
highly influential non-parametric work of Efros et al. [EL99, EF01] although gener-
alised comparative studies are lacking.
This work itself follows the paradigm of “example-based” synthesis whereby a
texture is recreated by directly propagating articles, be they pixels or patches, from the
original. In this way it can be considered similar to the propagation approach proposed
by Tse [Tse99b] and the fuzzy completion concept of Van Lier [VL99]. Here we see
a clear use of visual propagation as it pertains to the completion of textures using
non-parametric texture synthesis and again a contrast against the idea of completion
through recognition (see Sections 1.1 & 2.2.6.2) from an a priori model. The latter
here being embodied in the parametric view of texture synthesis and the completion of
a given texture from a statistical model.
Within the wider domain of visual completion, work in this arena generally con-
cerns itself with completion through a pattern analysis and then synthesis approach
rather than a greater level of “understanding” of the article being completed in terms
of contours, surfaces and ultimately plausibility of the resulting completion. Visual
plausibility is achieved in the results shown (e.g. Figures 2.25 & 2.26) but the lack of
accompanying robust statistical comparison, required here for the comparison of often
quite complex and varied textures, means general plausibility (i.e. suitability across a




As a result work in this area is on-going and varied and the reader is pointed to
the recent overviews of [Don03] and the historical overview of [XZGS01] for further
reading.
2.3.3 Texture Synthesis on 3D Surfaces
From our analysis of 2D texture synthesis (Section 2.3.2) we now turn our considera-
tion to the texturing of surfaces in 3D space. Work in this area has two main sub-fields.
Firstly the texturing of 3D surfaces with 2D textures in order to improve visual appear-
ance, in terms of realism or otherwise7, (Section 2.3.3.1) and secondly the texturing
of surfaces with actual 3D texture (i.e. surface relief, physical displacement from an
underlying surface, Section 2.3.3.2).
In the former we see work that is highly derivative of the 2D synthesis discussed
7A discussion of the effect of texturing on the spatial perception of an object is available in [NR02].
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Figure 2.29: Isotropic and anisotropic texture examples
in Section 2.3.2 with adaptations relating to the texturing of an undulating surface in
3D  x  y  z  space rather than the planar  x  y  case of considered previously. Secondly,
in 3D relief texturing we see related but somewhat limited work in synthesising 3D
relief onto both 2D and 3D surfaces. Work in this latter area is in its infancy and is
directly related to the research presented in this thesis with some of the most recent
work presented being carried out concurrently to our own.
2.3.3.1 2D Textures on Surfaces
Following from our analysis of 2D texture synthesis a body of related work is available
on the synthesis of 2D colour/intensity textures over 3D surfaces.
As this considers the extension of our earlier texture completion problem, posed
as 2D texture synthesis in Section 2.3.2, to texture completion over a pre-defined 3D
surface it is of relevance to our general consideration of 3D completion.
In our discussion the common 3D surface representation is assumed - a polygonal
mesh defined as a set of surface points in 3D space that form the vertices of a 3D graph
representation of the surface with corresponding mesh edges and faces [FvDFH96].
Despite some early work in this area [Tur91, Ped95, LM98] the majority of recent
work in this area stems from the seminal works of Praun et al. [PFH00], Wei and
Levoy [WL01] and Turk [Tur01] driven by the adaptation of contemporary advances
in 2D texture synthesis (e.g. [EL99, WL00, EF01], Section 2.3.2) to 3D surfaces.
Issues The primary problem in texturing a 3D surface, either mapping a predefined
texture or synthesising from an example, is that of defining a consistent tangential
vector field over an arbitrary surface topology. This is used to map the texture onto
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the surface with localised orientation consistency, to itself, over the entire surface.
For instance, this ensures all the stripes, or similar texture features, flow in a similar
direction (i.e. orientation) in any area of the surface and that no orientational artifacts
or texture distortions are produced (e.g. striped patches orientated obtusely to each
other).
This brings us to the consideration of isotropic and anisotropic textures (see Figure
2.29): Isotropic texture: a texture which at any given point or region is orientationally
independent from those adjacent to it in terms of good visual continuation (e.g.
stonework, soil, pebble-dash, irregular lattices, Figure 2.29 left). Anisotropic texture: a texture which at any given point or region is orientation-
ally dependant to those adjacent to it in terms of maintain good visual continua-
tion (e.g. stripes, brickwork, regular lattices, Figures 2.29 right and 2.28).
Thus consistent texture orientation is only of major concern for anisotropic textures.
A secondary issue is that of global texture orientation - how should any flow direc-
tion apparent in the 2D texture be mapped on to the 3D surface? In the stripes example
this affects whether the stripes are horizontal or vertical relative to the overall object8.
This latter issue can be addressed by defining the relative orientation of the 2D sample
texture to the 3D vector field.
The remaining issue is that of scale and sampling for mapping 2D pixel distance
to 3D surface distances. Scale can be specified locally over the surface (e.g. [PFH00])
or a global scaling transform from one space to the other. Sampling presents a more
interesting issue - whilst an image is a regular sampled pixel grid, a surface may be an
irregularly sampled lattice of vertices.
Thus overall, given a consistent orientation field, a visually consistent (i.e. plausi-
ble) sample orientation and an established synthesis technique (Section 2.3.2) with a
suitable sample mapping solution, the resulting surface texture should be consistent to
both the original features of the sample and the 3D surface (see examples Figure 2.30).
Techniques In the work of Praun et al. [PFH00] these issues are addressed using a
semi-interactive process. This work is based on the patch based 2D texture synthesis
8Clearly, in the case of a zebra orientating the stripes one direction over the other has a large influence
on the visual plausibility of the resulting texturing (based primarily on prior visual experience, i.e. world
knowledge - Section 2.1.2).
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Figure 2.30: Examples of 2D surface texturing [PFH00, WL01, Tur01]
work of [XGS00] and uses the random patch selection (from the sample), random
positioning on the target (now a 3D surface) and alpha-blending approach of [XGS00]
as the underlying synthesis technique. The vector field is based on a user specified
input of sparse guide vectors on the surface from which a Gaussian radial basis function
based approach is used to propagate a complete vector field over the whole surface.
Vector magnitude is used to control localised scaling of the texture over the surface.
Relative orientation of a 2D texture patch, from the sample, is based on detecting
linear features (e.g. Canny/Sobel edge detection [JKS95]) from which an orientation
consensus can be drawn (interactively or otherwise). Individual texture patches are
mapped onto the surface, observing the defined scale and orientation transformations,
starting from a randomly chosen untextured surface point and grown outward on the
surface until the texture distortion becomes too great due to local surface curvature.
Sampling is addressed through the use of cohesive texture patches. This leads to a set
of overlapping textured surface patches from which the blending of [XGS00] facilities
the creation of a visually continuous surface texture (Section 2.3.2.5). An example is
shown in Figure 2.30 (left).
Wei and Levoy adapt their earlier work in 2D [WL00], derived from the pixel
based work of [EL99], toward arbitrary surfaces [WL01]. Here, in the same spirit
as [WL00] a multi-resolution approach is pursued based on mesh pyramids (c.f. hi-
erarchical models, Section 5.2) by using the re-tiling approach of [Tur92] to provide
both a multi-resolution surface representation and additional control of texture scal-
ing through surface vertex density. In this work the vector field for consistent texture
orientation is either specified (as per [PFH00]) or derived from an initial randomly as-
signed field using a relaxation procedure. The orientation of the 2D texture patch, in x  y  , is assumed to be orthogonal to that of the field vectors at any point and it is thus
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shown that differing 3D texture effects can be derived from a single 2D texture sample
by simply changing the consistency function of the surface vector field. Neighbour-
hood matching, at each level in the mesh hierarchy, is based on flattening and scaling
localised mesh regions for direct comparison to the 2D sample using nearest neighbour
vertex to pixel matching. Following these changes, that facilitate consistent orienta-
tion, scaling and matching, the basic approach follows that of [WL00] over the set of
surface vertices. An example is shown in Figure 2.30 (centre).
In concurrent work to [WL01], Turk develops a very similar technique [Tur01]
based again on an adaptation of a pixel based 2D approach (i.e. [WL00]) and the use
of a mesh hierarchy over which surface vertices can be textured based on the localised
neighbourhood matching. Here surface texture orientation is again provided based on
the smooth interpolation of a sparse user specified vector field over the remaining sur-
face with the sample again assumed to be orthogonal. However, unlike [WL01], this
field is then used to define a sweep order for the vertex texturing over the surface.
Neighbourhood matching is based on constructing an interpolated local neighbour-
hood at a given vertex, conforming to a regular lattice, with scaling proportional to the
mean point density over the entire mesh. This neighbourhood is then matched, one to
one, against the sample as per [WL01]. A multi-scale extension is then pursued using
a Gaussian pyramid of the sample texture and the mesh pyramid to successively con-
struct the surface texture from a initial random colour assignment at the lowest level in
the hierarchy (following [WL00]). An example is shown in Figure 2.30 (right).
Similar contemporary work by Ying et al. extends the 2D synthesis techniques
of [WL00, Ash01] to 3D surfaces using a chart-based parameterisation of the surface
[YHBZ01]. The chart consistently maps the surface to a plane to allow efficient neigh-
bourhood based sampling as per [WL00, Ash01]. The texture orientation field is de-
fined automatically using the technique of [HZ00] - an optimisation of the field defined
by principle directions of curvature [JKS95] over a smoothed version of the surface.
However, the level of smoothing is user defined and the texture orientation assumed
orthogonal to the vector field. A mesh simplification approach is then used to produce
a multi-resolution mesh pyramid to facilitate multi-scale synthesis. A further appli-
cation of this technique produces a displacement map, i.e. 3D surface relief (Section
2.3.3.2), on a given surface but is limited to a fairly arbitrary isotropic displacement
pattern (e.g. synthetic bump map [FvDFH96]).





04]. Liu et al. use a functional approach to define bi-directional
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texture functions (BTF) for texturing arbitrary 3D surfaces [LYS01, TZL
 
02]. This is
related both to 2D texturing and 3D surface relief texturing and will be discussed fur-
ther in Section 2.3.3.2. An adaptation of the jump map technique of Zelinka [ZG02]
is similarly offered by the original author [ZG03]. Here again the issues of texture
orientation and scale are specified by the user with distortion being handled by con-
sistently mapping surface vertex distances to scaled distances on the planar texture
sample. A hierarchical scheme patch-based is proposed by Soler et al. [SCA02] based
on a hybrid of [EL99, EF01]. This work maps local face clusters on the surface to
correspondingly sized patches in the image by matching the pre-textured faces sur-
rounding a given cluster, akin to the pixel neighbourhoods of [EL99] but dissimilar
to the quilting of [EF01], over successive levels of surface detail using user specified
orientation and scaling. Similar work has also been carried out by [GIS03] but using a
principle directions derived vector field akin to that used in [YHBZ01].
The work of [MK03] also extends the idea of image quilting [EF01] to surface
textures using triangles as the quilting patches (commonplace construction blocks of
polygonal surfaces, [FvDFH96]). Here texture orientation and scaling are specified
using initial seed vectors and the mean triangle size (i.e. vertex density) as in previous
work [WL01, Tur01]. Matching is based upon the textured area surrounding the current
target triangle in a similar manner to the cluster matching of [SCA02]. Extensive pre-
computation, based on the construction of a finite texon vocabulary, is used to speed up
this matching process and remove the need for exhaustive search for each target. The
size of the vocabulary, however, thus becomes a parameter to the synthesis process.
A final stage of texture blending is also used to correct texture discontinuities across
triangle boundaries.
Related work has also been carried out by considering the texture transfer, from one
surface to another, by considering an explicit surface transformation to morph one sur-
face into another [DYT05]. The texture mapping work of [ZMT05] similarly considers
surface texturing through the parameterisation, segmentation and planar flattening of
arbitrary surfaces. Specific work on the texturing of a particular subsets of 3D surface
textures has also been carried out (e.g. tree bark [LN02], mammals [WFD01]).
Summary Overall, much of the work in this area is still limited by the level of user
interaction or initial specification required in order to achieve visually acceptable (and
by derivation plausible) results ([PFH00, WL01, Tur01]). Many of the patch based
techniques in this area still exhibit subtle texturing artifacts with anisotropic texturing
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Figure 2.31: Solid texture examples [JDR04]
([PFH00, YHBZ01], e.g. Figure 2.30) whilst the pixel/vertex based techniques can fail
to correctly synthesis global regularities over the texture [WL01, Tur01]. Although
more recent techniques [YHBZ01, SCA02, MK03, ZG03] aim to improve upon this
the majority of work in this area concerns itself with the synthesis of synthetic, fairly
arbitrary textures over a given surface (e.g. Figure 2.30). The mapping of anisotropic
textures over non-regular, undulating 3D surfaces continues to be a problem. Con-
sideration of texturing as a method of adding visual plausibility is lacking in the main
literature [PFH00, WL01, Tur01, YHBZ01] but is more apparent in specialist texturing
applications [WFD01, LN02].
The work in vector field derivation for orientation and on sampling issues is, how-
ever of interest to our later work on 3D surface relief (Chapter 3). Additionally, the
purely intensity (colour) based surface texturing presented in this section contrasts with
our combined colour and relief texture completion of Chapter 4 and the hierarchical ap-
proaches presented relate to our own hierarchical based surface completion in Chapter
5.
Solid Textures In addition to purely 2D surface texturing, there is also a body of
work in this area considering volumetric surface texturing - so-called “Solid Textures”
(e.g. [Pea85, CH02, JDR04], Figure 2.31). Here textures are defined volumetrically
though a given object or 3D space from which surface texture is drawn based on a given
surface’s intersection to that volume. As such it commonly used for the texturing of
artifacts cut from a larger solid volume (e.g. statues, stone-work or cutaways into solid
bodies such as brick walls). The capturing real world solid textures, without the true
volumetric capture techniques commonly found in medical imaging, is difficult. As
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a result many common solid texturing techniques rely on synthetic functional texture
representations (e.g. [CH02]) rather than texturing by example. However, recent work
using stereo techniques from multiple images has been performed [JDR04] but is again
limited to the texturing of objects originating “from solids” such as carved statues and
alike (Figure 2.31).
Although the completion problem we pose here is volumetric in nature (see Sec-
tion 2.1.3) we are considering the completion of the surfaces bounding (i.e. within) the
volume to create a closed form in an otherwise unknown area. By contrast solid tex-
turing considers the completion of the volume a closed dense space - a subtly different
but related problem. Given our consideration of volume completion, a surface based
approach, and following from the psychological examination of this area in Section
2.1 solid texturing is not directly related to our problem scope and is of only tangential
relevance to our work. It is included here for completeness and for an overview the
reader is directed to [EMP
 
98].
2.3.3.2 3D Relief on Surfaces
As an extension to the synthesis of 2D textures over 3D surfaces we now consider the
synthesis of localised surface displacement or bump map relief over a 3D surface - true
3D texture. Work in this area can be divided into three main categories with differing
levels of relevancy to the work presented here. Firstly we have work from the texture
synthesis and analysis community considering the synthesis of augmented 2D images
of 3D surface textures, captured using shape from shading or multiple viewpoint tech-
niques. Secondly, we have research from 3D computer vision and graphics considering
aspects of “bump mapping by example” and the transfer of relief elements from real-
world surface captures to another, real-world or synthetic, 3D surface. Finally, a body
of work exists in 3D texture generation whereby 3D surface relief is procedurally gen-
erated over a given surface using a variety of techniques.
It is notable that none of the work discussed in any of these three arenas considers 3D
relief synthesis as a means of facilitating completion.
Illusive 3D Relief using 2D Samples Firstly let us consider the illusive extension of
traditional 2D texture synthesis techniques toward the realm of 3D texture. The most
recent work in this area centres around the work of Dong and Chantler [JC02, Don03,
DC03] and concerns itself with the synthesis of a 3D texture captured as a set of 2D im-
ages under different lighting and/or orientation conditions. The viewpoint dependant
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Figure 2.32: Illusive 3D surface relief [SRTC04]
visual properties of such a texture sample (e.g. illumination, feature foreshortening)
will only be correct for the original orientation and lighting conditions of the sample.
The synthesis problem is then extended to the successful synthesis of both this 2D tex-
ture sample and the viewpoint dependant properties related to its underlying 3D form
so that it appears correct when synthesised under different lighting/orientation condi-
tions. This is a subtly different problem to the 3D completion problem which we are
addressing here, and similarly so from the 2D synthesis of Section 2.3.2, but is relevant
in terms of achieving visual plausibility.
In [Don03, DC03] five 3D surface synthesis techniques are developed by using
various re-lighting representations with the Efros / Freeman Image Quilting algorithm
[EF01] as the underlying synthesis approach with modifications for speed considera-
tions. The results are impressive in terms of realism and localised visual consistency
with regards to orientation but, as with the earlier work discussed in Section 2.3.3.1,
we again see fairly arbitrary 3D texture samples mapped over 3D surfaces rather than
consideration of plausible texture mapping or completion (see Figure 2.32). For in-
stance the “knitted teapot” of Figure 2.32 appears very realistic in terms of the surface
relief but like the 2D texture mapping examples of Section 2.3.3.1 (e.g. Figure 2.30)
lacks plausibility9. Additionally many of the examples given contain quite obvious tex-
ture seams at geometric seams in the object and elsewhere [Don03, DC03, SRTC04]
limiting the aspect of visual plausibility in this work (Figure 2.32).
Prior to [JC02] work in this area is limited. The earlier work of Zalesny [ZG01a,
9In terms of our discussion of volume completion (Section 2.1.2) this is most likely to originate from
limited prior visual experience (i.e. the world knowledge constraint) of teapots with this surface texture.
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ZG01b] , Leung [LM01], Lui [LYS01] and Tong [TZL
 
02] all consider similar as-
pects of the problem but again concentrate on the synthesis of 2D texture samples and
the associated viewpoint dependant properties rather than the synthesis of actual 3D
surface relief itself (i.e. a displacement map). Although the recovery of 3D displace-
ment maps from textures has been investigated in related work [Gul03, SRTC04] the
application of this to synthesis remains limited to the synthesis of 2D texture and the
associated viewpoint dependant properties rather than actual 3D surface displacement
itself - “It should be noted that while bump-mapping [using 2D viewpoint adjusted tex-
ture] greatly improves the detail of the surface facing the observer, giving the illusion
of a rough surface, when the same surfaces are viewed edge on, it is obvious that the
surface is smooth” [SRTC04]. A comparison of this synthesis and actual displacement
bump-mapping is given in [LYS01] where the author claims the former to be more
realistic - this is a matter of opinion (i.e. visual interpretation) with which the author
of this thesis disagrees (compare Figure 2.32 to 3.19/4.11).
Overall we have shown that work in this area addresses a subtly different issue to
that investigated in this thesis - the plausible synthesis of a 2D sample of a 3D texture
complete with viewpoint dependant variations. As such it is not directly concerned
with the synthesis of actual 3D scene/object data and can be thought of as more of
an variant on earlier 2D synthesis work. It is discussed here for completeness and for
overview of this earlier work in this area the reader is directed to [Don03].
Geometric Texture Synthesis Of greater relevance to our work here is recent work
in the computer vision and graphics literature on geometric texture synthesis - the
synthesis of surface relief displacement over 3D surfaces. In this domain there are two
key bodies of work by Lai et al. [LHGM05] and Bhat et al. [BIT04]. Both address the
same orientation, scaling and surface geometry issues of earlier work with 2D textures
on 3D surfaces (Section 2.3.3.1) together with the novel challenges of relief extraction
and reconstruction.
Lai et al. [LHGM05] present a method for the transfer of surface relief from one
surface to another and the application of artificial relief to 3D surfaces. This work uses
the geometry image representation of [GGH02] to first convert the relief sample and
3D target surface into a regularly sampled 2D grid. The geometry image representa-
tion achieves this by first making cuts in the mesh to make it homoeomorphic to a disk
and further cuts to reduce distortion thus allowing the parameterisation of an arbitrary
mesh onto a 2D planar domain. Surface information such as positions, normals and
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colours are then sampled regularly across this plane to create a convenient and reason-
ably consistent 2D “image” of the originating mesh. This thus allows the use of 2D
operators over the geometry image but the process is not flawless and special consid-
eration now has to be taken of the cuts in the geometry image - representing spatial
discontinuities with conversion to/from the original mesh representation. Addition-
ally, limitations in the geometry image representation limit them to use with manifold
surfaces and surfaces of low genus (i.e. complexity) [GGH02].
Utilising this representation, [LHGM05] proposes a relief extraction method based
on filtering the high frequency details of the relief to produce a base mesh represen-
tation from which differencing from the original can be used to extract the required
relief detail. Although here carried out in the geometry image domain similar tech-
niques have been applied using smoothing over the mesh itself [KL96]. An alter-
native technique is also proposed using localised surface fitting based on RANSAC
[JKS95, Fau93] from which differencing can then produce the required localised dis-
placement map to the relief itself. Given the successful extraction of the relief texture
from the sample surface and the availability of the 2D geometry image the approach
utilises the multi-resolution 2D texture synthesis technique of [WL01] (discussed Sec-
tion 2.3.2) to perform 2D synthesis of the  x  y  z  relief displacement vectors in place
of the earlier  r g  b  colour texture values. Due to the inconsistencies introduced by
the geometry image cuts an additional stage of synthesis is now required at the cut
boundaries in the geometry image to take into consideration the information on each
side of the cut as it will appear in the reconstructed surface mesh. This is performed
iteratively to remove inconsistencies as required.
Relief orientation for the synthesis is controlled using an orientation vector field
over the surface derived from a set of user specified key tangent vectors. A diffusion
process, similar to that of [Tur01] is then used to interpolate these over the mesh.
Scaling is based on the relative ratio between the mean vertex separation in the sample
and the localised separation on the target surface.
Overall the technique produces good results for seamless and visually consistent
transfer of 3D surface relief from one 3D sample surface to another (Figure 2.33).
However, as has been stated in previous discussion of 2D texture synthesis onto 3D
surfaces (Section 2.3.3.1) the arbitrary nature of the textures transfered onto fairly ar-
bitrary and smooth surfaces (e.g. the transfer of reptile scales onto the Stanford bunny)
make an evaluation in terms of realism, plausibility and general applicability some-
what difficult. Additionally, although both isotropic and anti-isotropic relief is used,
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Figure 2.33: Geometric texture synthesis examples [LHGM05, BIT04]
the examples shown, mainly using natural-type textures, make it difficult to assess the
effects of noise on the process. Issues of surface sampling (Section 3.4) are not ad-
dressed. The techniques utilised work well but the reliance on geometry images limits
application to a subset of all surfaces (i.e. surfaces of limited complexity).
In similar work of Bhat et al. [BIT04] pursue a geometric texture synthesis ap-
proach through a volumetric framework. Using a voxel based method, with voxels
locally aligned to a frame of reference defined from a user specified vector field (as
per [Tur01]) and local surface normal [Max99], they adapt 2D pixel neighbourhood
based synthesis approaches (Section 2.3.2) to use voxel neighbourhoods - specifically
the work of [HJO
 
01]10 with additional ideas from [Tur01]. By using a local frame of
reference for each voxel neighbourhood voxel clusters from disparate and differently
orientated parts of a surface can easily be compared by alignment of the local orienta-
tion frames - thus allowing the comparison of voxel neighbourhoods as per pixels on a
2D grid. Using this technique the 2D synthesis approach of [HJO
 
01] can be extended
to 3D relief synthesis and additionally through the use of Gaussian pyramids in voxel
space to provide a hierarchical synthesis method for the same. However, voxels must
be visited in an order whereby their neighbours in one direction over the surface have
already been visited so as to to provide enough causal information for the relief textur-
ing of the current voxel. This is ensured by a user specified sweep field over the surface
defined from a specified set of initial key vectors using the technique of [Tur01] - an
overly complex task for a complex, arbitrary surface.
As per the earlier work of [LHGM05], this technique [BIT04] provides visually
consistent and seamless 3D surface relief on the surface examples (Figure 2.33). Again
however, the use of arbitrary textures and relatively smooth target surfaces make proper
10Itself similar in nature to the basis of the Efros non-parametric approach [EL99].
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evaluation difficult (e.g. synthesis of 3D spikes over the Stanford bunny).
Some related work has also been carried out on interactive surface editing [BMBZ02,
SLCO
 
04]. [BMBZ02] uses a technique where the user selects an area of surface re-
lief on a surface together with a surface spline describing the shape of the underlying
base surface. From this the relief detail can be separated from the base surface and
mapped to a common plane for non-rigid transformation and blending on to a speci-
fied spline target surface. [SLCO
 
04] achieves similar results by using a smoothing
technique akin to that of [LHGM05] to extract the surface relief prior to direct mapping
technique based on the sample and target regions being scaled to the same size.
Limited work on the relief texturing of arbitrary surfaces with arbitrary displace-
ment textures has also been carried out by [WL01, YHBZ01, ZG04]. [WL01, YHBZ01]
present extensions (as an aside) to their associated 2D texture over surface approaches
that use a synthetic 2D displacement map as the initial input. [ZG04] presents a semi-
interactive approach with similar results, again using arbitrary synthetic relief textures.
Procedural Relief Synthesis Finally, in our investigation of 3D relief texturing on
surfaces we turn to a body of work in procedural relief synthesis over 3D surfaces.
Work in this area extending from the computer graphics community is extensive but
is primarily concerned with the application of a functionally defined displacement
map applied over an arbitrary 3D surface rather than the extraction and synthesis of
a real-world or existing a priori relief samples as in the work discussed previously.
The concept of functionally defined bump-mapping (or displacement mapping) ex-
tends from the original seminal work of Blinn [Bli78] and is the reader is directed
to contemporary texts on computer graphics for a practical examination of the field
[FvDFH96, EMP
 
98, Wat00]. Here we examine two recent examples of work in this
area that concentrate on the synthesis of realistic textures using procedural / functional
techniques [FLCB95, VPYB01].
In the first, Fleischer et al. use biologically-motivated cellular simulations [FLCB95]
to generate a range of organic type surface relief. By using a cellular particle simulator,
with cells constrained to the surface of a polygon mesh or similar base surface repre-
sentation, a particle-to-geometry converter derives shape and appearance parameters
for the surface relief using the cell’s position, orientation, size and other parameters
related to its behavioural specification in the simulation. The behavioural specification
of a given cell or groups of cells in a given simulation is user defined - a task requiring
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Figure 2.34: Synthetic 3D surface relief using cellular simulation [FLCB95]
a good level of behavioural / interaction understanding in this area together with a feel
for the related effects on the resulting generated surface relief. Additionally an envi-
ronmental specification for the simulation is required in a similar manner. The details
of cellular simulation is somewhat beyond the scope of this thesis and the reader is
directed the review of [Ott05] for an overview of this area.
In summary this work presents a biologically-inspired method for producing very
realistic 3D surface relief (see examples Figure 2.34) but utilising a highly specialised
form of initial specification. This limitation, the difficulty in specifying the simulation
to achieve the desired relief results, together with issues of computational speed and
large data requirements are acknowledged by the authors [FLCB95]. Although later
work [LDG01] has extended this area toward non-organic textures, a high degree of
complex pre-specification appears to elude the “texturing by example” that is evident
in other areas (Sections 2.3.2, 2.3.3.1, earlier in 2.3.3.2) and highly relevant to our dis-
cussion of plausible 3D completion.
In another example of procedural relief synthesis, Velho et al. [VPYB01] follows the
more traditional vein of work in this field. Here we see the application of displace-
ment maps, defined as procedural functions to 3D surface meshes to create a variety of
synthetic and organic relief styles. In this work a multi-scale approach is used to suc-
cessively apply the procedural surface relief on a scale of an increasingly level of detail
(Figure 2.35 upper). Each procedural definition takes both a parametrisation of spatial
location on the surface and the current scale level and returns a displacement vector
derived from its procedural definition. A magnitude of displacement proportional to
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Figure 2.35: Procedural 3D surface relief [VPYB01]
each level, decreasing in size and thus increasing in detail, is thus applied successively
through the multi-scale approach growing out from an initial, user specified, surface
location. The work also shows an extension toward the morphing of the shape of base
surface meshes and subsequent combination with surface relief synthesis. Techniques
such as shape and relief blending are used to partially apply, for instance, rusting ef-
fects to otherwise smooth metallic surfaces (Figure 2.35). Overall [VPYB01] shows
the viable and realistic use of procedural techniques for the creation and application
of surface relief effects (Figure 2.35 lower). However, as with the specification issue
of the cellular work of [FLCB95], the requirement for prior procedural (or otherwise)
definition of a given relief limits its application in “by example” extension/completion
cases which we are addressing in this work.
Overall in both of the examples presented [FLCB95, VPYB01] we find that this re-
quirement for prior specification in a form reasonably abstract from the actual 3D
relief form itself hinders the use of such techniques in 3D relief texture extension /
completion / transfer scenarios unless a method of spectral analysis for such examples
can derive the required initial specification. As we will discuss in Section 3.4 work on
such analysis of arbitrary 3D relief is at most in its early infancy.
2.4 Summary
Our examination and contrast of 3D completion in both perceptual psychology and
computer vision/graphics shows us that completion is approached very differently in
each discipline. Perceptual psychology offers us several explanations for human visual
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completion. The most recent and advanced in terms of 3D completion is that of Volume
Completion proposed by Tse [Tse99b]. A range of limited work in computer vision
similarly exists but is largely limited by knowledge derived constraints.
Overall the problem of 3D completion is certainly difficult - both in terms of un-
derstanding the psychological phenomenon and in terms of replicating this artificially
in computer vision.
Many aspects of the perceptual psychology work highlighted here remain unex-
plored in the computer vision literature. From our examination, 3D completion in
computer vision is limited to considering, somewhat disjointly, a subset of the as-
pects attributed to visual completion by perceptual psychology (e.g. good continuation
[DMGL02, Lie03, Ju04, WO03, TC04], pattern completion [DTC04, TMD04], world
knowledge [WO02, VMS04a]) and only mildly approaches our concept of visual prop-
agation and that of Tse’s volume completion derived from the psychological literature.
From our earlier discussion of aspects attributable to volume completion it is notable
that work in 3D pattern completion, volume mergability and to a lesser extent sur-
face/contour relatability are somewhat lacking. Instead we generally see a variety of
successful knowledge dependant techniques themselves knowledge-limited to specific
visual domains (e.g. [SFF01, VMS04a, DTC04]). Exceptions, however, exist - notably
the work of [SACO04, PMG
 
05].
Unified completion approaches are also similarly limited as is the completion of
surface relief over otherwise smooth completed surface areas (e.g. [SACO04, PMG
 
05]).
It in this area which we strive to investigate in this work by examining the possibilities
for completing surface relief, over a surface initially derived from an existing technique
of smooth surface completion [DMGL02, DF02, CLF02, Lie03, Ju04, WO03, TC04],
using an approach unified to the concept of plausible completion through visual prop-
agation.
It is with this in mind we examine work in texture synthesis both in 2D and 3D -
a classic example of detail completion / extension pursing a ideal of plausibility and
“completion by example” very similar to our own (e.g. [EL99, EF01]). Geometric tex-
ture synthesis [BIT04, LHGM05], from this area, together with the recent completion
efforts of Sharf et al. [SACO04] and Pauly et al. [PMG
 
05], summarise the state of
the art in the 3D shape synthesis and completion on a “by example” or propagative
(i.e. visual propagation) footing.
Both [SACO04] and [PMG
 
05] show clear limitations in the plausible completion
of surface detail in terms of a reliance on suitable contextual examples and their use of
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non-rigid transformations. The later limiting effective completion to smooth or natu-
rally stochastic surface types. Additionally, their simple “copy and paste” completion
paradigm does not lend itself well both to the accepted fuzzy completion concept of van
Lier [VL99] (Section 2.1.4) or the avoidance of repetition artifacts in larger completion
scenarios. In terms of geometric texture synthesis the work of [BIT04, LHGM05] is so
far limited to the arbitrary geometric texturing rather than explicit completion where
plausibility must additionally be considered. [BIT04, LHGM05] are also limited in
their abilities by the representational requirements of their input surface.
In this thesis we will investigate the plausible completion of 3D surface relief over
an existing smooth surface completion (e.g. [SFF01, DF02, DMGL02, CLF02, Lie03,
Ju04, WO03, TC04]) utilising the “base case” of work in non-parametric 2D texture
synthesis [EL99] as our conduit for the completion of 3D surface detail on an isolated
per {sample|point} basis (Chapter 3). Additionally we show how this initial concept
can be extended both into dual relief and colour completion (Chapter 4) and a hierar-
chical based completion approach (Chapter 5).
Notably, this aims to extend the state of completion from purely smooth com-
pletion via “good continuation” from the prior work of [SFF01, DF02, DMGL02,
CLF02, WO03] to the additional completion of realistic and plausible surface relief.
The concurrent work of [SACO04, BIT04, LHGM05, PMG
 
05] also pursues this (or
similar) aims with notable limitations. Here we will show both the advances of our ap-
proach (Chapters 3, 4, 5) in terms of prior work and its advantages over contemporaries





“Vision is the art of seeing the invisible” - Jonathan Swift (author)
Having presented an overview of prior and related work in 3D completion (Chapter 2)
we now present the main body of our research.
Specifically, in this chapter, we present a technique for the realistic and plausible
completion of 3D localised surface shape and relief based on non-parametric sampling.
This concept is further developed in Chapters 4 and 5.
Portions of this chapter have previously been published as [BF05b, BF05c].
3.1 Overview
As we have seen, prior work in explicit 3D completion has been primarily limited
to smooth surface continuation in small missing surface patches (Section 2.2.5) or
the completion of geometrically conforming shapes (Sections 2.11, 2.2.3 & 2.2.7).
Work specifically in completing 2 12D range data is itself limited to smooth completion
through the use of shape fitting and parameterisation (Sections 2.11 & 2.2.7). Such
techniques, although valid, limit truly plausible surface completion to a smooth or
geometrically conforming subset of all real-world occurring surfaces.
Here we consider the localised completion of real 3D surfaces in terms of both
their 3D surface structure (relief) and colour detail1. Our approach has two stages:
1. Smooth Surface Completion: Firstly we assume the underlying surface can it-
self be completed using one of these prior smooth completion techniques based
1Colour completion is specifically presented in Chapter 4.
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Figure 3.1: Completion of a 2 12 D golfball
on generalised surface knowledge (see Section 3.2).
Here we utilise geometric completion (e.g. Section 2.11) based on the prior
work of [SFF01, DF02, CLF02] although by generalisation any technique pro-
viding completion through smooth surface continuation could similarly be used
(e.g. techniques of Sections 2.2.5 & 2.2.7).
2. Surface Relief Propagation: Localised surface relief (Section 2.3.3.2) is then
propagated, over the smooth surface completion from stage 1, based on specific
knowledge from the original surface portion (see Section 3.3).
This is based on the adaptation of non-parametric 2D texture synthesis (Section
2.3.2) to the propagation of 3D surface relief (Section 2.3.3.2). Here we specifi-
cally use the work of Efros [EL99] as a base case for work in this area, although
by generalisation our approach could be adapted to other non-parametric syn-
thesis techniques.
As an example, we complete both the geometric sphere and surface dimples of a 2 12D
golfball as shown in Fig. 3.1. Here we see the successful plausible completion of the
surface relief pattern (i.e. Stage 2, Fig. 3.1:C/D) over a geometric completion (i.e.
Stage 1, Fig. 3.1:B) of the original 2 12 D capture (Fig. 3.1:A).
Our completion approach is based upon a few basic, and reasonable, assumptions.
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Firstly, by our use of geometric surface completion, we assume we are dealing with a
surface whose basic shape can be approximated by a simple geometric primitive. For
more complex surface structures prior segmentation, itself well established in 3D com-
puter vision [HJBJ
 
96], allows the separation of these surfaces into simple subparts
prior to completion (and then post completion re-combination). As an alternative, the
use of a more powerful initial smooth surface completion technique (e.g. Sections 2.2.5
& 2.2.7) would allow the application of our novel surface relief propagation technique
to a wider class of surfaces beyond this geometrical assumption.
Additionally our work implicitly assumes that the surface itself can be described as
a smooth underlying surface model (Section 3.2) and an orthogonal displacement map
(Section 3.3.2.1) representing the 3D relief detail of the surface. In terms of capture, we
assume that the surface is sufficiently sampled to adequately capture the relief present
and that sampling is reasonably uniform over the surface. Given current, and widely
utilised, capture abilities [Bla04] this assumption is valid.
As shown by the examples of Figure 3.2 and later in Section 3.5 we do not assume
that the surface contains only a single type of relief detail. However, we do assume that
good continuation of the surface relief detail that be achieved based on constraining
localised consistency following the Markov Random Field assumption of [EL99] and
related work in the 2D texture synthesis arena (Section 2.3.2). Given the success of
this work based upon this assumption in the 2D arena and the current limitations of 3D
capture devices in terms of non-orthogonal depth capture [Bla04, BTC
 
05, FP02] we
feel these assumptions are reasonable for practical use.
Concurrent work ([SACO04], 2.2.6) has also considered a similar approach based on
propagating, relatively smooth, 3D surface patches from known to unknown surface
portions. As Section 2.2.6 discussed, this approach relies on the existence of suitable
propagatable patches and may suffer “tiling” artifacts due to its verbatim copying.
Although computationally more expensive, the fine-detailed per-{point|vertex|range
sample} based approach proposed here does not suffer this limitation. Instead it lends
itself well to the propagation of both tile-able surface textures (see Fig. 3.1 & 3.19) and
the completion/extension of more stochastic surface textures (see Fig. 3.22 & 3.23) de-
rived from the original - without any apparent "tiling" or similar repetitive artifacts.
Through our 2 stage approach we consider the 2 12D to 3D completion and extension
of existing non-smooth surfaces containing both highly regular and irregular 3D tex-
tures. Our overall aim is the plausible completion and extension of a given real-world
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Figure 3.2: Examples of geometric completion
surface sample so that seamless good continuation exists between the original and the,
artificially created, completion.
3.2 Geometric Completion
Our initial stage of geometric completion follows the prior work of [SFF01, DF02,
CLF02]. The aim is to produce a smooth completion that conforms to the best-
matching geometric surface model that underlies the available 2 12D surface data (e.g.
Figure 3.2).
The 212D to 3D geometric completion of a given surface comprises three main
parts: Surface Fitting: to identify the best fitting geometric surface type and recover
the 3D surface position and dimensions from the available 2 12D surface data. Surface Generation: to generate a complete smooth 3D version of the surface
that conforms to the identified geometric surface fit. Surface Merging: to determine the surface regions where original 2 12D surface
data is present and those where data from surface generation will be required to
provide the smooth completion (e.g. Figure 3.2).
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The aim of these three stages is to provide smooth surface completion in the form of
a point cloud representation. To this end we aim to generate points, at similar sample
density to the original 2 12D surface data (Section 3.4), that provide a completed 3D
section of the surface, in its underlying form, in the same representation as the origi-
nal 212D input data. As we shall see in Section 3.3 our adaptation of non-parametric
sampling (Section 3.3.1) to this domain relies upon the direct localised comparison
of 3D surface regions (Section 3.3.2.4). Following from the work in 2D [EL99] we
additionally require a discrete representation of our surface relief sample and the tar-
get region to which is relief is to be propagated together with boundary relationships
between (and internal) to those two regions. In order to achieve this we require a
comparable representation for our original data (2 12 D) and the completed/extended 3D
portion over which we wish to propagate 3D relief in the second stage of the algorithm.
This is achieved using our three stage approach of shape identification (Surface Fitting,
Section 3.2.1), generation of a 3D surface conforming to this 3D shape (Surface Gen-
eration, Section 3.2.2) and finally the merging of this generated discrete representation
with the original surface data (Surface Merging, Section 3.2.3). The latter provides us
with a completed discrete point cloud representation of our surface, labelled by pres-
ence/absence of surface relief at a given point, and knowledge of the boundary between
the original / completed surface portions as required for our later stage of surface relief
propagation (Section 3.3). Overall we aim for representational consistency between
our original 212D surface data and the smooth surface extension in a discretized form
that is easily adaptable to the discrete matching requirement of non-parametric sam-
pling. Variations using the surface fit directly in its analytic form, without discretized
point cloud completion, are left as an area for future work (Section 6.5).
In general we assume that the surface fit derived from the initial stage of geometric
completion will provide good geometric continuation of the underlying surface shape
provided by the available surface data, albeit with surface relief present. Although
misalignment of the geometric surface continuation during this first stage of comple-
tion (i.e. geometric completion) may adversely effect the latter stage of surface relief
propagation the analysis of possible misalignment between the original and geometri-
cally completed surface portion (e.g. Figure 3.2) is not carried out at this stage. The
quality of a given surface fit is measured by the mean squared error of the available
surface data against the geometric surface model (Appendix A.6). However, this varies
both in relation to the nature of the surface relief present (i.e. how much variation the
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surface has from a smooth surface of the same underlying shape) and the quality of
the fit itself. Although the relief present will effect the quality of the surface fit, the
use of established robust fitting techniques (Section 3.2.1) prove to be adequate for
the examples presented in this work (Section 3.5). Due to the dual variance nature
of the mean squared fitting error, in relation to both relief present and fitting quality
itself, evaluation of the alignment of the resulting fit it not carried out. This analysis,
possibly considering the uniformity of the distribution of the surface fitting error in
relation to the complexity of the relief present, is left as an area for future work. Here
we assume good continuation from the available data (as per [FF01a, FF01b, FF02],
Section 2.2.2) and carry out the later stages of generation and merging based on this
assumption. It is assumed that future advances in robust surface fitting (Appendix A.6)
will help to address any potential misalignment problems for future work in this area.
From the varied examples successfully presented here using current fitting techniques
(e.g. Figure 3.2) it is assumed that such cases where this would be necessary would be
minimal.
3.2.1 Surface Fitting
An overview of surface fitting is presented in Appendix A.6. Specifically we use the
Euclidean fitting approach of Faber and Fisher [FF01a, FF01b, FF02]. The associ-
ated implementation made available from [FF02] facilitates automatic best-fit model
selection, to the available 2 12 D surface data, from the set

plane  circular cylinder 
elliptical cylinder  sphere  conic  torus  generalised quadric  and additionally pro-
vides an accurate surface position and parameterisation. For developable surfaces this
parameterisation represents the infinite surface in 3D space and subsequent data to
surface model projection is used to identify the finite surface bounds in these cases.
The fitting process takes an initial 2 12D (or 3D) point cloud and produces as an out-
put a geometric description of the best-fitting surface model. Overall our fitting process
results in a geometric description of the finite surface that specifies shape primitive, po-
sition (i.e. centroid), orientation (i.e. surface normal or axis) and bounds (i.e. radius
and/or axis length or planar boundary points). For the case of developable surfaces
(e.g. cylinders and planes) the actual fitting itself results in the geometric description
of the infinite surface model. A secondary stage of fitting, utilising the known geo-
metric parameters as additional constraints, identifies the bounds of the finite surface
present in the point cloud by point projection to a common reference. In the case of
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cylinders this is projection to the cylinder axis, from which bounds on the cylinder
length can be identified, and for planes the planar surface itself from which the axis
aligned planar bounds can then be recovered [BF04]. For non-axis aligned bounds 3D
convex hull operations could be alternatively utilised.
The work presented here only fully considers planar, circularly cylindrical and
spherical surfaces but the techniques proposed can be generalised to any of the fitting
techniques or primitives discussed in Appendix A.6.
Implementational Notes In practise, the computation of fitting to 2 12D surface data
with high sample density is reduced using uniform sub-sampling. Additionally, due to
limitations in the implementation available from [FF02], the least squares geometric
element package from the UK National Physical Laboratory [For89, Bar04] is used as
the basis for the majority of surface fitting cases presented in this work. This package
provides a positional and parametric surface description synonymous to that of [FF02]
from an initial coarse estimate specified by the user. Our initial estimate is based on
centre of mass of the available 2 12D surface data and an a priori direction vector (i.e.
normal/axis) derived from approximate knowledge of orientation at the time of acqui-
sition. An estimate of the latter could also be semi-automatically derived from P.C.A.
or Eigen-analysis techniques on the original 2 12D surface data.
A full discussion of surface fitting is presented in Appendix A.6.
3.2.2 Surface Generation
From the geometric surface description, derived from earlier fitting (Section 3.2.1),
a smooth geometrically conforming version of the surface can be constructed as a
discrete point cloud. At this stage the surface is itself a complete geometrical2 version
of the geometric surface description without regard for the presence of the original
212D surface data. The merger of this surface with the original data is carried out
subsequently (Section 3.2.3).
Here we describe the generation of discrete point clouds, Pi, from the geometric
descriptions, Gi, for the surface primitives considered in this work. Discrete point
clouds can similarly be generated for other primitive types, as available from fitting
(Section 3.2.1), but our consideration here is limited to planes, cylinders and spheres.
2i.e. smooth - the points in the cloud lie exactly on the finite surface model recovered from fitting.
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In all the cases discussed our description relates to sample separation, the distance
between two adjacent points in the point cloud, denoted as d (i.e. sample density =
1
d ). In the original 2
1
2D surface this is determined by acquisition procedure [Fau93]
but for successful surface reconstruction, or more generally signal reconstruction, the
choice of sample density is a more complex issue. For our discussion here, we treat the
concept of sample separation abstractly as d, in order to aid clarity, and defer closer
examination of this issue until Section 3.4.
3.2.2.1 Plane
The discretisation of a geometrically described plane, Pplane from Gplane, is the sim-
plest of the three cases:
1. Generate a discrete plane of points, of density d, on the  x  y  plane within, and
upto, the surface area bounds specified in Gplane. These points are generated in
an  x  y  grid with regular vertical/horizontal separation conforming to d. Let this
plane of points be denoted P x  y  .
2. Use the known orientation and position of Gplane to transform P x  y  from their
position on the  x  y  plane to that of Gplane.
3.2.2.2 Cylinder
The discretisation of a geometrically described cylinder, Pcyl from Gcyl , can be per-
formed as follows:
1. Initially create a cylinder Px  axis along the positive x-axis, with its axis aligned
to the x-axis and a base position at the origin:
(a) Create a circle of points at the origin (p0), on the  z  y  plane perpendicular
to the x-axis, at radius r specified from Gcyl . Let and the angular separation
between adjacent circular points, θ, be determined as θ  arctan  dr  where
d is our desired sample separation.
(b) Repeat step 1(a) for positions pi  0  l  in steps of d along the x-axis,
where l is the bounding length of the cylinder specified from Gcyl .
2. Use the known orientation and position of Gcyl to transform Px  axis from its cur-
rent position to that of Gcyl . As the cylinder is currently geometrically complete
the under-constrained rotation about the x-axis itself can be set as zero.
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3.2.2.3 Sphere
The discretisation of a geometrically described sphere, Psphere from Gsphere, is slightly
more complex than our previous two examples. Here it is presented in two stages -
firstly determining the number of points required to obtain a sample separation of d
on a sphere of the dimension of Gsphere and secondly the uniform placement of these
points to ensure an approximate sample separation of d.
Based on the premise that to achieve a sample density of d each point on the sphere
must have no other sample point within a radial area of π  d2  2 on the surface the first
stage can be calculated as follows:
1. Calculate the usable surface area of the sphere, area  4Lπr2, where r is the
radius of the sphere from Gsphere and L is the known packing limit for packing
circles (i.e. points with uniform radial area) on a sphere. From [Kot91] we know
that L  π2  3  0  906900.
2. Calculate the number of points, #p, required as #p  area
π  d2  2   Lr2d2 
Now that the number of required points is known the question turns to how to uni-
formly distribute N points on a sphere. This is a classical question in computer graph-
ics3 and one that has received considerable attention [SK97, WS01]. For an arbitrary
number of points, no simple solution exists and various methods, commonly based on
iterative energy minimisation [SK97], have been proposed. However, these tend to
be prohibitively computationally expensive for the density of points often required to
match our captured surface data.
In our work the number of required points can be approximated by geodesic dome
tessellation as an exact sample separation d is not always needed. This process starts
from an initial regular icosahedron (closed 20-face triangulated polyhedral surface)
from which a geodesic tessellation process can be used to approximate a sphere at a
set of discrete levels of detail (LoD) (Figure 3.3). With each increase in LoD each
triangle present at level n in the tessellation is replaced by four subsequent triangles at
level n  1 by simply splitting each original triangle edge (Figure 3.3). In each case the
new vertex vnew, at the midpoint of an edge vi  v j at level n, is then positioned at level
n  1 using the following mid-arc function to approximate the sphere at the increased
LoD [SE02]:
3And similarly in several related 3D disciplines.
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Figure 3.3: Sphere generation from geodesic dome tessellation.
vnew  vi   v j2 vi   v j
2  vi   v j2 (3.1)
As a sphere is a simply-connected manifold, reference to Euler’s formula V ! E 
F  2 for Vertices, Edges and Faces allows us to show that for Fn   1  4Fn and En   1 
2En, the number of vertices at least doubles with every increase in LoD, Vn   1 " 2Vn
(see proof Appendix A.2) and that Fi  2Vi ! 4 (see proof Appendix A.3).
Given this geometric tool our task is now to determine the correct LoD, n, that will
approximate the number of points (i.e. vertices) that we require from stage one. This
can be achieved as follows:
1. Determine the number of faces (i.e. triangles) at the required LoD, n. As we
desire that Vn  #p at LoD n we can determine the number of faces as Fn 
2  #p  ! 4.
2. As we start with an icosahedron, F0  20 each initial face will need to be tessel-
lated to produce Fn20 faces for each face initially present.
3. From our recurrence Fn   1  4Fn we can derive Fn  4nFo from which the ap-
propriate LoD, in terms of the number of tessellations, can be defined as n #
log4  Fn20 %$ .
4. A sphere can now be generated, at an approximation to sample density d, by:
(a) The application of n geodesic dome tessellation operations to an initial unit-
sphere icosahedron centred at the origin.
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Figure 3.4: Surface merging example
(b) Scaling the resulting unit-sphere tessellation by radius r, from Gsphere, and
transforming it to the position of Gsphere.
5. Point extraction from the resulting tessellation now yields Psphere conforming to
Gsphere.
3.2.3 Surface Merging
Having constructed our points clouds Pi representing complete geometrically conform-
ing versions of our initial 2 12D surface data we now perform a stage of surface merging
to produce the combined original 2 12D surface / geometric completions as shown in
Figure 3.2. Here we utilise a dual distance / direction of view based metric comparable
to the earlier work in this area [SFF01, CLF02, DF02].
We seek to construct the geometric completion, Pcompletion, of the available 2 12D
surface data, Poriginal , based upon the following available knowledge: A point set,  PE  , specifying the 3D points lying upon the edges of Poriginal ,
PE & Poriginal . A point cloud, Pshape where shape   plane  cyl  sphere  , representing a com-
plete 3D surface conforming to the geometric description of the available 2 12D
surface data derived from surface fitting, Goriginal (from Sections 3.2.1 & 3.2.2). A set of displacement vectors, D, where vector Di projects point, pi  Poriginal ,
onto the geometric surface model, Goriginal , derived from surface fitting.
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bouring points in Poriginal . This tolerance is synonymous to the sample density,
d, at which Poriginal was generated (see Section 3.2.2).
Given these properties the geometric completion, Pcompletion, of Poriginal can be con-
structed as follows:
1. Add all points i in Pshape to the completion, Pcompletion, based on the following
rules: If min j ' Poriginal  distance  i  j ! D j ( " kd for some constant k then add i to,
Pcompletion.
– i.e. if synthetic point pi  Pshape is further than k times the distance
tolerance, d, from any point p j ! D j, p j  Poriginal , projected onto
its geometric surface model Goriginal , then add it to the completion,
Pcompletion.
This case ensures rear side points that are distant from Poriginal are
added to Pcompletion (e.g. area A in Figure 3.4). Else If the planar projection of pi  Pshape is outside of the planar projec-
tion of the boundary defined by

PE  then add pi to Pcompletion.
– i.e. if synthetic point pi  Pshape, projected to the  x  y  plane, is not
inside the  x  y  projection of Poriginal then then add it to Pcompletion.
This case ensures points that are close to Poriginal (i.e. within the
kd distance tolerance) but not directly behind Poriginal are added to
Pcompletion (e.g. area B in Figure 3.4).
2. Finally remove any point pi from Pcompletion if there exists a point p j  Poriginal
such that distance  pi  p j ! D j *) d. i.e. if a synthetic point pi  Pshape, within distance tolerance, d, from any
point p j ! D j, p j  Poriginal , projected onto its geometric surface model
Goriginal , then remove it from the completion, Pcompletion.
This case ensures semi-consistent separation at the Pcompletion  Poriginal
boundary such that the combined point cloud Pcompletion + Poriginal will not
contain point overlap that, due to the presence of surface relief, may have
slipped through the earlier projection based case.
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Overall this results in a set of points, Pcompletion at density d, that form a geometric
completion of the original surface portion, Poriginal , where any point i  Pshape is at
least distance d from any point in the original. The two cases of step 1 in the procedure
handle cases of cylinder or sphere completion where points on the opposing edge of the
shape (i.e. back-facing side) are required in the completed point set, Pcompletion, despite
being inside the planar projection of the boundary of Poriginal . The first case includes
such points, (i.e. those at sufficient distance) in Pcompletion whilst the second consid-
ers points local to Pcompletion as being either inside (excluded) or outside (include) the
boundary E. By example case one is shown in area A of Figure 3.4 whilst case two is
shown in area B of Figure 3.4. The final stage, step 2, ensures a clean boundary sepa-
ration, of minimum distance d, between Pcompletion and Poriginal when combined (as in
Figure 3.2). An example of the conditions applied by these rules is shown visually in
Figure 3.4 and geometrically completed surfaces, i.e.Poriginal + Pcompletion, are shown
in Figure 3.2.
A couple of issues remaining relating to items

PE  , d and k. The input boundary
set of the original 212D surface data,

PE -, Poriginal , can easily be determined by a
planar projection and simple convex hull operation [dBSvKO00] or by triangulation of
Poriginal and identification of blade edges in the resulting triangulation [FP02]. The lat-
ter, utilised here, allows the additional consideration of isolated surface holes interior
to the original surface portion to form part of

PE  thus facilitating the filling of inte-
rior surface holes (e.g. Figure 3.21). Finally our parameters d and k are set in relation
to sample density of the original 2 12D surface data where d is the separation density
that Pshape was generated at, (Section 3.2.2) and k is a scalar multiple thereof. Our
discussion here of d is postponed to Section 3.4, as per our abstract discussion with
regard to this issue in Section 3.2.2, whilst the purpose of k is to define the local/back-
facing boundary condition in case 1 of our method. In general k can be set in the range
1  rd  for the spherical/cylindrical cases that require it (radius r from Gshape) but
empirically k  5 is suitable for most of the examples presented here (e.g. Figure 3.2).
Finally to produce geometrical completed versions of the original 2 12D point clouds
with Poriginal  Pcompletion continuity, as per the examples of Figure 3.2, we re-triangulate
the combined point cloud Poriginal + Pcompletion. This issue is discussed further in Sec-
tion 3.3.2.1.
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Overall it should be noted that our approach to merging here assumes that the surface
is adequately sampled in order to capture the available surface relief on the initial
original portion of the surface, Poriginal , as stated in Section 3.2. In pathological cases
where the nature of the relief cannot be adequately captured from single-viewpoint
212D capture (due to self-occlusion in the relief itself or similar) the approach utilised
here will be limited in its success. Given the general assumption that the majority of
surface relief can be presented as an orthogonal displacement from the surface itself
and current 3D capture abilities [Bla04] this assumption is valid for the majority of
practical instances (e.g. examples of Section 3.5). In general it follows from the im-
plicit assumption in the visual propagation paradigm that the visual knowledge must
be present in the original in order to be propagated to the completion. For cases where
the presence of knowledge in the original is limited (due to limited relief sampling or
similar) then the completion will itself be limited and can only be expected to be as
good as the available visual knowledge (e.g. relief) present in the original.
3.3 Surface Relief Propagation
Having produced a geometric surface completion of our 2 12D surface data (Section 3.2)
we have achieved “good continuation” in terms of contour/surface relatability (c.f.
Kellman & Shipley, [KS91]) and see limited aspects of world knowledge and volume
mergability in our respective use of geometric fitting constraints (Section 3.2.1) and
geometric/original surface merging (Section 3.2.3).
However, as can be seen in Figure 3.2 these completion efforts lack plausibility
in terms of localised pattern completion. Here we aim to address this issue by us-
ing a non-parametric sampling technique, adapted from 2D texture synthesis (Section
2.3.2), to facilitate the propagation of 3D surface relief from the original to geometri-
cally completed (i.e. synthetic) surface portion. Thus providing plausible 3D pattern
completion through the visual propagation of highly specific surface knowledge.
This section comprises of two sections. Firstly an overview of non-parametric sam-
pling, followed by details of our adaptation of this technique to the completion of 3D
surface relief.
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3.3.1 Non-parametric Sampling
Non-parametric sampling, lying at the heart of our approach, was proposed as a method
for texture synthesis in 2D images based on using a statistical non-parametric model
and an assumption of spatial locality (Efros/Leung [EL99], Section 2.3.2.4). Unlike
other parametric approaches in the texture synthesis arena (Section 2.3.2.3) which
attempt to explicitly model the texture prior to synthesis, this approach samples di-
rectly from the texture sample itself - a kind of implicit modelling akin to the robotics
paradigm “the world is its own best model”. As a result it is “very powerful at captur-
ing statistical processes for which a good model hasn’t been found” [EL99] and thus
highly suited to our work in 3D. A brief overview of the Efros/Leung [EL99] approach
is given in Section 2.3.2.4. Here we give a more concrete overview of the approach.
In 2D operation non-parametric sampling is very simple - it successively grows a
texture outward from an initial seed area, one pixel at a time, based on finding the pixel
neighbourhood in the sample image that best matches that of the current target pixel
(i.e. the one being synthesised). In operation it exhaustively evaluates every possible
sample position, i.e. pixel neighbourhood, in the available sample texture to determine
the best match to that surrounding the unknown target. It then copies the central pixel
value, from this best matching neighbourhood, as the new texture value at the target
(see Figure 2.26).
These neighbourhoods are defined as w . w square windows around each pixel
where w, the window size, is a parameter perceptually linked to the scale of the largest
regular feature present in the texture [EL99] (Figure 3.10 left). Neighbourhood match-
ing is then based upon using the normalised sum of squared difference metric (SSD)
between two pixel neighbourhoods (i.e. the textured pixels surrounding the target and
those surrounding each sample pixel). Additionally, a 2D Gaussian kernel is used
across the neighbourhood to assign weights in the SSD that reflect pixel influence in
inverse proportion to distance from the target.
From the set of all sample neighbourhoods, the top η% of matches are selected as
those with the lowest SSD values (i.e. those with the minimal matching difference).
From this reduced set one is then randomly selected to provide the value at the target.
Here in our 3D approach, as in the original 2D work, we set η  10.
As an additional constraint the randomly selected match is only used to fill the
target provided it has a normalised SSD value less than a specified error threshold, e,
related to the acceptable level of noise in the synthesised texture - an additional user
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specified parameter directly related the noise level present in the original sample image.
Overall, the technique [EL99] is highly successful as shown in Figure 2.25 and was
inspirational to numerous subsequent works in non-parametric approaches to this prob-
lem (Section 2.3.2.4). Here, despite a wealth of progression in the literature from the
original work, we take the seminal approach of Efros/Leung as the basis for our exten-
sion of 2D texture synthesis to plausible 3D surface completion.
3.3.2 Non-parametric 3D Completion
Our discussion now turns to the non-parametric 3D completion of surface relief over
the synthetic geometric shape completions considered in the first stage of our ap-
proach (Section 3.2). Here we again consider the geometrically completed 3D sur-
faces, Poriginal + Pcompletion, comprising both original 2 12D surface data, Poriginal , and
the synthetic geometrically conforming completion, Pcompletion as we map the 2D tex-
ture synthesis concept of Efros/Leung [EL99] (Section 3.3.1) to 3D relief completion.
In our subsequent discussion Poriginal becomes our set of samples, with 3D surface re-
lief, and Pcompletion becomes our set of targets, requiring the completion of 3D surface
relief.
The basic approach we follow is to construct an initial combined surface represen-
tation of these sample and target point sets as surface vertices over which we perform
surface relief propagation based on non-parametric sampling between vertex, rather
than pixel (Section 3.3.1), neighbourhoods. In summary this is achieved by the rigid
transformation of the vertex neighbourhood of a given target vertex to each and every
vertex position on the sample surface. An adaptation of SSD matching from 2D to 3D
then facilitates the comparison of varying size vertex neighbourhoods (target to sam-
ple) upon which an algorithm akin to that of Efros/Leung [EL99] (Section 3.3.1) for
the propagation of relief displacement vectors (3D surface relief) is thus constructed.
We discuss the approach in five subsections covering the initial representation of
our surfaces (Section 3.3.2.1), an overview of the algorithm itself (Section 3.3.2.2),
details of how neighbourhood orientation (Section 3.3.2.3) and 3D SSD matching
(Section 3.3.2.4) is performed and finally a discussion of parameter selection (Section
3.3.2.5). Additionally pseudo-code for the non-parametric 3D completion algorithm
(supporting Section 3.3.2.2) is presented as Appendix A.1.
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Figure 3.5: “smooth” surface completion and displacement vectors
3.3.2.1 Initial Surface Representation
The basic aspects of non-parametric sampling map well from 2D to 3D : the 2D image
becomes a 3D surface, the individual pixel becomes a point on that surface, a pixel
neighbourhood becomes the set of nearest neighbours to a surface point and the actual
pixel values being synthesised become displacement vectors mapping discrete points
on a textured surface to the geometric surface derived from prior fitting (Section 3.2).
The main input to our non-parametric completion process is thus the geometrically
completed version of the 3D surface (from Section 3.2) represented as a discrete set
of labelled points, Poriginal + Pcompletion. The originals Poriginal , labelled as textured,
are the sample points, s  samples, whilst those forming the completed “smooth”
portion Pcompletion, labelled untextured, are the target points, t  targets, as shown in
Figure 3.5A4. Each point has an associated surface normal, n, and each sample point
an associated displacement vector, !D  s  , derived from earlier geometric surface fitting
(Section 3.2) as shown in Fig. 3.5B and Figure 3.7.
In order to provide a semi-continuous input surface, and to aid in the construction
and spatial use of localised point neighbourhoods, this input is represented as a com-
bined homoeomorphic surface triangulation of both target and sample points (see Fig-
ure 3.5C). This is carried out using the cocone surface reconstruction algorithm of Dey
et al. [DG01, DG03] that offers provable homoeomorphic surface reconstruction of
the original surface data using an explicit surface Delaunay based approach. As such it
provides an exact, polygonized version of our input surface points without loss of detail
that may result in surface aliasing. Any loss of detail introduced into our set of samples,
4Here, and in subsequent discussions, the terms textured/untextured are used to describe the pres-
ence/absence of 3D surface relief.
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Figure 3.6: 3D vertex neighbourhoods
by surface reconstruction, may result in an aliased, and hence implausible, completion
and is thus avoided. Henceforth, having now triangulated our input points, we consider
i  Poriginal + Pcompletion as vertices i  triangulation  Poriginal + Pcompletion  .
In practise we use the cocone algorithm implementation made available from the
original works [DG01, DG03].
3.3.2.2 Algorithm Outline
The non-parametric algorithm adapts to 3D by considering vertex neighbourhoods on
the 3D surface in place of the pixel neighbourhoods of [EL99]. Each vertex neigh-
bourhood, N  i  , is the set of vertices lying within a radius of wi edge connections from
the target vertex being textured (see Figure 3.6). wi forms the window size parameter
synonymous to that of the earlier 2D approach (Section 3.3.1). Here, however, this
parameter is assigned on a per-vertex basis (i.e. wi for vertex i) in order to facilitate
the reduction of the vertex neighbourhood on an individual per-vertex basis when no
suitable match can be found, for a given target, at the current neighbourhood level.
Initially all window size parameters are initialised to a globally specified window size,
w  and only adjusted automatically as later required. The algorithm now proceeds by
finding the best sample region matching the textured portion of a target vertex’s neigh-
bourhood (N.B. a full discussion of vertex neighbourhood matching is postponed until
Section 3.3.2.4).
Firstly, the set of target vertices currently lying on the textured/untextured surface
boundary are identified as the current target list, L. The first target vertex, t  L, is
then matched, using neighbourhood based matching, against every available vertex
s  samples. Following the traditional route of Efros/Leung, a match is then ran-
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domly selected from the best η% of this set, based upon matching score (here η  10).
However, in general this selection procedure - i.e. selecting from a given set based
on a relative scoring, is synonymous to the selection criteria problem common in Ge-
netic Algorithms (GA). For example, a number of alternative selection methods can be
proposed and characterised following from the literature in this area [Gol89]: Elitist Selection: the match with the best score is always selected. Tournament Selection: the match with the best score is selected from a ran-
domly pre-selected subset of the overall set. Fitness-Proportionate Selection: a match is selected using a probability distri-
bution weighted in proportion to score (i.e. better matches have a higher proba-
bility of selection). Rank Based Selection: a match is selected selected using a probability distri-
bution weighted in proportion to the rank of the match (i.e. 1  N), itself based
on score, in the overall set.
In general any of aforementioned selection strategies, together with numerous others in
the GA literature [Gol89] could be employed. As such we compare several strategies
in Section 3.5 but in general assume the traditional selection model of Efros/Leung
[EL99] where the parameter η provides a natural control on the stochastic nature of
the surface relief (texture) produced. From this aside we now return to our algorithm
at the post-selection stage.
Provided the matching score for the selection is below the specified acceptable
error threshold parameter, e, this choice is accepted and the current target vertex, t, is
textured by mapping the displacement vector, !D  s  , from the selected sample vertex,
s, to t. The current target, t, is now labelled as textured and the algorithm proceeds to
the next vertex in L. If the match is not accepted (or no match was possible) the vertex
is simply skipped and returned to the pool of target vertices for future synthesis. In
this specific case the window size, wt , associated individually with vertex t for future
matching is reduced in size, wt  w ! 1, to facilitate matching on a scale of reduced
constraint, global  local, where required5.
5Here scale is defined in terms of localised window size, w, as the connectivity of the mesh at the
current sample density. A full discussion of window based vertex matching is provided later in Section
3.3.2.4.
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Once L is exhausted, the next set of boundary targets are identified, based on the
updated vertex labelling, and the process is continued until all t  targets are labelled
as textured. To ensure target vertices are processed in the order of most to least con-
strained, L is always sorted by decreasing number of textured neighbours prior to pro-
cessing [EL99]. In practise L is first randomly shuffled prior to sorting, using the
approach described in [Knu81], to ensure variation in the ordering of vertices with
equally textured neighbourhoods. In this manner L is updated in each iteration until all
vertices are textured.
Throughout the process, progress is monitored over each target list, L, constructed.
If no match selections are accepted over an entire iteration of L the algorithm would
reach an impasse due to the constraining value of e. To avoid this problem the accept-
able error threshold e is raised slightly (10%), in this occurrence, to relax the acceptable
error constraint (as per [EL99]) and thus allow relief synthesis to hopefully progress
over the next iteration of L.
Overall our use of exhaustive neighbourhood-base for each target, t  targets, at each
position on the sample surface region, s  samples, results in a completion algorithm
that is 
 stw2  for neighbourhood window size w. The derivation of this bound on
runtime is fully presented in Appendix A.4. An overview of the algorithm, assuming
the neighbourhood orientation and matching aspects to be described subsequently in
Sections 3.3.2.3 and 3.3.2.4, is given in Appendix A.1. Further discussion of suitable
parameter selection for

w  e  η  is presented in Section 3.3.2.3.
Implementational Notes In practise we use the Mersenne Twister as our random
source [MN98] and make the set of samples that matching is performed against con-
stant as samples  Poriginal . The variation, denoted as “boot-strapped” completion,
whereby the usable sample grows as the textured area grows, samples / i  Poriginal +
Pcompletion  label  i   textured  is not considered here and is left as an area for future
work.
3.3.2.3 Neighbourhood Orientation
The remaining key element in our algorithm outline is the matching of textured target
neighbourhoods (as shown in Figure 3.6) to vertices in the sample region. In order to
perform matching at different positions on the surface, with varying localised surface
orientation, we require knowledge of local surface orientation frames,  n  u  v  (Figure
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Figure 3.7: Sample vertex geometry example
3.7), with which to consistently align different surface neighbourhoods. These are
derived either using a global reference vector or iterative tangent frame alignment in
conjunction with the surface normal orientation derived from the underlying surface
fit.
Matching itself performed using an adaptation of the pixel-wise Sum of Squared
Difference metric (SSD, [EL99]) based on the projection of neighbourhood vertices
onto the surface at each sample point (Section 3.3.2.4). In order to compute this match
between target vertex t, with textured neighbourhood vertices Nt  t  , and a sample
vertex s with textured neighbourhood Nt  s  , Nt  t  must be first transformed rigidly
into the co-ordinate system of s. This is based on the local reference frames at s
and t, denoted Rs and Rt respectfully, which combined with the positional translations
given by t and s facilitate the transformation of Nt  t  relative to s as Nt  t (0 . However,
as t is itself untextured whilst s is textured, the natural misalignment (owning to the
presence/absence of texture) has to be avoided by transforming to the corresponding
untextured position of s on the underlying surface - s 0 , calculated using the known
displacement vector at s, !D  s  , as s 0  s ! !D  s  . Overall we have a resulting, t  s 0 ,
homogeneous co-ordinate transformation as follows:
Nt  t  0 21 Rs  s 0
0 0 0 1 3 1  Rt  t0 0 0 1 3  1 Nt  t  (3.2)
Equation 3.2 first transforms the target neighbourhood, N  t  , into a neutral frame
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Figure 3.8: Consistent surface orientation
(from its orientation Rt / position t) which is then transformed into the orientation of
the sample frame, Rs, at adjusted position s 0 . An overview of the surface geometry
described here is additionally shown in Figures 3.6 and 3.7.
In order to estimate this spatial transformation the reference frames Rs and Rt are
required. Given each vertex normal, n, from earlier geometric fitting this can be gen-
erally derived using either localised curvature (cf. [YHBZ01], Section 2.3.3.1), more
global fitting based techniques (Appendix A.6) or from a user specified orientation
field (cf. [PFH00, Tur01], Section 2.3.3.1). All, however, have disadvantages - no-
tably their intolerance to noise, underlying ambiguity of geometric surface orientation
or reliance on additional user input. Here, localised reference frames are derived de-
terministically based on finding mutually perpendicular vectors, ! u ! v , to the surface
normal, ! n  x  y  z  :
i f x  min    x 45 y 65 z 7 
choose ! u  0 (! z  y  (3.3)! v  ! n . ! u
And by similar construct when y or z is the smallest (see Figure 3.7).
For the geometric surfaces considered here, this method ensures at least localised
consistency but some global irregularities still exist. From Figure 3.8A we see high-
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lighted areas where global inconsistencies exist (shown by opposing reference frame /
vector directions) for an orientation field over a sphere derived using this method. Al-
though the global irregularities do not pose a problem for the completion of isotropic
surface relief (e.g. Figure 3.1) they may when considering anisotropic relief (e.g. Fig-
ure 3.23). These problems of global inconsistency can be solved by either initially
re-orientating the localised reference frames or augmenting the algorithm to match
the target neighbourhood to every sample region at R different rotational orientations
around the normal axis at each vertex.
In the former each reference frame is re-orientated to minimise the rotational trans-
form to either a) its neighbour in an iterative sweep process starting from an initial seed
or b) a global frame of reference. Whilst b) is applicable to surfaces with orientable
descriptors (e.g. planes, cylinders) it may suffer from singularities on closed surfaces
such as spheres - in these instances a) is more applicable. The alternative, at the ex-
pense of computation, is to simply match the target neighbourhood to every sample
region at R different rotational orientations around the normal axis where additional
parameter R specifies the divisions of 2π giving a set of rotations (e.g. R  4 gives 4
orientations at 0, π2 ,π,
3π
2 ).
This latter approach presents a more general solution (similar to that used in con-
temporary completion work [SACO04]) that is applicable both to addressing this prob-
lem and the issue of completing anisotropic relief that may vary in orientation over its
area independent of underlying surface orientation (e.g. symmetric relief). A similar
approach, using orthogonal rotations of surface regions, is utilised in [SACO04] to ad-
dress this issue. However, use of initial re-orientation to remove global inconsistencies
avoids the use of the unnecessary additional matching, and substantial computation,
when it is not is not required.
Here we use a combination of initial re-orientation using either an iterative lo-
calised neighbour-to-neighbour sweep approach based on [WL01] or uniform orienta-
tion based on global reference vector on a per-surface basis as required. Figure 3.8B
shows the use of this technique to remove the global orientation inconsistencies previ-
ously highlighted in Figure 3.8A whilst Figure 3.8C shows its application to the con-
sistent orientation on further surface examples. Additional rotational matching around
the normal axis at a given position is also optionally specified using parameter R. In
general rotational matching is only used where it maybe required to facilitate symmet-
ric completion of surface relief from the sample to target surface portions.
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Figure 3.9: Point matching via surface projection
3.3.2.4 Neighbourhood Matching
Having now aligned our target neighbourhood at s, the task now is to compute the SSD
as a vertex matching problem between this transformed neighbourhood, Nt  t 80 , and the
textured surface vertices at s. Although this seems to be a simple 3D point matching
problem the presence of sampled surface texture means that simple Euclidean space
“nearest point” matching using the raw textured vertices can produce artificial matches
in common scenarios as shown in Figure 3.9A. Although such problems could be over-
come by enforcing a scheme of one-to-one minimal distance cross-matching between
the sets, this relies on the assumption that the densities of both point sets are equal -
this is both difficult to assert uniformly and, as we shall discuss in Section 3.4, their
inequality becomes a salient issue.
Contemporary work [SACO04] has considered this problem by avoiding vertex
matching altogether and considers matching based on a functional surface fit to char-
acterise the localised surface area. The problem with this approach is the approximate
representation of the localised surface loses many isolated characteristics of surface
detail. Although this maybe suitable for the relatively smooth and relief devoid sur-
faces of [SACO04] (e.g. Figures 2.18, 2.19 & 2.20) it is not suitable for the levels of
surface fine surface relief we consider here (e.g. Figure 3.19). In these cases, the ap-
proximation of [SACO04] would result in highly similar matching representations for
surface regions despite subtly differing surface relief in turn resulting in poor match-
ing. Instead, we use matching based directly on the target neighbourhood, Nt  t  0 to
sample vertex correspondence.
To ensure consistent vertex matching, independent of relative density, we match
vertices, v1  v2, v1  Nt  t 90 , v2  Nt  s  , based on their relative projected positions on
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the common geometric surface model, embodied in the displacement vector associated
with every vertex, v 0i  vi ! !D  vi  . This effectively matches vertices based solely on
their relative spatial position on the surface rather than relative textured-related depth
as shown in Figure 3.9B. From these pairings in surface projected space, v 01  v 02, the
SSD is calculated based on the original vertex positions, v1  v2, at s and s 0 .
It should also be noted that here we are not performing a neighbourhood, Nt  t 80 ,
to closed neighbourhood, Nt  s  , match. Although our notation, Nt  s  , conceptually
represents the surface vertices in the local region of s, Nt  t  0 actually is matched against
the unrestricted set of textured vertices, N  s  : i  Poriginal + Pcompletion  label  i  
textured  , with a viable match only being considered when all matching partners, v2, of
v1  Nt  t  0 are themselves also textured (i.e. v2 has assigned label “textured”). When a
viable match is found the SSD is calculated based on the distance of each target vertex,
v1  Nt  t  0 , directly to the complete triangulated surface (not just the closest vertex) -
i.e. the minimum squared distance to any surface triangle, ; j, that has v2 as a vertex,; j  triangles  v2  :
SSDshape  Nt  t =<∑
v1
gv1 min>
j ' triangles  v2   dist  v1 ?; j  2  (3.4)
Additionally, as in [EL99], a weight gvi , based on a 2D Gaussian kernel is used
in Equation 3.4 to weight the SSD vertex matches, v1  v2, relative to the distance
t  v1  v1  N  t  (i.e. spatial proximity to t).
This scheme matches localised surface relief based on absolute relative depth, i.e. dis-
placement, at a given location on the sample portion of the surface. This is preferential
to matching based solely on the relative derivative of depth as this would not differ-
entiate portions of surface relief that have similar relative depth features occurring at
different absolute depths from the underlying geometric surface fit. In the latter case
derivative based matching may cause surface relief to be completed with out regard for
the relative absolute depth offset of adjacent completed relief portions. This may re-
sult in a completed surface with large uncharacteristic “jagged” depth discontinuities
because adjacent portions match only on derivative rather than absolute depth features
in the relief. A derivative based matching scheme that either combines absolute depth
differences in the relief or takes corrective steps to avoid depth discontinuities in the
resulting completion is left as an area for future work.
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Following this overview of the final aspect of the algorithm the reader is directly to
the pseudo-code outline of Appendix A.1 for further insight. The selection of algo-
rithm parameters is subsequently discussed in Section 3.3.2.5.
Implementational Notes For computational efficiency the correspondences
v1  Nt  t 90  v2  N  s  are constructed using a k-d tree data structure of all of the
sample vertices in surface projected space, i.e. k ! d tree  v 02   v 0i  vi ! !D  vi   vi 
N  s   . The pre-processing overhead of constructing this data structure is linear in time
and space whilst resulting point queries are logarithmic in the number of points. Here
we utilise the implementation associated with [AM93] with absolute point location
queries.
Additionally it is worth noting that statistics on the number of potential candidate
matches, on the sample surface, to a given target will be dependant on the nature of
the surface itself (i.e. how regular the surface relief is) rather than the quality of the
underlying geometric surface fit (Section 3.2). A very regular surface (e.g. golfball,
Figure 3.18) will have very different relief dependant match candidate statistics that a
stochastic surface (e.g. tree bark, Figure 3.23). As such it is not possible, in general, to
determine the quality of the underlying geometric surface fit (Section 3.2) from these
statistics.
3.3.2.5 Parameter Selection
The 3D non-parametric completion approach proposed (Section 3.3.2) details a num-
ber of parameters inherent in the use of the algorithm. Here we formally characterise
these parameters and detail manual and/or automatic parameter selection strategies.
The key parameters can be summarised as follows: w: represents the neighbourhood size used to determine the number of vertices
surrounding a given target vertex, t, will form the vertex neighbourhood, N  t 
(Section 3.3.2.1). w defines N  t  as all the vertices within a radius of w edge
connections from t. This ensures N  t  always contains sufficient vertices despite
potential differences in sampling density over the surface. See illustration in
Figure 3.6. e: represents an upper bound on the acceptable level of matching error, in terms
of SSD score, that will be tolerated for a sample vertex selected as the best
match for texturing a given target, t (Section 3.3.2.2). e provides an upper limit
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on the acceptance on poor matches for surface relief completion and forces t to
be returned to the pool of untextured vertices for later completion with a smaller
vertex-specific window parameter wt . This ensures highly constrained targets,
such as those in an isolated surface hole or close of a rear cylinder side (e.g.
Figures 3.19 and 3.21), are sensibly completed with a global to local reduction
in neighbourhood constraint. Without this bound and a large neighbourhood
size such highly constrained vertices maybe completed with poor “first-time”
matches. Instead returning them to the set of untextured vertices allows the
algorithm to return to them once more of the surface is complete using reduced
spatial matching scale. η: controls the size of the selection set (as a percentage, η%) from which a
sample vertex is then randomly selected as the source for relief propagation to
current target6. As the selection set is always the best matching η% of the sam-
ples, η thus controls the stochastic variation in the surface completion. At one
extreme if η  100@ samples @ then selection, and thus completion, is deterministic as
the best match is always chosen. Conversely, if η  100 then selection is com-
pletely stochastic and the resulting completion may be highly implausible. R: represents the number of rotational positions around the normal axis, in the
form i2πR for i   0  R ! 1  , that the transformed target neighbourhood, N  t (0 ,
is matched at for each sample position. It is useful to counteract both global
orientation inconsistencies in the overall orientation field of the underlying ge-
ometric surface model (e.g. Figure 3.8A) and to facilitate the completion of
isotropic surface relief where the relative relief orientation varies independently
of the underlying surface orientation (e.g. symmetric relief patterns). In general
we use global reference vectors for specifying the orientation field in the exam-
ples considered here (see Section 3.5.2). When dealing with a texture with a
strong anisotropic component it can be assumed that the underlying orientation
field will facilitate the plausible completion of the texture with consistent relative
orientation without the requirement to consider additional rotational positions -
in this case generally R  0 by convention.
As with the original 2D work [EL99] the neighbourhood window size w is set in rela-
tion to the largest repetitive artifact of the sample surface region in terms of the mea-
surement units of w  Whereas in the original work this was set in terms of a pixel width,
6Following the traditional selection procedure of Efros/Leung [EL99].
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Figure 3.10: Setting neighbourhood parameter w
here it is set in terms of edge connections in the surface triangulation. An example of
this concept is shown in Figure 3.10.
The setting of e is purely related to the acceptable level of localised error, i.e. noise,
that is acceptable in the completed surface relief. As our aim is to provide a plausible
completion is that it is indistinguishable from the original this value is directly related
to the noise level inherent in the original 3D acquisition sensor [Bla04] or more gener-
ally the level of stochastic variation in the original. In practise, as the algorithm always
chooses the best match with the lowest matching error setting e well above the sensor
noise level makes little or no difference other than in highly constrained cases that use
large values of w.
Parameter η similarly controls the level of stochastic variation in a surface as pre-
viously discussed. Although varying this parameter may be useful for the completion
of natural surface relief, such as tree bark (e.g. Figure 3.23), empirical results show
that the stochastic nature of such surfaces and the regularity of factitious (man-made)
surfaces can equally be handled with a constant η  10 value and variation of the other
parameters (as per [EL99]).
The setting of R is dependant on the requirement for isotropic relief completion and
presence of global inconsistencies in the surface orientation field. If the latter can be
avoided and the former is not required for a particular surface example then R can be
set to zero and the computational expense of the additional rotational matching avoided
entirely. In practise R is set as required taking into consideration both these factors.
Although some automated parameter selection maybe possible using pre-processing
this has not been fully considered in this work and is left as an area for future investi-
gation.
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3.4 Sampling Theory of 3D Surfaces
Here we return to our abstract concept of Section 3.2 - sample separation, d. Having
now outlined both stages of our completion approach, Geometric Completion (Section
3.2) and Surface Relief Propagation (Section 3.3), we now show that the choice of
sample density in our initial stage is crucial to the overall success of our technique.
Although sample density has been treated trivially in prior completion work in
this area (Section 2.2) we see that the plausible completion of detailed 3D surface
relief demands proper attention to this detail. Here, with reference to classical work
considering this issue in the temporal signal domain [Sha49], we examine this issue
in further depth and outline the choices that underpin the success of our completion
technique.
3.4.1 Sampling problems in 3D
When considering 3D sample separation we find that one aspect highly relevant to this
work and to many applications in 3D is the adaptation of common sampling theory to
3D capture. Although the concepts of under-sampling, aliasing and the Nyquist fre-
quency for a given real world signal are common to the signal processing community
[Sha49] it would appear to have received limited attention in the 3D literature (e.g.
[Fau93, Tau00]). In terms of 3D sampling, by considering our 3D surface an analogue
to a 2D temporal wave signal, we can identify two related but distinct signal sampling
problems: Natural sampling: the problem of capturing a real-world surface at sufficient
sample separation to adequately represent its curvature in the capture - sampling
from the real-world (e.g. laser scanning, stereo photography [FP02]). This could
also be considered as primary sampling. Secondary sampling: the problem of sampling from an existing 3D surface
capture in order to adequately represent its curvature in a secondary surface re-
construction - re-sampling from a sample (e.g. visual propagation in 3D).
In both cases we define adequately capturing surface curvature as being able to repre-
sent the surface, at a given scale, without any visible artifacts due to curvature aliasing
on the resulting 3D surface. We can similarly define two types of aliasing :- natural
aliasing resulting from a poor sampling to the original surface at the time of capture
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and secondary aliasing resulting from poor sampling in a secondary re-sampled recon-
struction.
3.4.2 Natural Sampling
Following a desire to avoid natural aliasing Faugeras [Fau93] suggests that the ques-
tion of “What is a suitable point density to capture the curvature aspects of a given
surface?” is in practical terms impossible.
For example given an arbitrary surface texture (e.g. natural texture, Figure 3.23)
captured at sample separation d of which we have no a priori curvature knowledge -
how can we precisely determine if all the curvature aspects of the surface have been
captured when any capture is itself an approximation to the original? Here we arrive
at an impasse as any computational analysis to determine this question will itself be
limited by the approximation it analyses. Any apparent aliasing in the capture may well
be features of the original surface just as they could be aliasing artifacts. In fact we find
that in the general case our question is synonymous to “How good is an approximation
of X when all knowledge of X is itself an approximation?”. The view of [Fau93] with
regards to this topic is generally accepted in the vision literature from which we can
draw the conclusion that any visual capture (sketch, drawing, photograph, 3D scan
etc) is an approximation to the original at some level of resolution (see example Figure
3.11). In the general case this is primarily due to the migration from a continuous
representation (e.g. curvature in the real-world) to the discretized representation used
for computation. Natural sampling is thus a practical problem in all areas of visual
sampling, and wider in perception, which we overcome empirically with our selection
of a suitable sample density, d, for a given capture [Fau93, JKS95, FP02].
A related question to this is "How good is an approximation of X when we have
constraining knowledge of Y of the original form of X?”. For example known curvature
bounds on a given surface may result in suitable sampling bounds. As in the general
case of knowledge of a given arbitrary surface is limited to our visual perception and a
capture related approximation we do not consider this related issue further.
3.4.3 Secondary Sampling
Secondary sampling, the sampling from an existing surface capture to reconstruct a
secondary surface, correlates directly to our 3D completion problem. Our related ques-
tion here is :- given an existing surface capture what is the required sample density re-
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Figure 3.11: Natural aliasing in the 3D capture process
quired for a reconstruction (i.e. Pcompletion or

targets  from Section 3.3.2) to facilitate
relief synthesis without suffering secondary aliasing? Based upon sampling theory this
is synonymous to obtaining the Nyquist frequency for the capture itself.
The Nyquist frequency is derived from the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem
that states that when sampling a signal the sampling frequency, 1d , must be at least
twice the bandwidth of the original signal in order to reconstruct the original perfectly
from the sampled version [Sha49]. For a given signal the critical sampling frequency
required to satisfy this condition on perfect reconstruction is called Nyquist frequency,
fNy, where bandwidth is considered as the “width” of the signal in terms of its maxi-
mum frequency component. A signal is considered baseband if it contains all relevant
frequencies from zero to up to the highest spectral (i.e. frequency) component, fmax.
In the case of a baseband signal fmax  bandwidth and hence the Nyquist sampling
frequency can be restated as fNy  2 fmax  1d .
Here we are dealing with secondary sampling from a 3D surface capture originally
captured with a natural sampling separation of d (our signal). Although the surface
is sampled on a regular sample grid with separation d it is capable of representing
the 3D spatial frequencies from zero to an upper limit dependant on d (i.e. natural
aliasing, Figure 3.11). It can thus be considered as a frequency-bounded baseband
representation.
Based upon the Nyquist sampling theorem for baseband signals, that the signal
must be sampled at least at twice the frequency of its highest frequency component, it
can thus be derived that the upper limit on the Nyquist frequency, fNy, of an existing
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Figure 3.12: Secondary aliasing in 3D completions
signal capture is 1d where d represents the signal sampling separation. This represents
the minimum frequency (lower bound) at which existing signal capture must be re-
sampled in order to allow perfect secondary reconstruction and is equal to twice the
highest frequency component, fmax, of the signal. As fNy  1d  2 fmax we see fmax
becomes the upper frequency limit, dependant on d, identified earlier and overall we
have a signal frequency, f , bounded by 0 ) f ) fmax where fmax  12d .
Transferring this principle back into the context of 3D triangulated surfaces, where
the vertices are the sample points and the relative depth value (i.e. of the surface re-
lief) is the signal, we have to consider that the sampling frequency across the whole
surface may be non-uniform due to commonplace variation in the original capture pro-
cess [Fau93]. Hence only a lower limit on the sampling density required to success-
fully represent the maximum detail or highest frequency components can be considered
based on the maximum surface sample density. This translates as the minimum dis-
tance between any two signal samples or conversely the minimum edge length, min  e  ,
present in a Delaunay based triangulation. In general Delaunay triangulation (in 2D
or 3D) has the property that the closest two points in the input space are guaranteed
to be an edge in the resulting triangulation. Due to the sampling constraints required
for Delaunay-based surface reconstruction [Fau93] this result similarly holds our cho-
sen Delaunay-based triangulation approach [DG01, DG03]. This thus gives an upper
limit on the Nyquist frequency, fNy  1min  e  , and an upper spectral component limit,
fmax  12min  e  , for the triangulated surface capture.
Since the captured surface relief signal (and thus we assume that of the original sur-
face) is bounded by fmax  12min  e  , surface extension must thus use a vertex sampling
density, 1d , of at least
1
min  e  (i.e. fNy) to avoid the effects of secondary aliasing and
ensure restoration of the surface relief. A sample separation of d A min  e  is thus re-
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quired to avoid secondary aliasing. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.12 where for a synthetic
surface case we see that using a sampling density for the target vertices set below that
associated with the Nyquist frequency causes aliasing (Fig. 3.12A), whilst using the
minimum edge length removes the aliasing artifacts, (Fig. 3.12B).
However, we only have an upper limit on fNy rather than an exact value - why do
we simply not perform spectral analysis on our surface to determine fNy? With this
issue two problems remain. Firstly, the surface capture contains natural aliasing at
some level of resolution in its associated signal and this may have introduced spurious
high-frequency noise into the surface. Although this could be removed using smooth-
ing (e.g. [Tau95, JDD03]), as we have argued these frequencies are indistinguishable
from original surface features without a priori knowledge of the surface. Secondly,
spectral analysis on a 3D surface is a fundamentally difficult problem as varying fre-
quency components may be present in infinite rotational positions at any given sample
point of arbitrary 3D orientation. With temporal signals we have a uni-directional anal-
ysis problem whilst in 2D images spectral analysis is limited to identifying frequency
components in the x and y image plane. In 3D we have the added problem of surface
orientation (itself a frequency component) over which higher-band frequency signals,
representing surface detail are then present.
Some prior work in 3D has examined signal processing techniques applied to 3D
meshes [Tau95, GSS99, Tau00] but concentrate more on the application of signal pro-
cessing operators such as signal smoothing and enhancement rather than actual spectral
analysis. More recent work [PG01] uses a patch based technique for 3D spectral anal-
ysis. This technique splits a surface into localised patches from which 2D spectral
analysis is then performed over a displacement map derived from planar fit to the reg-
ularly re-sampled patch. Although the work again concentrates on the application of
signal processing operators it does also discuss the identification of the Nyquist fre-
quency for optimal re-sampling. However, in general work in this area is in its infancy
and [PG01] is somewhat limited by its localised view of the surface spectrum.
Here we suffice with an upper limit on the Nyquist frequency for our sampling
purposes although considering the analysis of [PG01] poses an area for future work
(Section 6.5). Moving toward complete spectral analysis of the sample surface portion
also moves us toward the domain of parametric completion similar to the parametric
texture synthesis techniques discussed in Section 2.3.2.3 and is left as an area for future
investigation.
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Figure 3.13: Phase alignment between samples and targets
Overall work specifically in completion has not explicitly addressed the issue of sam-
ple density. Prior work in smooth surface completion as discussed in Sections 2.11,
2.2.5 and 2.2.7 do not address the issue of sample density directly and in most cases
(e.g. [SFF01, CLF02, DMGL02, DF02, Lie03, CJ03]) use a reconstruction density
based on mean sample density in the original surface. This choice may suffice in many
practical cases for smooth completion but as we have shown (Figure 3.12) the effect
of a poor sampling choice on plausibility can be very apparent. By contrast here we
derive a strict bound on our choice of sample density from robust principles in signal
processing.
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3.4.4 Phase Alignment
Our final issue in 3D sampling arises from remembering that here we are sampling
and reconstructing, from a finite digitised representation of a signal, a set of vertices
representing surface sample points, rather than the infinite analogue signal commonly
considered. Although the infinite surface is arguably represented by the surface lying
through these points, embodied here in a triangulation, the nature of the non-parametric
sampling technique requires finite to finite domain reconstruction, represented here by
the sets of sample and target vertices. This raises the issue of phase alignment between
the two sampling sets - samples and targets (see example Figure 3.13A).
Although both sets are sampled at the same density7, d  and thus have the same
frequency of sample intervals (i.e. fNy) a mis-alignment may exist at the join between
the two sets (as shown in Figure 3.13A). This results from the boundary separation
condition defined for surface merging during geometric completion, between Poriginal
and Pshape(Section 3.2.3), for a minimum separation of d between any point t  targets
and s  samples. In reality this condition results in a separation of d  α between the
original (sample) and geometrically completed (target) surface portions, 0 ) α ) d
and thus a phase mis-alignment between the sample and target vertex sets. This is
shown in Figure 3.13A for the separation of T from the nearest sample vertex which
additionally shows that the relaxation of the separation condition in earlier surface
merging (Section 3.2.3), to allow a minimum separation less then d, results in a similar
phase mis-alignment problem (i.e. T 0 at separation ) d in Figure 3.13). Although
Figure 3.13 follows our assumption of regular sampling throughout, in practise the
irregular sampling of the sample surface portion, resulting from noise and curvature
surface variations during capture, make exact analytical phase alignment impractical.
Phase mis-alignment results in a scenario where a suitable displacement value for a
given target vertex, given spatial position of the surface, is not available in the discrete
sample set. This is because the target sampling is out of phase with the original sam-
ple portion of the surface and as such a suitable matching position, in phase with the
sample region surface signal, does not exist - it in fact lies at some other point on the
infinite surface. If we consider the matching scenario of Figure 3.13B (derived from
Figure 3.13A) we see that aligning matching target T to sample position S (empirically
the best matching position from Figure 3.13A) results in a match based on the neigh-
bourhood of T , N 0  T  , being out of phase with the local surface at S. Conversely if we
7Assuming for the moment constant sample density in the sample set.
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Figure 3.14: Completion variation due to sample/target phase misalignment.
consider the proper alignment of N 0  T  to the local surface at S we see correct displace-
ment value for T lies on the infinite surface at S between two discrete samples as shown
in Figure 3.13C. The problem is that our discrete matching scheme (Section 3.3.2.4)
relies on the alignment of T to S and the comparison of the local neighbourhood N 0  T 
(Figure 3.13B). If the best possible match for N 0  T  is inherently mis-aligned to S then
the displacement value propagated to T will be similarly mis-aligned to the local sur-
face at T resulting in poor completion. In practise this results in aliasing artifacts at
T which then subsequently affect further target completions as the completed surface
at T then forms part of matching neighbourhood for completing adjacent target ver-
tices. Although the irregular sampling in original surface portion will always result in
some degree of matching mis-alignment, this potential for aliasing artifacts due to sam-
ple/target phase mis-alignment is undesirable and results in implausible completions
as shown in Figure 3.14.
An alternative to the scenario of Figure 3.13B is that of Figure 3.13C in which we
see N 0  T  perfectly aligned (within the bounds of sampling irregularity) and the suit-
able displacement value for propagation to T lies on the infinite surface at S. However,
in our non-parametric sampling based approach the neighbourhood alignment and ori-
entation (Section 3.3.2.3) of N 0  T  to the local surface at S relies on the alignment
of T and S. Combined with the issues of irregular sampling, this makes direct align-
ment based purely on N 0  T  impractical 8. Two possible solutions exist based on either
additional transformation (indirect-alignment) or additional sampling.
8This is indeed why projection onto the triangulated surface at s is used for neighbourhood matching
in Section 3.3.2.4.
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Figure 3.15: Intermediate sampling to solve phase alignment
In the first solution we use the matching of T to S as an initial alignment from
which we then use a iterative closest point (ICP) technique [BM92, FP02] to transform
N 0  T  to best alignment with the local surface at S. A displacement value for T , at
this re-aligned position, can then be derived by projection onto the continuous surface
at S represented by the surface triangulation. However, ICP is both computationally
expensive (especially for every match) and the locally irregular sampling of the sample
surface may cause additional ICP resulting alignment issues. Inherently ICP is not
suited towards considering alignment between the continuous nature of the triangulated
surface representations at S and of N 0  T  . This makes an indirect-alignment approach
(of N 0  T  to local sample surface “N  S  ”) and the solution of suitable relief directly
from the triangulated surface itself (e.g. Figure 3.13C) impractical.
Alternatively, by matching T to additional intermediate sample positions on the
sample surface a matching position may be found for T that provides better overall
phase-alignment for N 0  T  to the sample surface. This is synonymous with attempting
to match T to the inter-sample position shown in Figure 3.13C where we see good
alignment for N 0  T  . However, attempting to match T to every possible intermediate
position on the infinite surface (i.e. triangulation) is computationally impractical. In-
stead based on knowledge of the original bound on phase mis-alignment, 0 ) α ) d,
this can be reduced to 0 ) α ) d2n by performing n recursive intermediate sampling
operations to produce 2n ! 1 equally spaced sample positions between the original
sample surface vertices. If we consider the phase mis-alignment problem of Figure
3.13B and 3.13C with n  1 we can significantly reduce the mis-alignment of N 0  T  to
the sample surface by matching T to S 0 where S 0 is an equidistant intermediate sample
adjacent to S as shown in Figure 3.15. We find that S 0 represents a more desirable
matching position for T than S as the mis-alignment of N 0  T  , and hence the neigh-
bourhood matching score (Section 3.3.2.4), is reduced because S 0 better approximates
the optimal matching position for T (shown in Figure 3.13C) than that of S (shown in
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Figure 3.16: Completion artifacts due to sampling issues [SACO04]
Figure 3.13B). In this example we see the bound on our phase mis-alignment halved
to 0 ) α ) d2 . Although shown here for 2D signals (Figure 3.13 A/B/C & 3.15) the
concept of mis-alignment reduction maps similarly to the 3D case by extension over a
surface.
Here we follow this secondary intermediate sampling route to solving the problem
of phase mis-alignment whilst the former ICP based method is left as an area for fu-
ture work (Section 6.5). In practical terms, oversampling is achieved by subdividing
the sample surface portion using an adaptation to surface tessellation such that each
triangle is replaced by four co-planar triangles (see Section 3.2.2 and example Figure
3.3). For i original vertices, by reference to Euler’s formula, this results in i 0 vertices
where i 0CB 2i (see proof in Appendix A.2). As the additional samples introduced are
co-planar to existing surface triangles, no increase in the surface detail occurs and
hence no increase in the Nyquist related surface properties. It should now be clear
that having a matching approach that is independent of a common point density for the
sample and target portions is highly desirable (Section 3.3.2.4).
Overall the potential of this technique is shown in Figure 3.14 where we see the
comparison of a basic surface completion with and without the use of over-sampling
to compensate for phase mis-alignment. Where no compensation is present a clear
distinction exists, in the form of a shape discontinuity, between the original and com-
pleted portions whereas this is not present when over-sampling, via tessellation, has
been applied to the original sample prior to completion.
In general prior work in completion (Section 2.2) takes no consideration of the
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phase-alignment issue between the original and completed surface portion. However,
the context based completion work of [SACO04] does explicitly raise the issue of
relative sample density and alignment with respect to the completion of a specific high-
frequency relief example (shown Figure 3.16). Here we see a failure in plausible relief
completion due phase mis-alignment between the original surrounding surface and the
patch selected for completion in this is patch based technique (overview Section 2.2.6).
A similar artifact can also be seen in Figure 2.11 (lower right, from [DF02]) where
an artificial surface noise model used for realistic planar surface filling is similarly
betrayed by a mis-match in sampling density.
By contrast here we explicitly identify the phase alignment issue and using a per-
{vertex|sample|point} based technique, with consideration for relative sampling den-
sity and phase, overcome this shortcoming of [SACO04] (see example Figure 3.14 and
further examples Section 3.5).
3.5 Evaluation
Here we present an evaluation of our non-parametric completion technique on a num-
ber of example surfaces and perform evaluation based on a set of subjective and quan-
titative approaches. Our evaluation methods are detailed in Section 3.5.1 from which
we go on to detail of general results in Section 3.5.2 with specific further analysis
using multi-scale (Section 3.5.2.1) and geometric differencing techniques (Section
3.5.2.2). Additional analysis considers ground truth comparison (Section 3.5.3), se-
lection method evaluation (Section 3.5.4), peer comparison (Section 3.43) and an eval-
uation of performance on non-conforming surface types (Section 3.5.6).
3.5.1 Evaluation Methods
Our main evaluation methods our results are as follows: Visual Comparison between the original and completed surface portions forms
our primary means of subjective evaluation based on the following experimental
questions:
– Is the completion believable as an original portion of the scene?
(i.e. is it plausible)
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– Are the original and completed portions of the scene differentiable?
(i.e. is it an acceptable continuation of the original)
Overall we have two methods of visual comparison:
– Regular visual comparison: 3D surface rendering - see Section 3.5.2 (e.g.
Figure 3.1).
– Geometric Difference Analysis: Differences between two surface meshes
can be shown graphically based on the geometric difference from a com-
mon surface model [RFT04]. This technique can be used to graphically
compare the original and completed surface portions based either their dif-
ference to the underlying geometric surface or any ground truth data that is
available. See Section 3.5.2 (e.g. Figure 3.32). Statistical Comparison: In addition to subjective visual evaluation we also seek
quantitative evaluation in the form of a statistical comparison between the orig-
inal and completed surface portions. Here we use a comparison of the mean
surface integral (m.s.i) between the relief surface and the underlying geometric





i D 0 !D  i   ! n  i  (3.5)
for n vertices where !D  i  is the surface relief displacement vector (original or
propagated) and ! n  i  is the surface normal at vertex i. From the calculation of
Equation 3.5 for the original and completed surface portions a statistical compar-
ison of the completion against the original surface data can be performed. See
Section 3.5.2 (e.g. Table 3.1).
This measure is used as a summary statistic to show the overall correlation be-
tween the original and completed surface portions. In summary it measures the
mean deviation (i.e. positive/negative integral as projection of displacement vec-
tor onto surface normal) of the surface from the underlying geometric surface
fit. The primary means of comparison is the percentage difference between this
measure for the original and completed surface portions. Expectation is that sur-
faces that have good relief correlation will have a low percentage difference and
vice versa (e.g. ) 10%, but in general in relation to noise present). Alternative
statistical measures of comparison such as mean squared error distance rely on
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the registration of the original and completed surface portions and do not take
account of plausible (i.e. good) completions that are derivative rather than exact
replicas of their original. The m.s.i. is a summary statistic that characterises the
relief displacement map of each surface portion to facilitate statistical compari-
son as a percentage difference. Similar, yet derived surface relief, should have
similar m.s.i. characteristics to the original despite visual variations and hence a
low m.s.i difference. The m.s.i. does not elude to characterise the distribution of
the relief on the surface which is shown separately by the use of regular visual
comparison and geometric difference analysis as discussed earlier. Multi-scale Analysis : Multi-scale comparison allows us to compare the rela-
tionship of our original and completed surface portions at multiple levels of sur-
face detail. By applying a multi-scale smoothing operator, to act as a band-pass
filter [Tau00], we can perform analysis of our surface portions at multiple scales
where we expect consistent portions to behave equally under identical operator
application. As shown in Figure 3.28, by using our earlier statistical comparison
technique after repetitive applications of a multi-scale operator, surface consis-
tency at multiple levels of detail can be evaluated. See Section 3.5.2.1.
Additionally we have two additional means of relative comparison that we can use in
our evaluation: Ground Truth Comparison: For cases of where original surface data has been
synthetically removed, to create a hypothetical completion example, the result-
ing surface completion can then be compared to the original surface data. See
Section 3.5.3 (e.g. Figure 3.36). Peer Comparison: The completed surface portion derived using our technique
can be compared to those constructed using other peer techniques in the field
(Section 2.2). See Section 3.5.5.
In both of these relative cases the actual comparison itself can be made using the visual
and statistical techniques outlined previously.
3.5.2 General Results
Here we test our approach over a range of 3D surfaces that include examples of both
regular and irregular, as well as isotropic and anisotropic, surface relief. A subset of
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Surface Description Figure Original (m.s.i) Completion (m.s.i) % Difference
Cylinder (1 bump) 3.17A 0.253493 0.260988 2.96%
Cylinder (2 bumps) 3.17B 0.186269 0.187597 0.71%
Cylinder (1 dent) 3.17C 0.314622 0.329669 4.78%
Cylinder (2 dents) 3.17D 0.185762 0.189024 1.76%
Cylinder (sharp) 3.17E 0.178483 0.178821 0.19%
Cylinder (wave) 3.17F 0.247124 0.251569 1.80%
Plane (wave 1) 3.17G 3.002620 2.869870 -4.42%
Plane (wave 2) 3.17H 0.570309 0.575509 0.91%
Plane (wave 3) 3.17I 1.189940 1.347210 13.22%
Plane (wave 4) 3.17J 0.855465 0.863265 0.91%
Plane (wave 5) 3.17K 0.901410 1.126670 24.99%
Plane (wave 6) 3.17L 1.191870 1.196030 0.35%
Plane (random) 3.17M 0.202540 0.200867 -0.82%
Plane (ridges) 3.17N 0.443574 0.568881 28.25%
Table 3.1: Statistical comparison of synthetic surface completions
these examples are further analysed using multi-scale and geometric difference tech-
niques in Sections 3.5.2.1 and 3.5.2.2 respectively.
First we consider the completion of synthetic noise and wave patterns over planar
surfaces and the completion of localised surface shape on cylindrical surfaces (Figure
3.17). These were produced using uniform surface orientation based on global refer-
ence vector (i.e. surface normal or axis) and oversampling the original surface once
to address phase alignment issues. In Figure 3.17A-F we see the successful comple-
tion of basic relief over cylinders whilst Figure 3.17G-N shows a range of 3D relief
completed over larger planar areas. Each case shows the completion of an initial sur-
face patch (white) over a geometric completion (red) of the underlying surface model.
Overall the results show a high level of visual plausibility in the majority of cases.
Notably, however, Figure 3.17E exhibits mild effects of a phase alignment disconti-
nuity between the original and completed surface portions which could be solved by
additional over-sampling at the expense of additional computation.
A statistical comparison of these results is also given in Table 3.1 in terms of the
mean surface integral of the original and completed portions. Table 3.1 shows small
statistical differences for the majority of cases, that correlate with the visual compari-
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Figure 3.17: Synthetic surface results
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Figure 3.18: Surface relief completion of a 2 12D golfball
son of Figure 3.17, but a few statistical anomalies are similarly identified. The phase
alignment issue of Figure 3.17E is not detectable from the statistical comparison -
indicating a consistent and uniform phase shift between the original and completed
portions. Both thus have almost identical mean surface integrals and the problem is
only mildly apparent upon very careful visual inspection of the original  comple-
tion surface join. Additionally, relatively large statistical differences are identified in
the cases of high frequency surface relief such as Figures 3.17K and 3.17N. In these
cases, despite visual similarity, we see a large relative statistical difference in the mean
surface integral when compared to other results in the series. This can be attributed
to uniform under-sampling of the original surface and resulting aliasing in the surface
completion. The high frequency nature of the relief combined with the uniformity of
the aliasing make this hard to detect visually. Increasing the sampling of the original
may rectify this problem but at additional computational expense for no visual gain.
Overall, based on the visual comparison of Figure 3.17, all the statistical differences
identified in Table 3.1 can be claimed to be beyond visual detection and hence arguably
within the bounds of visually plausible completion - our desired goal.
Surface completions based on real 2 12D surface captures are now presented in Fig-
ures 3.18 - 3.26. Additionally a statistical comparison of the mean surface integral for
these completion examples is presented in Table 3.2.
Firstly, considering our prior example of the completion of a 2 12D golfball from
Section 3.1 we see the successful completion of this surface in Figure 3.18. Here
local surface orientation was derived using the iterative re-orientation process of Sec-
tion 3.3.2.3 (see sphere example in Figure 3.8) and oversampling of the original was
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performed once. The visual plausibility of this completion is clearly apparent in the
regular tiling of equi-sized dimples over the geometric sphere completion (Figure 3.18)
and is further supported by the statistical results for the difference in mean surface in-
tegral (m.s.i) between the original and completed surface portions as given in Table
3.2.
In contrast to the isotropic texture of the golfball (Figure 3.18) we see the com-
pletion of regular, anisotropic architectural features in the Pisa Tower completion of
Figure 3.19. Here we see the successful completion of regular windows, doors, struts
(bottom) and building specific architectural features (top) from an initial 2 12D scan of
this scale model. This item was completed both as a complete cylindrical model and
as a set of three sub-sections comprising of the top, middle and bottom portions of the
tower (Figure 3.19). Sub-dividing the tower into sections allows completion of visu-
ally distinct subsets of the surface in parallel and reduces the search space for sample
selection - overall reducing the computation associated with completion. The visual
comparison of Figure 3.19 (top right) show no obvious visual difference (e.g. implau-
sibilities) between the completions in either case with both providing a good initial
level of visual plausibility. However, as shown in Figure 3.20, we see that on closer
examination subtle anomalies exist with the completed surface portion - repeated struc-
ture and mis-matches on highly constrained surface joins. These are attributable to the
effects of noise on the process that originates from the original surface capture, the
quality of the underlying geometric surface fit and overall numerical accuracy in the
implementation. Whilst the latter can be robustly monitored, noise in the original sur-
face capture is difficult to completely eradicate without effecting fine surface detail
(cf. smoothing, [Tau95]) and the quality of a geometric surface fit difficult to quantify
against only partial (i.e. 2 12D) surface data that by its very nature (i.e. relief) will vary
considerably from any underlying surface model. Both of these issues lead to accu-
mulated error problems (Figure 3.20 bottom) and the possibility of non-representative
completion (Figure 3.20 top) similar to the problem originally encountered in [EL99]
(Figure 2.25b) with the loss of high-order information. These problems are addressed
further in Chapter 5 through the use of hierarchical techniques.
From the statistics of Table 3.2 we see at most a mean statistical difference of ~17%
for the middle section when completed in isolation. This is attributable partially toward
these identified anomalies (although minor) and also partially toward subtle differences
that are not apparent to visual inspection. Overall we see a ~10% difference averaged






Surface Description Figure Parameters Original (m.s.i) Completion (m.s.i) % Diff. Sample Density
Golfball Fig. 3.1 & 3.18 w=7; e=0.01 0.065876 0.064562 -1.99% 0 E5mm2
Pisa Tower (full) Fig. 3.19 w=7; e=0.1 0.923983 1.012520 9.58% 0 E5mm2
Pisa Tower (top) Fig. 3.19 (top right) w=7; e=0.1 1.276840 1.347140 5.51% 0 E5mm2
Pisa Tower (middle) Fig. 3.19 (top right) w=7; e=0.1 0.781694 0.913071 16.81% 0 E5mm2
Pisa Tower (bottom) Fig. 3.19 (top right) w=7; e=0.1 0.812380 0.814084 0.21% 0 E5mm2
Pisa Tower (hole) Fig. 3.21 w=7; e=0.1 0.825871 0.893553 8.20% 0 E5mm2
Tree Bark (planar) Fig. 3.22 (left) w=1; e=0.01 1.220930 1.374040 12.54% 1 E0mm2
Tree bark (cylinder) Fig. 3.23 w=3; e=0.2; R=2 1.188590 1.365380 14.87% 0 E5mm2
Stone (irregular) Fig. 3.22 (right) w=2; e=0.1 0.417207 0.468665 12.33% 1 E0mm2
Stone (regular) Fig. 3.25 w=5; e=0.1 0.287235 0.301528 4.98% 0 E5mm2
Candlestick Fig. 3.24 w=2; e=0.1 5.139880 5.860530 14.02% 1 E0mm2










bottom section. Due to the nature of the m.s.i statistic, as a mean integral over the
surface area, this variation is to be expected on such a surface where clear variations
exist within the surface relief itself (e.g. contrast of top, middle and bottom sections)
but overall the statistics again show differences not apparent to visual inspection.
Additionally, in Figure 3.21, we show a case of isolated hole filling for a section
of the Pisa Tower surface - a common scenario, due to occlusions, in real-world sur-
face captures. This shows the realistic completion of surface relief (Figure 3.21 right),
in this case architectural window-type features, over the underlying geometric sur-
face completion of the surface hole (Figure 3.21 left and centre). Again the statistical
difference for this completion (~8% Table 3.2) is beyond visual apprehension in the
completed article (Figure 3.21).
In Figures 3.22 and 3.23 we examine the completion of irregular surface relief.
Figure 3.22 shows the extension of natural textures, tree bark (left) and stone (right),
over an enlarged planar region from an initial smaller surface sample. In both cases
Figure 3.22 shows the successful extension (i.e. completion) of isotropic surface relief
and in the case of the tree bark shows both the extension of existing features from the
original to the completed portions and the derivation of new similar features in the
completed region.
Figure 3.23 shows the completion of anisotropic, irregular tree bark9 texture over a
geometrically completed cylinder. Here, we see the successful completion of the bark
structure despite the highly stochastic nature of the initial sample relief over the bark
“structure” itself. In this case the best results, both visually and statistically, were
achieved by increasing the acceptable error bound, e, to 0  2 and additionally specify-
ing a rotational matching parameter of 2 (default = 0) so that each sample match is
attempted at rotational positions 0 and π2 around the surface normal (Section 3.3.2.3).
This π2 rotational matching selection reflects the linear nature of the underlying struc-
ture in the bark surface relief - each match is attempted in its original orientation and
the corresponding reflection around this linear axis.
Overall, the statistical comparison of the examples of Figures 3.22 and 3.23 show
consistent differences in the range ~12-15% between the original and completed sur-
face portions (Table 3.2). Such variation is to be expected in stochastic surface relief
of this nature and is, as with the previous examples, not visually detectable.
Additional examples of successful completion are shown in Figures 3.24 and 3.25
where we see the completion of a cylindrical candlestick and a regular dimple texture
9N.B. Linear bark structure running parallel to cylindrical surface axis.
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Figure 3.19: Completion of Tower of Pisa
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Figure 3.20: Problems with Tower of Pisa completion
Figure 3.21: 3D completion for hole filling
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Figure 3.22: Extension of natural surfaces
Figure 3.23: Completion of tree bark relief over a 3D cylinder
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Figure 3.24: Completion of candlestick
(from stonework) over an enlarged planar area. Figure 3.24 shows the successful com-
pletion of smooth, low frequency surface shape from a real-world surface capture akin
to that shown in the synthetic examples of Figure 3.17 whilst Figure 3.25 shows a fur-
ther example of isotropic relief completion similar to that of the golfball surface (Fig-
ure 3.18). Figure 3.24 also exhibits a minor accumulated error anomaly (inset) similar
to that shown in Figure 3.20. Here this can be addressed using localised smoothing in
this area due to the nature of the surface but is more generally investigated though the
later hierarchical techniques presented in Chapter 5. This anomaly partially accounts
for the large statistical difference (~14%, Table 3.2) in this completion although again
we are generally seeing a difference not apparent to visual inspection as per the smaller
difference (~5%, Table 3.2) associated with Figure 3.25. In this latter case, such a small
statistical difference is purely attributable to the noise factors discussed previously.
Finally, we show a classical example of 2 12D occlusion resolution in Figure 3.26
where we see the successful completion of surface relief (Figure 3.26 bottom) that was
occluded during the original capture (Figure 3.26 top). Here again, despite a large
statistical difference (~20%, Table 3.2), we see the visually plausible completion of
this regular, isotropic surface relief. As Figure 3.26 shows, the occlusion resolution
abilities of this technique contrast sharply with the earlier work of [SFF01, CLF02,
DF02] shown in Figure 2.11 (Section 2.2.2).
Figures 3.22, 3.23, 3.24, 3.25 and 3.26 all use surface orientation based on a global
reference vector (surface normal / axis) and a single oversampling of the original sur-
face portion to address phase alignment issues.
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Figure 3.25: Completion of regular stone work surface relief
Figure 3.26: Completion of occluded bump surface
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Overall in all the results presented (Figures 3.17 - 3.25, Tables 3.1 & 3.2) the pa-
rameters used, window size w and error threshold e, are derived as discussed in Section
3.3.2.5.
In empirical terms this resulted in the general use of an error bound of 0  1mm
based on noise present in data acquisition and is generally above the expected sensor
noise level for the laser scanner utilised10. This bound was tightened in specific cases
such as the highly constrained golfball surface (Figure 3.18, e  0  01) and the planar
tree bark (Figure 3.22 left, e  0  01) where additional constraint on the stochastic
nature of the surface was required to prevent implausible completion (see discussion
Section 3.3.2.5). It should be noted that the bark relief of Figure 3.22 (left) although
stochastic is relatively constrained with large smooth patches, in addition to bumps and
ruts, in comparison to the bark of Figure 3.2311. In both cases improved results were
achieved using this tighter error bound than the higher 0  1 threshold. However, in other
examples (e.g. Pisa Tower, Figure 3.19) such a tight bound made plausible completion
impossible due to noise present in the original surface capture - as such 0  1 was used
for these cases. In a contrasting case, the 0  1 bound was found to be too constraining
for plausible completion in the example of Figure 3.23 - here a bound of 0  2 gave
satisfactory results. These error bound variations are generally in line with the level of
detail, and hence relief variation, present in these surfaces with tighter limits required
for finer detail surfaces (Figures 3.18 & 3.22 left) and relaxed limits for coarse surface
detail (Figure 3.23). The selection of a suitable error bound also relates to our ability
to initial capture the original surface successfully with limited effects of aliasing in the
original capture (see Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2). The amount of aliasing itself gives a
natural bound on the noise present in the original surface capture and in cases where
limitation is possible (e.g. Figure 3.18 & 3.22) lower error bounds can thus be used.
In cases where this is difficult to guarantee (e.g. Pisa Tower Figure 3.19) or where the
surface is naturally highly stochastic, containing numerous high spatial frequencies,
higher bounds (e.g. 0  1  0  2) are required for success.
The window size parameter, w, was varied on a per surface basis for the examples
shown in Table 3.2 and discussed in Section 3.3.2.5. In general from Table 3.2 and
the corresponding figures a correlation can be seen such that larger window sizes are
used for regular surface relief whilst smaller sizes are used for irregular, stochastic
or featureless surfaces. In the cases considered, the use of additional matching rota-
10Scanner details: 3D Scanners Reversa 25 (RMS calibration error ~0.01mm).
11The bark of Figure 3.22 (left) originates from a birch tree whilst Figure 3.23 from a pine or similar.
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tions (parameter R) was only utilised in one instance (Figure 3.23) where the stochastic
nature of the surface relief over an underlying semi-regular linear pattern meant addi-
tional rotational matching provided improved results. For all other cases, additional
matching rotations either provided no improvement in the completion result or a worse
result due to coincidental mismatches in the enlarged sample selection space.
Despite extensive pre-computation and memoisation this technique remains compu-
tationally very expensive. In general, the algorithm itself is 
 stw2  for s samples in
the original surface and t targets in the geometric completion with a window parameter
of w (Appendix A.4). In the simple synthetic completion cases of Figure 3.17 average
runtime for each surface completion example was 23.15 seconds for the cylindrical
cases (720 samples on average, 561 targets) and 217.9 seconds (3.6 minutes) for the
planar cases (1681 samples, 1408 targets). However, for large surface captures this in-
creases substantially due to the required point resolution of the surfaces. The Pisa hole
filling example (Figure 3.21) takes ~69 minutes (1.17 hours) with 373 targets, 8320
samples and w  7. Similarly, Figure 3.23 takes approximately ~16 hours for 7200
targets and 12852 samples. In the extreme case the complete Pisa Tower takes an ex-
cessively long period to compute12 but as previously stated (and shown in Figure 3.19)
completion as a series of sub-parts allows implicit parallelisation in the completion
process with minimal effect on results.
It is recognised that the computational demand of the proposed approach does
present some limitations in its practical usage, as it was in the original 2D work of
Efros [EL99], but a number of options in area exist. Notably, the original sample set,
s, can be sub-sampled as required or alternatively the technique lends itself well to ex-
plicit parallelisation at a time when low-cost parallelisation architectures, in the form
of cluster computing, are becoming increasingly popular and utilised in the computer
{graphics | vision | modelling} industries. Most importantly, completion is a task that
is performed once for a given surface or object rather than repetitively. The task can
thus be considered a one-off batch process, in classical computing terms, that produces
a completion which is stored for future use rather than an interactive or real-time pro-
cess. As a result, further work on the computational aspect is left as an area for future
investigation and a fuller discussion of possible improvements is thus postponed until
Section 6.5.
12Due to local restrictions, this is computed as a low priority job on a multi-user workstation and
hence exact runtime figures are not comparable.
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Figure 3.27: Multi-scale analysis of synthetic cylinder completion
Overall, the completion results presented show a high level of realism and plausibility
for the example cases tested that cover both regular, irregular, isotropic and anisotropic
surface relief. Although a significant statistical difference can be detected in some of
the completion results, this difference is not visually apparent to the viewer to whom
plausibility remains.
We now move on to extend our examination through multi-scale analysis (Section
3.5.2.1) and geometric displacement analysis (Section 3.5.2.2) of a representative sub-
set of our examples.
Statistics for the number of target, sample and total vertices in each of the example
surfaces used in this section are presented in Appendix A.5.
3.5.2.1 Multi-scale Analysis
By performing multi-scale analysis of our surface completion we seek to show that
the completed portion of the surface has the same characteristics as the original when
considered at multiple levels of detail (LoD) over the surface.
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Figure 3.28: Multi-scale analysis of golfball completion
As discussed in Section 3.5.1, surface smoothing gives us a multi-scale surface op-
erator that can be considered as a band-pass filter over the surface by removing multiple
LoD (i.e. signal frequencies in the traditional dialogue of band-pass filtering in signal
processing). Our expectation is that a good surface completion should display the same
characteristics after successive applications of the multi-scale smoothing operator (i.e.
at successive resolutions) as the original surface portion.
In our experiments here we define our surface characteristic to be the mean surface
integral (m.s.i) as discussed in Section 3.5.1. In addition, based on [Tau95], we define a
specific surface relief smoothing operator as the Gaussian weighted mean of the neigh-
bouring surface displacement vectors, D  vi  , from the underlying geometric surface fit
(see Section 3.3.2.1). Hence for a given vertex vi, with immediate surface neighbours
N  vi  the new smoothed position for vi, denoted v <i, can be defined as follows:
v <i   vi ! D  vi (  1@Ni   1 @ ∑Ni F viv j gviD  v j  (3.6)
- where weight gvi , based on a 2D Gaussian kernel with σ  1, is used to weight
the vertex displacement, D  v j   v j  Ni + vi, relative to the distance v j  vi (i.e. spatial
proximity to vi). This has the effect of smoothing only the surface relief, toward the
underlying geometric surface model, without affecting overall surface scale or relative
vertex positions.
In our analysis we select four representative surfaces from our set of results from
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Figure 3.29: Multi-scale analysis of Pisa Tower completion
Section 3.5.2 on which we perform successive applications of our defined smoothing
operator. By performing a calculation of the m.s.i. after each application we can moni-
tor the relative characteristics of our original and completed surface portions over mul-
tiple LoD. Specifically, we consider a synthetic cylindrical surface completion (Figure
3.17F), the completion of the golfball surface (Figure 3.18), the Pisa Tower completion
(Figure 3.19) and that of the tree bark over a cylinder (Figure 3.23).
Figure 3.27 shows the m.s.i for the original and completed portions of the synthetic
surface completion (Figure 3.17F) plotted over 1000 iterations of the smoothing opera-
tor. The original and completed surface portions both start with highly similar surface
integrals (as shown in Table 3.1) and Figure 3.27 shows that they decay similarly,
toward the underlying cylinder model over successive applications of the smoothing
operator.
In all of the graphs shown in this section the absolute height of the curve on the
relates to the mean difference of the surface relief (i.e. the m.s.i.) from its associ-
ated geometric surface fit. As a result curve height varies on a per surface basis (as
per m.s.i.) but should be reasonably consistent between the original and completed
portions of a given surface (indicating similarity of m.s.i.). Ultimately the m.s.i. will
converge to zero in all cases when the surface relief is completely smoothed into the
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Figure 3.30: Multi-scale analysis of tree bark completion
underlying “smooth” geometric surface.
Similarly results are shown in Figures 3.28 and 3.29 for the golfball and Pisa Tower
completions respectfully. However, in these cases the completed surface portions start
with a somewhat different surface integral than the originals (as shown in Table 3.2).
Despite this difference, we see that this initial separation, between the original and
completion m.s.i. plots in Figures 3.28 and 3.29, is maintained over successive appli-
cations of the smoothing operator and that the m.s.i decays similarly, under smoothing,
for both of the surfaces considered. Subtle differences in the m.s.i. decay curves are
attributable to the mild increase in noise present in the completed surface portions over
their original counterparts. Overall the m.s.i. decay for Figures 3.28 and 3.29 is gen-
erally uniform between the original and completed surface portions despite an initial
small difference.
A slight contrast is shown in Figure 3.30 for the tree bark completion shown vi-
sually in Figure 3.23. Here we have a larger initial difference in the m.s.i values for
the original and completed surface portion (~14%, Table 3.2). Figure 3.30 shows more
substantive difference in m.s.i. decay under smoothing, between the original and com-
pleted, surface portion than encountered in the previous cases (i.e. Figures 3.27, 3.28
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& 3.29) despite the visual similarity shown in Figure 3.23. Although following a gen-
erally similar decay trend the curves vary slightly in gradient around 200 iterations
where the decay of the completion (continuing uniformly) overtakes that of the orig-
inal. Here this difference is attributable both to the stochastic nature of the surface
relief itself and the nature of the original surface data. Firstly the stochastic nature of
the surface relief essentially means that we can expect any two portions of the relief
to be highly different. As a result they may decay very differently under smoothing
- here however the difference is minimal. Additionally the original relief portion has
much higher variance in its mesh edge lengths than those present in the original - mean
edge length original: 0  37mm G 0  29; completion: 0  35mm G 0  1413. This difference
in edge lengths is attributable to the uniform sampling over the geometric surface com-
pletion versus irregular acquisition sampling caused by the highly stochastic nature of
the original surface. The smoothing operator, Gaussian weighted in proportion to edge
length between neighbours, thus causes convergence faster on the surface portion with
less edge length variation as the weighting is closer to uniform. This uniformity of
edge length in the completion also explains why it decays uniformly and slightly faster
than its original counterpart. For this example as a whole, we can thus attribute the
difference in smoothing behaviour to the stochastic nature and sampling of the original
surface capture itself as opposed to a difference in relief between that and the com-
pleted portion.
Overall, for the surfaces considered, we can see a general trend of correlation between
the original and completed surface portions when analysed at multiple LoD. This trend
is as expected for a good quality surface completion and shows this to be true for the
surfaces considered. It should, however, be noted that differences in sampling den-
sity originating from the nature of the original surface relief capture may cause surface
completions and their originators to behave differently under application of multi-scale
operators.
Performing 3D completion that results in a correspondence in sampling density
characteristics, in addition to surface relief, is left as an area for future work.
13N.B. Edge length figures are based on both surface portions being over-sampled once to facilitate
adequate post-completion comparison.
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Figure 3.31: Geometric displacement analysis of synthetic cylinder completion
3.5.2.2 Geometric Displacement Analysis
In addition to regular visual comparison we can also perform visual comparison of
the geometric displacement map of the original and completed surface portions from
the underlying geometric surface model. Using the mesh comparison techniques of
[RFT04] the geometric difference between two surfaces, in this case the surface with
relief (completion or original) and the underlying geometric surface model, can be
easily visualised as colour-mapped geometric displacement magnitudes projected onto
either surface. Essentially this is a colour coded visualisation of the original and prop-
agated surface displacement vectors, D  vi  , of Section 3.3.2. In each case a particular
colour corresponds to the magnitude of the displacement of the surface relief from
the underlying smooth geometric surface fit (Section 3.2). The range of displacement
magnitudes (either +ve / -ve from the surface fit) is mapped through the Hue colour
range14 from red (large displacement) to blue (small displacement). Scaling through
this colour range is performed on a per-surface basis with reference to the min/max dis-
placements present [RFT04]. The expectation is that original and completed surface
portions should have identical displacement maps, and hence colour visualisations, if
they indeed share the same surface relief characteristics.
As per Section 3.5.2.1 we consider a representative subset of our completion exam-
ples from Section 3.5.2 - specifically, synthetic cylindrical surface completion (Figure
3.17F), the golfball surface (Figure 3.18), Pisa Tower (Figure 3.19) and cylindrical tree
bark (Figure 3.23).
In Figure 3.31 we consider the geometric displacement map of the synthetic cylin-
14Corresponding to the Hue component of HSV colour space with the Saturation and Variance com-
ponents set a to constant value [FP02, RFT04].
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Figure 3.32: Geometric displacement analysis of golfball completion
der completion of Figure 3.17F against the corresponding geometric cylinder. Here we
have a clear visual correspondence between the displacement map of the original sur-
face portion and that of the 3D completion that corresponds with the visual similarity
of Figure 3.31 and statistical similarity given in Table 3.1.
Figure 3.32 depicts the displacement map of the original and completed portions of
the golfball surface from Figure 3.18. An interesting point to note here is the apparent
irregularity of the surface dimples on the original surface portion of the golfball, both
in terms of position and size15, despite the perception of regularity in Figure 3.18 and
for a physical golfball in general. Here our comparison against the displacement map
of the 3D completion shows a degree of noise in the resulting completion although
the regularity (or semi-regularity of the dimples) of the dimples in terms of position
and size is similar to that of the original. This general noise over the completion
may explain the subtle difference in mean surface integral between the two surface
portions (Table 3.2). It is most likely attributable to the minor effects of secondary
aliasing in the approximation of the sphere point density by geodesic dome tessellation
(Section 3.2.2.3) and any remaining phrase alignment issues (Section 3.4.4) that remain
unresolved despite over-sampling. Further over-sampling combined with improved
sphere approximation (Section 3.2.2.3) may resolve both issues in terms of this general
noise but at the expense of additional computation. As Figure 3.18 shows the levels of
noise detecting in this displacement map are beyond visual comprehension of the 3D
surface viewer.
The corresponding displacement map of the Pisa Tower completion (Figure 3.19)
15An issue related to the engineering of modern golfballs toward optimal performance characteristics.
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Figure 3.33: Geometric displacement analysis of Pisa Tower completion
is shown is shown in Figure 3.33. The completion displacement map is projected both
onto the completed relief surface, where the visualisation suffers from the effects on
noise, and the underlying cylinder model for clarity. A good correlation between dis-
placement maps of the original surface portion and the completion is apparent both in
terms of the regularity, position and size of completed architectural features. Although
the displacement map does uncover some variation in these aspects these are not al-
ways immediately apparent in the 3D surface itself Figure 3.19. Those which are, such
as the cases shown in Figure 3.20, will be addressed subsequently in the approach of
Chapter 5.
Our final example for geometric displacement analysis is of tree bark completion
from Figure 3.23. The displacement maps for this surface relief, shown in Figure 3.34,
are difficult to analyse in depth due to the stochastic nature of the relief. However, the
colour visualisation of this relief clearly re-enforces the visual similarity of the original
and completed surface portions in addition to their original presentation in Figure 3.23.
Overall, despite in some cases highlighting noise not apparent in the original surface
visualisation, the geometric displacement visualisations re-enforce the visual similar-
ity (in the presence of noise) of the original and completed surface portions. In general
this analysis correlates with the visual and statistical findings of Section 3.5.2.
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Figure 3.34: Geometric displacement analysis of tree bark completion
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Figure 3.35: Completion comparison to ground truth: Pisa Tower
3.5.3 Comparison to Ground Truth
In addition to our results on 2 12D to 3D completion of Section 3.5.2 we additionally per-
form a comparison of our technique against hypothesised completion scenarios where
we have original surface data (i.e. ground truth knowledge) for the portion being com-
pleted. This allows the robust comparison of our completed surface portion against the
original ground truth surface.
Here we compare the completion of a number of artificially generated surface
holes, drawn from the surface examples of Section 3.5.2, against ground truth data
using both visual, statistical and geometric displacement analysis methods. An overall
summary of the statistical results of this comparison is given in Table 3.3.
Firstly we consider the completion of a large region of the upper part of the Pisa
Tower surface (Figure 3.35). The visual comparison of Figure 3.35 shows a very high
level of visual similarity between the resulting surface completion and the ground truth
surface data with the correct completion of vertical/horizontal structures and window
indentations. Statistical comparison, however, reveals a ~15% difference (Table 3.3)
between completion and ground truth - a difference not immediately apparent to the
viewer.
In similar completions on the Pisa Tower surface (Figure 3.36) we see the comple-




Surface Description Figure Parameters Original (m.s.i) Completion (m.s.i) % Diff. Sample Density
Pisa Tower (upper section) Fig. 3.35 w=9; e=0.1 1.30763 1.11035 -15.09% 0 E2mm2
Pisa Tower (upper section 2) Fig. 3.36 B w=7; e=0.1 1.18119 1.17382 -0.62% 0 E5mm2
Pisa Tower (lower small) Fig. 3.36 A w=7; e=0.1 0.40189 0.64270 59.92% 0 E5mm2
Cola Bottle Fig. 3.38 w=7; e=0.1 3.42501 3.33850 -2.53% 1 E0mm2
Golfball Fig. 3.40 w=5; e=0.2 0.06675 0.06137 -8.07% 0 E5mm2
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3.36B) together with a closeup comparison of the completion and ground truth data
(Figure 3.36 A/B inset). In the former (Figure 3.36B) a statistical difference of <1%
correlates well with the visual appearance of the completion (Table 3.3). However,
in the latter (Figure 3.36A), despite statistical differences of ~60% (Table 3.3) against
ground truth, we see a strong visual correlation between the completed surface portions
and similar original structure elsewhere in the original. This is clear both in the stan-
dard surface rendering and in the visualisation of the geometric surface displacement
for the surface. In both cases the closeups of the completions against ground truth
show a strong visual correlation in terms of similarity of structure but also notable
subtleties between the original surface and the completed alternative. Here we see the
prevalence of visual plausibility over visual accuracy - the completions produced are
similar enough to the original surface to make them appear plausible but differ enough
for us to tell they are different surfaces. We find, as we would expect, that we can pro-
duce a plausible “approximation” of the missing surface data, derived from similarly
available structure but we cannot make an accurate “copy” of it.
The high difference in mean surface integral (m.s.i.) for Figure 3.36A (~60%) can
be attributed to a number of factors. Firstly, as the m.s.i. is calculated over a such
small surface area (i.e. the ground truth and the completion of the hole area only)
very small differences in the surface relief may result in high statistical differences.
This is shown in Figure 3.37 where we see a closeup of the (oversampled) original
and completed portion of the surface from Figure 3.36A. Despite the overall similarity
of general shape between the original and completed portions (Figure 3.37) several
subtle differences can be seen between the original and the completions. Over such a
small surface area these differences translate into a high statistical difference in shape
despite visual similarity. Additionally the derived nature of the completion also has a
role in its statistical difference from the original. For instance the completed section of
the lower supporting strut is itself derived from the other two complete struts present
on the surface (each slightly different), in addition to other portions of the surface that
may share similar localised architectural characteristics (e.g. tops of windows). It is
therefore quite reasonable that the completion, possibly derived from a combination of
these numerous sources of surface knowledge, may differ quite substantially in detail
from the original. Hence we see a completion that appears visually plausible but differs
statistically from the original in terms of detail (Figure 3.37).
The example of Figure 3.38, using a cola bottle surface capture, shows a contrast-
ing case where we have both a high level of visual (Figure 3.38) and statistical (~2.5%,
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Figure 3.36: Completion comparison to ground truth: Pisa Tower
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Figure 3.37: Closeup of completion & ground truth for Figure 3.36A
Figure 3.38: Completion comparison to ground truth: cola bottle
Table 3.3) similarity between the completion of a synthetic surface hole and the orig-
inal ground truth data. In this example, unlike the Pisa Tower surface (Figures 3.35
& 3.36), we have a highly constrained, smooth (i.e. low frequency surface relief) and
noise free surface. The noise and variation present and visible in the Pisa Tower exam-
ple is not present in this surface relief and this is reflected in the visual and statistical
comparison completion (Figure 3.38 right) against the original ground truth data (Fig-
ure 3.38 left).
In our next example, we examine the completion of an isolated hole in a more
stochastic relief surface - our tree bark example from Figure 3.23 (Section 3.5.2). As
shown in Figure 3.39 we create a synthetic hole in our original surface capture and
seek to perform completion using our proposed technique. From the results shown
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Figure 3.39: Completion comparison to ground truth: tree bark
in Figure 3.39 the resulting completion matches reasonably closely with the original
surface data - shown both as a regular surface rendering (Figure 3.39 upper) and as a
geometric displacement map (Figure 3.39 lower). Clearly, it is difficult to assess this
example fully due to the stochastic nature of the surface but the statistical difference
for this example (~6%, Table 3.3) itself lies within a similar range to that achieved
for regular 212D to 3D completion of this surface (Section 3.5.2, Table 3.2). This is
possibly attributable to the constrained nature of the completion given its placement
and relative size on the overall surface.
For our final example, the golfball surface of Figure 3.18 (Section 3.5.2), we sim-
ilarly see a completion result with a similar statistical difference against the ground
truth (~8%, Table 3.3) to that achieved for overall 2 12D to 3D completion (~2% Table
3.2). From the results of Figure 3.40 the isolated completion of a synthetic surface hole
(Figure 3.40, top left) the completed result (Figure 3.40, centre top) provides a highly
plausible completion when compared against the original surface data (Figure 3.40,
right top). However, when examined in detail (Figure 3.40 left bottom) and compared
in terms of the geometric displacement map (Figure 3.40 centre/left bottom) the effects
of noise on the completion are apparent. This issue, with relation to the golfball sur-
face is discussed in detail in Section 3.5.2.2. Overall, despite the presence of noise in
the fine surface detail, the overall completion matches well, visually and statistically,
with the ground truth data.
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Figure 3.40: Completion comparison to ground truth: golfball
Here in a slightly more constrained scenario, given the constrained nature of both
the completed portion and the relief pattern itself, the best results were achieved by
raising the error threshold to e  0  2 and using a smaller window size parameter w 
5 than in the earlier full 2 12 D to 3D completion. Using a tighter error bound and a
larger window size as per full 2 12D to 3D completion in Figure 3.18 proved to be over-
constraining for completion in conjunction with the constrained nature of the target
completion area itself.
In summary, by comparing our completions against ground truth surface data we see
a varying set of results. Despite achieving plausible completions in all of our test
examples we see that the completed surface portion often varies from the true ground
truth surface data. In more constrained scenarios such as the golfball (Figure 3.40) and
arguably the tree bark (Figure 3.39) surfaces we see a completion that varies mildly
from the ground truth. The same is also true for surfaces, such as the cola bottle
3.38, where limited variation of low-frequency relief provides a similar constrained
environment for completion. However, in surfaces with substantial variation in their
relief, either due to noise or naturally, a high level of deviation can be present in the
completion when compared statistically to the ground truth (e.g. Figures 3.35 & 3.36).
Overall we see the visual accuracy of a given completion (i.e. the difference from
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the real surface data itself) to be dependant on the constraint present in the completion
scenario and the level of relief variation in the original (i.e. sample) surface. This
naturally translates as “accuracy of prediction is dependant on the level of constraint
in the question and the variation in the possible set of answers” which when related to
the probabilistic nature of completion (cf. Section 2.1.4 and Markov Random Fields
[EL99]) appears as an expected overall result. Here, however, we are primarily con-
cerned with plausible completion (visual plausibility, Chapter 1) and treat true visual
accuracy merely as an additional means of evaluation.
Statistics for the number of target, sample and total vertices in each of the example
surfaces used in this section are presented in Appendix A.5.
3.5.4 Comparison of Selection Methods
Based on our discussion of Section 3.3.2.2 here we compare the performance of dif-
ferent sample selection methods when utilised in the approach outlined. In total three
selection methods, representing suitable variations on the common selection schemes
of the GA literature [Gol89], were evaluated: Elite-Tournament (Default, [EF01]): Our default selection scheme, following
that of [EF01], selects an initial elite subset from the available samples (top η%)
and then randomly selects a sample for use from this subset. This is converse to
the traditional GA tournament approach which randomly selects a subset of the
overall set and then selects the best from this subset. Elitist: The best matching sample (i.e. overall lowest matching score) is always
selected (as per Section 3.3.2.2). Fitness Proportionate: Selection probability weighted in relation to matching
score (as per Section 3.3.2.2).
Each selection method was compared over a set of 3D completion examples whilst the
other algorithm parameters where kept constant (per example surface).
Using our statistical comparison technique of Section 3.5.1 we can compare the
mean surface integrals achieved using each of the selection methods to that of the
original surface portion (ground truth). The results of this comparison, together with
percentage deviation from the ground truth surface, are given in Table 3.4 and shown
graphically in Figure 3.42.
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Figure 3.41: Surfaces completed using different sample selection methods
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From these statistical results it is clear that no single selection method provides a
consistent improvement over any of the others over the example cases tested (Figure
3.42). Instead we see a set of varied results with only marginal improvement of any one
method over another. In the case of the synthetic cylinder example (Figure 3.17F) eli-
tist selection provides only a ~0.3% improvement over fitness proportionate selection
whilst at the other extreme the Pisa mid-section example only provides a maximal dif-
ference of ~8% between elite-tournament and fitness proportionate selection. Slightly
higher differences are also present in the tree bark example, when compared to others,
but with the stochastic nature of this surface relief such an increase in variation can be
expected.
Although the percentage deviations shown in Table 3.4 vary widely between the
surface examples it can be shown that, considering both percentage increases and de-
creases, that on average the elitist method marginally out performs the other methods
albeit by rough estimation. However, considering the limited number of examples,
the presence of noise in the surface data and the randomised element in some of the
selection methods the significance of this result can be assumed marginal at most.
Overall, as has been shown previously (in Figures 3.17, 3.18, 3.19), differences in
surface integrals of this magnitude are beyond visual detection in the completed surface
articles. This can be further verified by visual comparison of surfaces completed using
the different selection methods as shown in Figure 3.41. Any differences present in the
examples of Figure 3.41 are marginal, visually and statistically (Table 3.4), and do not
generally affect the perceived plausibility of the surface completion.
Notably some observers feel the Fitness Proportionate and Elitist offer visibly
sharper completion results than the standard selection method (Elite Tournament) for
the Pisa hole filling example (Figure 3.41 bottom). This effect appears isolated to this
surface example and is not supported by the statistical comparison (Table 3.4). For the
Pisa top and synthetic cylinder examples it is not possible to differentiate the methods
on visual appearance alone (Figure 3.41 top/middle).
In general, from the statistical results of Table 3.4 (Figure 3.42) and the visual
comparison of Figure 3.41 the choice of sample selection method can be assumed to
be independent of the visual plausibility of the resulting surface completion. However,
the results presented here are limited and further investigation of this issue is left as an
avenue for future work. Overall the study of the effect of varying selection method on






Surface Parameters Ground Truth (m.s.i) Elite-Tournament (m.s.i) Elitist (m.s.i) Fitness Proportionate (m.s.i)
Golfball w=5; e=0.01 0.06587 0.06661 +1.13% 0.06688 +1.53% 0.0665089 +0.96%
Tree Bark w=3; e =0.2 1.18859 1.26457 +6.39% 1.33660 +12.45% 1.33217 +12.08%
Synth. Cyl. w=3; e=0.1 0.24712 0.25389 +2.74% 0.25312 +2.43% 0.253091 +2.41%
Pisa Hole w=7; e=0.1 0.82587 0.89355 +8.20% 0.90062 +9.05% 0.885589 +6.74%
Pisa Top w=5; e=0.2 1.27684 1.40299 +9.88% 1.39339 +9.90% 1.40326 +9.90%
Pisa Middle w=5; e=0.2 0.78169 0.81098 +3.75% 0.85220 +9.02% 0.875603 +12.01%
Pisa Bottom w=5; e=0.2 0.81238 0.82642 +1.73% 0.82548 +1.61% 0.810187 -0.27%








Figure 3.42: Relative comparison of selection methods
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3.5.5 Peer Comparison
Following on from the isolated hole filling example of Figure 3.21 (Section 3.5.2)
here we compare our techniques against readily available implementations within the
related arena of isolated hole filling in 3D models. In Figure 3.43 we compare our
non-parametric technique (top) to the following alternative techniques: Robust Polygonal Model Repair [Ju04]: Figure 3.43 bottom left. Discussed
in full with several similar contemporary techniques in Section 2.2.5. X/Y data interpolation
[Riscan : 3D Scanners Ltd, proprietary commercial product] : Figure 3.43 bot-
tom middle. Conceptually similar to [DMGL02] of Section 2.2.5. “Hole-filling” (via planar triangulation)
[VRMesh: VirtualGrid, proprietary commercial product] : Figure 3.43 bottom
right.
From Figure 3.43 it is clear to see that the completion performed by the non-
parametric technique (Figure 3.43, top) has a distinct advantage, in terms of the visual
plausibility of the resulting completion, over those produces by the other techniques
considered (Figure 3.43, bottom). These alternative techniques completed the process
in a matter of minutes whilst our technique required several hours computation (based
on 19951 samples and 390 targets). However, the worth of this additional computation
is apparent from Figure 3.43.
Overall we see the contextual and adaptive non-parametric technique proposed here
easily outperforms the smooth over-filling approaches tested here. Although compar-
ison to other available techniques would also be useful, such as those detailed in Sec-
tions 2.2.5 and 2.2.6, suitable implementations are not available at the present time.
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Figure 3.43: Comparison to other completion techniques
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Figure 3.44: Completion of non-conforming geometry
3.5.6 Non-conforming Geometry
Our final aspect of evaluation relates to the first stage of our completion process - geo-
metric completion (Section 3.2). Although the later stage, non-parametric completion
(Section 3.3.2) is general enough to operate over any set of target/sample vertices the
former can appear as a governing constraint on the overall process - that we require a
surface to conform, in general, to a geometric primitive.
Here we suggest, by example, that this is not universally the case and that by fitting
a cylinder to a cuboid shape object, rather than a specific cuboid model or a series
perpendicular planes, successful completion can still be achieved to some extent.
In our first example (Figure 3.44) we consider the completion of a plinth type
surface that has both cylindrical and right-angled components in its overall shape. As
shown for this simple case in Figure 3.44 we can fit a cylindrical geometric completion
to the available 212D surface data despite its non-conformance to a general geometric
cylinder (Figure 3.44 centre). From this geometric completion we can then apply our
non-parametric completion technique to facilitate the propagation of localised surface
shape and relief over the remaining surface portion (Figure 3.44 right). From the top
down views of the 3D completion (Figure 3.44) and the statistical comparison of the
original and completed surface portions (difference = ~0.5%, Table 3.5) it is clear that
the completion has been relatively successful in the completion of the non-conforming
surface geometry.
However, despite the apparent success of the example in Figure 3.44 closer exam-
ination reveals some anomalies similar to those suffered with the Pisa Tower comple-
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Figure 3.45: Problems with completion of non-conforming geometry
tion of Section 3.5.2 (Figure 3.20). Figure 3.45 (left) shows a similar rear-side joining
anomaly, due to accumulated error, as to that found in the Pisa Tower completion. Here
this is similarly attributable to the accumulated noise issues identified in the discussion
of the Pisa Tower completion (Section 3.5.2) but additionally suffers from the added
potential for poor initial geometric fitting due to the non-conformance of the original
surface data. As shown in Figure 3.45 (right), the combination of accumulated error
together with poor geometrical fitting and completion can lead to problems in larger
scale completions.
In our further examples we consider two further examples of completion using the
non-conforming geometrical fitting of cylinders to cuboid type objects - a square bot-
tle (Figure 3.46) and a scale model of St. Stephen’s Tower16 (Figure 3.47). Figure
3.46 shows the relatively successful completion of a square bottle completion from a
212D initial front portion to a complete 3D surface. As shown in Figure 3.46 the com-
pletion suffers both from the effects of noise and poor fitting (as discussed previously
for Figure 3.45). This results in a surface completion that contains erroneous shape
discontinuities (Figure 3.46 - 3D completion) and does not conform accurately to the
cuboid model of the bottle (Figure 3.46 - completed top down view). Both issues are
reflected in the statistical difference between the original surface portion and the com-
pletion (~57%, Table 3.5). However, despite these issues, the overall completion with
mild smoothing applied (Figure 3.46 - far right) presents a complete surface that is
mildly passable as an original - i.e. visually plausible.
Our other example, Westminster Clock Tower (Figure 3.47) presents a substantially






Surface Description Figure Parameters Original (m.s.i) Completion (m.s.i) % Diff. Sample Density
Plinth Fig. 3.44 w=6; e=0.2 1.88308 1.89342 0.55% 1 E0mm2
Square Bottle Fig. 3.46 w=8; e=0.1 3.50007 5.49877 57.10% 1 E0mm2











Figure 3.46: Completion of square bottle
more complex completion scenario where in addition to the issue of non-conforming
fitting we also have to contend with complex surface relief and poor quality, irregularly
sampled original surface data (Figure 3.47 left). However, a reasonable completion is
still achieved given these additional factors. As shown in Figure 3.47 the resulting
completion clearly resembles the original surface portion in terms of localised sur-
face shape and relief but with additional noise artifacts resulting from the completion
process. These differences are again reflected in the statistical difference between the
surfaces (~57%, Table 3.5). Post-completion smoothing (Figure 3.47 right) goes some
way to removing these artifacts to produce a resulting completion of similar visual
quality to the original surface data (which is itself far from perfect). Overall, this
completion scenario presents a very difficult case for non-parametric completion with
noise highly prevalent in poorly sampled, non-conforming original surface data. De-
spite this the resulting completion visually resembles the original surface in terms of
surface shape and relief to a reasonably high degree and given the circumstances can
thus be considered reasonably successful.
Both Figures 3.46 & 3.47 use global surface frame orientation based on using
the geometric cylinder axis as a reference vector and are based on a single over-
sampling of the original surface portion to address frame alignment issues. As per the
previous Pisa Tower example of Figure 3.19 (right) these two examples were computed
in parallel as a series of horizontal cross-section sections through the central axis.
Overall, our discussion of non-conforming completion is aimed at posing it more
as a future possibility than a concrete example of successful completion. Clearly, the
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Figure 3.47: Completion of St. Stephen’s Tower
success here is lesser than that achieved in the examples of Section 3.5.2 but never
the less notable. We have achieved relatively successful completion of the examples
shown despite the fact they do not directly conform to the geometric surface primitives
used in the initial stage of our completion process. However, a number of problems
remain with the results obtained in this area, mainly due to exacerbated accumulated
error issues, and further investigation is left as an area for future work. For further
discussion the reader is directed to Section 6.5.
Statistics for the number of target, sample and total vertices in each of the example
surfaces used in this section are presented in Appendix A.5.
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3.6 Discussion & Summary
We have proposed a two stage approach to surface completion. Firstly we use geo-
metric completion (Section 3.2) to derive an underlying surface model based on earlier
work in the field of occlusion removal ([SFF01, CLF02, DF02], Section2.2.2). Sec-
ondly we adapt non-parametric synthesis from the domain of 2D texture synthesis
(Section 2.3) and apply it to the completion of localised surface relief (Section 3.3).
Our adaptation of non-parametric sampling to this domain requires the consideration
of 3D sampling (Section 3.4.1) and phase alignment issues (Section 3.4.4) to overcome
the potential effects of aliasing on our 3D completions (e.g. Figures 3.12 & 3.14).
Based on our approach of non-parametric surface completion and the associated so-
lutions outlined for sampling and phase alignment issues we present a series of highly
plausible completions to a range of surface completion scenarios (Section 3.5.2, e.g.
Figures 3.18, 3.19, 3.22 & 3.26). This visual evaluation is re-enforced by further anal-
ysis using at multiple levels of surface detail (Section 3.5.2.1) and geometric displace-
ment map visualisation (Section 3.5.2.2). Although statistical analysis frequently iden-
tifies subtle differences between the original and completed surface portions these is
often not visually detectable - thus visual plausibility is achieved through the creation
of a realistic surface portion in place of the unavailable 3D data.
In some cases artifacts are present in completion due to accumulated error caused
by the presence of noise and the interaction of fine surface relief in the completion of
overall surface structure (e.g. Figure 3.20) - these issues are addressed in Chapter 5.
The results achieved surpass the completion abilities of earlier work in this area based
purely on surface fitting ([SFF01, CLF02, DF02], Figure2.11), smooth continuation
([DMGL02, Lie03], Figures 2.17 & 2.16, Section 2.2.5) and symmetric reflection/rotation
(Figures 2.23 & 2.24, Section 2.2.7). In addition we see a completion technique capa-
ble completing both smooth surfaces (e.g. Figure 3.24), regular / irregular / isotropic /
anisotropic surface relief (e.g. Figures 3.18, 3.22, 3.25 & 3.19) and extending stochas-
tic surface relief without any apparent “tiling” effects (e.g. Figures 3.22 & 3.23).
These abilities additionally surpass those of contemporary context-sensitive comple-
tion techniques ([SACO04, PMG
 
05], Section2.2.6) where we either see a reliance




In specific comparison to the patch based method of Sharf et al. [SACO04, PMG
 
05]
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we also see a number of advantages to our proposed non-parametric based technique.
Unlike [SACO04] we do not rely on the availability of suitable patches to facilitate a
“copy and paste” completion of a given scenario which, due to its brittle nature, can
often cause failure (e.g. Figures 2.19 & 3.16). In contrast non-parametric completion
offers a flexible per {sample | vertex | point} based approach that allows the deriva-
tion, rather than raw duplication, of plausible completions, from the available sample
surface, for rear-side completion (Figure 3.19), isolated hole filling (Figure 3.21) and
non-”tiled” surface extension (Figure 3.22). [SACO04] also uses functional patch ap-
proximation to facilitate matching and non-rigid transforms in patch alignment - both
ill suited to the completion of fine regular surface relief (e.g. Figure 3.19) as is possible
using our non-parametric completion approach. Overall, we find the capability of non-
parametric completion to complete fine {regular | irregular | isotropic | anisotropic}
surface relief unmatched by other proposed techniques within the 3D completion. Al-
though similar capabilities are present in concurrent work in geometric texture transfer
[BIT04, LHGM05] this work does not explicitly concern itself with the problem of
completion and the associated sampling, phase-alignment and surface model continu-
ation problems tackled here.
It should be noted, however, that like these other displacement relief based tech-
niques (Section 2.3.3.2, [BIT04, LHGM05]) our technique is limited to the propagation
of relief that can be defined by a displacement map orthogonal to the surface orienta-
tion. Complex textures (such as fur, mushroom-like shapes and petals etc.) which can
not be solely defined as a set of displacement vectors cannot be handled at the present
time without further extension to the propagation of a generalised non-linear vector
field over a 3D surface. Such capabilities are available from procedural geometric tex-
turing but as discussed in Section 2.3.3.2 these are far from the “texturing by example”
concept we seek for visual completion and lie closer to the realm of 3D artistry than
realistic 3D completion at the present time. Whilst the realistic ability of current 3D
capture technology to successful capture these complex non-orthogonal reliefs remains
limited [Fau93, FP02, Bla04] we leave further extension of our technique to this arena
as an area for future work.
In addition to this limitation we also note that our technique is limited to the com-
pletion of realistic surface relief over a pre-determined smooth surface model (derived
from prior geometric completion, Section 3.2) and does not have the ability to complete
the complex structure of entire areas of a 3D object such as [SACO04] and [PMG
 
05]
(e.g. the examples of Figures 2.18, 2.20 & 2.21). However, despite these successes
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on relatively complex completion scenarios both [SACO04] and [PMG
 
05] have defi-
ciencies in the completion of relatively basic 3D surface detail (e.g. Figures 2.19, 3.16
&2.22) where they have problems generalising the completion beyond verbatim copy-
ing of 3D detail from one area to another. The strict advantage of our non-parametric
approach is the completion of realistic surface relief detail that is derived, rather than
copied, to be locally consistent with the current location. Completion of high-order
3D surface structures is dependant on the underlying smooth surface completion tech-
nique in use. Use of the smooth surface completion of techniques of Section 2.2.5 (e.g.
[DMGL02, Lie03, Ju04]) as a precursor to our non-parametric technique, in place of
the current geometric completion based approach (Section 3.2), may allow the realistic
and plausible completion of a similar class of examples as shown in Figures 2.18, 2.20
and 2.21 by combining both the advantages of our technique and the ability to handle
a wider range of completion scenarios. This is left as an area for future work (Section
6.5).
A number of further issues are similarly investigated. The visual accuracy of non-
parametric completion is investigated by evaluation against ground truth surface relief.
Here we conclude that visual accuracy is proportional to the level of constraint posed in
the completion scenario as a combination of surface relief variation (i.e. randomness)
and the relative completion target/sample ratios. Furthermore we evaluate the choice
of sample selection method utilised in the algorithm against a range of possibilities
from the GA literature (Section 3.5.4) and conclude that no apparent advantage exists
to a variation from the original “Elite-Tournament” concept of Efros/Leung [EL99].
Finally we evaluate the performance of non-parametric completion using non-
conforming geometric surface fitting (Section 3.5.6) in an attempt to show that the
requirement of geometric conformance in the initial surface fitting is not a governing
constraint on the overall use of this technique. Here limited success is achieved (e.g.
Figure 3.46), due to the increased effects of fitting noise, and further investigation is
left as an area for future work.
In terms of our earlier discussion of 3D volume completion (Section 2.1.2) we see
a number of the key aspects present in the proposed non-parametric surface comple-
tion approach. The initial stage of geometric completion achieves completion through
“good continuation” with the geometric completion of the underlying surface model
over which we latterly perform pattern completion in the form of non-parametric sur-
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face relief propagation. The very essence of this non-parametric sampling technique
being the concept of “world is its own best model” and the extension of a given image
or surface can be achieved by direct propagation of specific knowledge from the known
into the unknown. As such, overall we see that non-parametric completion embodies




“Any colour - so long as it’s black” - Henry Ford (engineer)
Having detailed and evaluated our core non-parametric 3D surface completion tech-
nique in Chapter 3 we now examine the extension of this completion technique to the
combined completion of 3D surface relief and colour.
All colour surfaces used in this chapter were captured using high resolution stereo
photography with a pair on Canon EOS 300D 6  3x106 pixel digital cameras and a
commercial stereo capture package.
Portions of this chapter have previously been published as [BF05c].
4.1 Combining Colour & Texture
In addition to completing the localised surface relief it is also possible to extend our
approach to perform combined surface relief and colour completion on increasingly
available colour 212D or 3D range data.
In many natural objects, both surface relief and colour are closely interrelated. For
example in textures such as tree bark, stone-work and melon skin the colour perceived
by the viewer is correlated both to the localised surface relief on the surface and the
overall scene lighting conditions (Figure 4.1B). The same principle can also be ex-
tended, to a lesser extent to man-made surfaces such as building facades and clothing
fabrics. In the former we see the effects of weathering on surface colour in relation
to relief features and changes in colour that correlate relate to relief features such as
doorways and windows (see Figure 4.1A).
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Figure 4.1: Examples of surface relief and colour correlation
The work of [SRTC04] (Section 2.3.3.2) highlights the effect of lighting conditions
can have on 3D surface relief - the very technique [SRTC04] utilises to recover the 3D
relief properties of the 2D texture sample. The relation of surface colour to relief in
fabrics is aptly shown in the illusive 3D texturing examples of [SRTC04] shown in
Figure 2.32 whereby we see the correlation of perceived colour and shape used to full
effect to create the illusion of 3D surface relief purely by the unified manipulation of
2D surface colour. Here we do not explicitly deal with the problem of lighting induced
artifacts on the colour of the sample surface where orientational dependency may oth-
erwise require re-lighting. Instead we follow the surface texture assumptions utilised in
the completion work of Dick et al. [DTC04] (Section 2.2.4) that assume a reasonably
well-lit original surface data and reproduced such lighting dependant artifacts present
at the time of capture in the final completion (e.g. top of columns in Figure 2.13). A
similar assumption is made in the symmetrical colour completion of [WO02].
Despite the potential effects this may have on overall plausibility, these works
[WO02, DTC04] and our subsequent results show (Section 4.2) that this issue can be
safely disregarded with minimal effect on the perception of plausible completion. In-
stead we rely on the uniformity of our lighting conditions during acquisition to provide
a colour/relief correlation that is in the most part independent of lighting orientation
and thus we remove the need for explicit texture colour re-lighting. Although combin-
ing the recovery techniques of [SRTC04] would allow the use of lighting-independent
surface colour as an input to completion, possibly increasing the plausibility and re-
alism of the results, this is left as an area for future work. With this assumption, of
idealised colour relief capture, we move forward to integrate colour into our comple-
tion work of Chapter 3.
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4.1.1 Integrating Colour
The Sum of Squared Distance (SSD) Equation 3.4, SSDshape, utilised previously in
Section 3.3.2 for 3D surface relief completion can be adjusted as follows to take ac-
count of both surface relief and colour, SSDcolour:
SSD   µ  SSDshape H 1 ! µ  SSDcolour (4.1)
where µ   0  1  defines the relative weighting of surface relief and colour in the
overall matching value. This weight balances the relative importance of localised sur-
face relief against colour in the overall completion process and can also be considered
as the colour/relief completion bias (Section 4.2.3). Given the common correlation of
colour and relief (Section 4.1, Figure 4.1) an equal weighting may often be deemed
suitable.
From Equation 4.1 we now define the necessary additional elements and adjustments
required to facilitate combined surface colour and relief completion.
The SSDcolour from Equation 4.1 is calculated based on comparing the RGB colour,
c   r g  b  , of each vertex v1  Nt  t  0 to that of the nearest sample vertex, v2, on the
surface at s:
SSDcolour  ∑
v1 ' Nt  t  < gv1 ∑c 'JI r g  b K  cv1 ! cv2  23 (4.2)
As before gv1represents the Gaussian weight associated with the target neighbour-
hood vertex, v1, based on its spatial proximity to t in Nt  t  0 . Although alternative
perceptual or continuous colour spaces could be employed (e.g. HSV or CIE [JKS95])
we follow the prior work of Efros/Leung [EL99] and the body of prior work in 2D/3D
texture synthesis (Section 2.3) in using RGB space.
Here colour matching is based on that of the nearest sample vertex at s rather than
interpolation to the closest position on the triangulated surface at s. Although the
later is used with regard to surface relief (via projection to the triangles of v2, Sec-
tion 3.3.2.4) the added computational expense of colour interpolation can be avoided
with the knowledge that surface triangles are themselves coloured by interpolation in
the final rendering. Although interpolation may improve colour matching accuracy
marginally, the additional computation can be avoided in the completion itself with
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any necessary interpolation that improves visual plausibility inherent in the latter tri-
angulated rendering. The overall effect of this decision is considered negligible with
regard to the visual and statistical quality of the resulting completion (see Section 4.2).
Additionally, in order to facilitate meaningful weighted amalgamation, both SSDshape
and SSDcolour are normalised to a common range

0  1  prior to summation in Equation
4.1. For SSDcolour this is based on the size of the utilised colour map and thus the max-
imum possible difference in colour. In practise, for the RGB colour space this repre-
sents the vector magnitude between white and black or concretely  r  0  g  0  b  0 
and  r  255  g  255  b  255  in the commonplace 24-bit RGB representation.
For SSDshape , normalisation is based on the maximum difference between any two
displacement vectors, D  v  , occurring in the set of samples when taking into consid-
eration displacement occurring on either side of the geometric surface fit relative to
the local surface normal at vertex v. This represents the maximum possible relief mis-
match between any two points in the sample and hence poses an upper limit on the size
of SSDshape. This limit, lim SSDshape, can be calculated as follows:
lim SSDshape  max
si  s jεsamples  nsi  !D  si  ! ns j  !D  s j ( (4.3)
where ns is the unit surface normal and D  s  is the displacement vector at sample vertex
s.
Using the combined SSD equation, Equation 4.1 in the place of Equation 3.4, the
algorithm of Section 3.3.2 operates as previously outlined with the additional step of
colour propagation from sample to target, in terms of copying the  r g  b  colour vector,
when a suitable vertex match is chosen (see pseudocode Appendix A.1).
The only additional constraint, resulting from the normalisation process and the
limitation of µ to the interval

0  1  , is that parameter e is now limited to the range
0  1  and represents a combined error limit in both relief and noise. As the latter
is a perceptually difficult limit to consider, the algorithm could be altered to con-
sider separate error limits for each, eshape and ecolour. However, a combined limit,
e  µeshape L 1 ! µ  ecolour , can easily be combined following the earlier principle of
combination in Equation 4.1. Here eshape is defined as per Section 3.3.2.5 and ecolour
represents a limit on the colour matching error which can either be derived from the
empirical 2D examples of [EL99] or from the known noise level of the colour acquisi-
tion sensor. In practise the colour noise level of our sensor is negligible and empirically
we find using e  eshape (i.e. ecolour  0) with Equation 4.1 (as per Equation 3.4 ) pro-
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duces satisfactory results.
Finally, our only other concern relates to the initial oversampling, via tessellation,
of the sample surface required to resolve the issue of phase alignment between the
target and sample vertices (Section 3.4). Here we require to tessellate our samples
in terms of colour as well as spatial position. This can be solved by colouring each
new sample vertex, resulting from tessellation, using a Gaussian weighted sum of the
k nearest neighbours [AM93]. As each new sample vertex produced from tessellation
is derived as a midpoint of an existing line, from the two vertex endpoints, using k  2
seems natural to restrict colouring influence to these originating vertices. However,
this does not account for the potential proximity of vertices to the opposing triangle
edge and k  3 is thus empirically found to produce satisfactory results.
4.1.2 Colour Vs. Relief in Completion
Returning to Equation 4.1 our weighting parameter µ additionally allows the use of
a weighting bias between relief and colour toward either relief completion driven by
colour correlation or conversely colour completion driven by the underlying surface
relief. Common examples can easily be considered where localised surface colour
would be a valid constraint on relief and vice versa but the fundamental question arises
- Does relief determine colour or colour determine relief? Take the example of a tiled
floor - the tiles may be smooth and of a single primary colour whilst the interweaving
grout is commonly grainy and off-white. Similarly, with tree bark (Figure 4.4), brick-
work (Figure 2.28) and cut timber we see a colour/relief correlation in terms of the
peaks, troughs and plateaus of the surface. A counter example would be artificially
coloured surfaces such as the anisotropic textile pattern of Figure 2.29 and the painted
brickwork of Figure 4.1A where we see either constant relief despite varying colour in
the former or constant colour despite varying relief in the latter. Additional examples
such as red/green apples, reptiles and tropical fish are some of many similar natural
examples of colour variation over constant relief whereas the converse remains far rarer
in example. Wrinkled elephant (or mammal) skin and dense rocks such as granite or
slate are some of the few natural surfaces where we see changes in relief whilst colour
remains constant.
Ultimately the issue can be considered one of probability, P  relie f  colour  Vs.
P  colour  relie f  , where as we have shown P  colour  and P  relie f  may or may not
independent. Assuming dependence, a distribution based upon Bayes’s Theorem could
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be constructed to determine one from the other but, in practical terms, the continuous
nature of the colour and relief spectrum encountered make this difficult without forcing
the use of discrete approximation over both ranges. Instead we follow the Markov
Random Field assumption of Efros/Leung [EL99] that was successful for 2D colour
texture (Figure 2.25) and 3D relief (Chapter 3) and use a combined SSD (Equation
4.1) based on localised correlation in both surface colour and relief. In more general
terms we leave the questions of colour to surface relief correlation as an aspect of
psychological vision research [Wan95].
4.2 Evaluation
Here we present an evaluation of our combined colour and relief completion technique
on a number of example surfaces based on subjective and quantitative analysis. An
overview of evaluation techniques are presented in Section 4.2.1 prior to our results in
Section 4.2.2. Finally, we use our approach to investigate the use of different colour to
relief bias in the completion process (Section 4.2.3).
4.2.1 Evaluation Techniques
The techniques used for combined colour and relief are derivative of those detailed in
Section 3.5.1 for the isolated relief completion.
In summary our evaluation techniques are as follows: Visual comparison: Subjective evaluation as per Section 3.5.1 but here consid-
ering the plausibility and differentiability of completed surface portion both in
terms of colour and surface relief. Statistical comparison: Quantitative evaluation using the following techniques
– Mean Surface Integral (m.s.i): for evaluated completion of surface relief
(as per Section 3.5.1).
– RGB histogram comparison: Plotting histograms for each of the RGB
colour channels, comprising the 3D surface colour, allows the visual com-
parison of the statistical colour distribution in original and completed sur-
face portions.
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– Bhattacharyya Distance: This defined distance measure between non-uniform
distributions can be adapted to statistically compare histograms for im-
age analysis [CRM00]. Based on the approximation of [CRM00] for nor-
malised m-bin histograms, O and C, the Bhattacharyya distance between
the distributions, dBh  O  C  , can be approximated as follows:
dBh  O  C    1 ! ∑mi D 1 M O  i  C  i  (4.4)
This results in a measure of similarity, dBh  O  C  , constrained to the range
0  1  where dBh  0 for similar distributions and dBh  1 for dissimilar
distributions.
Comparative studies of histogram comparison techniques have found the
Bhattacharyya distance to outperform other commonplace techniques for
discriminating image histograms when utilised for image retrieval [HH99].
It is thus highly suited to our discriminatory task of statistically comparing
RGB histograms from the original and completed surface portions.
From the literature on texture synthesis (Section 2.3) simple statistical tech-
niques such as these have not previously been employed in the evaluation of
2D/3D colour texture synthesis or completion. Their use in evaluation here is
thought to be novel.
4.2.2 General Results
Here we test our combined surface colour and relief completion approach over a range
of 3D surfaces that exhibit regular, irregular, isotropic and anisotropic colour/relief
properties. All of the real surface captures used originate from high resolution stereo
capture from which the surface data set is sub-sampled, as appropriate, to adequately
capture both surface relief and colour texture.
In the examples considered here, we mostly consider the successes that can be
gained by utilising an equal weighting of relief and colour in the completion process
(i.e. µ  0  5). An investigation of varying the relief to colour bias is carried out subse-
quently in Section 4.2.3.
First we consider the completion of synthetic colour surfaces derived from those of
Section 3.5.2 (Figure 3.17). Here a subset of the original portions of these surfaces
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Figure 4.2: Colour completion of synthetic surfaces




















































Figure 4.3: RGB histograms for original and completion of Figure 4.2C.
have been synthetically coloured based on localised geometric difference to their un-
derlying geometric surface fit (similar to Section 3.5.2.2). This leads to a strong cor-
relation between surface relief and colour in these examples. From an initial portion
coloured in this manner, the surface relief and colour can then be propagated, over the
geometric surface completion, as shown in Figure 4.2. In each case the surface relief
and colour are successfully completed over the extended area to the extent that deter-
mining the original and the completion visually is near impossible. Statistical analysis
of the original and completed surface portions also goes some way to supporting this
visual standpoint.
In terms of surface relief, Table 4.1 shows only small differences for the mean sur-
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face integral (m.s.i) in the region of G 0-3% for both the cylindrical (Figure 4.2A & C)
and planar (Figure 4.2B) examples. These correlate with the results for the completion
of surface relief in Section 3.5.2 (Table 3.1). Statistical analysis of the completed sur-
face colour shows a slightly different result. Here the Bhattacharyya distance between
the RGB histogram distributions shows a significant difference between the distribu-
tions for the original and completed surface portions. By examining these histograms
for Figure 4.2C we see that this relates to the clear “intermediate” histogram traces
present at RGB values ~60 and ~190 in the original (Figure 4.3 left) but not present in
that of the completion (Figure 4.3 right). The main extremal and central histogram fea-
tures, corresponding the extremes and intermediates of the utilised red  blue colour,
are common to both. This difference occurs due to the required difference in sampling
density (Section 3.4) between the original and completed surface portions. As can be
seen in the closeup of the original 	 completion join in Figure 4.2C the higher density
original portion contains additional intermediate colours (shades of purple) not present
in the completion1. This is because the spatial locality of the target vertices, present
in the completion, do not correlate with that of these intermediate colours. As a result
these colours are not propagated and we see an example of subtle aliasing in the surface
colour domain. These intermediate colours result solely from our nearest neighbour
technique of colouring intermediate tessellated vertices during oversampling (Section
4.1) and this aliasing is unavoidable from our fixed density synthetic surface sample
. Overall, despite its statistical presence in the histogram distributions the visual ef-
fect on the overall completion is negligible apart from closeup inspection (e.g. Figure
4.2C).
In our later examples, taken from real-world captured surfaces, this problem is
somewhat overcome to an extent by having a variable density surface sample. The cap-
tured surfaces utilised are uniformly sub-sampled versions of the original surface cap-
ture - which are single resolution and overly dense for practical use. This means, how-
ever, that intermediate surface samples resulting from oversampling can be coloured
based on nearest neighbour comparison to the original dense surface capture rather
than the sub-sampled sample surface. This results in colours that are closer to the
distribution of true surface colours rather than interpolated from sub-sampled surface
colour. Overall, in all cases the visual effect of any colour aliasing present is negligible
and our goal of plausible completion thus achieved.
1In Figure 4.2C, as with all the examples in this chapter, triangle colour is interpolated from vertex
colour using standard surface rendering techniques [FvDFH96].
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Figure 4.4: Completion of tree bark surface relief and colour over geometric cylinder
Additionally, the large Bhattacharyya distance differences for the relatively small
differences in these histograms lead us to question its suitability for comparing sparse
histograms (e.g. Figure 4.3). Fortunately, due to the nature of captured surface colour,
such histograms are limited to our synthetic examples.
Examples of dual colour/relief completion on real 2 12D surfaces captures are now
presented, together with RGB histogram distributions for the original and completed
surface portions, in Figures 4.4 - 4.16.
Firstly, we consider our tree bark example of Figure 3.23 from Section 3.5.2 de-
picted in full colour in Figure 4.4. Here we see the successful completion of this irreg-
ular anisotropic surface texture both in terms of colour and relief over the underlying
geometric cylinder of the original 2 12D surface portion. The visual similarity of the
original and completion in Figure 4.4 is further supported by the statistical analysis of
the relief (Table 4.1) and colour distribution (Figure 4.5). Analysis of the mean surface
integral (m.s.i) show a ~10% difference between the original and completed surface
relief (Table 4.1) whilst visual comparison of the RGB histogram distributions for the
original (Figure 4.5 left) and completion (Figure 4.5 right), together with additional




Surface Desc. Figure Parameters RGB Hist. Bhatt. Dist. Original (m.s.i) Completion (m.s.i) % Diff.
Synth. Cylinder Fig. 4.2A w=2; e=0.1; µ N 0 E5 - 0.3307 0.247124 0.252824 2.31%
Synth. Plane Fig. 4.2B w=2; e=0.1; µ N 0 E5 - 0.2636 1.191870 1.19568 0.32%
Synth. Cylinder Fig. 4.2C w=2; e=0.1; µ N 0 E5 Fig. 4.3 0.2815 0.186269 0.188926 1.43%
Tree Bark (Cyl.) Fig. 4.4 w=3; e=0.2; µ N 0 E5 Fig. 4.5 0.1489 0.537664 0.589704 9.67%
Tree Bark (Planar) Fig. 4.6 w=4; e=0.1; µ N 0 E5 Fig. 4.7 0.0908 0.156160 0.166520 6.63%
Porous Stone Fig. 4.8 (left) w=5; e=0.1; µ N 0 E5 Fig. 4.9 0.1907 0.333929 0.326988 -2.08%
Dark Stone Fig. 4.8 (right) w=2; e=0.2;µ N 0 E5 Fig. 4.10 0.1039 0.304204 0.278981 -8.29%
Sponge Fig. 4.13 w=6; e=0.1; ;µ N 0 E5 Fig. 4.14 0.0934 0.757551 0.969370 27.96%
Circuit Board Fig. 4.11 w=4; e=0.05; µ N 0 E5 Fig. 4.12 0.0851 0.802733 0.718387 -10.51%
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Figure 4.5: RGB histograms for original and completion of Figure 4.4.
between the original and completed colour distributions. As with the tree bark con-
sidered in Section 3.5.2, the inherent stochastic nature of this surface explains these
minimal differences between the two surface portions. In both cases, relief and colour,
the statistical difference is not apparent to the viewer (Figure 4.4) who perceives a plau-
sible completion that is inseparable from the original in terms of surface shape, relief
and colour texture. Notably, the m.s.i. difference for this example is slightly lower for
the colour surface (Figure 4.4) than the relief only example (~14%, Figure 3.23) but
this is equally attributable to differences in sample density, size, relative position and
accuracy between the laser scan capture (used in Figure 3.23) and that captured with
a stereo rig (Figure 4.4) as it is to the influence of colour on the completion process2.
This issue is addressed further in Section 4.2.3.
In a further example of tree bark completion (Figure 4.6) we see the successful
extension of a sample of tree bark colour/relief over an extended planar area. This
example shows both the consistent continuation of existing features from the origi-
nal into the completed surface portion (i.e. continuation of major ridges present in
bark sample) and the derivation of similar distinct features (i.e. new ridges formed in
foreground of the completion). Overall we see the plausible completion of the tree
bark over a extended planar area and correct correlation between completed surface
colour and relief features. For example when comparing colour surface (right, top) to
relief (right, bottom) we see the opposing side of ridges are consistently “blackened”
2Unfortunately, the stochastic nature of the surface, and indeed the completion algorithm itself (Sec-
tion 3.3) makes meaningful comparison between these two examples difficult.
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Figure 4.6: Extension of tree bark relief and colour






















































Figure 4.7: RGB histograms for original and completion of Figure 4.6.
in the completion as per the original. No artifacts due to “tiling” are apparent in the
completion - a limitation of other patch based techniques (e.g. [SACO04]).
This visual similarity is further supported by a minimal difference in surface relief
m.s.i. (~7%, Table 4.1) and strong correlation between the RGB histogram distribu-
tions for the original and completed surface portions (Figure 4.7, Bhattacharyya Dist. 0.09, Table 4.1) resulting overall in a visually and statistically similar surface com-
pletion.
Two further examples of completion by planar extension are shown in Figure 4.8.
Here we see the completion of coloured relief for two samples of isotropic stone tex-
ture. In each case we see the visually consistent extension of surface colour (Figure 4.8
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Figure 4.8: Further planar colour and relief completion
middle) and the underlying surface relief (Figure 4.8 bottom) over an initial geomet-
ric planar extension of the surface sample (Figure 4.8 top). This similarity is further
substantiated by statistical comparison where we see a ~2% m.s.i. difference for sur-
face relief with the porous stone example (Figure 4.8 left, Table 4.1) and a ~8% m.s.i
difference for the dark stone example (Figure 4.8 right, Table 4.1). This difference
is explicable due to the differences in the stochasticity of the relief in each case - the
porous stone having a smoother less noisy relief complexion than its dark stone coun-
terpart. Indeed in the case of the dark stone a observant viewer may just be able to
detect a subtle difference in the stochastic frequency of the relief pattern between the
original and the completion. Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the RGB histogram distribu-
tions for the porous stone and dark stone examples respectfully. In both cases, despite
the similarity of the distributions, we see consistently higher peak values for each of
the red (R), green (G) and blue (B) colour channels in the completed portion of exam-
ples when compared to the originals. Although not visually apparent on the surfaces it
translates to a statistical difference of ~0.1-0.2 in the Bhattacharyya distance between
the histogram distributions (Table 4.1). This is possibly attributable to mild colour
aliasing in the completion but, again, the stochastic nature of the surface examples and
the lack of visible colour difference on the surfaces means this difference does not give
rise for concern.
Our next example shows the completion of a man-made surface in the form of
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Figure 4.9: RGB histograms for original and completion of Figure 4.8 (left).






















































Figure 4.10: RGB histograms for original and completion of Figure 4.8 (right).
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Figure 4.11: Completion of 3D circuit board
a colour circuit board (Figure 4.11). Here this irregular and anisotropic surface is
successfully completed from an original surface fragment (Figure 4.11 left) over a ex-
tended planar surface. As shown in Figure 4.11 (centre) we see the derivation of a
realistic and plausible circuit (in full 3D colour) “grown” out from this initial sample
surface fragment in the centre. Although the resulting completion is noisy in places we
see both the continuation of existing features (e.g. largest raised “chip” component)
and the derivation of new features (e.g. smaller raised “chip” components, circuit lay-
out in foreground). Despite the obvious deviation of the completion from the original
(e.g. no components are reproduced verbatim) the statistical correlations between the
original and completion are also favourable. From Table 4.1 we see a ~10% difference
in the m.s.i. of the surface relief and a ~0.08 Bhattacharyya distance between the RGB
histogram distributions. From the histogram distributions themselves (Figure 4.12) we
see a slight rise in the peak values for all three colour channels and additionally a no-
table deviation in the green channel in the completion - the latter being attributable to
the portions of green background board present in the completion when compared to
the original. Overall these minimal statistical differences are understandable given the
plausible deviation of the completion from the original that is visible in Figure 4.11.
It should also be noted that significant noise is present in the original surface por-
tion (Figure 4.11) and this noise is thus propagated (albeit slightly amplified) into the
completion additionally causing some statistical variation. Notably many of the com-
ponents in the completion have rough (or even non-conforming) edges but overall this
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Figure 4.12: RGB histograms for original and completion of Figure 4.11.
has minimal impact on the visual plausibility of the original given the quality of the
original surface data. The application of mild smoothing [JDD03] allows the removal
of some of this geometric noise (i.e. relief) as shown in Figure 4.11 (right) increasing
the overall visual plausibility.
Figure 4.13 shows the colour/relief completion of natural sponge over an extended
planar area. Both colour and relief show a correlated plausible completion with a dis-
tribution of features (e.g. holes, undulations) similar to that of the original surface
portion. This visual similarity is supported both by the difference in m.s.i. (an accept-
able ~28% for such a stochastic surface, Table 4.1) and RGB histogram correlation
(Bhattacharyya distance  0.09 , Table 4.1). Of note, however, is the slight anomaly
of planar relief and associated colour in the left foreground of the completion. This
mild anomaly is attributable to the stochastic nature of the surface used in this exam-
ple combined with the stochastic nature of the non-parametric sampling approach. In
some circumstances, this can lead to localised convergence to a texture/relief/colour
that is uncharacteristic of the sample because higher order “texel” or patch based in-
formation is lost in this purely per-{sample|vertex|point} based approach. An identical
problem is similarly experienced in the original Efros/Leung 2D work [EL99] (Figure
2.25) and is by no means unique to the 3D adaptation. Although parameter adjustment
may allow the resolution of this anomaly it is shown here as an example of limitation
in the approach.
This anomaly, together with the subtle effects of relative feature distribution and
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Figure 4.13: Completion of natural sponge






















































Figure 4.14: RGB histograms for original and completion of Figure 4.13.
mild colour aliasing, account for the differences in peak RGB values between the orig-
inal and completed surface portions whilst the overall distributions remain highly sim-
ilar (Figure 4.14). Additionally it accounts for the part of m.s.i. difference between the
original and completion in the surface relief domain.
Our final example examines the completion of a portion of 2 12 D melon skin over
an extension of the underlying spherical surface model. Here we see the extension
of the irregular, isotropic melon texture, in terms of colour and surface relief, from
an initial surface patch (Figure 4.15 left) to a provide realistic and plausible surface
colour (Figure 4.15 centre) and relief (Figure 4.15 right) over a close-up portion of the
spherical surface. Despite the visual similarity of the original and completed portions
and the RGB histogram distributions (Figure 4.15) we see a significant statistical dif-
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Figure 4.15: Completion of 3D melon colour/relief
ference in terms of surface relief (~25% difference in m.s.i., Table 4.1) and histogram
equivalence (~0.19 Bhattacharyya distance, Table 4.1). Again these can be somewhat
attributed to the stochastic nature of the surface relief/colour and are not apparent in the
visualisation (Figure 4.15). Interestingly the visualisation of the un-coloured surface
relief reveals less structure in the surface relief itself that is immediately perceived to
be present when the coloured surface is considered. As expected, the completion algo-
rithm thus propagates this lesser relief structure from the original to the completion -
the completed structure is only ever as good as that present in the original.
Additionally, the observant viewer may detect a slight “edge” artifact between the
original and completed portions (Figure 4.15 right) - this is attributable to mild geo-
metric aliasing (Section 3.4) at the original  completion join at the time of geometric
completion (Section 3.2). The aliasing itself stems from phase misalignment between
the original and completed point sets (Section 3.4.4) and could be overcome by further
oversampling of the original at the expense of additional computation.
In all of the examples shown parameter choice is based upon the discussion of Sec-
tion 3.3.2.5 with the additional colour to relief weight fixed at µ  0  5. The choice
of window size, w, varies on a per surface basis in relation to the maximal size of a
feature (discussed Section 3.3.2.5) and the error threshold, e, is set according to noise
levels present in the original surface. Despite the increased noise present with the
stereo capture used for colour surface acquisition, when compared to earlier laser scan
acquisition (Section 3.5.2), an upper limit of (normalised) noise of 0.1 was found to
be satisfactory from empirical evaluation (i.e. 10% of the maximal combined colour
and surface relief matching score after normalisation). In two isolated cases a varia-
tion on this threshold was required - the tree bark of Figure 4.4 produced improved
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Figure 4.16: RGB histograms for original and completion of Figure 4.15.
results with a threshold of e  0  2 due to its highly stochastic nature and the highly
constrained (geometrically) circuit board example propagated less surface noise with
a tighter bound of e  0  05. For a fuller discussion of the error threshold see Section
3.3.2.5 and 4.1.
All of the examples shown used alignment based on a global reference vector (nor-
mal/axis) with the exception of the melon (Figure 4.15) which used iterative alignment.
Additionally, a single level of oversampling was used for all of the original surface por-
tions shown.
In terms of runtime performance, the substitution of Equation 4.1 into our algorithm of
Chapter 3 introduces nothing more than an increased constant into our runtime bound
- 
 stw2  for t targets, s samples and window size w (Appendix A.4). This is due
to the increased cost of matching with Equation 4.1, combining both relief and colour
comparison, as opposed to Equation 3.4, considering relief in isolation. By way of
comparison, the mean runtime for the successful completion of the set of synthetic
examples of Figure 3.17 with colour added is 31.07 seconds for the cylindrical cases
(720 samples on average, 561 targets) and 290.35 for the planar cases (1681 samples,
1408 targets). A subset of these colour synthetic surfaces is shown in Figure 4.2. This
approximately equates to a runtime increase of 33-36% with the addition of colour
completion over the isolated relief completion of Section 3.5.
As discussed in Section 3.5.2 the suggested enhancements to improve runtime per-
formance of isolated relief completion as equally applicable to the dual colour/relief
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Figure 4.17: Varying colour/relief completion bias on synthetic surface example
completion proposed here. Overall, as argued in Section 3.5 completion, in terms of
virtual modelling or visual reasoning, 3D completion can be considered as a one off
task for which the real-time requirement is minimal. Here, we utilise the original 2D
non-parametric sampling work [EL99], itself noted for high computational cost, as the
basis for our initial work in 3D. Several enhancements to the work in 2D have allowed
for computational gains (Section 2.3.2) but their successful application in 3D remains
an area of ongoing work (Section 2.3.3.2). With this vein of 2D work as a guide we
leave increased computational efficiency of dual colour/relief completion as an area
for future work.
Statistics for the number of target, sample and total vertices in each of the example
surfaces used in this section are presented in Appendix A.5.
4.2.3 Comparison of Colour and Relief Completion Bias
Having investigated the use of equal colour to relief weighting in Section 4.2.2, we
return to our discussion of Section 4.1 relating to the correlation of colour and relief
in the completion process. By varying our weighting parameter, µ, we can investigate
the effect of colour or relief bias in the completion process by varying the influence
of each of these components on the overall completion - e.g. the completion of relief
driven by colour correlation or vice versa.
In our first example we consider one of the synthetic coloured surfaces originally
shown in Figure 4.2. This example (Figure 4.17) has a strong correlation between
colour and surface relief as the artificial colouring is inherently related to localised
geometric difference from the common geometric surface model - the mean cylinder
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Figure 4.18: Colour completion of a striped synthetic surface
through the surface relief. Here by varying the relief to colour bias in the completion
process (Equation 4.1) we see the relative effect on completion (Figure 4.17). Due to
the strong colour to relief correlation we see that completing purely based on localised
relief correlation (i.e. matching on relief only with µ  1  0) has no effect on the plausi-
bility of colour in resulting completion (Figure 4.17 left). In fact the results for µ  1  0
and µ  0  5 (equal weighting, Figure 4.17 centre) produce visually identical results.
However, when the converse is applied, completing purely based on colour correlation
(i.e. matching on colour only with µ  0  0) we see the result is a surface completed
perfectly in colour (as one might expect) but with a relief anomaly (Figure 4.17 right).
In this case (Figure 4.17 right, µ  0  0) we see where the surface relief is incor-
rectly completed at the rear join of the surface (the most constrained point). The upper
(surface indent) and lower (surface bulge) relief of this vase-like surface have been
incorrectly swapped over due to the sole consideration of colour in the completion
process. This occurs here because at this point in the completion, with target ver-
tices potentially having neighbours on either side of the surface join (i.e. large target
neighbourhoods), the set of suitably sized regions on the sample surface available for
matching is reduced. Combined with colour-only matching (i.e. µ  0  0) this means
the process is selecting from a reduced sample set based purely on colour correlation
between neighbourhoods. This “tips the balance” slightly in favour of choosing a
colour match that will result in inconsistent relief (as the top n% of the matches is now
more likely to contain matches with in-appropriate relief) and we see a completion
consistent in colour and inconsistent in relief. Prior to this highly constrained case,
subtle differences in colour (itself directly correlated to relief) were enough to ensure
relief was successfully guided by colour.
This result is supported by the example of Figure 4.18 where we see the completion
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Figure 4.19: Varying colour/relief completion bias on tree bark
of a synthetic surface that is coloured (with stripes) independently of the underlying
surface relief. The completion of both relief and colour are satisfactory for µ  1  0
and µ  0  5 as the colour completion is constrained by the completion of the relief at
the appropriate vertical level3. However, as expected, completion based only on colour
correlation (µ  0  0) results in highly implausible, randomised relief in the completed
surface portion. In this case, matching based only on colour ensures the colour stripes
are correctly completed whilst the underlying relief is completely unconstrained (Fig-
ure 4.18 right).
In our next example (Figure 4.19) we consider a real 2 12 D surface capture for the
planar completion of tree bark originally shown in Figure 4.6. Considering Figure
4.19 together with Figure 4.6 we see that varying the colour / relief completion bias,
weight µ, in either direction can have undesirable effects. To recap, as discussed in
Section 4.2.2, the completion of this example with colour / relief completion weight
µ  0  5 (equal colour/relief bias) exhibits both the continuation of existing features,
from original into completion, and the derivation of consistent novel features without
any apparent effects of “tiling” (see Figure 4.6). These are desirable effects for plausi-
ble 3D completion that relate the completion aspects of good continuation and pattern
completion (Section 2.1.2).
By contrast, in Figure 4.19 we consider the same completion scenario with colour/relief
3Although a mild vertical artifact is visible in the continuation of the colour stripes between the orig-
inal and completed surface portions. This is attributable to phase-alignment derived aliasing (Section
3.4.4).
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completion weights of µ  0  0 (colour driven completion) and µ  1  0 (relief driven
completion). In the former we see that using colour-only correlation for matching does
not give enough matching “strength” to facilitate the continuation of original features
into the completed portion (e.g. centre black ridge, Figure 4.19 left)4. Overall, how-
ever, colour driven completion does provide a plausible completion with consistent
features and spatial layout. Conversely, when relief driven completion is considered
(µ  1  0, Figure 4.19 right) we see a highly implausible completion, which despite the
presence of feature continuation, shows both “tiling” artifacts (e.g. top/back, Figure
4.19 right) and features inconsistent with the original (e.g. ridge in right foreground
perpendicular to original ridge features, Figure 4.19 right). Although, in the general
case, these artifacts maybe overcome by varying the other process parameters, w and
e, we see that with these set as constant the lack of constraint previously obtained from
considering colour in the completion process (shown in Figure 4.6 for µ  0  5) now
causes implausible completion artifacts.
Overall, the use of colour in this example aides the completion process to derive a
plausible completion (Figure 4.6) without which an implausible completion may result
(Figure 4.19 right). Achieving a plausible completion without the use of colour would
require additional computation (i.e. larger window size w to overcome “tiling”) or a
reduction in error constraint (i.e. increase in error threshold e). The latter would in turn
reduce the likelihood of feature continuation from the original to completion - itself an
important aspect of plausible completion.
In contrast to the extreme colour/relief bias cases of Figure 4.19 the example shown in
Figure 4.20 shows the completion of natural sponge over a progressive range of colour
to relief bias. The original surface, and the planar extension used for completion, are
shown previously in Figure 4.135.
From left to right Figure 4.20 shows the effects on surface colour (top) and re-
lief (bottom) as the colour/relief completion bias, weight µ, is varied from 0  0 (colour
driven completion) through to 1  0 (relief driven completion). As expected, for a sur-
face with globally similar colour, the completion of relief is poor when only colour
correlation is used as the matching criteria for completion (i.e. µ  0  0). In this case
a clear distinction can be made between the original and the somewhat random (i.e.
4i.e. The uniqueness of the matching neighbourhoods based purely on colour is not resolute enough
to ensure only neighbourhoods that contain a continuation of the feature from original to completed
portion are selected for propagation at the appropriate position on the surface.
5Figure 4.13 shows completion using a larger window size parameter.
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Figure 4.20: Completion of natural sponge with varying colour/relief bias
implausible) surface relief of the completion (Figure 4.20 bottom left). This is shown
in Figure 4.20 (bottom left) by the smooth inner original portion that appears lighter
(as it reflects light uniformly in the surface rendering) and the outer, darker completion
(that reflects light non-uniformly in the rendering). Notably this distinction does not
exist for the surface colour (Figure 4.20 top left) thus the obvious difference is due to
inadequate surface texture (as one could expect for colour biased completion).
As the completion bias is increased in favour of relief, reducing the influence of
colour, we see the quality of the completed relief improve as weight µ is increased.
Notably some anomalies result in the latter stages (e.g. left foreground and upper
right of completed relief, Figure 4.20 bottom) but overall the quality of the completed
relief shows improvement from its initial semi-randomised state. Surface colour is
less affected by the change in bias, implying it is strongly correlated to relief itself,
although colour anomalies, correlated to those in the surface relief, are present in the
resulting completions.
It is interesting to note that in this example the layout of surface features in the
completion remain fairly uniform despite the underlying change in completion bias.
This again supports the case that colour and relief are highly correlated even for this
perceived “single colour”6 surface. Overall the most visually plausible completion,
6With reference to its limited pigmentation in the colour range of yellow.
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Figure 4.21: Completion of a 3D face
for the parameters used, is given by µ  0  25/µ  0  5. This result further supports the
example of Figure 4.13 where a bias of µ  0  5 is used, together with a larger window
size (w  6) to improve stability, to produce a visually (Figure 4.13) and statistically
(Table 4.1) sound completion. In this earlier completion (i.e. Figure 4.13) the upper
right and left foreground anomalies from Figure 4.20, similar in nature to those of the
original Efros/Leung 2D work ([EL99], e.g. Figure 2.25b), are overcome by using this
larger window size parameter.
Finally, we consider a truly difficult case of completion (colour or otherwise) -
completing the back of a head from the front. Here we see the successful completion
of an initial 212D face surface by performing a coarse fit to a geometric cylinder model
(Figure 4.21 top left). From this initial geometric completion combined colour/relief
completion is performed to achieve a similarly coarse 3D head completion (Figure 4.21
top right). The completion is vaguely plausible but suffers from many deficiencies due
to the coarse geometric fit (poor general continuation) and the limited availability of
rear side knowledge for the surface (limited specific surface knowledge). It is shown
here, in a similar vein to the examples of Section 3.5.6, as an example of both the
possibilities of the general approach and the limitations imposed by geometric fitting.
In terms of the relief/colour bias used in the completion process we see here that
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whilst satisfactory results are achieved with a weight of µ  0  25 a small change (Fig-
ure 4.21 bottom centre and bottom right) can cause highly different results. Whilst
a pure bias towards colour, µ  0  0, provides randomly completed relief as expected
(Figure 4.21 bottom left) we see equal weighting, µ  0  5, and relief driven comple-
tion, µ  1  0 both provide inadequate results. The weighting of µ  0  25 gives the
required balance of colour (majority) and relief (minority) in the overall completion
process - the importance of the hair colour for the rear side completion over-rides that
of the texture (due to its global uniqueness in the colour-space of the surface) but the
texture, itself semi-unique within the surface, is also of relevance. This requirement,
in terms of relative bias, possibly stems from the coarse geometric completion and
limited suitable knowledge previously identified. Whilst the space of this relief/colour
bias for this surface is not exhaustively explored this example serves to show how the
relationship between colour and relief can be manipulated to overcome limitations in
other areas.
In general, it should be noted that the overall plausibility of any completion result-
ing from the initial 212D face surface (Figure 4.21) is limited by the fact the face does
not have any ears attached. With no visual evidence of such features in the available
surface data the completion process will make no attempt to reconstruct them. Any
resulting completion will thus be limited in its visual plausibility by the viewers aspect
of “world knowledge” that governs the viewers our expectation of a human head to
have ears on either side (in the majority of cases). Cases where this constraint is not
adhered to are immediately perceived to be of limited plausibility7.
Overall, our examination of colour and relief completion bias has shown a mixture
of results. The examples of Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show cases where successful com-
pletion (in terms of colour and relief) are driven by the presence of relief correlation in
the completion process - colour driven completion causes implausible relief comple-
tion. By contrast the tree bark example of Figure 4.19 and the face example of Figure
4.21 show cases where successful completion is driven by the presence of colour cor-
relation as a component of the completion process - with colour removed implausible
completions result. Additionally, Figure 4.20 shows us the effect of varying the colour
to relief completion bias on what could be initially be perceived to be a surface of lim-
ited colour variation. Despite this perception colour to relief correlation is shown to be
7Although the viewer frequently fails to notice the absence of the ears as the cause of this perception
until their absence is explicitly brought to attention.
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strong.
Although our investigation of this topic is far from exhaustive, the examples pre-
sented here together with the discussion and examples of Section 4.1 suggest the re-
lationship between surface colour and relief can at best be assumed to vary on a per
surface basis. It is based on this assumption that we present our results in Section 4.1
in conjunction with those here as exemplars of dual colour and relief completion. We
suggest that in certain cases one may be successfully completed (partially or fully)
with consideration of the other but find that this cannot be claimed to universally be
the case for all surfaces. At worst, surface colour and relief maybe un-correlated for
certain surface classes - the consideration of one to complete the other may offer no
advantage in the plausible completion problem.
Further work on the relationship between surface colour and relief in 3D comple-
tion is left as an area for future work. We present the examples of Section 4.1 utilising
equality in this relationship as a suitable compromise that produces satisfactory results
when evaluated visually and statistically.
4.3 Discussion & Summary
This chapter has presented an adaptation of the surface relief completion technique
of Chapter 3 to the combined completion of both surface relief and colour. Through
this adaptation we have been able to present a number of successful colour completion
examples ranging from isotropic and anisotropic natural surfaces (e.g. Figures 4.4, 4.8
and 4.13) to semi-regular man-made surfaces (e.g. Figure 4.11). In the extreme case
we also present the possibility of the coarse completion of the rear-side of frontal view
3D head models (Figure 4.21).
In terms of evaluation, we have been able to present a set of completion results
that satisfy visually plausibility in terms of surface relief and colour (Section 4.2.2).
The results show both the continuation of existing surface features, from original into
the completion, the consistent derivation of novel completed features and no apparent
“tiling” artifacts as may be apparent from a patch based completion technique (e.g.
[SACO04]).
Although some statistical variation is detectable between the original and com-
pleted surface portions this is generally attributable to surface noise, stochastic vari-
ation and mild aliasing in the surface relief or colour domains. This variation is not
visually apparent and can be considered similar in nature to that discussed in Chap-
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ter 3. In some isolated cases visual anomalies were identified in the resulting surface
completion. These anomalies are a result of the loss of higher order “texel” type infor-
mation in the per-{vertex|sample|point} approach adopted. This problem was similarly
suffered in the original 2D nonparametric texture synthesis approach of Efros/Leung
[EL99] in isolated cases (see Figure 2.25b, Section 2.3.2.5) and is not unique to the
3D adaptation of this technique. The proposed approach to overcome this problem
is the use of 2D “texel” patches to prevent the loss of this higher order information
(Section 2.3.2.5). This could similarly be extended to 3D but the use of patches in-
troduces the problem of “tiling” artifacts which may reduce the overall plausibility of
a given completion. As a result, contemporary approaches using patches ([SACO04],
Section 2.2.6) are thus less flexible than that presented here as they are limited to small
“hole-filling” completion cases rather than large scale surface extension or rear-side
completion.
Overall, the work presented in this chapter extends prior and concurrent work in 3D
completion (Section 2.2) by facilitating the joint and correlated completion of surface
relief and colour. The only other work considering the completion of both is that of
[WO03] which considered the completion of colour, using the technique of [EF01],
as an explicit post-process to the symmetric completion of the 3D surface. Here, by
contrast, both are completed in unison and we go on to show an implicit relationship
between both in the overall completion process as it pertains to real-world surfaces. As
a general technique, applicable to a wide range of surfaces, it similarly extends earlier
work that concentrated on the synthesis (i.e. of colour only) on a particular specialism
of real-world surfaces (e.g. mammals [WFD01], tree bark [LN02]).
In terms of future work, our brief investigation into the relationship between colour
and relief in the completion process (Section 4.2.3) highlights an interesting aspect of
completion - knowledge combination - that may prove useful in the wider goal of vol-
ume completion. Here we successful show how the addition of colour knowledge can
be used to successfully aide our achievement of plausible completion where a comple-
tion based purely upon relief correlation maybe unsuccessful (e.g. Figures 4.6/4.19 and
4.21). Additionally, we identify the area of surface colour aliasing as an area requiring
further investigation, in a similar vein to our discussion of surface relief aliasing (Sec-
tion 3.4), if colour completion that is statistically, as well as visually, indifferentiable
is to be achieved.
Chapter 5
Hierarchical Completion
“The farther back you can look, the farther forward you are likely to see”
- Winston Churchill (statesman)
Having detailed a mono-scale approach to completion in Chapter 3, and its extension
to colour in Chapter 4, here we examine the use of surface hierarchy as a conduit to
perform multi-scale, hierarchical surface completion.
5.1 Overview
In prior 2D texture synthesis work (Section 2.3) we see the use of multi-scale tech-
niques both as a mean of facilitating synthesis on a global to local scale and as a
means of improving runtime performance (e.g. [WL00]). Similarly later adaptations
to 2D surface texturing ([WL01, Tur01], Section 2.3.3.1) and geometric surface tex-
turing ([BIT04], Section 2.3.3.2) also pursue successful variants on these multi-scale
approaches.
In this work we are similarly interested in the use of multi-scale techniques for
hierarchical completion as we look to improve our earlier mono-scale completion ap-
proach in two key areas: Structural Accuracy: The use of a hierarchical completion model allows the
completion of successive levels of surface detail from coarse to fine (i.e. from
global relief structures to local relief detail). Here we aim to use this separation
of structure and detail to overcome the accumulated error problems associated
with the mono-level technique (e.g. Figures 3.20 and 3.24 (inset)). By com-
pleting the overall structure of the surface first, at a coarse level of detail, over
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which the surface detail is then successively completed, at finer levels, it is pos-
sible to remove these previous structural anomalies within the relief and obtain
a globally consistent, yet detailed surface completion. Efficiency: The use of a hierarchical completion technique will facilitate vertex
neighbourhood matching (Section 3.3.2.4) at multiple levels of non-parametric
completion. As a result the best match found at level i ! 1 in the hierarchy can
be used to “guide” the set of possible match candidates at successive level i.
Reducing the possible set of match candidates reduces the search space for non-
parametric completion at a given level. Overall, a coarse match at the lowest
hierarchical level will allow successive search space reduction and refinement at
all subsequent levels leading to potential gains in efficiency. Depending on the
level of search space reduction and the overheads associated with the hierarchi-
cal model this may lead to overall efficiency gains over the performance of the
earlier mono-scale approach.
Additionally, the hierarchical representation now means that global surface struc-
ture is represented at low vertex density in the lower hierarchical levels, whilst
finer detail is represented at greater vertex density at higher levels. This corre-
spondence between level of detail (LoD) and vertex separation allows the use of
a uniform window size parameter, w, for each hierarchical LoD that is smaller
than those previously required for preservation of global structure with mono-
scale completion (Section 3.3.2.5).
Following our triangular mesh representation, adopted in Chapter 3, we adopt the pro-
gressive surface approach of Hoppe [Hop96] as our hierarchical surface model. An
overview of this model, adapted specifically to our multi-scale sampling requirements,
is given in section (Section 5.2).
Based upon this hierarchical surface representation we proceed to a define multi-
scale approach for the propagation of surface relief over an initial geometric surface
completion (Section 5.3). We consider both a generic adaptation of our non-parametric
completion approach (Section 5.3.1) and a more restrictive version to specifically ad-
dress issues of efficiency through the use of sample-pyramids (Section 5.3.2).
Our discussion in this chapter assumes familiarity with the non-parametric completion
approach presented in Section 3.3. The approach presented here takes as an input the
initial representation described in Section 3.3.2.1 - namely a geometrically completed
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triangulated mesh of the surface with target/sample vertex labelling and associated ver-
tex normals and displacement vectors (e.g. Fig. 3.5).
An evaluation of the proposed hierarchical completion techniques, together with their
adaptation to the colour integration of Chapter 4, is subsequently presented in Section
5.4.
5.2 Hierarchical Surface Model
In this work we utilise the progressive surface paradigm of Hoppe [Hop96] to provide
us with a continuous level of detail surface model. In essence progressive surfaces
facilitate the representation of surface at an arbitrary levels of geometric detail between
a specified base, minimal surface representation and the maximal fully detailed surface.
A progressive surface can be defined based on a series of geometric reductions,
Ri  , performed on an initial starting surface mesh of n vertices, Mn. Each geometric
reduction reduces the level of detail (LoD) present in Mn by removing, in the general
case, geometric primitives.
Here we specifically define operators that perform reduction based on vertex re-
moval as surface vertex density relates directly to the LoD of the surface relief which
we are considering (Chapter 3). Each application of our reduction operator thus re-
duces the surface vertex count by one such that the  n ! 1  th LoD is defined as the
current nth LoD minus the reduction Rn, Mn  1  Mn ! Rn, and contains one less ver-
tex. These reductions, known as edge collapses, replace two edge-opposed vertices by
a single vertex (Section 5.2.1.2).
Successive applications of such reductions can be carried out until a base represen-
tation of the mesh, Mb n " b, defined by a lower bound on required LoD is reached.
The original surface can thus now be represented at an arbitrary LoD, Mi for m B i B b,
as the base representation, Mb, with i inverse reductions, R  1i   R  , applied. These
inverse reductions, known as vertex splits, perform the opposite operation of surface
expansion and split an existing vertex into the two edge-joined vertices that were re-
moved, and subsequently stored, in the earlier reduction. In summary:
Mn  Mb  ∑ni D n  b R  1i (5.1)
where the original surface Mn can now be represented by the set, Mn   Mb O  Ri  nn  b  ,
and reconstructed using Equation 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Progressive surface model with vertex density preservation
This continuous LoD representation can also be easily formulated to provide dis-
crete levels of hierarchy for the surface by using Mi with i  k nm for k   1 =m  discrete
levels of hierarchy. For n initial vertices this gives a hierarchy of m discrete LoD such
that nm additional vertices are added at each subsequent discrete level progressing from
M1 to Mm (N.B. M1  Mb is the discrete case). Thus the kth level in the hierarchy
has k nm vertices and we follow a linear increase in vertex number (hence a linear LoD
surface model) between levels as illustrated in Figure 5.1. This latter discrete surface
model, offering a linear increase in the LoD with each level and hence a linear increase
in surface relief detail, is utilised here.
Following this formal definition this now leaves us with the definition of an edge
collapse reduction operator (Section 5.2.1.2) and a vertex-split operator (Section 5.2.2.1)
that satisfy our hierarchy requirements1. Notably, unlike common scenarios for LoD
surfaces (e.g. [HDD
 
92, LT98]) we desire to preserve approximate uniform vertex
density, in proportion to that of the original surface, Mn, at each of our discrete LoD.
To this aim we require uniform surface coverage in terms of edge collapse and vertex
split LoD operations (e.g. Figure 5.1).
As the surface relief is completed in hierarchical surface order, from Mb  Mn in
m discrete steps, the stored reductions used to re-construct increased LoD levels in the
hierarchy will contain target vertex positions that are sans-relief - i.e. still relate to their
position on the smooth geometric completion of the surface prior to relief propagation.
As a result we require our vertex-split operator, the inverse reduction R  1i , to copy the
surface relief LoD that was completed at level Mi  1 in the hierarchy to level Mi prior
1For a further overview of progressive surfaces the reader is directed to [Hop96].
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to completion of the subsequent LoD at this level, i.e. Mi. As the originally reduced
surface Mn originated from the initial geometric completion of the surface, prior to
relief propagation, any surface relief added to the target vertices at level Mi  1 will not
be present in the stored reductions that represent transition from level Mi  1 to Mi. The
surface detail (i.e. relief) completed at level Mi  1 must thus be coarsely mapped to the
new target vertices at level Mi prior to successive refinement by later relief propagation
at the new level.
The definition of our hierarchical surface model is now completed by the definition
of suitable surface reduction (edge collapse) and expansion (vertex-split) operators in
Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 respectfully.
5.2.1 Surface Reduction
Our reduction operator, Ri, implements edge collapse by replacing an edge selected
from the surface mesh with a single vertex. In doing so it must maintain both ap-
proximate uniform vertex density over the surface and the consistent labelling of new
vertices as targets or samples, at level Mi  1 in the hierarchy, based on the labelling of
their parent vertices, at level Mi.
The storage of the surface reductions, defined abstractly in the earlier description, is
implemented using a stack-based data structure [CSRL01] to store the reduced edge,
vertices and associated mesh faces based on the Last-In-First-Out (LIFO) principle
required for the subsequent surface expansion (i.e. inverse reduction / vertex-split
5.2.2) that is associated with an increase in hierarchical level (i.e. moving from Mi  1 
Mi). Maintenance of mesh consistency in the presence of an edge collapse operation is
detailed in [Hop96].
5.2.1.1 Reduction Ordering
Firstly we address the issue of edge selection - edges must be selected for reduction
in a consistent ordering that maintains approximate uniform vertex density over the
mesh. This can be achieved in the simple case by constructing a sorted heap data
structure [CSRL01] of mesh edges sorted by edge length to act as a priority queue for
the ordering of edge collapse operations. As the edge length between vertices is rep-
resentative of local vertex density, approximate uniformity can be ensured by ordering
collapses from the shortest edge length present in the mesh whilst maintaining the heap
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as an efficient sorted representation. The shortest edge can then be removed from the
heap, collapsed and the resulting changes to neighbouring edges returned to the heap
for later consideration. The edges are thus always collapsed in a “shortest-first” order-
ing to maintain approximate uniform vertex density and the heap is maintained as an
efficient encoding of edge collapse ordering.
However, due to the required oversampling of the original 2 12D surface portion
(i.e. the set of samples, Section 3.4.4) this simple scheme will result in a collapse
bias towards the sample portion of the surface where the edges are on average N times
shorter than those present in the geometrically completed target portion where N is the
number of oversampling operations performed to avoid phase alignment issues in the
resulting surface completion (Section 3.4.4).
In order to counter this potential bias we define a specific edge weighting function
for use as the sorted heap ordering value. This can be functionally defined as follows:
edgeWeight(edge)
if (label(vertex 1 of edge) == sample) and
(label(vertex 2 of edge) == sample) then




In this function the variable edgeRatio is defined as the mean ratio in length between
an edge connecting two target vertices, edget , and one connecting two sample vertices,
edges, as follows:
edgeRatio  1#targets ∑#targetsi P 1 length  edgeti 1
#samples ∑
#samples
j P 1 length  edges j  (5.2)
The use of this mean edge ratio between the target and sample edges present in the
surface mesh, edgeRatio, in the weighting function edgeWeight(edge) ensures approx-
imate equality in the sorted reduction order of the edges in the heap structure with no
bias towards the reduction of the shorter sample edges2. Reductions are still performed
2Although by formulation edgeRatio ∝ N where N is the number of oversampling operations per-
formed on the original surface portion the calculation of the ratio itself in Equation 5.2 removes the need
for explicit knowledge of N as an input to the hierarchical completion process.
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in relation to edge length but the removal of this bias in turn ensures approximately uni-
form vertex density is maintained throughout the surface, at every level in the surface
hierarchy, in proportion to that present in the original (i.e. increased vertex density in
sample region).
5.2.1.2 Edge-Collapse Operator
Based upon this ordering of edge-collapse reductions (Section 5.2.1.1) we can now




if (label(vertex 1 of edge) == label(vertex 2 of edge)) then





- where edgeCollapse(edge) returns a replacement vertex for the specified edge as the
consistently labelled midpoint of the original parent edge vertices. Labelling consis-
tency is simply implemented based on consistent parentage (i.e. labels of edge ver-
tices) of a given midpoint (i.e. child) vertex. If both of the parent vertices from the
edge have the same label then the resulting child vertex is labelled consistently with
these. Otherwise in the case that the labels of the parents are not equal the child vertex
itself becomes conservatively labelled as a target. This scheme ensures consistently
as ultimately any edge with consistent vertex labels belongs in entirety to the associ-
ated portion of the surface - hence its midpoint will also lie within that surface portion
without exception. Alternatively any edge with inconsistently labelled vertices clearly
lies upon the sample  target boundary within the surface - as the sample portion, by
definition, does not extend beyond its out-most samples (i.e. vertices) it is natural that
any new vertex formed in between the vertices of the current sample  target boundary
is itself a target. Although this labelling scheme may introduce some inconsistencies
at these sample  target boundaries at isolated levels within the surface hierarchy, sub-
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sequent progressive refinement of surface relief at higher and ultimately the top level,
Mn, resolves these issues.
5.2.2 Surface Expansion
Our inverse reduction (i.e. expansion) operator, R  1i , implements a vertex-split op-
eration, to increase the LoD of the surface, by replacing a single vertex by an edge
(i.e. two vertices, hence “vertex-split”) based on reversing the most recent reduction
operation performed on the mesh. The order of expansion is defined by the order of
the Last-In-First-Out (LIFO) storage structure defined in Section 5.2.1.2. This ensures
reductions are expanded based on the LIFO principle with respect to the reverse order
of edge-collapse operations derived from the selection technique of Section 5.2.1.2.
5.2.2.1 Vertex-Split Operator
In addition to expanding a given reduction in terms of adding the associated vertices,
edges and faces back into the mesh (detail see [Hop96]) here the vertex split operator
must also handle the coarse propagation of completed surface relief.
At level Mi  1 any target vertex being expanded will have had surface relief added
to it by the non-parametric completion process performed at that level. However, at the
next level Mi, the two vertices resulting from the“split” will still be sans-relief, based
on the storage of their position at time of surface reduction, and this relief will need to
be propagated to act as a guide to the level of successive parametric completion. This
is simply preformed by coarsely mapping the magnitude of the displacement vector!D  vMi Q 1  , accumulated from completion at levels prior to Mi, from the originating
vertex, VMi Q 1 , to the vertices resulting from the split, VMi1 and VvM j2. Later refinement
by subsequent non-parametric completion at level Mi overcomes the coarse nature of
this mapping.
For a given reduction, Ri ,stored as stated in Section 5.2.1.2 the vertex split opera-
tion can now be defined functionally as follows:
vertexSplit(Ri)
vMi Q 1= vertexToSplitOf(Ri)
(vMi1, vMi2) = resultVerticesOf(Ri)
vMi1 = vMi1 +  !D  vMi Q 1   !=!R!4nMi Q 1  !?!SnMi2
vMi2 = vMi2 +  !D  vMi Q 1   !=!R!4nMi Q 1  !?!SnMi2
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Remove vMi Q 1from surface mesh
Add edge(vMi1, vMi2) and facesOf(Ri) to surface mesh
Here !n j denotes the surface normal of vertex v j and is used to ensure the magnitude of
the surface relief displacement,  !D  vMi Q 1  , is propagated with respect to the correct in-
wards or outwards surface displacement relative to the surface the normal at vMi1 / vMi2.
Based upon our earlier discussion of consistent labelling during edge collapse opera-
tions the stored vertices resulting from a vertex split retain their original target/sample
vertex labels.
Overall this vertex split operation results in an localised increase in surface detail,
from Mi  1 to Mi in the surface hierarchy, that provides consistent surface relief map-
ping and vertex labelling. As previously discussed in Section 5.2 combined application
of this operator on a progressive surface facilitates the construction of m discrete levels
of surface hierarchy.
5.3 Hierarchical Surface Relief Propagation
Based on the outline of our hierarchical surface model in Section 5.2, together with the
application specific vertex handling attributes of our edge-collapse (Section 5.2.1.2)
and vertex-split (Section 5.2.2.1) operators we now outline our hierarchical approach
for surface relief propagation.
Here we outline both a generic adaptation of the non-parametric completion ap-
proach of Section 3.3 to the hierarchical surface model (Section 5.3.1) and a further
performance enhancement to restrict target to sample matching based on prior hierar-
chical knowledge (Section 5.3.2). Additionally we discuss the requirements for post-
completion smoothing, to overcome the potential problems of noise propagation (Sec-
tion 5.3.1.1) and adaptation to the hierarchical completion of dual surface relief and
colour (Section 5.3.1.2).
5.3.1 Generic Algorithm
In essence the adaptation of our non-parametric completion approach (Section 3.3)
can be described very simply :- at each level in a given surface hierarchy perform non-
parametric completion using the completion of the previous level to guide the process.
Here we have our surface hierarchy at m discrete levels provided by our progressive
surface representation (Section 5.2, [Hop96]). In this discussion these discrete levels
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Figure 5.2: Calculation of displacement vectors from surface hierarchy
will be denoted as Mi for i   1 =m  using our earlier formulation of discrete hierar-
chical levels from the continuous surface hierarchy (Section 5.2). These can in fact be
considered synonymous to our continuous levels of earlier (e.g. case where m  n for
m levels of an n vertex surface).
At each level in this discrete hierarchical model we set the displacement vectors,!D  v j  , for the each sample (i.e. original) vertex s j  Mi based upon the projected
displacement onto the Mi  1 surface in the hierarchy (see Figure 5.2). This represents
the current successive level of detail added to the original surface portion in the hi-
erarchical transition from level Mi  1 to Mi. It is this additional difference in detail,
relating to the current level in the hierarchy, that we wish to propagate from the orig-
inal sample vertices to the set of target vertices (i.e. 3D geometric completion) with
non-parametric completion at the current level.
For levels Mi with i " 1 these displacement vectors are set by finding the closest
sample vertex on the previous Mi  1 level surface, sk  Mi  1, to each present on the
current Mi level surface, s j  Mi. From this sample vertex on the previous surface,
sk  Mi  1, found to lie closest to a given vertex on the current surface, s j  Mi, the
displacement vector of s j, denoted
!D  s j  , is calculated as the minimum projected
distance to any of the neighbouring triangles of sk on the Mi  1 surface. Effectively this
is efficient projection onto the Mi  1th surface and can be formally stated as follows: Let sk  Mi  1 be the closest sample vertex to s j  Mi. Let Pt be the closest point to the neighbouring triangles of sk,
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Pt  argp  min > k ' triangles  sk   dist  p ?; k  Define !D  s j  as displacement from Pt , !D  s j   s j ! Pt .
- and is additionally illustrated in Figure 5.2.
For the first level in the hierarchy, M1, where no prior surface exists the displace-
ment vectors are calculated based on projection to the underlying geometric surface
model for the surface as per the mono-scale approach of Section 3.3.2.1. In this for-
mulation, the geometric surface model G can be considered as level M0 within the
surface hierarchy forming the base case for the propagation of successive layers of
surface detail in the form of displacement vectors.
Overall, based on this successive propagation of relative displacement vectors be-
tween levels in the surface hierarchy we are able to outline the hierarchical algorithm
as follows: surface = original triangulated surface with vertices labelled as target/sample. targets = list of target vertices of surface. samples = list of sample vertices of surface. m = number of discrete levels in surface hierarchy. G= geometric model derived from prior surface fitting (Section 3.2).
hierarchicalGrowSurface(surface, targets, samples, m, G)
construct hierarchy H from (surface, targets, samples)
for each level Mi in H
if Mi is lowest level of H then
set displacement vectors of Mi from geometric model G
else
set displacement vectors of Mi from surface Mi  1
end
targets’ = target vertices of Mi
samples’ = sample vertices of Mi
GrowSurface(Mi , targets’, samples’)
end for
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Figure 5.3: Hierarchical completion with and without post-completion smoothing
Here, in the above pseudocode, the subroutine GrowSurface is defined as per the
mono-scale non-parametric completion algorithm presented in Chapter 3 with specific
pseudocode detailed in Appendix A.1.
Overall, we have new a multi-scale algorithm for the completion of surface relief
based on the successive propagation of relative surface displacement vectors (i.e. re-
lief) from a coarse to fine scale. Although this provides the potential means to improve
completion accuracy, and implicitly plausibility, it does not yet address the issue of ef-
ficiency. This issue is discussed in Section 5.3.2 where we propose a restrictive version
of the algorithm to improve performance. However, firstly we detail the requirement
for post-completion smoothing (Section 5.3.1.1) and adaptation to hierarchical colour
completion (Section 5.3.1.2).
Implementational notes Following from the discussion of Section 3.3.2.4 k-d tree
data structures are similarly used to facilitate fast point location queries for displace-
ment propagation between layers in the hierarchy. This is based on the implementation
of [AM93].
5.3.1.1 Post-Completion Smoothing
A problem stemming from the algorithm outlined in Section 5.3.1 is the propagation of
surface noise in conjunction with the surface relief features. As was seen in the exam-
ples of Section 3.5, in relation to mono-scale completion, noise present in the original
surface portion due to both the capture process itself and the potential affects of natural
aliasing (Section 3.4) can also be expected to be propagated into the surface comple-
tion. Additionally some further, more limited noise elements can also be expected due
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to limitations in numerical precision, surface fitting approximation using least-squares
and approximate best-matching using the SSD.
Whilst the effects of these noise elements have been shown to be generally minimal
in the mono-scale case (Section 4.2.1), apart from the effects of accumulated error,
the effect over multi-scale is somewhat different. In the mono-scale case the noise is
propagated at a single level and is generally only marginally greater than that present in
the original surface portion. However, the multi-scale hierarchical approach performs
relief propagation, and hence noise propagation as a by-product, at m levels within the
algorithm (Section 4.2.1). Although, the natural noise will be reduced in the lower
levels of the surface hierarchy, in a similar manner to surface relief detail, its presence
is still apparent due to the increased presence of surface aliasing at these levels which
is in itself inherent in the use of a reduced resolution (i.e. multi-scale) surface model.
Additionally the propagation of even the slightest aspects of noise in lower hierarchical
levels can effect matching at that level and at all subsequent levels that depend on it. In
both cases we get accumulated error - either over the surface at a given level (as before)
or through the hierarchy at multiple levels. The combination of both, unchecked can
lead to high levels of noise that lead to poor completion results. The potential error
effects of this accumulated noise are shown in Figure 5.3B.
In order to overcome the potential effects of this noise propagation we implement
post-completion smoothing at levels M1 to Mm  1 in our m level surface model. Sur-
face smoothing provides a fairly robust, and generally accepted, manner of removing
noise from a surface [Tau95, Tau00] within a signal processing type framework (e.g.
[Tau95]). By employing a smoothing technique after the application of non-parametric
completion at each level the aspects of noise in the completed relief can be reduced,
prior to relief propagation, and their overall effect isolated. In addition to smooth-
ing the target vertices, over which non-parametric completion has been performed, we
must also equally smooth the sample vertices. This is carried out so that displacement
vectors for the samples at level Mi, computed from smoothed level Mi  1, are repre-
sentative of the actual relative difference in surface relief as it will be present on the
completed targets at level Mi  1 (i.e. with smoothing applied). Overall, all the vertices
at a given level M1 to Mm  1 are smoothed post non-parametric completion.
At the final level of hierarchical completion, Mm, smoothing is not performed as
any noise propagated at this level is synonymous both to that present inherently in the
original surface portion and that present in a completion performed using the mono-
scale technique (found to be negligible, Section 4.2.1). The intention is that any rogue
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effects of this smoothing (e.g. an implausibly “smooth” looking completion) are over-
come by this final stage of standardised completion where minor surface detail and/or
realistic surface noise is propagated in a unadulterated manner. This is intended to give
the resulting completion a similar level of noise detail as present in the original surface
portion (Figure 5.3).
In practice we utilise the specific surface relief smoothing operator defined in Sec-
tion 3.5.2.1 (i.e. Gaussian weighted mean of neighbouring relief displacement vectors)
and perform smoothing directly post-completion in the hierarchical algorithm outline
of Section 5.3.1. The computational cost of smoothing, 
 s  t  for t target and s
sample vertices (present at level Mm  1), is negligible in the overall hierarchical com-
pletion approach. We illustrate the benefits of this post-completion smoothing over the
potential ill effects of noise propagation in the comparison of Figure 5.3A/B where we
see the clarity of surface structure clearly improved with the use of post-completion
smoothing.
In general we find that in all of the surface examples used for evaluation in this chapter
(see Section 5.4), the use of post-completion smoothing was appropriate and aided in
the production of satisfactory results. Despite the variation in the nature of the surface
relief used in the examples surfaces (e.g. smooth candlestick : Figure 5.13, Pisa archi-
tecture : Figure 5.12, stochastic tree bark : Figure 5.15) post-completion smoothing
was successfully used universally. As shown Pisa tower example of Figure 5.3A/B this
aided in eliminating the ill effects of noise propagation on highly structured surface
relief detail. In the case of the candlestick (Figure 5.13) it successfully controlled the
noise level present in the completion such that the resulting surface only contained
mild noise artifacts (removable as a post-completion process, [JDD03]) and despite
the potential to suppress required fine detail in the stochastic nature of the tree bark
relief aided in the production of a realistic and highly plausible completion (Figure
5.15). Overall we see the use of post-completion smoothing does not adversely effect
our completion results over the variation of regular, smooth and irregular stochastic
surface relief.
Further details of the use and effect of smoothing on the resulting surface comple-
tions are presented in Section 5.4.
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5.3.1.2 Adaptation of Colour
Following the discussion of Chapter 4 here we detail the necessary steps to adapt the
proposed hierarchical completion algorithm to dual surface relief/colour completion.
Although colour completion can be performed at a given hierarchy level Mi based on
the colour completion outline of Chapter 4 some consideration of hierarchical colour,
in a similar manner to our hierarchy of relief (Section 5.2), is required.
Our hierarchical surface model from Section 5.2 can be simply adapted to consider
colour by extending the edge collapse reduction (Section 5.2.1.2) and vertex split ex-
pansion (Section 5.2.2.1) operators. In both cases our consideration of surface colour
follows that of earlier surface relief.
In the case of an edge collapses we simply set the colour of the resulting child ver-
tex, CVchild , to a weighted average of the two parent vertices, Vp1 and Vp2, that comprise
the edge, Vp1  Vp2, being reduced. As our edge collapse operator (Section 5.2.1.2)
simply defines (Section 5.2.1.2) Vchild as the midpoint of Vp1  Vp2 we simply use
equal weighting from each to determine colour, with respect to the

R  G  B  colour
representation:
CVchild  Cvp1  Cvp22 (5.3)
This formulation is identical to using distance proportionate weighting between
the parent vertices. In all cases where this is required all the vertices will be samples
(i.e. originally coloured), {Vp1,Vp2,Vchild}  samples. The original colour of parent
vertices, Vp1 and Vp2, is now additionally stored as part of the reduction. Target vertices
will have no assigned colour prior to completion (i.e. initial stage of algorithm, Section
5.3.1) and hence will not need colour consideration at the time of constructing the
hierarchical surface.
For the reverse operation, vertex expansion by the vertex split operator (Section
5.2.2.1), surface colour must be mapped to uncoloured targets that are introduced by
expansion in a similar manner to surface relief. Two target vertices resulting from
expansion, Vp1 and Vp2, will still be uncoloured at level Mi   1 in the hierarchy and thus
we coarsely map the colour from the vertex being split, Vchild , at level Mi. Following
from our earlier notation, this can be stated formally as follows for the case of vertex
expansion:
CVp1  CVp2  CVchild   Vp1  Vp2  Vchild   targets
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By contrast expanded sample vertices simply resume their original colour value, stored
as part of the reduction, when expanded back into the surface.
Overall our consideration of colour allows for the implicit completion of successive
levels of colour detail by the merging and splitting of colour values to form a classical
image pyramid over the surface itself. At lower levels in the hierarchy the majority of
colour detail is “lost” through colour merging in surface reduction. However, the com-
pleted colour values for target vertices at these lower levels are then coarsely expanded
to provide colour at higher levels prior to refinement by successive colour completion.
In the formulation provided here these colour values are not in fact used to “guide”
successive colour completion as per surface relief but instead provide colour at succes-
sive hierarchical levels in the completion process for purely progressive visualisation
purposes. This is much in the same way as one may use a progressive image format for
concurrent transmission and receipt visualisation of an image. As a result the comple-
tion of surface colour is inherently guided by the completion of surface relief within
our hierarchical completion approach (see discussion Section 4.2.3). The use of prior
colour as a “guide” to successive completion, based on the completion of colour differ-
ences between levels or an established hierarchical colour technique such as [WL00],
is left as an area for future work.
5.3.2 Restrictive Algorithm
In addition to our investigation of hierarchical techniques as a method of improving
completion accuracy (Section 5.3.1) here we examine their potential in reducing the
computation currently associated with non-parametric completion.
As identified in Section 3.5 the computation associated with mono-scale non-parametric
completion (Chapter 3) is bound by 
 stw2  for s sample vertices and t targets with
window size w. A similar bound exists for our generic hierarchical approach proposed
in Section 5.3.1 where we find an overall bound of 
 stw2m  3 for m levels in the
surface hierarchy (further details in Appendix A.4). Overall, as discussed in Section
3.5, the exhaustive search in the space of all sample vertices for every target match can
be seen to be prominent in this computational cost.
Here we attempt to reduce the required computation for a given hierarchical non-
3Assuming, as is plausible from [Hop96], that the transition between levels in the surface hierarchy
require only minimal computation and can be done in linear time., i.e. TVU m U s W t XYX .
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parametric completion based upon the following principle: “By using matching knowl-
edge obtained at the Mi  1 level as a prior, the search space for potential matches at
the Mi level can be reduced.”
Although there are several architectures for the implementation of this principle4
here we implement a scheme based on restricting the set of samples considered for
matching, against a given target at level Mi, to those within the spatial vicinity of the
match chosen at the Mi  1. The justification behind this method is that matching in
higher levels in the hierarchy, Mi, will be based upon the correlation of relief features
previously propagated at the lower levels, i.e. Mi  1 and below. As we already know
the rough area of the potential best correlation from matching, and subsequent relief
propagation, performed at the previous level Mi  1 in the hierarchy this seems a natural
location to find an appropriate match for the successive level of relief detail at the
current level, Mi. With this concept in mind we restrict matching for a given target
vertex at level Mi to the spatial vicinity of the sample surface from which the chosen
match for that target was found at the previous level, Mi  1 (or its parent vertices in
the hierarchical surface model, Section 5.2). It should be noted that this is not a hard
restriction as it is a) only limited to a region, not a precise vertex location and b) can
be ignored if no suitable match is available in that constrained sample area (Section
5.3.2.2). Additionally, as the surface LoD changes as we progress from level to level
the spatial restriction of matching similarly adjusts based on the surface locale of the
match found in the previous Mi  1 LoD and in size as we reduce the size of the restricted
window in step with the LoD (i.e. vertex density) currently present - i.e. for greater
LoD and thus higher relief detail we reduce the size (hence increasing the restriction)
on the matching region.
It should be noted that these restrictions are maintained, level-to-level, on a per-
vertex basis and no region based restrictions based on adjacent target vertices matching
to the same sample area are enforced. This later concept, restricting the neighbours of
a particular target vertex, N  t  , to match to neighbours N  s  of the sample vertex s that
matches target vertex t is not desirable for a number of reasons. Firstly, it amounts
to verbatim copying of entire regions from the original sample surface portion to the
completion. If the neighbours of t, N  t  , are restricted to match to the neighbours of s,
N  s  , then similarly the neighbours of t 0 , N  t 0Z , where t 0  N  t  has been matched to
s 0  N  s  under this prior restriction, will now be restricted to in turn match to N  s 0Z .
However, as any vertex in N  s 0Z is likely to be a neighbour of those in N  s  (i.e. same
4Other methods following same principle are left as an area for further work (Section 5.5).
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spatial locale) and in general N  s \[ N  s 0=^] 0 this amounts to verbatim copying of the
local surface region at s to the local region at t because any neighbours in the same
target area will be subsequently restricted to the same region of the sample surface.
Additionally, in highly restricted cases such as 3D hole filling (e.g. Figure 3.21) con-
flicting neighbourhood-based restrictions for a given vertex location would have to be
resolved - possibly resulting in uncharacteristic discontinuities in the completed sur-
face. For this reason (i.e. verbatim sample-wise copying) this concept is not utilised
in the previous mono-scale approach detailed in this work (Chapter 3) and is not gen-
erally employed in the related field of 2D texture synthesis where the ultimate goal is
to avoid such “tiling” and un-natural texture discontinuities through the production of
synthesised texture that is derivated (i.e. characteristic), not copied from the original
sample.
As here restrictions are enforced, and adapted, on a per-vertex basis this problem is
avoided in the hierarchical approach proposed here. Notably, as we will show (Section
5.4), the use of restricted matching aids in the computational efficiency of a number of
examples without adverse effects on the resulting completions. This is also found to
be true for stochastic surface relief such as tree bark (Figure 5.15).
5.3.2.1 Sample Pyramid Approach
Our approach for implementing restrictive matching in hierarchical surface completion
is based on the concept of sample pyramids (Figure 5.4) whereby we successively
restrict matching for targets at a given surface position, relative in each hierarchical
level, to a specific region of the sample surface.
At the lowest level in the hierarchy, with a total of s
  t
m vertices present, unrestricted
matching is performed between this reduced set of target and sample vertices. Based
on the matches identified a spatial bounding box, identifying a portion of the sample
surface, is assigned to every target vertex completed at this level, M1. These bounding
boxes are subsequently coarsely mapped, in the same manner as surface relief, to the
target vertices at next level in the hierarchy, M2, by simple augmentation of the vertex
split operator (Section 5.2.2.1). The result is that at level M2 every target vertex has an
associated spatial bounding box representing a region of the sample surface to which
matching for this target can be suitably restricted. As, in general, the bounding box
region can be assumed to be a subset of the whole sample surface the matching space
for each target vertex at level M2 is subsequently reduced.
This can now be repeated for successive levels in the hierarchy such that in all
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Figure 5.4: Sample pyramids for restricted matching
cases a target vertex at level Mi has an associated bounding box, derived from the
match found at level Mi  1, that reduces the potential search space for a suitable match-
ing sample vertex. For higher levels in the hierarchy, the spatial bounding box derived
at level Mi  1 will itself be based upon a match found using the restricted set of samples
within a bounding box derived from matching at the Mi  2 level in the surface hierar-
chy and so forth down to the base level, M1. This introduces the concept of sample
pyramids - from an initial exhaustive matching search at M1 the matching region for
vertices in a particular spatial area are refined further and further to a smaller spatial
surface area - a bounding box at level Mm. Our pyramid analogy comes from the suc-
cessive reduction from a wide base (i.e. exhaustive matching at M1) to a narrow spatial
set of matching candidates for a given target (i.e. bounding box at Mm). However,
unlike traditional pyramid models, both in architecture and image processing, at each
level within the hierarchy the medial axis of the pyramid is “adjusted” slightly de-
pending on the new spatial position of the chosen match at every successive level (see
Figure 5.4).
Additionally, by specifying the size of the bounding box in terms of vertex neigh-
bourhood size (i.e. within w edge connection of vertex vi, see Section 3.3.2.4) we
allow for successive refinement of matching in terms of spatial proximity as well as
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spatial position to the match at Mi  1. This is facilitated because for a constant neigh-
bourhood size, w, that measures proximity in terms of edge connections, the bounding
box volume will reduce in real-terms as the level in the hierarchy, and hence the vertex
density, increases. Specifying the bound box in this way re-enforces our concept of
sample pyramid as the spatial proximity of a match at level Mi to that of Mi  1 reduces
(i.e. narrows) as i  m. Based on the fixed vertex neighbourhood size w, the num-
ber of sample vertices considered for matching to each target vertex remains roughly
constant, albeit over a smaller spatial area as density increases, for level Mi i B 2 (see
Figure 5.4).
An important point to clarify here is that although we are now matching a given target
vertex, t, to a subset of the set of sample vertices we are still not performing purely
neighbourhood (closed set) to neighbourhood matching. Whilst t itself will only be
matched against the restricted set of samples (from the bounding box) the vertices
of transformed neighbourhood of t, N 0  t  , will still be free to match against vertices
outside of this set (that naturally lie within the same region of the sample set to this
position). For instance if N 0  t  is transformed relative to one of the samples on the
edge of the restricted set it is fully possible for vertices in N 0  t  to be matched either to
sample vertices within the restricted set or those on the wider sample surface outside
of the specific restricted set (details see Section 3.3.2.4). The restriction only stipulates
the set of sample positions that N 0  t  will actually be rigidly transformed to for match-
ing rather than the set used in vertex to vertex matching itself as described in Section
3.3.2.4. This is illustrated in Figure 5.5.
5.3.2.2 Implementation
In terms of implementing this scheme, the bounding boxes are simply derived as the
3D axis-aligned bounds of the set of neighbouring sample vertices (i.e. those originally
with relief) that surround a given sample chosen for matching within a distance of w
edge connections at level Mi  1. This bounding box stored with the completed target
vertex and propagated, together with vertex relief, to level Mi by surface expansion
(i.e. vertex split operations, Section 5.2.2.1). At level Mi, a k-d tree data structure
representing the sample surface portion is simply queried with the bounding box, as-
sociated to the current target vertex t, in order to efficiently return the restricted set
of sample vertices that exist within this specified volume at this level. These are then
used for matching against the current target vertex where a successful match produces
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Figure 5.5: Restricted neighbourhood based matching
both a refinement to the surface relief at t and a subsequent bounding box restriction
for propagation and use at level Mi   1.
This scheme produces two additional cases that have to be handled : a) when no
suitable match can be found in the restricted sample set and b) when a specified bound-
ing box volume contains no sample vertices at level Mi. The former arises from the
outline of our non-parametric completion algorithm (Section 3.3.2.2) where we use our
restrictive upper threshold on matching error, e, to reject poor quality vertex matches
(Section 3.3.2.5). Based on this formulation it is possible that no suitable match will be
found in the restricted set of samples. Similarly, it is possible, although unlikely that
the vertex spilt surface expansion from Mi  1 to Mi may result in a scenario where no
sample vertices lie within the volume, specified from Mi  1, at the expanded version of
the surface Mi. In both cases we remove the spatial restriction on the set of samples to
be used for matching to this particular target vertex and perform exhaustive matching
against the full set of sample vertices for this level. At this point further processing of
this problematic target vertex proceeds as per the un-restricted version of the algorithm
until such time as a suitable match is found - at this point a new bounding box restric-
tion is derived based on the match identified. Either scenario causes a break in the
localised sample pyramid hierarchy for the problematic target due to match relocation
on the sample surface.
Whilst the latter case is extremely unlikely, and does not occur in any of our test
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surfaces (Section 5.4), the former is a realistic scenario given the restrictive nature
of our vertex matching criteria (Section 3.3.2.4). The occurrence of either of these
cases gives a worse case run-time for this algorithm that is potentially worse the un-
restricted version (Section 5.3.2.3) once the overhead of the surface hierarchy is taken
into consideration. Although alternative formulations using iterative expansion of the
bounding box restriction could be employed these provide no guarantee of a successful
match despite additional computation cost over an unknown number of iterative steps.
For this reason we choose to eliminate the matching restriction completely at the point
of first identifying a problematic case and suffer the (limited) computational overhead
of exhaustive search in a number of isolated cases.
Naturally, this restricted version of the algorithm can equally be applied to the hi-
erarchical completion of dual surface relief/colour as outlined in Section 5.3.1.2.
5.3.2.3 Analysis
In the ideal case5 this scheme reduces the computational complexity bound of the algo-
rithm to 
 stw2m2  based on the unrestricted, exhaustive matching performed at level M1
and matching at all subsequent levels, m ! 1, being suitably reduced by the matching
restrictions introduced (full detail is presented in Appendix A.4). However, for cases in
subsequent levels where no suitable match can be found within the restricted set (cases
a) and b) discussed in Section 5.3.2.2) the target vertex in question must be matched
to all possible samples resulting in 
( i sm  kw2  where this occurs for k targets at level
Mi. However, in the worse case scenario where this occurs for all targets at the top
level, Mm (i.e. k  t, i  m), we have no asymptotic performance gain than our with
generic technique, i.e. 
 stw2m  (in fact lesser performance in practice due to the
overheads of hierarchy). The hope is, however, that the average case runtime will be
closer to the ideal case, with limited exhaustive cases, and will thus be an improve-
ment on both the mono-scale technique (Chapter 3) and generic hierarchical approach
(Section 5.3.1).
In theory as this improvement should be guaranteed where no instances of unre-
stricted matching occur (assuming marginal cost for the associated hierarchical surface
operations themselves). However in practice, as the hierarchical technique facilitates
both the use of smaller window sizes and the occurrence of problematic matching
5i.e. with no cases of restricted matching failure that cause the use of unrestricted matching for a
given target vertex.
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cases can be assumed to be minimal (at best) this idealised bound can be taken as a
representative of algorithm runtime (Section 5.4).
5.4 Evaluation
Here we present an evaluation of our hierarchical completion technique on a num-
ber of example surfaces and perform evaluation based on a similar set of subjective
and quantitative approaches. We detail our evaluation methods in Section 5.4.1 based
upon which we present our general results in Section 5.4.2. As an additional aside we
present some examples of dual colour/relief completion using the hierarchical comple-
tion technique (Section 5.4.2.1).
5.4.1 Evaluation Techniques
Our evaluation of the hierarchical techniques proposed in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 uses
techniques derivative of those previously utilised in Chapter 3. Namely our techniques
can be summarised as follows: Visual Comparison: Subjective evaluation as per Section 3.5.1 but here also
concentrating on the correction of structural anomalies present in the mono-scale
examples of Section 3.5.2. Statistical Comparison: The Mean Surface Integral (m.s.i) for the surface com-
pletion is compared over the generic hierarchical, restricted hierarchical and
mono-scale approaches (details Section 3.5.1). Performance Comparison: The CPU run time for each of the generic hier-
archical, restricted hierarchical and mono-scale approaches on a given surface
completion scenario is recorded using a system utility for subsequent compari-
son.
The uniform test environment for this run-time comparison is a Linux (2.6)
workstation with an Intel Pentium4 1.8Ghz CPU and 1Gb of RAM6.
Overall, we evaluate both the plausibility of the hierarchical completion results and the
relative performance of the proposed techniques.
6N.B. The amount of RAM is as per standard local configuration and given the space requirement
of the algorithm is T_U ve f X for v vertices, e edges and f faces (in a standard surface mesh arrangement)
this is irrelevant to the performance comparison itself.
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Surface Original Surface Mono-Scale Completed Surface
- m.s.i Fig. Parameters m.s.i. % diff. CPU (s)
Synth. Cylinder 0.247124 3.17F w=2; e=0.1 0.251569 1.80% 39.5
Synth. Plane 1.191870 3.17L w=2; e=0.1 1.19603 0.35% 290.4
Synth. Cylinder 0.186269 3.17B w=2; e=0.1 0.187597 0.71% 39.5
Cyl. Band 0.217083 5.7 w=6; e=0.1 0.216912 -0.08% 86520.8
Pisa (small) 0.678188 5.9A w=4; e=0.1 0.685171 1.03% 16249.6
Pisa (top) 1.27684 3.19 w=7; e=0.1 1.34714 5.51% -
Pisa (middle) 0.781694 3.19 w=7; e=0.1 0.913071 16.81% -
Pisa (bottom) 0.81238 3.19 w=7; e=0.1 0.814084 0.21% -
Pisa (full) 0.923983 3.19 w=7; e=0.1 1.01252 9.58% -
Tree Bark (cyl.) 1.18859 3.23 w=3; e=0.2; r=2 1.365380 14.87% 59054.5
Candlestick 5.13988 3.24 w=2; e=0.1 5.86053 14.02% -
Plinth 1.88308 3.44 w=6; e=0.2 1.89342 0.55% 3101.8
Table 5.1: Statistical results of mono-scale completion
5.4.2 General Results
Here we test our hierarchical completion approach over a range of synthetic and cap-
tured surfaces to present an overview of its capabilities in comparison to the earlier
mono-scale technique.
A statistical comparison of the generic hierarchical algorithm (Section 5.3.1), the
latter restrictive version (Section 5.3.2) and the original mono-scale approach (Chapter
3) is given in Tables 5.1 / 5.2. Additional we present a number of visual comparisons
in Figures 5.6 - 5.15.
Firstly we return to our set of synthetic surfaces originally considered in Chapter 3
with regard to mono-scale completion. Here we specifically examine the hierarchical
completion of three examples from this set (Figure 5.6 A-C) in comparison to the ear-
lier mono-scale results. In Figure 5.6 we see three exemplar surfaces completed using
two levels of surface hierarchy (m  2). Here the number of levels is limited by the size
of these surfaces, specifically the level to which the (limited) number of vertices can be
effectively reduced. The completion shown in each case (Figure 5.6) is representative
of that achieved with both the generic and restricted hierarchical approaches.




Surface Original Hierarchical Completion (both) Generic Hier. Approach Restricted Hier. Approach
- m.s.i Fig. Parameters m.s.i. % diff CPU (s) m.s.i. % diff. CPU (s)
Synth. Cylinder 0.247124 5.6A w=2; e=0.1; m=2 0.250258 1.27% 51.1 0.250130 1.22% 14.9
Synth. Plane 1.191870 5.6B w=2; e=0.2; m=2 1.152540 -3.30% 962.2 1.138930 -4.44% 145.1
Synth. Cylinder 0.186269 5.6C w=2; e=0.1; m=2 0.186405 0.07% 54.4 0.187191 0.49% 15.1
Cyl. Band 0.217083 5.7/5.8 w=6;e=0.1; m=4 0.214374 -1.25% 130806.0 0.213690 -1.56% 14644.5
Pisa (small) 0.678188 5.9B/C w=4; e=0.1; m=7 0.658300 -2.93% 49281.5 0.670749 -1.10% 4909.9
Pisa (top) 1.27684 5.12 w=2; e=0.1; m=5 1.45236 13.7% 24054.9 1.44044 12.8% 1105.12
Pisa (middle) 0.781694 5.12 w=2; e=0.1; m=6 0.72067 -7.8% 93153.1 0.712186 -8.8% 2166.9
Pisa (bottom) 0.81238 5.12 w=2; e=0.1; m=7 0.994721 22.45% 13694.5 1.015540 25.01% 777.0
Tree Bark (cyl.) 1.18859 5.15 w=3; e=1.0; r=2; m=3 1.236900 4.06% 102684.0 1.239130 4.25% 6490.8
Candlestick 5.13988 5.13 w=2; e=0.1; m=3 5.42083 5.46% 340962.0 5.42254 5.49% 44739.0
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Figure 5.6: Hierarchical completion of synthetic surface
completion using either generic or restricted hierarchy to give similar results to the
mono-scale approach in terms of statistical difference in the m.s.i. of the surface relief
(~0-2% difference, Tables 5.1 / 5.2). Notably both hierarchical completion results
5.6A/C had only marginally better than the mono-scale original in terms of statistical
comparison (i.e. comparing m.s.i. achieved in Table 5.1 to that achieved in Table
5.2). In terms of runtime performance, the generic hierarchical technique incurred a
run-time overhead for these examples (~10-15 seconds more  30%, Tables 5.1 / 5.2)
whilst, as expected, a significant computational saving was achieved by the restricted
version of the algorithm (~25 seconds less  60%, Tables 5.1 / 5.2). Over the entire
set of example cylinders (720 sample vertices on average, 561 targets) the generic
hierarchical approach achieved an average runtime of 49.2 seconds per example whilst
the restricted version achieved 14.9 seconds.
In contrast the hierarchical completion of our example synthetic planar surface
(Figure 5.6B) faired less well. In the completion of Figure 5.6B we can see clear
aliasing artifacts in the completion of an otherwise smooth surface. The presence of
these artifacts is echoed in the increase in the statistical relief difference (m.s.i) for this
surfaces (~3-5%, Tables 5.1 / 5.1) when compared to the mono-scale approach (<1%,
Tables 5.1 / 5.1 ). This is attributable to combination of limited original sampling for
this surface example, itself with higher frequency relief than the cylinder examples
(i.e. Figure 5.6 A & C), and the higher error threshold required to facilitate effective
matching at level M1 in the surface hierarchy. In the original mono-scale completion
result (Figure 3.17L) the effects of aliasing, due to limited original surface sampling,
were limited to a mild statistical difference in relief (<1%, Tables 5.1 / 5.1). By contrast
the introduction of reduced resolution, in terms of the surface hierarchy, increases
the aliasing effects resulting in a highly coarse representation of this relief at level
m1. This coarseness leads to a requirement for a higher error threshold, e  0  2, to
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facilitate vertex matching at this level. The combination of this higher threshold and
the amplification of the mild aliasing by an initial stage of highly coarse matching
results in the artifacts present in Figure 5.6B. Arguably they could easily be overcome
by further post-completion smoothing (Section 5.3.1.1) or additional over-sampling
(Section 3.4) of the original prior to completion but are left to highlight the potential
problems a hierarchical approach can bring in cases of high-frequency, low sampled
relief. Issues related to this are discussed in depth in Section 3.4.
In addition to these problems the generic hierarchical approach had a significant
run-time overhead for this example when compared to the mono-scale approach (~3
times slower, Tables 5.1 / 5.2). This is attributable to the difficulty of matching at M1
due to coarseness causing the frequency of unmatched vertices returned to the pool for
later matching and subsequent re-computation to rise (Section 3.3.2.2). However, the
restricted technique building on its computational gains at level M2 facilitated a similar
runtime improvement to that achieved in the cylindrical examples (~50%, Tables 5.1
/ 5.2). This is consistent with the results achieved over the wider set of synthetic
planar surface (from Figure 3.177) where the generic approach took on average 1000.4
seconds (16.7 minutes) to complete a given example. By contrast the restricted version
took an average of 198.7 seconds per example.
Overall our results over this set of synthetic surfaces show the ability of our hierar-
chical based approaches to offer mild improvement to the non-parametric completion
process in terms of completion quality (i.e. m.s.i) and more notably in terms of speed.
We now move on to examine in more depth the ability of hierarchical completion to
aid the achievement of plausible completion.
Specifically, we examine a very simple completion example where we can clearly show
the advantage hierarchical completion has in terms of producing plausibly acceptable
completion results in terms of consistent global surface structure.
Figure 5.7 (top, left) depicts an original portion of a simple cylindrical surface with
a single raised band around the centre. Unlike the earlier low-density, simple synthetic
examples (e.g. Figure 5.6) this example is a simplistic real surface capture specifically
captured at high resolution (0.5mm2). Being a real surface capture this band contains
subtle surface imperfections (i.e. fine detail) not present on a synthetic example.
The high point density of the surface coupled together with the physical imperfec-
tions in the surface band itself and additional capture noise create an ideal scenario
7Each example surface has 1681 samples and 1408 targets.
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Figure 5.7: Accumulated error correction: simple example
for accumulated noise to propagate. As a given window size, w, will only cover a
very small physical area of the surface (due to high sample resolution) completion
decisions/actions made with this purely localised view of surface structure are highly
likely to accumulate error. This can be caused either from capture noise or due to the
imperfect the original surface and can in turn cause imperfections the overall structure
of the surface due to the global effects of this locally accumulated error. The hypothesis
that is that a more global view of surface structure (e.g. using hierarchical completion
in place of the earlier mono-scale approach) will overcome this problem.
From Figure 5.7 (top, right) we see that mono-scale completion of this example
with a window size parameter w  6 (reasonably large given level of surface relief de-
tail present) does indeed cause an obvious structural anomaly in the relief completion
at the rear of the surface. In this case it is the accumulation of noise due to fine surface
sampling and capture noise that specifically causes this problem (Figure 5.7 top, right).
This problem could possibly be solved with a larger window size parameter in order
to reduce the localised view of the mono-scale completion but this incurs considerable
computational cost. In addition, with a featureless surface such as this, suitable win-
dow size settings can be difficult to determine successfully. Instead we maintain the
same set of parameters and introduce a more global view of surface structure by the
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Figure 5.8: Restricted hierarchical completion: simple example
use of hierarchical completion.
As shown in Figure 5.7 (bottom, right) the use of hierarchical completion over-
comes the structural anomaly encountered in the earlier mono-scale completion (5.7
top, right). Here we introduce four levels of surface hierarchy (m  4, chosen empiri-
cally) and see a structurally correct completion with only mild additional surface noise.
This is reflected in the statistical difference between the mono-scale and hierarchical
completions where we see a slight rise in m.s.i. in the latter cases (~1-2%, Tables 5.1 /
5.2). The use of generic hierarchical completion also incurs a significant computational
cost over the mono-scale technique (~50%, Table 5.2) but this can be overcome by the
use of the restricted hierarchical algorithm (Section 5.3.2) which offers a ~83% and
~89% computational saving over the mono-scale and generic hierarchical techniques
respectfully (Tables 5.1 / 5.2). Figure 5.8 shows the completion result of restricted
hierarchical completion for this example which is visually and statistically indifferent
(~0.25% difference, Tables 5.1 / 5.2) from that produced by the generic hierarchical
approach. In both cases the additional surface noise could be easily removed by addi-
tional post-processing (e.g. [JDD03]) and overall we show the potential of hierarchical
approach to overcome the structural plausibility and computational limitations identi-
fied with mono-scale completion in Section 3.5.
From these exemplar surfaces we now investigate the benefits of hierarchical com-
pletion to more general surface examples that contain both surface imperfections, cap-
ture noise and multiple levels of detail in terms of surface relief. Specifically, we
highlight the application of hierarchical completion to the problem cases of Chapter 3
where mono-scale completion was seen to be lacking in the completion of more global
surface structure.
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Figure 5.9: Hierarchical correction of Pisa Tower artifacts
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Firstly let us consider a sub-part of the Pisa Tower example that we original con-
sidered in Chapter 3 (Figure 3.19). Here we consider part of the mid section with
which the mono-scale completion approach originally had difficulty (Figure 3.20). We
isolate a subpart of the original mid-section and complete it in turn with the mono-
scale, generic hierarchical and restricted hierarchical completion approaches (Figure
5.9). Using a smaller window size than in the earlier Pisa examples of Chapter 3 (i.e.
Figure 3.19) we recreate the structural anomaly of Figure 3.20B in this example sur-
face (Figure 5.9A, i.e. non-uniform window features, mis-aligned architectural rings).
By maintaining the same window parameters we now introduce seven levels of hier-
archy (m  7) using our hierarchical completion approaches (Figure 5.9B/C). In both
cases (generic and restricted) we see the correction of the structural anomaly with only
a minimal statistical change in the surface m.s.i. (~0.1-2% Tables 5.1 / 5.2). This
is further highlighted in Figure 5.9 with the use of overlays of the key structural ele-
ments (middle) and the use of geometric displacement analysis (Section 3.5.2.2) as a
method of enhanced relief visualisation. From the overall comparison of Figure 5.9
it is clear to see that the anomaly is mostly corrected in the hierarchical cases albeit
at the expense of additional surface noise in the resulting completion (despite the use
of post-completion smoothing, Section 5.3.1.1). This noise is less apparent in the less
detailed hierarchical completion examples (e.g. Figures 5.8, 5.13 & 5.14) and may
be a feature of applying hierarchical completion on a highly detailed surface such as
the Pisa model. Overall, it is felt this additional surface noise can be tolerated in re-
turn for globally consistent surface structure. Again generic hierarchical completion
has a significant computational overhead over mono-scale completion (~200%, Tables
5.1 / 5.2) but restricted hierarchy similarly offers a significant saving over mono-scale
completion itself (~70%, Tables 5.1 / 5.2) to counter this problem.
This example (Figure 5.9) shows both how the introduction of hierarchy into the
surface completion problem can : a) overcome the problems of structural imperfec-
tions in real multi-level of detail surfaces and b) facilitate the use of a smaller window
size parameter (here w  4, in Figure 3.19 w  7). For additional illustration, the seven
stages of completion for this example (Figure 5.9), following the sample pyramid con-
cept of Figure 5.4, are shown in Figure 5.10. This allows us to see in full detail the
reasons behind the success of the hierarchical completion techniques for this example.
Figure 5.10 shows the realisation of the more global surface relief structure almost
initially from the first level of hierarchical completion, M1. After this successive levels
of refining surface detail are added and subsequently smoothed (M2 !` M6) on top of
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Figure 5.10: Stages of hierarchical completion for Figure 5.9
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Figure 5.11: Figure 5.9 with less hierarchical levels
this established surface relief structure on a global to local scale. Finally, the finest,
most localised detail is added at level M7.
We also show some final results for this example using less levels of hierarchy in
Figure 5.11. This figure shows how inadequate levels of surface hierarchy fails to solve
the problem of structural relief anomalies. In general determining a suitable choice of
hierarchical LoD (parameter m) for a given surface is left as an area for future work.
Based on the success of Figure 5.9 we similarly re-consider the original Pisa Tower
examples of Figure 3.19 in Figure 5.12. Here we see the use of hierarchical com-
pletion overcomes the structural anomalies previously highlighted in the mono-scale
completion results (Figure 3.20) and additionally see the use of restricted hierarchical
completion offers a significant computational saving over the previous mono-scale ap-
proach. However, for the bottom part of the tower in isolation (Figure 5.12, bottom
left) we see see a significant increase in the statistical difference with the use of hierar-
chical completion (~25%, Tables 5.1 / 5.2) and with restricted hierarchical completion
a ~95% improvement in computational cost (i.e. CPU runtime) over the non-restricted
hierarchical approach. Despite this increase in statistical difference the surfaces re-
main visually similar from a side-on or top-down view - both original to completion
and restricted/non-restricted versions (Figure 5.12, bottom left). Similar results are
achieved for the isolated top section (Figure 5.12, top left) where a ~7% statistical in-
crease is present when compared to mono-scale completion (Tables 5.1 / 5.2) and a
~95% saving is achieved for restricted over non-restricted hierarchy. By contrast the
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mid-section of the tower (Figure 5.12, middle left) shows an improvement of ~8% in
the statistical difference between the mono-scale and hierarchical approaches but has
a similarly consistent efficiency gain of ~97% for the use of the restricted over non-
restricted approaches. The same prevalence of noise in the resulting completion is
suffered here in Figure 5.12 as was suffered in the original hierarchical Pisa example
(Figure 5.9). We see significant loss of surface detail but overall structural consis-
tency. The changes in m.s.i. statistics comparisons in this example may be equally
attributable to the presence of this noise in addition to differences in the more global
structure of the surface itself. By varying the levels of hierarchy introduced for each
isolated part (Figure 5.12) we are able to see the differing effects this may be hav-
ing (statistically, not visually) - with more variation present, despite visual similarity,
where more levels of hierarchy have been introduced (i.e. Figure 5.12, middle right).
However, as suitability of a given number of hierarchical levels to a given surface relief
is difficult to determine this may vary on a per-surface basis and no universal conclu-
sion can be drawn. Further investigation of this issue is left as an area for future work.
Overall, although the major structural anomalies of the mono-scale approach have been
overcome (e.g. Figure 3.20 vs. Figure 5.12) it can be noted that this has been done
at the expense of noise-free surface detail. As such the general suitability of such hi-
erarchical techniques to such highly regular and detailed surface, requiring numerous
levels of hierarchy, may need to be re-evaluated in further work unless issues of noise
propagation can be explicitly addressed.
In addition we also re-introduce the candlestick completion example previously
considered in Figure 3.24. Here we maintain the same parameter settings as per the
original mono-scale completion of this article (Figure 3.24 / Table 5.1) but introduce
three levels of hierarchy (m  3) in a bid to allow hierarchical completion to overcome
the rear-side structural anomaly shown in Figure 3.24. As shown in the resulting hier-
archical completion with these parameters (Figure 5.13), this is successfully achieved
using both the generic and restricted techniques. A significant reduction in the statis-
tical difference against the original (~9%, Tables 5.1 / 5.2) is also achieved. Again
both are achieved at the cost of additional mild surface noise present on the completed
surface portion in Figure 5.13 when compared against the mono-scale result of Figure
3.24. The restricted hierarchical approach also achieves a computational cost saving
of ~81% over the generic hierarchical method for this example.
Due to local computational resource management the original mono-scale com-
pletions, for the Pisa Tower and candlestick examples, were computed on a dedicated
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Figure 5.12: Hierarchical completion of Pisa Tower
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Figure 5.13: Hierarchical completion of candlestick
multi-job, multi-user compute server. As a result their CPU timing results are not
comparable to those presented here for the hierarchical completion approaches and
as such they are omitted. It should be noted, however, that they are significantly above
those of the restricted hierarchical approach which offers computational saving for
these examples in line with that offered in the other examples presented.
The example of Figure 5.14 shows the application of hierarchical completion to
one of our non-conforming geometry examples from Section 3.5.6. Here we see the
hierarchical completion example of the plinth example originally from Figure 3.44.
Figure 5.14 shows that both generic and restricted hierarchical completion offer a vi-
sual improvement over the mono-scale the completion with the removal of the rear-side
structural anomalies encountered previously (shown in Figure 3.45). Statistically we
see a minor variation in surface m.s.i. (<1%, Table 5.2) for both techniques together
with a substantial computational gain with the use of the restricted version (~95% over
mono-scale completion, Tables 5.1 / 5.2). Notably these results were achieved using
a smaller hierarchical window size (w  4, Figure 5.14) than required previously with
mono-scale completion (w  6, Figure 3.44) and additionally a slight increase in error
bound e  1  0 was required to facilitate successful matching in the restricted case.
In our final example we return to quite a different type of surface than those pre-
viously examined in our evaluation - tree bark (Figure 3.23). Here we are specifically
interested in the completion of such a stochastic, natural surface relief texture using
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Figure 5.14: Hierarchical completion of non-conforming plinth
a methodology inherently suited towards highly structured relief types. Also we are
interested in the additional effect that the use of restricted hierarchical completion may
have on the plausibility of the resulting tree bark texture - highly structured, regular
tree bark with limited stochastic presence will appear far from visually plausible.
Maintaining the same window size and rotation parameters (w  3, r  2) as used
in the original mono-scale completion of this surface example (shown Figure 3.23) we
apply both generic and restricted hierarchical completion using a slightly increased er-
ror bound e  1  0 to facilitate the coarseness of the lower levels of surface hierarchy.
From Figure 5.15 we see no immediate effects on visual plausibility from the use of
either technique and the surface appears as visually plausible as the original mono-
scale completion of Figure 3.23. The careful observer may additionally argue that the
hierarchical result appears slightly more plausible in terms of the apparent coherence
of relief features (Figure 5.15) that is not immediately present in the earlier example
(Figure 3.23). This subjective visual opinion, which is difficult to verify for a stochas-
tic surface such as this, is additionally supported by an improvement in the statistical
difference with the use of hierarchical completion (~10% improvement, Tables 5.1 /
5.2). This may point to an underlying hierarchical nature to relief for this type. Addi-
tionally, both generic and restricted approaches show a consistent m.s.i of ~4% (Tables
5.1 / 5.2) despite the stochastic nature of the surface relief in question and the inherent
difference this will bring to the sample matching space for a given target vertex in each
case (Section 5.3.2).
Further investigation into the hierarchical completion of natural surface relief and
possible underlying hierarchical traits in natural surface relief (and colour) is left as
an area for future work. Overall, this example shows that the application of our hier-
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Figure 5.15: Hierarchical completion of tree bark
archical completion approaches is valid for stochastic “non-structured” such as tree
bark and that restrictions on the diversity of the completion approach do not appear
implausibly restrict the nature of the resulting completed surface. Indeed in this case
restricted hierarchical completion offers a ~89% improvement in computational cost
(i.e. CPU runtime) over the mono-scale approach.
In all hierarchical examples, both generic and restricted, we employ a post-completion
smoothing operator as defined in Section 5.3.1.1. The selection of parameter m is done
empirically on a per surface basis and is accompanied by a related reduction in window
parameter size w where appropriate. The size of a surface, in terms of vertex density,
places hard limits on the number of levels of surface hierarchy that can be practically
introduced whilst maintaining suitable a sample portion to facilitate vertex matching
with a neighbourhood size parameter w (Section 3.3.2.4). This is apparent in the ini-
tial synthetic surface examples (Figure 5.6), where it limits the levels of hierarchy to
m  2, although in the more general case oversampling could be used to increase ver-
tex density as required (cf. Section 3.4.4). Further investigation into determining a
suitable level of hierarchy for a given surface example and the potential benefits of
prior-oversampling are also left as an area for future investigation.
Statistics for the number of target, sample and total vertices in each of the example
surfaces used in this section are presented in Appendix A.5.
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Figure 5.16: Hierarchical completion of synthetic example
5.4.2.1 Hierarchical Colour Completion
In addition to our earlier relief only examples we briefly present some examples of
hierarchical colour completion in Figures 5.16 and 5.17.
Figure 5.16 shows the hierarchical colour completion of the synthetic cylinder ex-
ample from Figure 4.2A. This example (Figure 5.16) shows highly similar comple-
tion traits to the earlier mono-scale completion (Figure 4.2A) both in terms of surface
colour and relief (Figure 5.16, m.s.i = 0.252178). Here it is completed using two levels
of hierarchy (as per synthetic examples of Section 5.4.2) and shown for visualisation
purposes at both intermediate LoD (Figure 5.16 M0/ M1) in addition to the final result
(Figure 5.16 M2).
Our second example Figure 5.17 shows the hierarchical colour completion of the
tree bark example from Figure 4.4. Here again it is displayed with all of the interme-
diate LoD, M0 ! M2, in the completion process for visualisation purposes in addition
to the final completion result, Figure 5.17 M3. Visually and statistical this result (Fig-
ure 5.17) is also highly similar to the earlier mono-scale completion of this example
(Figure 4.4). Figure 5.17 has a surface relief m.s.i. of 0.558389 and a Bhattacharyya
distance between the RGB colour histogram comparison for the original and completed
surface portions of 0.1004 (Section 4.2.1). Both statistical results closely correlate with
those presented earlier for Figure 4.4 (see Table 4.1). The RGB histograms for Fig-
ure 5.17 are presented, for comparison to those of Figure 4.5 (from example of Figure
4.4), in Figure 5.18. In general, following from the analysis of Section 4.2.2, the con-
stant overhead of additional colour matching and propagation results in a ~30-40%
increase in required computation compared to standard relief-only based hierarchical
completion on the same surface examples.
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Figure 5.17: Hierarchical completion of tree bark
























































Figure 5.18: RGB histograms for original and completion of Figure 5.18
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Overall these two examples successfully show the adaptation of our hierarchical
completion technique to the dual completion of surface colour and relief. Further
investigation of hierarchical colour completion in terms of completion using successive
colour differencing and the use of restricted hierarchical completion are left as further
areas for future work.
5.5 Discussion & Summary
In this chapter we have presented the final extension to our earlier mono-scale surface
completion technique to take advantage of the benefits of multi-scale surface comple-
tion through the use of a hierarchical surface model (Section 5.2). Specifically we
utilise the progressive surface model of Hoppe [Hop96] to facilitate gains in comple-
tion accuracy and efficiency over our earlier non-scale completion technique.
By using a multi-scale approach to completion we hereby specifically target the
problem cases highlighted earlier in Chapter 3. In these cases (e.g. Figures 3.20, 3.24
& 3.44) the interaction of fine surface and noise in the completion process resulted in
accumulated completion errors in the form of anomalies in global structure of a given
completion.
Our use of a hierarchical technique to solve this problem can be related to the old
English idiom “you cannot see the wood for the trees”8 that means (in common use)
that one cannot give sufficient attention to what is of overall importance in a situation
because they are over-whelmed by the details. By using a hierarchical completion ap-
proach we have aimed to separate the trees (the finer surface detail) from the wood
(the overall surface structure) in order to achieve better accuracy (i.e. visual plausi-
bility) through the consideration of surface completion through an increasingly global
to local aperture. Specifically, we propose both a generic hierarchical adaptation of
our earlier non-parametric completion algorithm to improve accuracy (Section 5.3.1),
and additionally a restrictive version aimed at improving efficiency through knowledge
retention over the coarse to fine completion scale (Section 5.3.2). However, in doing
so we have had to consider the additional propagation of noise through the hierarchy
itself9 and counter this with additional post-completion smoothing (Section 5.3.1.1).
8Here wood refers to a collection of trees (i.e. forest) rather than the physical substance wood
belonging to an individual tree itself. The word forest is indeed often substituted into the use of this
idiom.
9It could be said the “no free lunch” principle applies here - i.e. hierarchical completion comes at a
cost.
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From our set of evaluative examples (Section 5.4) we show that the use of hierar-
chical completion has highly beneficial effects on the completion process in terms of
the plausibility of resulting surface relief structure and computational cost. We see both
the completion of surface examples comparable to those of the earlier mono-scale tech-
nique (e.g. Figures 5.6 & 5.15) and the correct completion of examples where purely
mono-scale based completion results in structural implausibilities in the resulting com-
pletion (e.g. Figures 5.9, 5.13 & 5.14). However, the prevalence of noise propagation
in our technique limits its effectiveness with highly detailed surface relief (e.g. Fig-
ure 5.9). Additionally we briefly show successful extension to the hierarchical of dual
surface colour and relief (Section 5.3.1.2, Figures 5.16 & 5.17).
The overall benefit of hierarchical completion is additionally shown in the simple
case of Figures 5.7 & 5.8 where we see both the correction of the structural anomaly en-
countered in mono-scale completion and a significant gain in computational efficiency
with the use of the restricted hierarchical approach. Additionally the introduction of
restricted hierarchical matching into a given completion scenario does not appear to
significantly effect the visual or statistical difference of the completion from the orig-
inal (e.g. Figure 5.8) and in other cases may improve it (e.g. Figure 5.15). In general,
whilst completion may still be computationally expensive for larger examples, the use
of the proposed restricted hierarchical algorithm offers significant computational sav-
ings over both mono-scale and generic hierarchical completion for all of the examples
shown.
Notably, some of the resulting completions do have significant additional noise
present despite the use of post-completion smoothing (Section 5.3.1.1) but this is left
an an area for future work and/or post-processing. In cases where high-frequency noise
is present in the resulting surface completion (e.g. Figure 5.7 & 5.13) post-processing
in the form of feature preserving smoothing [JDD03] can be utilised to overcome this
problem (N.B. these examples are shown in raw form without such post-processing
applied). Ultimately, the problem of noise is the trade-off of using hierarchical com-
pletion - noise is present in the original surface thus by propagating the relief we also
propagate noise. With our amplification of relief propagation through the use of hier-
archy we also amplify the noise - this is somewhat unavoidable. Our efforts to dampen
noise with pre/post completion smoothing are limited due to the inherent problem of
noise removal vs. loss of detail in 3D surface processing (Section 5.3.1.1). Advances
in this related area and in characterising the nature of 3D surface noise in surface hier-
archies will aid in future development in this area.
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Overall, the results presented in this chapter extend the capabilities of the original
mono-scale technique outlined in Chapter 3 to overcome both the structural and com-
putational limitations previously identified (Section 3.6). In terms of the contemporary
context-sensitive techniques of [SACO04, PMG
 
05] we now see a further enhance-
ment on the arguments presented in Section 3.6 with regard to these works in terms of
a) the maintenance of higher order surface structure and b) computational cost.
One of the notable strengths of patch based techniques (e.g. [SACO04, PMG
 
05])
in the pixels vs. patches debate in the texture synthesis (Section 2.3.2.5) has been the
maintenance of higher order surface structure whereas per-{pixel|vertex|sample} based
techniques inherently suffer from the loss of this information. Although [SACO04] is
also a hierarchical based technique, the hierarchical extension of our own per-sample
based technique now facilitates the maintenance of this higher order surface informa-
tion in cases where it was otherwise lost to accumulated completion error.
Similarly, improvements in computational cost through the use of restricted hi-
erarchical completion also bring our technique closer to the runtime performance of
[SACO04]. However, the inherent difference in representational approaches - a hier-
archy of volumetric patches [SACO04] vs. our hierarchy of surface samples - makes
direct performance comparison difficult. [PMG
 
05] does not present a hierarchical ap-
proach an is still limited by its requirement for contextual examples - an extension of
[PMG
 
05] to use hierarchical surfaces may be an interesting domain for future work.
Additionally, from our investigation here a number of other issues remain for future
investigation. In the example completions shown (Section 5.4) the choice of hierar-
chical parameter m is made empirically on a per surface basis. Figure 5.11 stands
testament to the result of insufficient hierarchical levels for a given example but yet no
method of visually or statistically determining the amount of “hierarchy” required for
a given of example becomes apparent. As multi-scale analysis of a given surface, or
more generally a signal, is difficult to quantify the manual setting of this parameter in
the general case may become difficult. Some may require weak-“hierarchy” (few lev-
els) whilst others strong-“hierarchy” (many levels) - no empirical rule appears to exist.
It is suggested that a statistical means is thus employed based on a minimal base crite-
ria for the hierarchical surface model (Section 5.2). The criteria itself based on surface
analysis akin to frequency analysis of the relief itself (if possible, cf. Section 3.4) to
determine the level of hierarchical complexity required for successful completion. It is
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possible that certain perceptually “mono-scale” textures will not overly benefit from
the use of hierarchical completion at all (e.g. golfball texture, Figure 3.1).
Additionally, in a number of the examples presented (e.g. Figure 5.15) the error
bound e was raised globally for the completion in order to facilitate successful match-
ing at the coarser hierarchical levels. Future work should also investigate the use of
adaptive parameters that are adjusted with the hierarchical surface model itself so as to
facilitate matching at the appropriate level within a derived error bound and by similar
extension to the widow size parameter, w.
Overall, our use of hierarchical completion approach improves upon the completion
abilities of our earlier mono-scale approach by improving plausible completion in pre-
viously problematic cases and reducing the computational cost of the process itself.
The choice of restrictive hierarchical approach, sample pyramids, is notably one of
many approaches or variations that could be used to propagate constraining knowl-
edge between levels in the surface hierarchy. Again further investigation of this issue
is left as an area for further work.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
“Art does not reproduce the visible, rather it makes visible”
- Paul Klee (Artist)
This thesis has investigated surface completion as a specific aspect of the wider volume
completion problem - the completion of unknown areas within 2 12D and 3D scene
captures. Specifically we have investigated the completion of 3D surface detail, within
the paradigm of visual propagation, by propagating scene knowledge from the known
to unknown 3D surface portions. Our goal in this investigation has been to achieve
visually plausible completion such that the original and completed portions of a given
article are indistinguishable.
This chapter presents an overview of this research work on the volume completion
problem (Section 6.1) together with a comparison to related work (Section 6.2) and
overall conclusions from this body of research (Section 6.3). Additionally we present
an summary of original contributions (Section 6.4) and a identify future directions for
work in this area (Section 6.5).
6.1 Summary and Discussion
In the research presented in this thesis we have looked to work in perceptual psychol-
ogy for an insight into human visual abilities in the 3D visual completion. Notably we
identify theoretical work in volume completion [Tse99b], contour propagation [Tse02]
and fuzzy completion [VL99] from which we derive our own paradigm of completion
via visual propagation.
Specifically we investigate the completion of 3D surface relief as part of the wider
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volume completion problem. Our approach has two main stages - smooth geometric
completion and subsequent surface relief propagation.
Based on earlier work in the geometric completion of 2 12D surfaces (Section 2.2.2
[Stu01, SFF01, CLF02, DF02]) we initially complete a given surface based on the
good continuation of its underlying geometric surface model. The underlying surface
model is recovered using geometric surface fitting to the available 2 12 D surface data
[For89, LMM98, FF01a, FF01b, FF02] from which a smooth completion of the surface
is then constructed (Section 3.2, e.g. Figure 3.2). Additionally, the geometric surface
model allows the recovery of a displacement map from available 2 12D surface data that
represents the relative displacement of the localised surface relief from the surface fit.
It is this localised displacement that we wish to propagate from the original (known)
surface portion over the smooth geometric completion of the unknown surface area in
order to achieve plausible 3D completion.
In our second stage of surface relief propagation (Section 3.3), we adapt the con-
cept of non-parametric sampling, from prior work in 2D texture synthesis [EL99], to
the completion of surface 3D relief (Chapter 3.3). Non-parametric sampling is based
around the concept of direct sampling and propagation rather than explicit domain
modelling - essentially the robotics paradigm of “the world is its own best model”.
Here, instead of propagating pixel values as in the earlier 2D work [EL99], we concern
ourselves with the propagation of localised surface displacement (e.g. Figure 3.1).
This adaptation of a direct sampling technique requires the additional consideration
of 3D sampling and phase alignment issues (Section 3.4) to overcome the potential
effects of aliasing on the plausibility of the resulting completion.
Overall our evaluation of this technique offers the successful completion of both
regular and irregular as well as isotropic and anisotropic surface relief (e.g. Figures
3.18, 3.19, 3.23, 3.24 & 3.26). The technique is suited both to the plausible comple-
tion of fine isotropic surface detail (e.g. Figure 3.18), the completion of architectural
relief (e.g. Figure 3.19), the good continuation of smooth surface relief (e.g. Figure
3.24) and the completion/extension of naturally stochastic relief (e.g. Figures 3.23
& 3.22). Similarly, the approach works equally well in the completion of isolated
surface holes (e.g. Figure 3.21) and can additionally be applied to surfaces with non-
conforming geometric traits (e.g. Figures 3.44 & 3.47). This overall assessment is
further supported by robust statistical analysis (Sections 3.5.2, 3.5.2.1) and enhanced
visualisation (Section 3.5.2.2). However, some limitations in this mono-scale approach
do exist. Notably, it has a high computational cost (due to exhaustive search) and suf-
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fers from the loss of higher order surface structure in some cases (e.g. Figure 3.20) due
to the interaction of fine surface detail and noise in the completion of global surface
structures.
Further extensions of this technique extend its capabilities to the dual completion of
surface relief and colour in unison (Chapter 4) and to the multi-scale completion of
surface relief on a coarse to fine hierarchical scale (Chapter 5).
Our extension of dual colour and relief completion involves the adaptation of the
earlier non-parametric 3D completion technique to consider propagation based on lo-
calised relief and colour similarity (Section 4.1). Here we see a number of successful
colour completion results over both natural and man-made surfaces (e.g. Figures 4.4
& 4.11). Again the technique is suited both to plausible 2 12D to 3D completion (e.g.
Figure 4.4) and the realistic extension of existing 3D surface relief (e.g. Figure 4.6).
Visual similarity of the completion results is also supported by statistical analysis in
both the geometric and colour domains. Further investigation into the use of colour as
an additional completion constraint show its importance in otherwise difficult scenar-
ios (e.g. head completion, Figure 4.21).
By utilising a hierarchical surface model (Section 5.2, [Hop96]) we further extend
our earlier mono-scale technique to consider the multi-scale completion of surface
relief (Chapter 5). Here we specifically target the problems caused by the loss of higher
order surface structure (e.g. Figure 3.20) by separating the completion of differing
levels of surface detail through the use of surface hierarchy. To paraphrase the old
English idiom “to separate the wood from the trees” here we aim to gain the correct
global structure of the surface (i.e. the wood/forest) by initially separating out the
finer surface relief detail (i.e. the trees/subparts of the forest). This is achieved by
performing successive levels of non-parametric completion over a coarse to fine scale,
at each level propagating the relative difference in relief detail from the original to
completed surface area.
Two algorithmic hierarchical approaches are proposed - an initial generic adap-
tation as previously described (Section 5.3.1) and additionally a restrictive method
utilising knowledge propagation between hierarchical surface levels to offer a signif-
icant reduction in computation (Section 5.3.2). The latter, utilising the concept of
sample pyramids, uses matching knowledge from the previous level of non-parametric
completion in the hierarchy to restrict the possible set of matching locations (i.e. the
non-parametric search space) at the current level. Additional issues such as noise prop-
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agation through the hierarchy itself had to be specifically addressed (Section 5.3.1.1)
and an adaptation to hierarchical colour completion is additionally presented (Section
5.3.1.2). Results show that the use of these hierarchical adaptations resolve the earlier
issues pertaining to the loss of higher order surface structure (e.g. Figures 5.7 & 5.9)
and additionally offer a substantial reduction in the computational cost of the comple-
tion process compared to the earlier mono-scale technique. Hierarchical completion,
however, comes at the cost of noise propagation in the resulting completions. Despite
this, further examples show the additional suitability of these approaches to the com-
pletion of stochastic (e.g. Figure 5.17), non-geometrically conforming (e.g. Figure
5.14), regular (e.g. Figure 5.12) and colour surface relief (e.g. Figure 5.17). Subjec-
tive evaluation based on visual plausibility is again generally supported by statistical
analysis.
Although the computational gains achieved from the use of hierarchical based com-
pletion do not offer a real-time solution to relief propagation they do show that the
careful consideration of two keys elements, a) constraint and b) representation, pro-
vide useful insights into reducing the overall computational requirement. In this re-
search, considering the initial foray of 2D non-parametric techniques into the domain
of 3D completion, we chose the seminal work of Efros / Leung [EL99] as the basis
for the conceptual 2D  3D traversal. Further developments in 2D texture synthesis,
notably in efficiency (Section 2.3.2) may offer useful parallels for efficiency gains for
our orthogonal 3D problem.
Our work in hierarchical completion offers significant computational gains through
the introduction of additional matching constraints and the use of hierarchical surface
representation. In some way this mimics the similar 2D enhancements of [WL00] but
as can be noted from this 2D work [WL00] the optimisations possible with a 2D im-
age may differ greatly in algorithmic implementation, although conceptually similar,
for successful application to 3D surfaces. Future work considering the additional use
of completion via additional constraint and alternative representational optimisations
(Sections 2.2.6 & 2.3.3.2) may be able to offer additional gains in the area of compu-
tation. However, in general, 3D visual completion is a difficult problem (Section 2.1)
and a real-time solution without compromise will be difficult to realise. Despite this
numerous avenues for further work, on this point and others, remain to be investigated
(Section 6.5).
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Overall we propose a non-parametric technique for the completion of 3D surface relief
suitable to a wide range of relief genres and extensible to dual relief/colour completion.
The additional extension to a hierarchical based completion approach offers benefits
in the retention of global surface relief structures and computational cost. These pro-
posals are robustly evaluated using a range of visualisation and statistical techniques.
In general they show that plausible completion is possible through a propagation based
approach based on non-parametric sampling.
From this overview of the practicalities of our research we now return to the more
theoretical general questions that pertain to the general problem of achieving plausible
3D completion.
6.1.1 Do we achieve volume completion?
Based on our analysis of Chapter 2 and our specific attention to Tse’s account of human
visual completion abilities, volume completion [Tse99b], the question now arises -
Have we achieved volume completion?
Volume Completion is itself a large and difficult question and one which we are
only beginning to answer with reference to the human vision system [Tse99b]. The
simple (and honest) answer, with reference to the research presented in this thesis is
“No”. Tse’s outline of volume completion details four key contributory aspects - con-
tour/surface relatability, volume mergability, pattern completion and world knowledge
(Section 2.1.2, Figure 2.3). As we identified in Section 2.2 prior work in computer
vision only considers, at most, a disjoint subset of these contributors with work in 3D
pattern completion, volume mergability and notably unified approaches found to be
lacking.
In this research we, at most, consider aspects of contour/surface relatability through
our use of geometric surface completion and pattern completion through our propaga-
tion of 3D surface relief (itself a pattern over the surface). Arguably aspects of world
knowledge pertain to our use of geometric surface fitting but this is less apparent.
Many aspects the wider question of volume completion remain un-approached in
computer vision and these are left as areas for future work. This is effectively illus-
trated by Tse’s seamonster example (shown Figure 2.9) where we see the prevalence
of volume based completion in human visual completion abilities which still remain
elusive in their computational counterpart.
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What we have achieved here, in this thesis, is the ability to plausibly complete 3D
surface relief (and colour) over a smooth surface completion initially derived from an-
other technique (perhaps contour/surface relatability, volume mergability, pattern or
world knowledge based). This advances the state of the art with regard to 3D pattern
completion abilities in computer vision, bringing them closer to those present in the
human visual system, and most importantly follows the paradigm of visual propaga-
tion, itself fundamental to the volume completion concept.
In summary we solve part of the problem by advancing the state of the art in plau-
sible surface completion (full details Sections 6.2 / 6.4) but much is still left to be done
on generalised volume completion (details Section 6.5).
From a practical perspective, should an advancement in computational volume mer-
gability facilitate the completion of the seamonster example, the 3D surface relief
techniques proposed here stands ready to plausibly complete the scales over the 3D
surfaces of its completed body.
6.1.2 Visual Propagation
In terms of visual propagation (Section 1.1.1) we see that our non-parametric sampling
based techniques inherently fits within the bounds of our intended paradigm.
The completion techniques that we have proposed inherently supports the prop-
agation of visual knowledge from the known to the unknown portions of 3D scenes
through the use of non-parametric sampling (Chapter 3). By definition, non-parametric
sampling queries the original scene portion itself for the “best-fit” element of scene
evidence (here 3D displacement vectors) for the current stage in completion following
the “..world is its own best model” approach. In doing so it provides a direct conduit
for the propagation of visual knowledge from the original to completed scene portions
and an assumption of completion (or synthesis) based on localised similarity [EL99].
Later extensions of our fundamental completion approach build further upon the
concept of visual propagation as we see both the correlated propagation of surface
colour/relief (Chapter 4) and the propagation of visual knowledge between multiple
hierarchical scales of detail (Chapter 5) in conjunction with regular known to unknown
propagation.
Overall, the relative success of the techniques presented in this thesis re-enforces
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Figure 6.1: Limits of plausible completion
the suitability of this paradigm, derived from psychological accounts of volume com-
pletion [Tse99b, Tse02] and fuzzy completion [VL99] in human vision, for use in the
context of achieving at least surface level completion in artificial vision systems.
6.1.3 Plausible Completion
The novel 3D completion techniques presented here go a considerable way to achieving
visual plausibility in that, for most of the cases presented, the original and completed
portions of a given object are visually indistinguishable. However, it should be noted
that under closer visual inspection the original can normally be determined due to un-
avoidable visual traits inherent in the artificial portion (e.g. regularity of point density,
mild aliasing at a given level of inspection). Similarly for statistical inspection, differ-
ences in relief or colour distributions may betray the true parentage of a given surface
portion - be it capture device or completion process. For the most part these differences
are inapparent and the illusion of visual plausibility is maintained - our intended goal.
Overall our technique is inherently reliant on the creation of visual plausibility by
the derivation of completed surface structure from the available scene data (i.e. the
context). Here we see it following the fuzzy completion concept of van Lier ([VL99],
Section 2.1.4) who argues visually implausible completions can be easily identified
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by their deviation in characteristics from the original - i.e. they contain elements for
which there is no contextual justification present. In the examples of Chapter 3 where
we see structural anomalies in the resulting completions (Section 3.5.2, e.g. Figure
3.20) it is this lack of contextual justification, and often the presence of strong contra-
dicting visual (i.e. scene) evidence, that leads us to consider the completion implausi-
ble. By contrast the later correction of these anomalies in Chapter 5 removes this lack
of contextual justification leading to plausible acceptance. Indeed in the majority (if
not all) cases where a suitable completion is achievable it is derived from contextual
knowledge. In this way, like its contemporaries [SACO04, PMG
 
05], we present a
contextual completion technique limited only by available contextual information and
constraint.
This raises the wider question of completion “out of context” as a limitation of
plausible completion. If we look specifically to the more surreal nature of imaginary
art (Dali, Figure 6.1 left) and real world architecture (Gaudi, Figure 6.1 right) we see
visual structures that appear notably out of context with their barren (Figure 6.1 left)
or city scape (Figure 6.1 right) context. How would the concept of fuzzy completion
cope in these examples and how could we evaluate plausible completion? Again we
see the potential difficulties of the wider problem of volume completion and the poten-
tial limitations of plausible completion in terms of contextual reliance. These issues
are left as aspects for future work.
In summary, despite close inspection and these extreme cases (Figure 6.1) we gen-
erally find plausible completion is achievable through a visual propagation paradigm
and is achieved here in the techniques presented. Overall, the concept of plausible
completion has been both a useful evaluative comparator and directional goal in our
work.
6.2 Comparison to Other Work
As identified in Chapter 2 a prior body of work already existed in the domain of 3D
completion prior to the commencement of this research. Additionally, concurrently to
the work detailed in this thesis a body of related work has been subsequently produced
by in the wider research community in tackling the same or similar problems. Here we
contrast our own work with that carried out in each of these time frames.
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6.2.1 Prior Work
In this thesis we have specifically aimed to achieve plausible surface completion from
limited 212D (or 3D) surface data. If we look primarily at the work that existed prior
to the commencement of this thesis research we realise that our contribution makes a
significant gain in terms of the state of the art in this area.
As discussed in Section 2.2 prior work in surface completion has concentrated
on the smooth completion of surfaces through the “good continuation“ paradigm of
Kellman and Shipley [KS91], a paradigm itself outdated by Tse’s volume comple-
tion [Tse99b]. Specifically we see smooth geometric completion of conforming sur-
faces (Section 2.2.2, [Stu01, SFF01, CLF02, DF02, Fis03, CS05]), smooth comple-
tions from probabilistic reconstruction (Section 2.2.3, [DTC04]), symmetric rotation
(Section 2.2.7.2, [CM02, PHOW04]) and smooth surface continuation from a range of
volumetric and mesh based hole-filling techniques (Section 2.2.5, [DMGL02, BNK02,
Lie03, NT03, VCBS03, Ju04, Mas04, TC04]). From the example of Figures 2.11,
2.12, 2.13, 2.23, 2.16 & 2.17 it is clear that these techniques offer little in the way of
plausible relief completion.
Additional prior work in bi-lateral symmetric completion (Section 2.2.7.2) and GA
based approaches (Section 2.2.6.3) is similarly limited. Related work in 3D texture
synthesis is also limited (Section 2.3.3.2) to procedural/functional type texture synthe-
sis rather than “by example” texture propagation.
By contrast here we present methods to provide the plausible completion of a limited
3D texture relief example over an already completed 3D surface structure. Although
very limited attempts at this were made in [DF02] by noise propagation (see Figure
2.11B) a generalised scheme was not proposed. The contrast of the Figures of Chapter
3 (e.g. Figures 3.1, 3.19 & 3.26) over the examples of Figures 2.11, 2.12 & 2.16 make
this advancement clear. Additionally Figure 3.43 of Section 3.5.5 shows a direct com-
parison with available smooth surface completion techniques (as recently as [Ju04])
against our non-parametric based technique.
6.2.2 Concurrent Work
Since the commencement of this research, concurrent work in the wider research
community has brought forward advancements both in contextual surface completion
[SACO04, PMG
 
05], geometric surface texturing [BIT04, LHGM05] and the com-
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pletion of surface colour and shape [WO03]. Here we examine each of these results in
the context of our own contributions.
The work of Sharf et al. [SACO04] is most similar to our own. This utilises an
approach based on the propagation of volumetric surface patches, from known to un-
known surface areas, in a coarse to fine hierarchy. Patch selection is based on the simi-
larity of neighbouring cell signatures, derived from algebraic surface fitting, with patch
propagation based on initial rigid transformation and subsequent ICP [BM92] align-
ment. Further non-rigid transformation of the patch is then used to ensure localised
surface continuity. Although this technique is successful in a number of completion
scenarios (e.g. Figure 2.18 & 2.20) it does have inherent limitations (e.g. Figures 2.19
& 3.16). A full overview of [SACO04] is presented in Section 2.2.6.
Sharf et al. [SACO04] rely on the availability of suitable sample patches for the
successful completion and rely on approximate (i.e. cell signatures) based matching
rather than direct comparison. In situations where a suitable sample patch is not avail-
able (Figure 3.16) or the approximation leads to an unsuitable match (e.g. hair to
an eye portion, Figure 2.19) this leads to implausible completion results. In essence
[SACO04] is performing “copy and paste” based completion and will only directly
replicate completed surface structure form the original. By contrast our non-parametric
proposal operates on a per-{sample | point | vertex} propagation and direct matching
basis and as such is able to derive a unique completed surface portion by point-wise
comparison to the available sample. This means that our technique can fill isolated
surface holes (Figure 3.21), complete the rear side of objects (Figure 3.19) and extend
3D surface textures (Figure 3.22) without any repetitive“tiling” artifacts that would
be apparent from a patch based “copy and paste” technique. Additionally, the use of
non-rigid transforms in [SACO04] may cause implausible artifacts in the completion
of highly structured texture. The use of purely rigid transforms on a point-wise basis
makes our technique equally suitable for stochastic (Figure 3.23) or highly structured
3D surfaces (Figures 3.18 & 3.19).
Overall [SACO04] present a somewhat brittle completion technique, heavily reliant
on surface type (i.e. smooth/non-regular) and the availability of suitable contextual
patches which is computationally very efficient. By contrast we present a much more
flexible technique that is suited to a wider range of scenarios. Notably our technique is
reliant on geometric fitting, but equally adaptable to other smooth surface completion
techniques, and despite the use of restricted hierarchical enhancements believed to be
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computationally more costly. Ultimately this presents the two opposing sides of the
patches vs. pixels debate in related 2D texture synthesis - speed vs. diversity (Section
2.3.2).
The related work of Pauly et al. [PMG
 
05] suffers from similar limitations to that
of [SACO04]. Pauly et al. [PMG
 
05] rely on a set of a priori context surfaces, sim-
ilar in nature to that of the article being completed, from which a completion can be
derived based on a non-rigid patch-wise amalgamation of the originals with the con-
textual surfaces. A full overview is presented in Section 2.2.6.2.
The reliance on a set of similar a priori context surfaces together with the use of
non-rigid transformations mean that all of the shortcomings of [SACO04] with relation




05] is well suited
to the completed of isolated, smooth objects (e.g. Figure 2.21) it is similarly lim-
ited by surface detail lacking in the available contextual surface models (e.g. Figure
2.22). This reliance on suitable contextual models, selected from a 3D model database,
brings [PMG
 
05] closer to the constrained completion by recognition paradigm (Sec-
tion 2.2.6.2) rather than the completion by generalisation1 that we pursue in our own
work. Overall, the work of [PMG
 
05] does not concentrate on the completion of 3D
surface detail and as a result performs poorly at it.
Concurrent work in geometric surface texturing [BIT04, LHGM05] (Section 2.3.3.2)
is more closely related to our own. Both however [BIT04, LHGM05] concentrate on
the transfer of geometric texture, from one object to another, rather than the explicit
problem of plausible completion. As a result both approaches are plagued by the exem-
plar use of fairly arbitrary geometric textures over fairly arbitrary surfaces (e.g. Figure
2.33) making the evaluation of issues such as 3D aliasing and plausibility problematic.
Both [BIT04, LHGM05] use different surface presentations to our explicit triangu-
lated surface representation. [LHGM05] uses a geometry image based representation
- essentially a 2D map of the 3D surface over which a 2D texture synthesis technique
of choice can then be applied. Notably [LHGM05] uses specific methods to handle is-
sues of global regularity and avoid the appearance of seams - an area in which our own
work here has encountered problems and required the use of hierarchical techniques.
[BIT04] uses a volumetric based voxel representation over which a hierarchical adap-
1We make no attempt to recognise a given object beyond its basic geometric shape - from which our
general technique performs surface relief completion regardless of relief type, style or content.
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Figure 6.2: An example of 3D texture transfer
tation of a 2D texture synthesis technique can then be applied with voxel neighbour-
hoods synonymous to pixel neighbourhoods as in the earlier 2D case. Overall both
solve similar operational problems to our own approach utilising different representa-
tional means to solve a subtly different but related problem.
We can adjust our triangulated surface based approach to this specific problem (i.e.
geometric texture transfer) by initially copying an arbitrary portion of 3D surface relief
from a sample surface, with an underlying geometric surface fit, to a otherwise plain
target. From this point we simply perform completion on the target surface using our
separate sample as the original. This auxiliary result is presented in Figure 6.2 as non-
parametric 3D texture transfer. It may be similarly possible to adjust these alternative
representations [BIT04, LHGM05] to our own problem but it is unclear how plausibil-
ity related issues such as 3D aliasing could be resolved and this is left as an area for
future work.
Also of note is the concurrent work of [WO03] that performs both the completion
of surface shape (by bi-lateral symmetry) and colour. In [WO03] colour completion
is performed as an explicit post-process to the completion of the surface shape itself.
By contrast our dual surface relief/colour completion technique (Chapter 4) completes
both in parallel utilising both relief and colour (in parameterised proportion) to guide
the overall completion process. Our investigation of dual colour/relief completion pur-
sues a different angle on this problem to [WO03] and provides interesting contrast.
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The limited examples (and details) given in [WO03] do not make further comparison
possible at this time.
6.3 Conclusions
Overall from the research work carried out in this thesis we draw the following primary
conclusions in terms of the practical completion of 3D surface relief: The plausible completion of 3D surface relief and colour is achievable utilis-
ing the proposed adaptation of non-parametric sampling to the domain of 3D
surface completion. This approach lies within the proposed paradigm of visual
propagation. A mono-scale based non-parametric sampling based approach may suffer from
the loss of higher order surface structure due to the interaction of fine surface
detail and capture noise on the completion of global surface structure. This
problem can be overcome by the use of the proposed hierarchical completion ap-
proaches which build upon the earlier 3D non-parametric completion approach.
Additional use of constraining knowledge within the hierarchical completion ap-
proach can lead to significant benefits in the computational cost of completion. The problem of 3D aliasing, relating to sampling density, in the completion of
a 3D surface can be overcome by selecting a point density for the completed
surface portion that satisfies the Nyquist associated properties of the relief being
propagated. In order to achieve a completion with no more aliasing than the
natural aliasing present in the original surface capture this sample density can be
set to the shortest edge length (i.e. closest sample distance) present in a Delaunay
based triangulation of the original surface portion. The problem of 3D aliasing, relating to phase mis-alignment, in the completion
of a 3D surface can be practically overcome by oversampling the original surface
portion to reduce this mis-alignment to a suitable bound.
6.4 Review of Contributions
The main original contributions of this thesis can be outlined as follows:
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thesis [EL99], to the plausible completion of 3D surface relief over a prior geo-
metrical continuation of a given 2 12D surface. An algorithm for this adaptation
as non-parametric 3D surface completion is presented (published as [BF05b]). The extension of the non-parametric 3D completion approach to the combined
completion of surface relief and colour. An adaptation to the previous algorithm
is presented together with a discussion of the relationship of relief and colour in
the completion problem (published as [BF05c]). The further derivation of a hierarchical completion approach based on the adap-
tation of the earlier non-parametric technique for use over a hierarchical surface
model. A generic hierarchical completion algorithm, that overcomes limitations
present in the earlier mono-scale non-parametric 3D completion approach, is
presented. Additionally a subsequent adaptation to improve computational per-
formance by restricting relief propagation is also presented. The identification and proposed practical solution of aliasing related issues salient
to the plausible completion of 3D surface relief utilising a discrete sample-based
approach. Two causes of 3D relief aliasing, namely reconstruction sample point
density and original !C completed sample point phase alignment, are identi-
fied and practical solutions based theoretical bounds are presented (published
as [BF05b]).
6.5 Directions for Future Work
From the research work carried out in this thesis several directions for future research
have been identified. Here these are divided into two categories. Firstly relating in
practical terms to the practical completion of 3D surface relief and secondly the wider
and more theoretical domain of achieving generalised volume completion in computer
vision.
6.5.1 Surface Relief Completion
In terms of the plausible completion of 3D surface relief, directions for future research
are outlined as follows:
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ometric fitting both for initial smooth surface completion and the separation of
surface relief. Further work investigating non-conforming surface types (Sec-
tion 3.5.6) and adaptation to other smooth surface completion techniques (e.g.
[Lie03, Ju04]) should be considered together with the use of techniques such as
[KL96] for the separation of relief from arbitrary surface configurations. In our investigation of sampling in 3D surfaces (Section 3.4) we highlight the po-
tential benefits of frequency domain analysis of 3D surface relief. Approximat-
ing the Nyquist frequency of a 3D surface and the possibilities of synthesising
surfaces through infinite representation models (i.e. surface relief represented
using Fourier methods) still require further investigation - this is of equal inter-
est in 3D storage, transmission and compression as it is in synthesis. In Section 3.5.4 we detail a brief investigation into the sample selection tech-
nique used in our non-parametric 3D completion approach. This issue should
be investigated in further depth and the design of selection techniques widened
beyond reference to the GA literature to specific geometrically orientated means
of selection. Our integration of colour into the dual colour/relief completion process is ba-
sic and relies on a user defined weighting factor (Section 4.1.1). Further work
to investigate alternative integration methodologies and the possibility of prior
sample analysis to determine the nature of the colour to relief relationship of a
given surface should be carried out. The proposed hierarchical completion techniques suffer both from noise propa-
gation through the hierarchical surface model (despite post-completion smooth-
ing) and are reliant on empirically set parameters that are global to the overall
hierarchy (Chapter 5). Alternative noise suppression techniques and the use of
adaptive parameters that adapt on a per level basis in relation to the coarseness of
the surface should be investigated. Additional prior analysis techniques should
be investigated for determining the number of hierarchical levels required for a
given surface example (Section 5.5). Concurrent work in geometric surface texturing [BIT04, LHGM05] has investi-
gated similar conceptual problems to our own based on different surface repre-
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sentations. The potential advantages of these representations against the trian-
gulated surface approach formulated here should be investigated. In this thesis we have investigated and proposed solutions in the domain of 3D
surface relief completion based on the concept of non-parameterism from 2D
texture synthesis (cf. Section 2.3.2.4). Related work in parametric techniques
together with more recent advances in nonparametric 2D texture synthesis (Sec-
tion 2.3.2) should be investigated for similar adaptation to this new domain.
Several performance enhancements made in nonparametric 2D texture synthesis
(since the seminal work of [EL99]) may have equal parallels in 3D relief propa-
gation. These may offer useful insights for the realisation of real-time 3D relief
propagation.
6.5.2 Volume Completion
In terms of the wider problem of volume completion in computer vision [BF05a] the
following directions for future research and observations are outlined: The aspect of volume mergability from Tse’s unified view of volume completion
[Tse99b] appears to have received little attention in the computer vision litera-
ture. Further work in completing unknown volumes should look to the potential
of this concept for use in computer vision. Tse’s proposal of a contour propagation algorithm [Tse02] remains untested in
the domain of 3D computer vision, namely because numerous “shape from X”
techniques exist within the field. This proposal should be adapted to 3D shape
realisation in computer vision and compared to other techniques within the field. Work on unified approaches to the problem of 3D completion in computer vision,
following the insight into human visual abilities available from the literature in
perceptual psychology, remains limited. It is possible that by following psy-
chological paradigms such as that of volume completion [Tse99b] further useful
gains may be possible in this difficult computer vision problem.
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A.1 Algorithm: Non-parametric 3D completion
The technique described in Section 3.3.2 is now outlined in pseudo-code, following in
the style of the original 2D work [EL99], based on the definition of the following key
data items: surface = triangulated surface with vertices labelled as textured/untextured. targets = list of untextured vertices (targets) of surface. samples = list of textured vertices (samples) of surface.bacD U si X = surface displacement vector of textured vertex si, si d samples.
GrowSurface(surface, targets, samples)
while targets is not empty
progress = 0
currentTargets = target vertices on textured/untextured boundary of surface.
for each vertex v in currentTargets do
BestMatches = FindMatches(v, surface, samples)
if BestMatches not empty
BestMatch = random selection from (BestMatches)
if (BestMatch.error < MaxErrThreshold) then
Propagate D(BestMatch) to v
progress = 1
Remove v from targets
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end for
if progress == 0
MaxErrThreshold = MaxErrThreshold * 1.1;
end if
end while
The sub-routine FindMatches(v, surface, samples) is defined as follows:
FindMatches(v, surface, samples)
neighbours = textured vertices of surface in vertex neighbourhood of v
for every vertex v’ of neighbours
calculate Gaussian weight w(v’) relative to distance(v’, v)
end for
TotalWeight = sum(i in neighbours, w(i))
for every vertex s in samples do
neighbours’ = neighbours pose transformed to align with s
ssd = 0
validMatch = TRUE
for each point i in neighbours’ do
closestVertex = closest vertex on surface to i
if (closestVertex is in samples)
tri = closest triangle of surface to i
(v1, v2, v3) = vertices of triangle tri;
if (v1, v2, v3 are in samples)
distance = min distance from i to tri









ssd = ssd / TotalWeight
Add (s, ssd) to Matches
end if
end for
BestMatches = all i in Matches
with i.ssd <= min(i.ssd) * (1.1)
return BestMatches
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A.2 Proof: increase in sample density via tessellation
Introduction In Section 3.4.4 we discuss the use of planar surface tessellation as a
method of over-sampling a triangulated surface, without increasing any Nyquist as-
sociated properties (i.e. surface detail), in order to reduce the phase mis-alignment
error during matching. Planar tessellation splits every edge in the surface into two and
replaces each triangle by four co-planar ones in a variation on the spherical case of
Figure 3.3 (Section 3.2.2).
In order to facilitate the reduction in phase mis-alignment error as stated in Section
3.4.4 we require to increase sample density by at least a factor of two for each over-
sampling operation. Based on this requirement we now prove by induction that for a
general triangulated surface (or graph) tessellation always results in an increase in ver-
tices from i to i 0 following the relationship i 0 B 2i. We consider a simple surface case
and leave complex surfaces (e.g. non-manifold, non-orientable and/or encompassing
holes) to be considered the unions of multiple instances of this simple case. This proof
subsequently holds for these cases also.
This proof is also relevant to the discussion of Section 3.2.2.3.
Conjecture For a triangulated graph Gn in R3, subsequently tessellated to produce
graph Gn   1, the following relationship holds between the number of vertices Vn  Gn
and the number of vertices Vn   1  Gn   1:
Vn   1 B 2Vn (A.1)
for all Gn where the following definitions hold: Triangulated graph: all faces of the graph are triangles. Triangular Tessellation: each edge in the graph Gn is split into 2 edges such that
each internal triangular face of Gn is replaced by four triangles in Gn   1.
Proof by Induction Base case: Assume a graph G1 with a single triangular face (F1  2 by conven-
tion1). G1 thus has three edges (E1  3  and three vertices (V1  3). All other
1One internal face (in this case) and one external face (in all cases).
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general graphs Gn can be considered a tessellated extension of G1 where G0 is
the empty graph.
By Euler’s Formula V1 ! E1  F1  2 as expected for G1.
Let G2 be the triangular tessellation of G1. By the definition of triangular tessel-
lation E2  2E1  3  F1 ! 1  (as each edge E1 is split, three are added for each
internal face  F1 ! 1  ) and F2  4  F1 ! 1   1 (as each internal face is replaced
by four new faces and the exterior).
For V2 ! E2  F2  2 to hold we find:
V2 !e 2E1  3  F1 ! 1 ( L 4  F1 ! 1   1   2
V2 ! 6 ! 3 L 4  1   2
V2 ! 9  4  1  2
V2  6
- as expected as three extra vertices have been introduced due to the splitting of
the three edges of G1. Thus:
V2 B 2V1 Inductive hypothesis: Assume Vn   1 B 2Vn (Equation A.1) for all Gn. Inductive proof: Prove Vn   1 B 2Vn case where for n  n  1. Thus prove
Vn   2 B 2Vn   1
By Euler’s formula (Descartes-Euler polyhedral formula [AZ98]) we have:
Vn   1 ! En   1  Fn   1  2 (A.2)
Vn   2 ! En   2  Fn   2  2 (A.3)
From the base case we can define the recurrences En   2  2En   1  3  Fn   1 ! 1 
and Fn   2  4  Fn   1 ! 1   1.
By manipulation of Equation A.2 we can state:
Vn   1  En   1 ! Fn   1  2
By manipulation of Equation A.3 and our recurrences we can state:
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Vn   2  En   2 ! Fn   2  2
Vn   2 f 2En   1  3  Fn   1 ! 1 g !e 4  Fn   1 ! 1   1   2
Vn   2  2En   1 ! Fn   1  2
Returning to our inequality:
Vn   2 B 2Vn   1
2En   1 ! Fn   1  2 B 2  En   1 ! Fn   1  2 
2En   1 ! Fn   1  2 B 2  En   1 ! Fn   1  2 
2En   1 ! Fn   1  2 B 2En   1 ! 2Fn   1  4
2En   1 ! Fn   1 ! 2 B 2En   1 ! 2Fn   1! Fn   1 ! 2 B ! 2Fn   1
Fn   1 B 2
Therefore Vn   2 B 2Vn   1 is conditional on Fn   1 B 2. From from our base case
F1  2 and thus Fn   1 B 2 is true for all cases n B 1 
Thus by induction on n the inequality Vn   1 B 2Vn (Equation A.1) is proven for
all n B 1.
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A.3 Proof: face to vertex ratio in geodesic dome tes-
sellation
Introduction In our discussion of spherical surface generation in Section 3.2.2 we
rely on the relationship Fn  2Vn ! 4 with respect to the number of vertices, Vn, and
faces, Fn, in a geodesic dome tessellation derived from an initial regular icosahedron.
Here we prove this relationship by induction on n where n represents the number of
applications of the geodesic dome tessellation operator from the initial regular icosahe-
dron to produce the nth derivative geodesic dome surface. Geodesic dome tessellation
is defined in Section 3.2.2 and shown by example in Figure 3.3.
Conjecture For a triangulated polygon surface, Pn, that is derived from a triangulated
regular icosahedron (P1) by n applications of a geodesic dome tessellation operator the
following relationship holds between the number of faces Fn  Pn and the number of
vertices Vn  Pn:
Fn  2Vn ! 4 (A.4)
for all Pn where the following definitions hold: Triangulated regular icosahedron: polygon surface with 20 regular triangular
faces. Geodesic Dome Tessellation: each edge in the graph Pn is split into 2 edges such
that each internal triangular face of Pn is replaced by four triangles in Pn   1. The
placement of the edge splits (i.e. new vertices) is determined by Equation 3.1 so
as to approximate a spherical surface.
Proof by induction Base Case: Triangulated polygon surface P1, a regular icosahedron, has twenty
faces (F1  20) and twelve vertices (V1  12) (see Figure 3.3)2.
Therefore the base case for P1 holds as follows:
F1  2V1 ! 4
20  2  12  ! 4
2Unlike the proof of Appendix A.2 our surface is a closed polyhedra so no exterior face is considered.
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prove Fn   1  2Vn   1 ! 4.
By Euler’s formula (Descartes-Euler polyhedral formula [AZ98]) we have:
Vn ! En  Fn  2 (A.5)
Vn   1 ! En   1  Fn   1  2 (A.6)
From the definition of geodesic dome tessellation, for our closed surface, we can
define the recurrences Fn   1  4Fn and En   1  2En  3Fn.
From Equation A.4 and Equation A.5 we can formulate:
Fn  2Vn ! 4
Fn  2  2  En ! Fn  ! 4
Fn  2En ! 2Fn
3Fn  2En
using the inductive hypothesis for Fn.
By addition of 6Fn and multiplication we can thus derive:
12Fn  4En  6Fn
from which the recurrence En   1  2En  3Fn and Equation A.6 allow us to fur-
ther derive:
12Fn  2  En   1 
12Fn  2  Vn   1  Fn   1 ! 2 
Substituting our the recurrence Fn   1  4Fn allows us to finally show:
3Fn   1  2  Vn   1  Fn   1 ! 2 
3Fn   1  2Vn   1  2Fn   1 ! 4
Fn   1  2Vn   1 ! 4
Therefore by induction on n the relationship Fn  2Vn ! 4 (Equation A.4) is
proven for all n B 1.
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A.4 Runtime Analysis: Hierarchical Completion
Here we present the reasoning behind the runtime bounds stated for our generic and
restricted hierarchical completion algorithms in Section 5.3.2.3. For completeness and
reference we outline the runtime analysis of our mono-scale completion approach ini-
tially.
In our analysis we assume that hierarchical surface construction [Hop96] and post-
completion smoothing (Section 5.3.1.1) can be carried out with linear complexity to
the number of surface vertices. This cost is ignored in our reasoning as a one-time
initial and per-level overhead.
Mono-scale completion (Section 3.3.2): Here each target vertex is compared to each
sample vertex present on the surface. The computation required for every such com-
parison that is performed is directly proportional to the window (i.e. vertex neighbour-
hood) radius parameter w. Thus for a given surface with s sample vertices and t target
vertices, with vertex neighbourhood area area ∝ w2, the runtime bound is as follows:

 stw2  (A.7)
Pseudocode for this algorithm is given in Appendix A.1.
Generic hierarchical completion (Section 5.3.1): Our analysis follows from the fol-
lows basic premises of our hierarchical surface model:
1. A surface hierarchy has m levels of detail (LoD) indexed

M1  Mm  .
2. For an initial surface with n vertices each discrete level in the surface hierarchy
has k nm vertices for levels k   1 =m  (i.e. a linear surface hierarchy).
3. As each surface vertex must be either a target or a sample vertex, at every level
in the surface hierarchy, then n  s  t for a surface with s samples and t targets.
It thus follows from the premise 2 that the kth level in the surface hierarchy has
k s
  t
m  k  sm  tm ) vertices.
4. As uniform reduction in both sample and target vertices is enforced in our surface
model we can assume that the kth level in the surface hierarchy has k sm sample
vertices and k tm target vertices. This assumption follows from premise 3.
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By adapting Equation A.7 to our knowledge of the number of samples and targets oc-




k D 1 k  tm  k  sm  w2
Using the relationship ∑mk D 1 k2  m  m   1   2m   1 6 this can be expanded to:








  m   2m3   3m2   m
6 /
 m36  this can be approximated as follows:






2  m36 stw2m2 stw2m6
Extracting 16 as a constant the following runtime bound can be stated for this algo-
rithm: 
 stw2m  (A.8)
Restricted hierarchical completion (Section 5.3.2): Based upon the same premises
(1-4) for the generic approach, here we consider the analysis of the ideal restricted case
- whereby a suitable match for a given target vertex at level Mi can always be found
within the restricted subset of sample vertices defined from the prior match choice at
level Mi  1. Our analysis thus continues as follows: At level M1, the base case in the hierarchy, matching is unrestricted and the
full set of possible matches between the tm targets and
s
m samples occurring at
this level is considered. Thus computation at level M1is 
 sm tmw2  based on
Equation A.7 and premise 4. For subsequent levels M2  Mm matching is restricted using the sample pyra-
mids approach (Section 5.3.2) such that matching for a given target vertex v at
level Mi is restricted to a subset of all possible sample vertices based on prior
matching at level Mi  1. This restriction is defined as the spatial bounding box,
Bv, around the vertex neighbourhood of the match found at level Mi  1. This
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neighbourhood is itself defined by topological edge connection distance w (i.e.
the window radius parameter w) rather than spatially. This has two important
opposing properties:
– At each increase in LoD of the surface (i.e. transition from Mi  1  Mi) a
vertex split may result in an additional vertex entering the spatial definition
of Bv used for restricted matching at level Mi. Thus Bv gets larger in terms
of the number of vertices it contains as a new vertex will exist within the
spatial definition carried from Mi  1  Mi.
– At each increase in LoD of the surface where a vertex split introduces an
additional vertex into the spatial definition of Bv an additional edge con-
nection, resulting from the split, will also be introduced. When Bv, at level
Mi  1, is re-defined for use at subsequent level Mi (using edge connection
distance w) this additional edge connection, introduced in place of an ex-
isting vertex, will cause the set of restricted sample vertices to get smaller
in terms of the number of vertices it contains. The new edge will force out
one of the vertices, in terms of topological w-connectedness from a given
reference, in the spatial definition carried from Mi  1  Mi. Thus Bv gets
smaller in terms if the number of vertices it contains.
As both occur at every level transition in equilibrium - for every vertex added into the
spatial definition (increase in Bv) the related edge addition causes Bv to shrink equally
in spatial terms due to the change in edge topology. This is the pyramid concept - from
wide base to narrow point. Based on uniform vertex density over the surface at each
level (premise 4) the overall the number of vertices present in each bounding box Bv
can be assumed to be roughly constant over levels M2  Mm. With every increase
in LoD vertex density Bv reduces to a smaller spatial area, due to the change in edge
topology, thus overall maintaining constant size in terms of the number of vertices it
contains.
As Bv is constant in number of vertices we can assume this is solely a function
of the window/neighbourhood size parameter w, i Bv i^ f  w  . At a given level k in
the hierarchy it will thus contain a given fraction, f  w k  sm  , of the total number of sample
vertices, k  sm  , present. The actual number of sample vertices it contains at level k will
be: i Bv i  f  w k  sm  k  sm 
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 f  w 
As we know that Bv is roughly constant for a given surface hierarchy (M2  Mm),
because every increase in vertex density in the spatial area is met with a reduction
topological area, we can assume f  w  is also constant. Thus for levels M2  Mm we
define f  w   constant and by reasonable assumption state that f  w   w2 (i.e. as-
sume vertex density of 1 for πw2 w-connected topological radial area around a given
sample - all uniform variations are of course constant multiples of this assumption).
For each level M2  Mm each target from t is thus compared to at most f  w   w2
samples
Overall combining our analysis for initial unrestricted level M1and subsequent re-






k D 2 w2k tmw2
Using the relationship ∑mk D 1 k  m2   m2 this can be expanded as follows: sm tmw2  w4tm  m2  m2 ! 1  sm tmw2  w4tm2  w4tm2m ! w4tm stw2m2  12w4tm stw2m2
as empirically s and t are generally larger than w and m by several orders of magnitude
(see Tables 5.2 & A.2).
From which the following runtime bound can be drawn:
 stw2m2  (A.9)
By comparison to Equation A.8 this shows an ideal case runtime improvement
factor of m3is offered by the restricted hierarchical algorithm over the generic hier-
archical method. Additionally comparison to Equation A.7 this shows an ideal case
runtime improvement factor of m2over the mono-scale approach. Notably the for-
mulation of Equation A.9 does not take into account the overhead of the hierarchical
surface model itself and as such is slightly over optimistic compared to the ~60-90%
performance increases detailed in Section 5.4.
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A.5 Vertex Statistics for Example Surfaces
The size of the example surface meshes used for the evaluation of the techniques pre-
sented in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 are given in Table A.2 in terms of numbers of samples,
targets and total vertices: Samples: original vertices, belonging to the original visible portion of the sur-
face, originating from either laser scan or stereo data acquisition. Targets: vertices that form the completed portion of the surface and originate
from the geometric completion of the visible surface surface portion (Section
3.2). Total: combined number of target and sample vertices
This information is given to aid in quantifying the relative computational requirement
of processing each of the examples used for evaluation.
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Surface Description Example Figure Sample Vertices Target Vertices Total Vertices
Golfball 3.1 16922 7711 24633
Synth. Cylinder(s) 3.17 720 561 1281
Synth. Plane(s) 3.17 1681 1408 3089
Pisa Tower (full) 3.19 22204 23536 45740
Pisa Tower (top) 3.19 6135 7438 13573
Pisa Tower (middle) 3.19 11941 11650 23591
Pisa Tower (bottom) 3.19 4122 4447 8569
Pisa Tower (hole) 3.21 8320 373 8693
Tree Bark (planar) 3.22 3255 1908 5163
Tree Bark (cylinder) 3.23 12852 7200 20052
Stone (irregular) 3.22 9586 1856 11442
Stone (regular) 3.25 15497 3786 19283
Candlestick 3.24 31754 22997 54751
Occluded Bumps 3.26 20834 10277 31111
Pisa Tower (upper section hole) 3.35 19951 390 20341
Pisa Tower (upper section hole 2) 3.36 22011 110 22121
Pisa Tower (lower small hole) 3.36 22223 58 22281
Cola Bottle (hole) 3.38 33300 258 33558
Golfball (hole) 3.40 15709 533 16242
Tree Bark (cylinder, hole) 3.39 10771 507 11278
Plinth 3.44 4594 1359 5953
Square Bottle 3.46 55772 32158 87930
St. Stephen’s Tower (Big Ben) 3.47 23779 11418 35197
Colour Tree Bark (Cyl.) 4.4 5215 5364 10573
Colour Tree Bark (Planar) 4.6 9394 9708 19102
Porous Stone (colour) 4.8 (left) 3296 1770 5066
Dark Stone (colour) 4.8 (right) 4667 6384 11051
Sponge (colour) 4.13 35052 17690 52742
Circuit Board (colour) 4.11 15337 13186 28523
Melon (colour) 4.15 4902 2792 7694
Face (colour) 4.21 11840 7146 18986
Pisa Tower (small) 5.9 5884 6274 12158
Cyl. band 5.7 13210 6970 20180
Table A.2: Vertex statistics for surface mesh examples
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A.6 Surface Fitting
Surface fitting, extends earlier surface segmentation by seeking to derive a parametric
representation of the available surface data3. Although work has been carried out to
fit 3D data to a number of differing surface representations, commonly spline-based as
associated with computer graphics [FvDFH96, Wat00], here we concentrate on fitting
to simple analytic geometric surface shapes - i.e. planes, cylinders, spheres, conics,
torus and general quadrics.
Model fitting is a classical problem related both to computer vision and the wider
field of data characterisation, analysis and prediction. Several approaches to 3D com-
pletion have used model fitting to characterise surface data for completion (i.e. predic-
tion in an unknown area) both using algebraic and geometric surface fitting (see Section
2.2.2). Additionally surface parameterisations are also identified using classical com-
puter vision techniques such as the Hough Transform and RANSAC [CFD02, WO03]
- both classical techniques designed toward general model fitting through limited sam-
pling [JKS95].
The problem of generalised model fitting to unknown data, here representing a 3D
surface, poses three related problems. Firstly, how to measure the fitting error of a
given data point to a given (surface) model (Section A.6.2). Secondly, how to min-
imise that error, over all data points, in order to achieve a best fit for a given model
(Section A.6.1) and finally, how to select between different available models with dif-
ferent representational power (i.e. number of parameters, Section A.6.3).
With regard to 3D surface fitting a number of approaches to these problems have
been proposed (e.g. [Tau91, Tau93, FF93, FFE97, RFWA99a, RFC
 
99, RFWA99b,
Jüt00, FF01a, FF01b]). Overall our discussion of fitting draws heavily on the work
of [LMM98] and [FF01a, FF01b] as we follow the completion approaches of [Stu01,
DF02, CLF02] in the initial stage of our own work (Section 3.2).
Additional details on general Euclidean Fitting of geometric primitives are avail-
able from [FF02] or [SFF01, Stu01] whilst general overview of second order (quadric)
surface fitting to 3D data is given in the comprehensive overview of [Pet02].
3“Surface fitting” is also used in the literature to refer to the problem of fitting a surface polygoniza-
tion to a set of 3D data points or a 3D functional form (e.g. [DG01]).
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A.6.1 Least Squares Fitting
A common approach to the problem, given its minimisation requirement, is least
squares fitting [For89, LMM98]. In least-squares surface fitting we assume that, for a
given surface parameterisation S and data points pi εR3 for i   1 =m  , we can define
a function d  S  pi  as the distance of pi to the surface defined by S. The generalised
surface that goes through all the points can then be defined as a system of equations:
d  S  pi   0 f or i  1 (h=h m  (A.10)
However, as m is generally greater than the degrees of freedom of S the system is
“over-determined and in general cannot be solved” [LMM98]. Instead we seek to
determine the surface S which minimises the squared-error over this set of equations,
in order to determine the best fit surface, by minimising:
m
∑
i D 1 d  S  pi  2 (A.11)
Additional constraints on s are also imposed in order to limit the space of available
models to those of a given complexity. Here S is constrained to a finite set of geomet-
ric models but it may alternatively be constrained to a given class of surface such as
quadrics. When S is constrained to the set of second order surfaces linear methods such
as generalised Eigen-analysis can be used [LMM98]. In the case of geometric primi-
tives like cylinders and conics the associated constraining equations are non-quadratic
and thus non-linear approximation methods have to be employed. Non-linear methods
for these primitives and others are presented in [LMM98, FF01b]. In general they use
an iterative approximation method (e.g. Gauss-Newton or Levenberg-Marquardt) to
refine a good initial parameter estimate. This initial estimate is first derived from the
available data using statistical means or empirically. Notably, the axis estimation pro-
cedure suggested in [LMM98] relies on a smooth surface assumption such that the axis
can be derived from the surface normal estimation at available data points [Max99] - a
luxury not always available with real surface relief (Section 3.2).
A.6.2 Fitting Distance
A remaining issue in this arena is that of the distance function, d   , and how best to
estimate it. In general this aspect appears obvious - the distance pi  s can simply
be computed as a vector distance in Euclidean space. However, the calculation of
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the Euclidean distance pi  s, where s is a general curve or surface, has often been
computationally impractical if there is no closed form expression for the distance. As
a result iterative calculation methods or approximations are employed. Three main
methods of fitting exist based on variations in this area:
 Algebraic Fitting: An approximation of the Euclidean distance based on the
algebraic distance, dA   :
dA  s  pi   s  pi  (A.12)
- where s  x  is the functional evaluation of surface parameterisation at point
x. A gain in computational efficiency, derived from closed-form solutions, is
somewhat outweighed by often poor quality fitting results (Figure A.1). Taubin’s Fitting [Tau91, Tau93]: An alternative approximation of the Euclidean
distance based on a first order surface approximation to the exact distance:
dT  s  pi    s  pi  i s  pi  i (A.13)
Again computational efficiency is gained through the avoidance of an iterative
approximation of d   but the approximation is also biased introducing potential
fitting errors (Figure A.1). Euclidean Fitting [FF01a, FF01b]: the Euclidean distance, dE  s  pi  , which is
both unbiased and transformation invariant. For planes, cylinders and cones a
closed form expression exists but for a general surface, s (i.e. a quadric), an
iterative process must be used utilised. An initial parameter estimate for s is
derived from Taubin fitting to provide a seed which is then updated using the
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm to minimise Equation A.11.
A recent comparison of these three approaches [FF01a] concluded that the compu-
tational cost of Euclidean Fitting, given general increases in available computational
power, was now tolerable for the increased accuracy offered by the method over the
others available (see comparison in Figure A.1). Additionally Euclidean fitting is more
stable with increased noise [FF01a, Mil03] and invariant to Euclidean transformations
[FF01a] unlike its comparators.
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Figure A.1: A comparison of surface fitting methods [FF01a]
A.6.3 Model Selection
Finally we must consider our final aspect of fitting - model selection, the selection
of the “most suitable” parametric description for given surface data points. By “most
suitable” we are not simply referring to the best fit in terms of our earlier identified error
metrics as a parametric model of higher complexity (e.g. a general quadric) is quite
capable of fitting data lower complexity (e.g. a plane) with a possibly lower residual
error and this is not desirable. What we are interested in is finding the best fitting,
minimal description for a given set of surface data points within the constrained space
of available surface models. Here we employ the principle of Occam’s razor - “Given
a set of hypotheses, the simplest description generalises best.” Applied to information
theory this translates to seeking the minimum description length for the available data
as a suitable surface model within a given error bound. Thus we see an immediate
trade-off between residual fitting error of a given surface model and the simplicity of
its representation (i.e. number of parameters) - this is the domain of model selection.
Here classical work in model selection is generally based on the concept pro-
posed by the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [Aka73]. The AIC quantifies the
relative quality of a fit, over a set of derived models, for a given set of data. It
provides the required model complexity vs. residual error trade-off by accounting
both for the complexity of the model and the fitting error of the data to that model.
Work specialising this concept to the domain of geometric model fitting with the Ge-
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ometric AIC [Kan98] and Surface Selection Criterion [BHG04] has also been carried
out. However, in a derivative implementation of [FF01a, FF01b] basic AIC is used,
with additional reasonability constraints on radii, to provide a model selection cri-
teria [FF02] and has been found to be satisfactory for use in several related works
[Stu01, SFF01, Mil03, BF04].
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